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Abstract 

Much of what passes for knowledge about the world is defeasible, or can be mistaken. Our 
perceptions and premises can never be certain, we are forced to jump to conclusions in the presence 
of incomplete information, and we have to cut our deliberations short when our environment closes 
in. For this reason, any theory of artificial intelligence requires at its heart a theory of default 
reasoning, the process of reaching plausible, but uncertain, conclusions; and a theory of belief 
revision, the process of retracting and adding certain beliefs as information becomes available. 

In this thesis, we will address both of these problems from a logical point of view. We will provide 
a semantic account of these processes and develop conditional logics to represent and reason with 
default or normative statements, about normal or typical states of affairs, and statements of belief 
revision. The conditional logics will be based on standard modal systems, and the possible worlds 
approach will provide a uniform framework for the development of a number of such systems. 

Within this framework, we will compare the two typ-es of reasoning, determining that they are 
remarkably similar processes at a formal level of analysis. We will also show how a number of 
disparate types of reasoning may be analyzed within these modal systems, and to a large extent 
unified. These include normative default reasoning, probabilistic d,efault reasoning, autoepistemic 
reasoning, belief revision, subjunctive, hypothetical or counterfactual reasoning, and abduction. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

They arrive at their favorite pub after Craig has just soundly trounced Pete in their weekly ten
nis match. Craig is thirstily awaiting the loser-bought first round when Pete casually mentions 
something about being disappointed that hockey season has ended. Impatiently, Craig chastises 
Pete for the stalling tactics and small talk, urging him to get up and buy some beer. Smugly, Pete 
announces that Craig still owes him a night out because of a wager on the Stanley Cup (hockey) 
championships, and Craig, conceding this round of gamesmanship, heads to the bar for the first 
round. 

This scene illustrates a number of important aspects of commonsense reasoning. First, we notice 
Craig is reasoning on the basis of expectations about the typical or normal state of affairs. Normally 
the loser buys the first round and Craig has no reason to expect otherwise tonight, so he sits down 
fully anticipating Pete's going to get a pitcher. Craig also discounts Pete's initial comment about 
hockey as being irrelevant to t.he current situation. It doesn't affect Craig's expectation ( or at 
least he hasn't yet admitted it!). Finally, Craig is forced by overwhelming evidence to the contrary 
to admlt he will end up paying for the night. Not only is he forced to retract the belief in his 
initial conclusion, but also a number of other beliefs, such as the fact that he will get away cheaply 
tonight, and that he will get home early. 

Reasoning about normal or prototypical situations, jumping to conclusions, or making assump
tions is commonly referred to as default reasoning, and the ubiquity of this process in commonsense 
reasoning has been widely acknowledged. In just about any situation one can imagine, certain 
assumptions must be made, and certain inferences must be drawn in the face of incomplete or in
conclusive information. We must expect that conclusions we reach are, in general, merely plausible 
( to greater or lesser extent) and fallible, rather than certain or infallible. If we were to ever suspend 
belief in facts of whose truth we were not entirely assured, we would be in a position to know very 
little (if anything), much to the delight of the philosophical skeptics. However, contemporary epis
temologists have increasingly come to accept that knowledge may be based on defeasible reasons 
(Pollock 1986) and, hence, that beliefs (even those that-count as knowledge) cannot be arrived at 
with logical certainty. That Pete buys the first beer might be a reasonable inference, but it is not 
certain. Believing that Aunt Martha's pet Tweety can fly because it is a bird is also not guaranteed 
- it might turn out to be a penguin, or dead. 

Since most of our beliefs are arrived at through default reasoning and are based on defeasible 
reasons, it should not be surprising that our beliefs often turn out to be mistaken, justified though 
they might be. The conclusion that Pete buys the first round given that he has lost the match 
seems reasonable, but turned out to be wrong. H Tweety has a broken wing, inferring that Twe.ety 
can fly will probably be wrong as well. When we learn of the wing, we must revise our beliefs. 

1 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Not only do we add to our stock of beliefs that Tweety has a broken wing, but we also remove the 
fact that Tweety can fly (at the present time), perhaps that Aunt Martha keeps Tweety at a safe 
distance from the cat, or maybe even that Aunt Martha is a nice person (who doesn't ·mistreat 
pets). 

Because default reasoning pervades commonsense ( and not so common) reasoning, any general 
theory of artificial intelligence (AI) inust include some account of the process of reasoning by 
default, as well as of belief revision, the process of revis~ng states of belief in the presence of new, 
often contradictory, beliefs or evidence. It is usually admitted that any intelligent agent, artificial 
or otherwise, must have the capability to possess knowledge of its environment and itself, and to 
reason with that knowledge to infer new beliefs and expectations from which it can make decisions 
regarding future actions and goals; In order to characterize the types of knowledge required by such 
an agent, and the reasoning it should perform, an account of default reasoning and belief revision 
is crucial, as most knowledge and reasoning will be of this form. 

A number of logical and procedural accounts1 of default reasoning and belief revision have been 
proposed over the last ten to fifteen years, in both the AI and philosophical communities. The 
logical accounts have become predominant, and in this thesis we will provide a logical account of 
both default reasoning and belief revision, and examine the relationship between the two. Our 
treatment will be in terms of conditional logic, whereby we represent default rules and statements 
of revision in conditional form. For instance, a default about the social aspects of tennis playing 
may be phrased as "If Pete loses at tennis, he buys the beer," expressing a statement about typical 
or normal states of affairs. A statement of revision might be "If I am forced to believe I'm buying, 
then I'll cease believing I'll get home early." We will propose a logic within which one can represent 
and reason with statements of both types. While default reasoning and revision appear to be quite 
distinct ( though complementary) forms of reasoning, the conditionals and logic for representing 
them will turn out to be the same in each case, allowing us to differentiate the two processes 
using a technically uniform framework for comparison. This framework will also be general enough 
to allow us to show a number of correspondences with existing characterizations of defaults and 
revision. 

Before getting on with the business of developing such a characterization, a few words regarding 
the role of logic in AI, and especially in knowledge representation and reasoning (KR), are in order. 
In particular, a number of people have taken issue over the years with the dominant part played 
by logic in KR, so we will attempt to address some of these criticisms. 

1.1 The Role of Logic in Knowledge Representation and Rea-
soning 

There are two (extreme) ways one can attempt to build a program or agent that embodies knowledge 
of the world and acts with some degree of intelligence. At one end of the spectrum, one can write 
a program, using any means necessary, that exhibits the desired behavior. At the other, one can 
make explicit every piece of knowledge required by the program, and characterize the behavior 
formally in terms of this knowledge. Of course, a number of gradations lie between the two poles, 
but somewhat surprisingly, some AI researchers view the two approaches as mutually exclusive ( of 
course, we have suggestively phrased the positions so they do not appear so). While the first view 
has been dubbed the procedural approach to AI, the second is known as the declarative or logical 

1 See the next section regarding this distinction. 



1.1. THE ROLE OF LOGIC IN KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND REASONING 3 

approach, and has often been summed up by B.C. Smith's Knowledge Representation Hypothesis: 

Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of structural ingredi
ents that a) we as external observers naturally take to represent a propositional account 
of the knowledge that the overall process exhibits, and b) independent of such external 
semantical attribution, play a formal but causal and essentiaj role in engendering the 
behavior that manifests that knowledge. (Smith 1982, p.82) 

There are several reasons the logical view has emerged as predominant. If some program exhibits 
the desired (intelligent) behavior, then clearly the knowledge of the world and ability to reason with 
such required to exhibit this behavior is present within the program, though such knowledge might 
be only implicit and not readily apparent from the code. If we are to understand, reason about, and 
predict the behavior of this system, or combine this con:!ponent with other (intelligent) programs, 
it makes sense to state explicitly the behavior of the program as a function of its knowledge and 
external environment. 

But why should this knowledge be represented as sentences in some logic? The most compelling 
answer is that logics (usually) come equipped with formal semantic accounts that specify the 
meaning of sentences in the associated language and justify the notion of consequence determined 
by the logic. Because of this, knowledge represented as sentences in some logical language can 
be readily associated with facts in the domain of interest via the model theory. Hayes (1974), 
for instance, has argued that this is the primary reason for logical representations: we require no 
commitment by a system to represent knowledge explicitly in terms of logical sentences, and to 
reason with a (general-purpose) theorem prover, only that such a system be able to be understood 
in such terms. Notice that this view of the role of logic is much weaker than that espoused in the 
Knowledge Representation Hypothesis. 2 

Once the (explicit) Knowledge Representation Hypothesis has been abandoned, of course, one 
might claim that any formal system will do when it comes to characterizing precisely and in 
a principled manner the reasoning performed by a program or agent, and that logic should be 
accorded no special status in this regard. If a set of differential equations will accurately model the 
behavior of a program, why bother with logical accounts? While prediction of behavior might be 
accurate within any formal system, it is the model-theoretic semantics of logics that give logical 
representations their advantage in understanding behavior (Hayes 1974; Moore 1982). Now, one 
might argue that formal semantic analysis provides no real meaning to sentences, it is merely the 
mapping of one mathematical structure ( the logical language) into another ( an interpretation of the 
language). These so-called models may be any structure whatsoever. For instance, term models 
( or Her brand models) of a first-order language cannot be said to provide meaning to sentences in 
any natural sense. Clearly, intuitive semantics is a matter .of degree. Certain models might seem 
completely arbitrary and unnatural, though formally adequate. However, others might correspond 
more readily to our intuitions about the structure of the "real world" or relevant application domain. 
The notion of natural semantics is evidently subjective, but to the extent such semantic accounts 
exist for our formal characterizations, they can aid in the evaluation of the adequacy, propriety and 
utility of the corresponding system.3 In any event, "formal semantics reduce an impossible problem, 
that of understanding the meaning of arbitrarily complex sentences of a recursive language, to a 
more tractable problem, that of understanding the meaning of an atomic set of primitive semantic 
features and functions" (Bacchus 1990, p.3). 

2ThiB idea is related to that developed in Newell's (1982) account of the knowledge level. 
3See (Pollock 1984; Chapter 6) for a discussion of the philosophical importance and unimportance of formal 

semantics. 
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Given this view of the role of logic in KR, a number of other criticisms of logical representations 
remain unaddressed. Minsky (1974) has argued that translating "real world" knowledge into a 
formal language is a difficult task at best, and that determining the relevant facts in such a 
knowledge base for the job at hand is problematic. This point is at least partially valid: to the extent 
that the first-order predicate calculus has been the standard logic in knowledge representation, 
writing facts as logical sentences can be difficult. Expressing probabilistic, temporal, epistemic, 
and deontic notions, not to mention our subject, notions of typicality, in first-order logic (FOL) 
is a virtual impossibility, at least doing so in a natural or appealing manner. However, logics 
and other formalisms extending the expressive power _of FOL with intuitive accounts of these 
notions have been proposed (for instance, Shoham (1988), Bacchus (1990), Levesque (1984a), 
and Horty (1991) present examples of such systems). This thesis is concerned with representing 
statements of normality, a problem addressed by a number of other logical systems (Reiter 1980; 
McCarthy 1980; McDermott and Doyle 1980; Moore 1985).4 The epistemological adequacy and 
naturalness of expression afforded by such systems is a matter of debate, and we will present a logical 
representation that is indeed quite intuitively appealing. It is hard to see how a completely non
logical system can allow one to represent knowledge more naturally ( and unambiguously) without 
disregarding all principles whatsoever. 

Regarding the objection of selecting appropriate knowledge from a large set of facts for various 
reasoning tasks, suffice to say that if a program performs a reasoning task properly, it must "select" 
the relevant facts from the irrelevant facts, implying the designer of the program ( or the program 
itself) is "aware" of such relevance. In this case, the specification of the program's behavior in 
terms of the knowledge it possesses and uses should not be problematic, in principle. At the very 
least, it should be a useful exercise to enhance the understanding of the program. The Knowledge 
Representation Hypothesis (at least on our weakened conception) does not require the program be 
a theorem prover running over some set of sentences; but, in principle, it could be (with appropriate 
heuristics determining some notion of relevance). 

Minsky (1974) and McDermott (1987) have also suggested that logic is inappropriate for mod
eling human reasoning because of its "perfect" nature. For example, logical reasoning is both 
sound (all conclusions reached are valid or "true") and complete (all true facts can be deduced), 
while human reasoning possesses neither quality. Certainly these are not achievable properties in 
practical reasoning nor are they necessarily desirable. For instance, the problem addressed in this 
thesis regarding the ability to make assumptions or jump to conclusions illustrates the need for 
"unsoundness": if we know birds normally fly and that Tweety is a bird then the reasonable conclu
sion that Tweety flies is not guaranteed true, and the inference is not deductively valid. But this 
criticism neglects what we might call inductive logic, or logical accounts of plausible inference. The 
flying bird inference, while not (deductively) valid, is what Rankin (1988, following Fetzer) calls 
inductively proper. A suitable inductive logic would sanction precisely the inferences Minsky calls 
"unsound." Indeed, some properties of inductive inference are identified by Rankin that distinguish 
it from deductive inference. Inductive inference is: 

(a) nondemonstrative - its conclusion could be false though its premises are true; 

(b) ampliative - its conclusion contains more information than the premises; 

( c) nonadditive- further premises could change the strength or conclusion of the argument. 

4 These and many other such systems will be surveyed in Chapter 2. 
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It is precisely the nondemonstrative nature of inductive inference that accounts for "unsoundness," 
but unsoundness only in a deductive sense. H by unsoundness one is referring to the mistakes and 
poor decisions for which human reasoners are notorious, then inductive inference is not unsou~d, 
for it ·sanctions only reasonable conclusions, and we should expect no less from our formal systems 
and (intelligent) programs. However, unsoundness in the deductive sense is not outside the province 
of inductive reasoning and is perfectly amenable to logical analysis.· 

The nonadditive nature of default inference is the essential cause of this nondemonstrativity, 
or unsoundness. If we come to believe that Tweety has a broken wing, the inference that Tweety 
flies is no longer forthcoming. Additional premises might change conclusions in a way that is 
impossible to represent deductively (see the qualification problem below). If the initial inference 
had been deductively sound, it would remain so when accompanied by new information. This 
leads to another criticism of logical formalisms: logic is monotonic. That is, if X and Y are sets 
of sentences (premises) and X ~ Y, then Cn(X) ~ Cn(Y), where Cn is the logical consequence 
operator under discussion. New premises cannot invalidate old conclusions. Yet we have seen that 
inductive logics are not subject to this criticism as they have built into their structure a certain 
nonmonotonicity. A hallmark of current approaches to default reasoning is their nonmonotonic 
quality. Typically, such systems start with a classical (monotonic) propositional, first-order, or 
modal logic and add some extra-logical mechanism for deriving inductive conclusions. Because of 
this, while the (apparent) meaning of sentences of the logic is derived from the underlying classical 
semantics, any systematic account of the inference process is often unclear or uncompelling. 

An alternative view, and one developed to a certain extent in this thesis, is that the logic 
characterizing reasoning need not be nonmonotonic (nor, in the strictest sense, inductive), even 
though it captures inductive patterns of reasoning. This view is implicit in the work of Moore 
(1985) and is made explicit by Levesque (1990). It asserts that while human reasoning is inductive 
in nature, we can account for the, say, nonadditive character of inference within a monotonic logic. 
For instance, consider again the flying bird inference. While learning new premises changes our 
conclusion, the change can be viewed monotonically: the conclusion that Tweety flies is derived 
when "all we know" about Tweety is that she is a bird, in particular, when we believe nothing about 
Tweety's wing being broken. When "broken wing" is added to our stock of beliefs, the conclusion 
is no longer (inductively) proper. But, on the view that "nothing about a broken wing is believed" 
is not a premise of the new inference, the consequence relation is no longer nonmonotonic. To 
model the non.additive nature in our logical analysis, we take into account among our new premises 
that certain facts are no longer disbelieved; hence, our set of premises has not strictly increased. 
The logical model of reasoning developed in this thesis will adopt this stance: the nonmonotonic 
nature of inference can be captured logically (and monotonically). 

Perhaps the ha:rdest criticism to address is the completeness of logical reasoning. Obviously, 
human reasoning is not complete, and for computational reasons (see discussion below) such a 
goal is unattainable by any intelligent artifact. How can we propose logical accounts of reasoning 
( and the accompanying semantics) as characterizations of intelligent programs when we know full 
well that such specifications cannot come close to being met? Israel (1980) makes a related point, 
that logical rules of inference ( the cause of completeness and computational difficulties) are not 
real rules of inference and AI should be more interested in such rules. He recommends turning to 
epistemological theories, which are (arguably) interested in just such rules. Unfortunately, theories 
of knowledge all seem to require notions of belief, truth, justification, and so on, and it appears 
most such theories (e.g., Levi (1980), Swain (1981), Pollock (1986)) rely on, to some degree, logical 
relations between sentences (or other "items of knowledge"), and, in fact, seem to be converging 
toward the same problems as AI, not solving them. 
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Certainly theories of knowledge can be either descriptive or normative; but each type influences 
the other, in particular, normative theories gulding the form of descriptive theories (Ma.cLennan 
1988). In this respect, logical accounts of KR can also be viewed as normative, or prescriptive, 
theories. They describe how an ideal, rational, computationally-unbounded agent should reason. It 
is to this lofty ideal that a.n intelligent artifact (or human being, even) should aspire, unattainable 
though it might be. However, as Glym.ou.r (1988, p.204) puts it: "Ought implies can, or so I think, 
and any normative epistemological theory, like any ethical theory, bears the burden of showing how 
its imperatives can be fulfilled, or if not fulfilled, how they can be better or worse approximated." 
It is on this score that most theories of KR can be criticized, but only to a certain extent. 

Comparatively little effort has been put into developing effective and meaningful approxima
tions to existing theories.6 Unfortunately, there is, as yet, little consensus as to what constitutes an 
adequate normative theory of reasoning, especially one that encompasses default reasoning. Most 
would agree that no adequate theory yet exists, and implicit in Glym.01u's statement ls a method
ology for Al that requires an adequate (idealized) normative theory that can. be approximated. 
While work should be progressing toward these notions of approximate and incomplete reasoning, 
research should also continue into the development of this prescriptive component.6 

Theories of incomplete inference still require some n~tion of inference. For instance, Cherniak's 
(1986) theory of minimal rationality gives an account of why agents cannot be ideally rational and 
proposes certain weaker conditions that any successful agent should ( attempt to) satisfy. But even 
minimal rationality is specified in terms of feasible and sound inference. A normative theory is a 
theory of sound inference on which such approximations may be based. Again, this is not to deny 
the importance of heuristics. "Formally incorrect heuristics need not in fa.ct be irrational at a.11. 
They are not just unintelligible or inadvisable sloppiness, because they are a means of avoiding 
computational paralysis while still doing better than guessing" (Cherniak 1986, p.82). How do we 
know if a heuristic is formally incorrect? Perhaps we needn't be concerned with that question. 
How do we know when a heuristic is appropriate, when it "does better than guessing"? This is a 
question we must be able to answer; it is the case just when it sanctions sound inference more often 
than not .7 Again, to judge the efficacy of heuristics an appeal to a normative theory is required. 

As mentioned abov:e, computational difficulties prevent us from realizing effective implementa
tions of complete logical reasoning. Even classical propositional reasoning is intractable, yet it is 
generally a.greed that at least the expressive power of FOL will be required of any reasonable KR 
service. Determining the consequences of a first -order theory is undecidable in general. One moti
vation for early investigation into default reasoning was to circumvent such dilliculties in reasoning, 
by allowing one to ignore (almost) meaningless preconditions that would have to be prqven true 
before being certain of a conclusion. An instance of what McCarthy (1977) calls the qualification 
problem is not having to prove, to consider starting a car, that the battery is connected, the tank 
is not empty, there is no potato in the tail pipe, and an endless list of such trivial, silly 'details. 

6Some work using 4-valued semantics and weakened rules of inference for FOL (Patel-Schneider 1987; Lalcemeyer 
1987), a.nd weakening the expressive power of default rules (Selman and Kautz 1988), for instance, has led to 
decidable or tra.cta.ble fra.gments of KR schemes. This work is best viewed as first steps in this direction, and 
demonstrates the thesis of Levesque and Brachman (1985) that there exists a fundamental tra.deoff in the expressive 
power of representations and the computational effort required to use them. However, these cannot be said to directly 
address the issue of "approximating completeness," since these logics give up entire classes of inference within the 
semantics, hence remaining complete with respect to the weakened model theory. 

6 Kelly (1988) expounds a somewhat different view of normative theories in which the effective component of a 
theory is of prime importance. 

7We ta.lee the term "more often than not" to be sufficiently vague to allow a number of interpretations. Presumably, 
some decision theoretic criteria will be involved. 
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Even specifying such a list is a hopeless task. Standard default formalisms allow one to conclude 
that the car will start if all one knows is that the key has been turned, ignoring the possibility of 
these strange conditions; but, to discount these, default systems require at least they be shown not 
considered true, for if they are "known" the conclusion should be invalid. Thus it is required that 
the negation of these conditions (i.e. the qualifications) be consistent with existing knowledge, and 
one saves effort, it is claimed, by not having to prove these negations. Herein lies the problem, for 
the set of satisfiable formulae in FOL is not even recursively enumerable. 

This fact has been the subject of much criticism (McDermott (1987), for example), since default 
reasoning is supposed to make reasoning easier, yet has made a semi-decidable problem completely 
undecidable. There are two ways to address this point. The first is to assert that, from a practical 
standpoint, both non-r.e. problems and r.e., non-recursive problems are unwieldy. If we are to 
keep the expressive power of FOL, approximation techniques for reasoning will be required that 
are decidable (or tractable), in which case (for this notion of "theoremhood") consistency checking 
will be decidable (or tractable. assuming consistency defined in terms of negation). The second 
answer is to notice that the gains afforded by default reasoning are not necessarily computational 
(in particular, with respect to the qualification problem). Having to prove the consistency of the 
qualification might not be an easier reasoning task than proving the qualification, but consistency
checking can certainly save much investigative effort if nothing is known about the condition; and 
it is precisely this (likely) physical effort that is certainly more costly than any reasoning that takes 
place.8 Default reasoning liberates one from the task of exploring the environment to prove that 
unlikely conditions are false by permitting one to assume such. 

1.2 Overview 

In this thesis, we will propose conditional logics for representing default rules that have an intuitive 
semantic characterization and allow us to reason about and combine default rules in a manner that 
lies outside the scope of most existing default reasoning systems. Roughly speaking, a default rule 
will take the form A => B and be read as "In the most normal situations in which A holds, B holds 
as well," or "A normally implies B." Hence, default statements can be interpreted as statements of 
normality or prototypicality, or as exception-allowing generalizations, such as "Birds normally :fly." 
We will also develop a conditional account of belief revision in which we read A ~ B as "If the 
initial state of belief KB were revised to incorporate A, then B would be believed." This account 
will be related to our logic of default rules, and we will demonstrate that revision and default 
reasoning are remarkably similar processes. Both accounts will be related to existing approaches 
and will extend them in meaningful ways. 

Very little attention will be given to implementation issues. In this regard, the work here should 
be viewed as (a step toward) a normative theory of default reasoning and belief revision, against 
which methods of approximation and actual implementations can be measured. 

Throughout, we assume a familiarity with classical propositional logic (CPL), and to some 
extent first-order logic. A brief survey of the motivations and techniques underlying modal and 
conditional logic will be given in Chapter 2, but only to the degree such matters are relevant to 
subsequent developments. An acquaintance with these topics is helpful, but not necessary. 

8We draw attention to an analogy to file processing. The first lesson learned by any student in a basic file structures 
course is that the (computational) efficiency of a program, in terms of the number of CPU cycles for example, can 
be sacrificed to a great extent if it minimizes the number of disk accesses, which are orders of magnitude slower due 
to their physical component. Similarly, the lesson of default reasoning should be that it is desirable to expend quite 
a bit of "mental effort" in order to save the physical requirements of exploring the environment. 
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In Chapter 2 we survey a number of developments in default reasoning and its logical represen
tations, as well as some applications of default reasoning. We then discuss briefly some details of 
modal and conditional logics. We show that conditional logics possess many properties that are 
desirable, in general, of default representations. This, in turn, motivates the perspective adopted 
in this thesis, that default rules can be captured naturally through the use of conditional logics (in 
particular, those defined in terms of modal logics). 

In Chapter 3 we briefly survey the area of belief revision, concentrating on the work of Al
chourr6n, Gardenfors and Makinson, and that related to it. We also discuss truth maintenance 
systems, the primary area of research about belief revision in AI. 

The natural representation of defaults is addressed in Chapter 4, where we present a family 
of conditional logics for default reasoning that are equivalent to the modal logics extending S4. 
In fact, we adopt the view that these modal logics ar_e themselves logics for default reasoning 
within which the conditional connective can be defined. We examine properties of these logics, in 
particular discussing the role background and evidence play in our representations, a distinction 
made in probabilistic reasoning systems but seldom in symbolic, qualitative systems. We then show 
how our modal frameY ,)rk subsumes several standard conditional approaches to default reasoning, 
namely preferential and rational entailment, and e-semantics. 

Some difficulties exist in standard conditional approaches to defaults, however, the key problem 
being that of irrelevance. In Cha.pter 5, we discuss this problem at some length and detail current 
solutions to the problem, all of which rely on extra-logical notions. We extend our modal logics with 
an additional unary modal connective, one corresponding to truth at inaccessible worlds. With the 
increased expressive power, the new logics CO and CO* are able to capture the assumptions made 
to deal with irrelevance purely axiomatically. This is demonstrated by proving the equivalence of 
a class of CO*-theories to the extra-logical systems determining rational closure and 1-entailment. 
We continue by comparing two notions of relevance, statistical relevance, based on intuitions 
of conditional independence, and practical relevance, a more coarse-grained notion to which our 
conditional notion of relevance corresponds. 

In Chapter 6 we turn our attention to the problem of belief revision. We define a conditional 
connective for revision based on the extended bimodal logics presented in Chapter 5, showing it 
to be equivalent to the standard AGM model of revision. Unlike the AGM model, the approach 
based on CO* is again defined purely within the logic, with the "postulates" for revision taking 
the form of derived rules and theorems. Our approach allows the obvious generalization of AGM 
revision as revision can be defined for any of a number of modal logics. Furthermore, o~r approach 
makes no commitment to the Limit Assumption made by most current approaches to revision. 
Within this model, we can define naturally (using the modal language) concepts of entrenchment, 
plausibility, and various forms of integrity constraints, along with an account of subjunctive queries 
that improves on existing approaches in several ways. 

Key to our model of revision are several epistemic notions, in particular the concept of only 
knowing. We discuss how our logics of revision are related to standard autoepistemic reasoning 
systems, and show that we can view CO* as a generaliz;ation of the autoepistemic logic OL. 

In Chapter 7 we discuss the relationship of the normative conditional defined in Chapters 4 
and 5 to the subjunctive conditional presented in Chapter 6. We conclude that the subjunctive 
and normative conditionals are, in fact, the same conditional, and that default reasoning and 
belief revision differ only in the way the logics are used, or the perspective that one adopts when 
applying the logic. Given this relationship, we demonstrate some and suggest many other possible 
connections between a number of diverse reasoning systems for defaults and revision. Among these 
are conditional approaches to default reasoning, including the probabilistically motivated system 
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of e-seroantks, autoepistemlc logic (and hence logic programs, default logic, etc.), AGM belief 
revision and some generalizations of it, abduction, possibility theory, subjunctive (or hypothetical, 
or counterfactual) reasoning, and standard probabilistic reasoning. 

In Chapter 8, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and examine interesting avenues of 
further research, reviewing some mentioned in earlier chapters. In discussing potential extensions 
to this, we will make explicit some of the assumptions underlying· our approach and justify the 
possible worlds framework we adopt. 



Chapter 2 

Logical Foundations for Default 
Reasoning 

In this chapter we will survey a number of developments in default reasoning. We distinguish 
default reasoning from the more general class of nonmonotonic reasoning. Roughly, a default 
reasoning system is one that can represent and reason with arbitrary facts of the form "If A then 
normally B," or the like. This excludes from consideration a number of noruhonotonic systems. For 
example, certain temporal reasoning schemes (Shoham 1988; Kautz 1986), though non.monotonic, 
can make default assumptions only about the persistence of events. Similarly, systems based on the 
closed-world assumption (Reiter 1978a) can make assumptions only regarding negative information. 
Hence, these will be examined only cursorily. 

We will follow by providing a very brief discussion o(modal and conditional logics, introducing 
some of the notation and terminology we use in later chapters. We also point out some similarities of 
theorems of conditional logics to principles of default reasoning. In this way we motivate the view
point adopte~ in this thesis, that conditional logics may be used ~rofi.tably to model nonmonotonic 
aspects of reasoning. 

Probabilistic approaches to reasoning have played a crucial role in the development of non
monotonic theories. While we do not survey the development of such systems in this chapter, 
several recent approaches to default reasoning based on probabilistic principles will be examined 
in subsequent chapters, and compared to the models of reasoning developed here. 

2 .1 Logical Preliminaries 

We assume a familiarity with classical propositional logic (CPL) and some formulation of first-order 
logic (FOL), as well as an acquaintance with modal logics. We take P to denote a denumerable 
set of atomic variables and LcPL to denote the propositional language over this set. Letters A, 
B, C, etc. sometimes denote propositional variables or atoms, but often are used for arbitrary 
formulae. Lower-case letters (p, q, r, e, etc.) are used similarly. Upper-case letters near the end of 
the alphabet ( S, T, X, Y, etc.) typically denote sets of formulae. The primary exception is the use 
of a letter (say P) to abbreviate an atom with an intended reading (say penguin). Typeface words 
such as bird always indicate relation symbols (a.nd usually atoms), and when capitalized refer to 
constants (e.g., DCS). Greek letters o:, /3, ,, etc., are variables ranging over arbitrary formulae. We 
will often lapse and present derived theorems or rules of inference in a form without o:, {3, etc., but 
with atoms A, B, and so on. Due to principles of substitution in our logics, these should be viewed 

10 
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as, for instance, theorem schemata. The symbol T denotes the identically-true proposition (e.g., 
any truth-functional tautology) and 1. denotes falsity (e.g., any contradictory sentence). 

We use I- to denote deriva.bility generally, a.nd in CPL in particular. When the symbol is 
subscripted ( as in l-cT4) we intend derivability in the system thus indicated. We write a, f3 I- 1 
for {a,,B} I- ,, and I- a for 0 I- a (thUB, I- a indicates the theorem.hood of a). We say a is 
contingent if If a and If -,a; and a is contingent with respect to f3 (or given /3; or on /3) just when 
f3 If a and /J If -,a, We use Cn to denote logical consequence operations in the Tarskian sense 
(though generalized in the sense of Gabbay (1985) for nonmonotonic systems), and typically use 
it for consequence in CPL; so Cn(X) = {n : X I- a}. HS is a set of sentences and Cn denotes 
consequence for some logic L, then we say Sis L-consistent iff Cnf..S) 'f; Cn(..L) (this is sufficient 
for our purposes). We say a is L-consistent to mean {a} is (which will be true in all systems of 
interest here just when If L -,a.) 

All logics will be defined on propositional languages. However, some examples will be clearer 
if fust-order notation is used. H we write, say, p (x), we take this to mean that there exists some 
(finite) set of propositions pi,p2, .. . pn that assert that predicate p is true of domain objects 1 
through n. So \lxp(x) stands for pi A p2 A .. . pn, while 3xp(x) means pi V p2 V .. . pn. 

We introduce some scoping conventions for logical connectives that will simplify parenthesized 
formulae. Unary connectives such -,, □, and other modal operators will have the narrowest scope 
(or will bind most tightly). Among binary connectives, conditional connectives(::>,*,=>, >, etc.) 
will have the wider scope (will bind less tightly), than other binary connectives (A, V). Thus 

-,A I\ □B ::> C V D 

will be interpreted as 
((-,A) A (DB))::> (CV D). 

Naturally, occurrences of parentheses override these conventions. 
We refer to propositional valuations loosely as possible worlds or states of affairs. We write 

w F o: if w is a world that assigns 1 (or truth) to a, and ~ o: if a is valid. When w Fa we call 
w an a-world. We also use F for satisfaction more generally (see Section 2.3) and for semantic 
entailment, subscripting F as we do 1-. 

If X is some set of elements, a partial order $ is a binary relation on X that is reflexive, 
transitive and antisymmetric. That is, for all x, y, z E X: 

(a) X $ X, 

(b) x $ y, y 5 z implies x ~ z, 

(c) x ~ y, y ~ x implies x = y. 

A partially ordered set ( or poset) is a pair (X, ~} where ~ is a partial order on X. A relation < is 
a strict partial order if it is transitive and antisymmetric as well as irreflexive: 

(d) X f- x. 

A relation $ is a preorder if it is reflexive and transitive, and it is a total preorder if it is, in addition, 
totally ordered: 

( e) x $ y or y $ x. 

A total order is a totally ordered partial order. 
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2.2 Default Reasoning 

Because of the ubiquity of default reasoning, any general theory of AI must include some component 
that specifies the manner in which default conclusion.a can be made and justified. In this section 
we will examine a number of forma.11 logic-based systems for default reasoning. 

It should be noted that material implication is not adequate as a-representation of default rules. 
There are a number of inference patterns that hold for classical implication that are undesirable 
for any sort of default rule or prototypical statement. Consider the following rules. 

Strengthening From A::) B infer A AC::) B. 

Transitivity From A ::) B and B :::> C infer A :::> C; 

Each of these is valid for material implication, but should not be for our default rules. Consider the 
default "birds fly." Taking A, Band C to stand for the propositions "bird", "flies" and "penguin", 
respectively, we see that if strengthening were valid, we should be able to conclude that penguins 
(which are birds) fly as well. But this runs contrary to the type of nonmonotonicity or nonadditivity 
that is a hallmark of default reasoning. Similarly, if transitivity were to hold, we would be forced 
to conclude that penguins fly because penguins are birds and birds fly. Thus, many people have 
attempted to develop systems that treat default rules in a systematic, principled, and logical way, 
yet do not fall prey to these "fallacies". 

As well as providing a general account of default reasoning in commonsense domains, a number 
of these systems can be applied to more specific expert or practical areas of AI research that _have 
a default character (Reiter 1987a). For example, semantic accounts of logic programs, deductive 
databases and inheritance networks often appeal to default reasoning systems. Diagnostic theories 
can adopt these formalisms, and the frame problem (see (Shoham 1988) for a survey of this 
problem) provides a useful testing ground a.s well. Default reasoning systems have also found 
use in computational linguistics (Mercer 1988). Another recent area of research in which default 
reasoning might be of integral importance is that of vivid knowledge (Levesque 1986a). Often the 
computational cost of deductive inference is prohibitive, but "complete" knowledge might reduce 
the operation to that of database lookup. Such completeness may be gained by making default 
conclusions, filling in gaps in the knowledge base. While these conclusions are defeasible (and 
hence, might be incorrect), they will speed up inference considerably (see also Selman (1990)); and 
if the validity of these facts is irrelevant to the queries we intend to ask, this unsoundness might 
not be a problem. Vivid knowledge has also been addressed to some extent in psychological circles 
(Johnson-Laird 1983). 

A number of informal ideas involving default reasoning have been forthcoming in the areas of 
AI, psychology and philosophy. The notion of frames was proposed by Minsky (1974) to represent 
information about objects or situations. A frame corresponding to a situation is activated when an 
instance of that situation is encountered. These frames have roles that are often filled with default 
values. These values are "attached loosely ... so that they can easily be displaced by new items 
that fit better the current situation" (Minsky 1974, p.247). This seems to fit the reasoning pattern 
"Assume A in the absence of contradictory evidence." 

The concept of prototypes was developed in psychology as a method of representing categories 
(Rosch 1978). Since categories are continuous, necessary and sufficient conditions for category 
membership, the demarcation of category boundaries, might not exist. Prototypes are the "best 
examples" (those that best reflect the redundancy structure) of a category, but whose prototypical 
properties are, at best, default conclusions to reached about arbitrary members. A similar notion 
of stereotype occurs in philosophy in an account for the meaning of natural kind terms, which 
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also resist definition by classical means (Putnam 1970). Formal default reasoning schemes might 
provide significant insight regarding the character of these three notions (Reiter 1987a), and these 
also suggest properties that ought to be accounted for in any reasoning scheme. 

2.2.1 Defeasible Reasoning 

Default reasoning has not been addressed exclusively by AI researchers. It has generally been 
acknowledged in contemporary epistemology that reasons for a belief need not logically entail their 
conclusion (Pollock 1986). Such reasons are defeasible, and since much of a person's knowledge is 
based on defeasible reasons, an account of thls phenomenon is ·critical to any theory of knowledge. 

For some time, the definition of knowledge as justified true belief was widely accepted. Recently, 
this definition has been rejected as too weak;1 howevert-any subsequent characterization will still 
requlre an account of justified belief. It is this that may be construed as central to the study 
of default reasoning. The other components of knowledge will be of less relevance, for a default 
reasoner will in general have no way of determining if its beliefs are actually true, or if there is 
some unknown fact that renders the belief unjustified. In designing a system ( or even in our own 
reasoning), the best we can expect is that the system's beliefs be justified. 

Pollock (1986; 1987) argues that beliefs are based on foundational states, original input states 
requiring no justification. These justify all subsequent beliefs. Pis a reason for agent A to believe Q 
(written P-+ Q) iff it is logically possible for A to become justified in believing Q on the basis of P. 
Here Q is some proposition and P is a set of propositions representing other beliefs or foundational 
states. Thls reason P is defeasible or prima facie if there is an R such that R is logically consistent 
with P and PAR is not a reason for Q; and in thls case, R is a defeater for reason P. Nondefeasible 
reasons are called conclusive. For instance, "Tweety is a bird" is a conclusive reason for "Tweety 
is a vertebrate," but a prima fade reason for "Tweety flies." Pollock also distinguishes two types 
of defeaters for P -+ Q, namely rebutting defeaters, where defeater R is a reason for denying Q (i.e. 
a reason for -iQ), and undercutting defeaters, where R is a reason to deny that P wouldn't be true 
unless Q were (i.e. a reason for -,(P -+ Q) ). In the previous example, "Tweety is a penguin" is 
a rebutting defeater for the flying conclusion, whlle the conclusion that an object is red, based on 
the fact that it appears red, is undercut by the fact that the object is under a red light. Types 
of reasons include deductive reasons (whlch are conclusive), perceptual reasons, recollection (of 
beliefs), and inductive reasons, all of which are prima facie.2 

Pollock (1987) provides a detailed account of the structure of defeasible reasoning. Such reason
ing proceeds from an epistemic basis, consisting of a collection of foundational states and reasons. 
A warranted belief is one that is supported by an ultimately undefeated argument. Though we 
provide no details, this notion is reminiscent of consistency-based approaches to default reasoning 
(see, e.g., default logic in the next section) and has a built-in account of specificity (cf. (Poole 
1985)), a concept we discuss later. 

Pollock's account is rather syntactic and reasons are extremely rule-like. Reasons are used only 
to derive new beliefs from old ones, and cannot themselves be reasoned about. For instance, if 
P-+ Q and.P-+ ,Qare reasons, one cannot derive -,p, Reasons are meant to represent epistemic 

1The Gettier problem (Gettier 1963) marked a turning point in epistemology. 1n his paper, Gettier gives two 
simple examples where this definition of knowledge is insufficient. Since that time, much effort has been applied to 
augmenting this definition with new conditions to provide ;llJl intuitive account of know1edge. 

2 Others have taken a somewhat different approach to reasons. For instance, while Pollock's view requites that 
reasons and justification of a belief are intimately related, Swain (1981) holds the view that reasons are states that 
cause a person to believe something, regardless of the justification for that belief. 
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norms that, Pollock argues, are more like production rules than explicitly stored conditionals. 
Without making any claims about how reasoning is performed, we remark that such a theory 
of warrant is hard to evaluate without some semantic account and analysis of the "conditional" 
corresponding to these rules using -. . 

2.2.2 Default Logic 

Reiter (1980) introduces default logic as a method of default reasoning. Given a set of first-order 
sentences representing knowledge of the world or domain, the idea is that there exist various 
plausible (but fallible) ways in which this knowledge can be extended. Theae possible extensions 
are represented by default rules of the form a(~) : /3(~)/,(~), where a(~), /3(~) and 1("z) are first
order formulae.3 A rule of this form is intended to express something like "If a is known and /3 is 
consistent with what is known, then assume 'Y is true." For example, the assumption that Tweety 
flies could be represented as 

bird(Tweety) :fly(Tweety) 
fly(Tweety) 

A default theory is an ordered pair (D, W) where Wis a set of first-order sentences and Dis a set 
of closed default rules (in some fixed language C). 

In order to capture the fashion in which default rules induce completion of W, Reiter defines 
the notion of an extension of a default theory by appealing to the operator rT (for any default 
theory T = (D, W) ). The idea is to apply as many default rules as possible to theory W. For any 
S ~ C, we define rT(S) to be the smallest set such that 

1. W ~ rT(S), 

2. rT(S) is deductively closed, and 

3. If a: {3/, ED, a E rT(S), and -,t3 </. S, then 'YE rT(S). 

An extension of Tis any E ~ C such that rT(E) = E. In other words, Eis an extension if for any 
default rule whose prerequisite is in E and whose justification is consistent with E, the consequent 
of that rule is also in E. 

Clearly, this characterization is nonmonotonic, for if D contains only the default rule about 
Tweety (above), and W = {bird(Tweety)}, then the only extension of T contains fly(Tweety). 
However, if Wis augmented with -,fly(Tweety), this extension is disallowed. Extensions can be 
thought of as plausible ways ( according to the default rules) in which an agent can extend its initial 
set of beliefs W. 

Default theories can have more than one extension. For instance, the theory 

ha.s two extensions, one containing -,c, the other -,d, Reiter's original idea was that a.n agent 
should pick one extension as a "working" model of the world and reason from that extension,4 

3In the sequel, we will assume that a, /3, -y a.re sentences, called the prerequisite, justification a.nd consequent, 
respectively. The results below hold only for closed default theories. Reiter (1980) deals with open default rules 
through Skolemization and uses a.11 ground instances of the open rules. Also, a more general form of default rule 
allows the use of multiple justifications (with the obvious interpretation). 

tThis is related to the use of vivid knowledge. 
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although consequences of a default theory could be viewed as those sentences in the intersection 
of all extensions. We will adopt the latter view, assuming if there were some criteria by which an 
appropriate extension could be chosen (in preference to others), this could be represented in the 
theory itself, thereby eliminating the unwanted extensions. 

Unfortunately, some theories have no extensions, for example ({T :p/-.p},0). However, Reiter 
identifies the class of normal defcmlt theories as those whose default rules have the form a: /3//3. 
These types of theories have a number of desirable properties, among them the existence of exten
sions for any such theory, and semi-monotonicity (whereby adding new normal default rules will 
ensure new extensions subsume old ones). This semi-monotonicity also leads to a proof theory5 for 
normal theories that is constructive in the sense that it does not rely on fixed points. Since normal 
default rules have an identical justiftcation and consequent, by "a.pplying" a default rule, we guar
antee that its justification remains consistent, regarc1less of which rules are applied subsequently. 
Thia is not the case for nonnormal defaults. Of course, even normal defaults can be applied only 
when the justification is consistent with what is .known; hence, this reliance on consistency prevents 
extensions of a default theory from being recursively enumerable. 

The class of normal defaults is very encompassing. In fact, Reiter (1980) claimed that all 
naturally occurring defaults might be normal. However, due to interaction of rules, anomalous 
extensions can arise (Reiter and Criscuolo 1981), indicating that normal defaults are not adequate 
for all default reasoning. For instance, consider a, representation of the facts that adults are typically 
employed, while students are not, and that most students are adults. The intuitive representation 
uses three normal defaults, namely, A : E/ E , S : -.E/-.E, and S : A/A. However, if we know 
that S (student) is true, we get an undesirable Eixtension where E (employed) holds (along with 
the proper extension containing -.E). This can be resolved by the use of nonnormal defaults, for 
example, by replacing the first rule with A : -.SA E / E. Of course, using semi-normal defaults 
destroys Reiter's "constructive" characterization; but Reiter and Criscuolo also suggest that if 
adults are normally not students, normal defaults can be used again.6 

Lukaszewicz (1988) suggests a reconstruction of default logic that has the attractive property 
that all default theories have extensions. In essence, the theory of Lukaszewicz requires one to keep 
track of the justifications used by applied defaults. This js not required in default logic, so if P and 
-,pare justifications for distinct rules, both rules may be activated when these ~re consistent with 
the theory. This is forbidden by the extended version of default logic. 

There are several difficulties with default logic as an account of default reasoning. Because 
defaults are expressed as rules outside the logical language, they cannot interact with one another, 
nor with (first-order) facts. Thus new rules and facts cannot be derived in circumstances w.here they 
should be. For instance, if p : T / q and p : T /-.q are default rules, it might be expected that -.p is 
derivable, which it is not. This problem is also reflected in the student example, where the intended 
interaction of rules necessitates the use of seminormal defaults (to "mimic" such interaction). 

Finally, default logic is defined purely proof-theoretically. Several semantic accounts have been 
proposed since Reiter's initial presentation, among them the work of Etherington (1987b) and 
Lukaszewicz (1988); but neither account is particularly compelling, and while describing the in
ference process of default logic, neither provides an interpretation of the default rules themselves. 

6 An algorithm to decide whether {3 is in some extension of T. 
6This could be solved by using S: A/A, A: -.S/-.S, S: -.E/-.E, a.nd AA-.S: E/E. In fa.ct, this might be a. more 

a.ppropria.te course (see Section 2.3.3). 
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2.2.3 Circumscription 

Given a theory about some domain, we might want to infer, unless contrary evidence exists, that 
objects in our domain do not possess a certain property, for example, the ability to :fly. Adding 
an axiom 'v'x-,fly(x) might be too strong however, because we may also have bird(Tweety) and 
'v'xbird(x) :> fly(x) in our theory as well. McCarthy (1980) observes that many forms of default 
reasoning can be viewed as minimizing the extensions of various predicates. For instance, in the 
above example, if we only consider models of our theory in which the extension of fly is minimal 
(with respect to set inclusion), this has the effect of asserting -,fly(x) only for those individuals 
that can't be shown to fly. 

In a slight generalization of McCarthy's original formulation, we will first consider parallel 
circumscription (McCarthy 1986; Lifschitz 1985b ). G_iven a tuple of predicate symbols P, and 
a first-order sentence A(P), we want to consider only those models of A(P) in which extensions 
of predicates in P are minimal. Models M1 and M2 will be comparable only if M1 and M2 have 
the same domains, and interpret all nonlogical symbols other than those in P similarly. We write 
M1 :::;P M2 iff for each Pi E P, the extension of Pi in M1 is no bigger than that in M2. The 
(nonmonotonic) conclusions we draw on the basis of circumscribing Pin A are those sentences true 
in all $ P -minimal models of A. 

McCarthy (1980) describes the circumscription of Pin A, denoted Circ(A; P), to be an (infinite) 
set of first-order sentences of the form 

for each tuple of predicate symbols 9 similar to P, where cJ!,x :> Px stands for the conjunction 
of cbix ::::> Pix. This schema is intended to express the fact that if predicates cp satisfy A and 
are "smaller" than predicates P (the antecedent), then P and cp have identical extensions (the 
consequent). By having 9 range over all tuples of predicate symbols,7 the desired effect is to make 
the extension of P as small as possible while still satisfying A, since any model of Circ(A; P) must 
satisfy each sentence of this schema. 

McCarthy shows circumscription is sound; that is, consequences of Circ(A; P) are true in all 
:::;P -minimal models of A. However, Davis (1980) shows that circumscrjption is not complete, so 
that some sentences are true in all minimal models of certain theories A, yet are not derivable from 
Circ(A;P). 

A second-order version of circumscription is provided by McCarthy (1986) (see also (Lifschitz 
1985b )). Circ(A; P) now refers to the single second-order sentence 

A(P) /\ -,3p(A(p) /\ Vx[px:) Px] I\ -,Vx[Px :> px]) 

where p is now a tuple of predicate variables similar to P. Fortunately, second-order parallel 
circumscription is both sound and complete with respect to the minimal model semantics, as 
shown by Lifschitz (1985b) and Etherington (1988). In the sequel, circumscription will refer to 
the second-order formulation, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

While parallel circumscription is a powerful formalism, it does have certain drawbacks. A 
crucial weakness is pointed out by Etherington, Mercer and Reiter (1985), namely that one cannot 
derive various kinds of information using parallel circumscription. In particular, for any symbol 
P E P, no new positive information can he derived (i.e., Circ(A; P) r Pa iff A r Pa), and for any 

71n fact, all possible predicates must be represented, so we must allow cl> to range over, say, all ~-expressions of 
similar type. 
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predicate not in P, no new information, positive or negative, can be derived. For instance, talcing 
an example from Etherington, Mercer and Reiter (1985), consider the theory with axioms: 

'v'x(bird(x) A -,ab(x) ::> fly(x)) 
v'x(penguin(:x:) ::> ab(x)) 
v'x( ostrich (x) ::> ab (x)) 
bird (Tveety). 

By circumscribing ab (standing for "abnormal"), we might expect to derive fly(Tweety). However, 
since the interpretation of predicates other than ab must remain fixed, certain models where, say, 
ostrich(Tweety) holds will be minimal; so we can't conclude Tweety flies. 

To remedy this problem, variable circumscription has been proposed (McCarthy 1986; Lifschitz 
1985b ). This allows the minimization of some predicates while allowing certain others to vary in 
their interpretation. The variable circumscription of the sentence A(P, Z) ( denoted Circ(A; P; Z)) 
is the second-order sentence 

A(P, Z) A -,3p, z(A(p, z) A Vx[px ::> Px] A -,Vx[Px ::> px]) 

Z is now a tuple of predicate symbols allowed to vary in interpretation, while z is a tuple of 
predicate variables of similar type. Lifschitz (1985b) shows this form of circumscription is sound 
and complete with respect to the minimal model characterization given by the relation :5P;Z, which 
is identical to :5P except that models need not agree on the interpretation of predicate symbols 
from Zin order to be comparable. In the above example, by circumscribing ab with Fly, Penguin 
and Ostrich varying, we obtain the desired result fly(Tweety). 

A noticeable aspect of circumscription is the difficulty we have expressing simple commonsense 
knowledge in a manner amenable to circumscription, and choosing which predicates to minimize and 
vary. McCarthy (1986) addresses this problem by suggesting a uniform approach to representing 
such knowledge. He advocates the use of the abnormality predicate, that is minimized (while 
most or all other symbols are allowed to vary), in effect asserting that most individuals are not 
abnormal. Default assumptions are true of those things that are not abnormal. Since individuals 
may be abnormal in a variety of ways, a number of aspects of abnormality are introduced. For 
instance, if a bird is abnormal with respect to, say, aspect2 (e.g., it can't fly), then we don't want 
to conclude it is abnormal in other aspects as well (e.g., it has three legs). Hence, we write of a 
bird that can't fly ab ( aspect2, tveety). The use of abnormality is illustrated by the following 
theory: 

v'x(-,ab(aspect1,x) ::> -,fly(x)) 

v'x(bird(:x:) ::> ab(aspect1,x)) 

v'x(bird(x) A -,ab(aspect2 ,x) :::> fly(x)) 

'v'x(penguin(x) ::> ab(aspect2,x)) 

v'x(ostrich(x) ::> ab(aspect2,x)) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

By minimizing ab most things will be inferred not to fly; but birds will be abnormal in aspect1, 
disabling that conclusion. Similarly, birds will be assumed to fly, other than those abnormal in 
aspect2, such as ostriches and pen:guins. 

Another version of circumscription, called prioritized circumscription, is suggested by McCarthy 
(1986) to reduce the complexity of abnormality theories. By allowing certain predicates to be min
imized in preference to others ( at a higher priority), axioms such as (2.2) above can be eliminated. 
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Given the fact bird(Tweety) together with axioms (2.1) and (2.3), minimizing ab results in the 
weak conclusion ab(aspect1, tweety) V ab(aspect2, tweety). By giving priority to the minimiza
tion of ab(aspect2,x), the more specific information, we can conclude that Tweety flies without 
the need for axiom (2.2). Lifschitz (1985b) shows prioritized circumscription to be equivalent to a 
conjunction of variable circumscriptions. Lifschitz (1986b) also introduces pointwise circumscrip
tion in which predicates can be minimized at certain points in their extensions, and ignored at 
others. 

Because the second-order circumscription axiom is complete with respect to predicate-minimal 
models and various theories do not possess such models (Davis 1980), the circumscription of certain 
consistent theories can be inconsistent (even using the first-order schema). Some work has been 
done on identifying satisfiable classes of. theories (Etherington, Mercer and Reiter 1985; Lifschitz 
1986a). The theorems of a circumscriptive theory are not generally recursively enumerable due 
to its second-order nature;8 Perlis and Minker (1986) identify several useful classes of theories 
that are r.e. and Lifschitz (1985b) shows a class of theories whose second-order circumscription 
axiom is equivalent to a first-order formula; Kolaitis and Papadimitriou (1988) demonstrate that 
determining if the circumscription of a formula is first-order definable is an undecidable problem. 

Minimal Models 

Shoham (1988) has suggested that nonmonotonic inference can be viewed as selecting from models 
of a theory those that are in some sense preferred. Those facts true in all preferred models are the 
nonmonotonic conclusions to be derived from the theory. Shoham gives this notion of preference 
a precise technical interpretation. For any standard (monotonic) logic L, a preference relation is a 
preorder $ on the interpretations suitable for L. · M 1 $ M 2 means M 1 is as preferable as M2 , and 
M 1 < M 2 means M 1 is preferred over M 2•

9 The preferred models of theory Tare those models that 
are minimal in the preorder (restricted to IJlOdels of T), and the defeasible consequences of T are 
those sentences true in all preferred (or minimal) models of T. 

It can be seen that this formulation is indeed nonmonotonic, for the preferred models of some 
superset of T need not be included in the set of preferred models of T. This framework is extremely 
general, Shoham 's idea being that the details of most nonmonotonic reasoning systemB can be cap
tured by using specific instances of his nonmonotonic logics ( a logic together with some preference 
relation). It has a. certain intuitive appeal, and perhaps a certain psychological plausibilityj it seems 
quite natural to restrict attention to likely or plausible models of the world rather than to consider 
all possible models of some theory. Besides accounting for novel forms of default reasoning, minimal 
models can also provide a semantic basis for existing techniques. 

Of course, the most studied minimal model approach has been circumscription. A related 
approach is that of Bossu and Siegel {1985). Motivated by the closed-world assumption for 
databases, the idea is to minimize positive information. Semantic characterizations of default logic 
also appeal to minimal models. Etherington's (1987b) and Lul<.aszewicz's (1988) semantics for 
default logic can be viewed as preferring modells of a default theory that violate as few default 
rules as possible. Conditional logic approaches to default reasoning (Section 2.3.3) such as those 
of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990), Pearl (1990), and the approach espoused in this thesis, 
can be viewed as enforcing a form of model preference, but they do not require an extra-logical 
notion of preference. Rather such assumptions are embedded within the logic through some type 

81n fa.ct, Davis (1980) uses this fa.ct to show the incompleteness of the (r.e.) first-order version of circumscription. 
9This is, in fact, a. slight generalization of Shoham's approach, where :5 is required to be a. pa.rtial order. Using a 

preorder allows distinct models to be equally preferable, 
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of possible worlds semantics. 
Besides default reasoning, minimal model semantics can account for other forms of nonmono

tonic reasoning. In particular, various forms of temporal reasoning have been successfully defined 
using this technique. Indeed, Shoham 's original motivation for developing his thesis of preferred 
models was the. need for a theory of temporal reasoning. His chronologically maximally ignorant 
models attempt to deal with certain problems in temporal domains·. 

2.2.4 Autoepistemic Logic 

Often default statements can be thought of as expressing rules or sentences involving the consistency 
of certain beliefs with an agent's current knowledge, for example, "If it's consistent with your beliefs 
that Tweety flies, then assume it's true." McDermott and Doyle (1980) attempt to capture this 
notion directly by augmenting the predicate calculus with a consistency operator. While their 

nonmonotonic logic has been found to be somewhat problematic, it gave rise to a number of more 
promising approaches. Autoepistemic logic, due to Moore (1985), attempts to alleviate some 
troublesome aspects of nonmonotonic logic by appealing to the notion of belief. In a related vein, 
nonmonotonic reasoning has been analyzed through the use of more traditional logics of knowledge 
and belief (e.g., by Levesque (1981; 1984a)). 

N onmonotonic Logic 

McDermott and Doyle (1980) introduce nonmonotonic logic in an attempt to capture the con
sistency interpretation of default statements. The predicate calculus is extended with a modal 
operator M, the desired interpretation of Ma being "a is consistent." The flying bird default, 
for instance, can be represented as bird/\ Mfly ::> fly. The difficulty with the consistency in
terpretation of M is deciding when a formula Ma should be derivable and what consequences it 
should have. In general, a theory should entail Ma exactly when it does not entail -.a. This defi
nition is circµlar however, so consequences of a nonmonotonic theory are captured via a fixed-point 
construction. T is a fixed point of a set of sentences A iff 

T = Cn( A U {Ma : -.a ¢ T}) 

where Cn( S) is the set of (first-order) consequences of S. The nonmonotonic consequences of a 
theory A are those sentences true in all fixed points of A. 

A nonmonotonic theory, as with default theories, can have one, many, or no fixed points. The 
theory consisting of the flying bird default together with the fact fly has just one fixed point, 
containing the appropriate conclusion fly. The theory 

{Mc::> -.d,Md ::> -.c} 

has two fixed points ( one with -.d, the other -.c ), while {Mc ::> -.c} has no fixed points. 
We notice immediately that, while nonmonotonic logic deals with a modal language, the only 

inferences it allows ( other than first-order) using modal sentences is the addition of a sentence Ma 
when a is not "known." This weak interpretation of consistency leads to undesirable consequences. 
For instance, the theory {Mc, -.c} is consistent, as is {M(c I\ d), -.Mc}. This difficulty can be 
attributed to a lack of semantics for nonmonotonic logic ( or correspondingly, the lack of axioms 
restricting the interpretation of the M operator). 

In (McDermott 1982), the semantic difficulties surrounding the modal connective are addressed. 
The language of nonmonotonic logic remains the same, and the definition of a fixed point of theory 
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A is as above, except now Cn(_S) refers. to the closure if Sunder deducibility in some modal logic 
(McDermott discusses T, S4, and S5). The consistency operator is restricted in its interpretation by 
the axioms and inference rules of the appropriate modal logic. McDermott also provides something 
of a semantic account for this version of nonmonotonic logic. 

Unfortunately, for the most reasonable version of modal-nonmonotonic logic, NMS5, the formu
lation proves to be equivalent to standard, monotonic S5, and hence useless as far as nonmonotonic 
inference is concerned. Conversely, the other candidates are too weak to capture the intuitive in
terpretation of the consistency operator (although, see (Marek, Shvarts and 'lruszczynski 1991)). 

Autoepistemic Logic 

Moore (1985) analyzes the difficulties with non.monotonic logic and proposes an alternative autoepis
temic logic. He begins by observing that rather than default or defeasible reasoning, nonmonotonic 
logic is better suited to autoepistemic reasoning, or to an agent reasoning about its own beliefs. 
With this in mind, he augments classical propositional logic with the modal connective L, Lo. being 
interpreted as "o. is believed.'' 10 Moore claims that autoepistemic reasoning is non.monotonic, not 
because of a.ny unsoundness of inference, but rather due to its indexical nature: -,£-,o. refers to the 
consistency of a with. a.n agent's current set of beliefs. 

Given an initial set of beliefs or premises A, Moore cha.Tacterizes those beliefs that are reasonable 
for an agent to hold. Call an autoepistemic theory T stable iff 

1. Tis closed under tautological consequence, 

2. If p ET, then Lp ET, and 

3. If p ,t. T, then -iLp ET. 

Stable sets of belief are semantically complete in the sense that an agent knows all consequences 
(introspective and tautological) of its initial knowledge. Given initial premises A, stability means 
a complete theory T includes 

Cn(_ A U { Lp : p E T} U { -iLp : p ¢ T}) 

where Cn refers to tautological consequence. In order to capture the notion of soundness, Tis said 
to be grounded in .A iff T is identical to this set, rather than merely inducting it. Expansions of A 
are just those autoepistemk theories that are stable and grounded in A. Unsurprisingly, a theory 
may possess one, many or no expansions. 

In contrast to the original version of nonmonotonic logic, autae_pistemic logic expansions include 
the set {Lp : p E T} (not used in nonmonotonic logic), a.long with the set {-iLp : p ¢ T} (which 
is used by McDermott and Doyle). This provides a stronger interpretation of "consistency" or 
"belief," but one that is not as strict as that of McDermott's NMS5 ( since tautological consequence 
is used, rather than S5-provability ). 

Konolige (1987) introduces an alternative characterization of autoepistemic logic and defines 
stronger, notions of inference to deal with the problem of self-justified expansions. Konolige also 
investigates the relationship between default logic and autoepistemic logic, and this is pursued 
further in (Marek and Truszczynski 1989) and ('Iruszczynski 1991). Levesque (1990) provides an 

10This can be viewed as the dual of McDermott and Doyle's M opera.tor. 
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appealing semantics for autoepistemic logic in terms of only knowing. This will be discussed at 
length in Chapter 6, along with certain problems concerning the representation of default knowledge 
as autoepistemic statements. 

2.2.5 .Applications of Default Reasoning 

Logic Programming and Negation-as-Failure 

Logic programs provide one ·method of implementing the ideas upon which default reasoners are 
based. Systems for logic programming, such as Prolog, often use the technique of negation-as
failure (NF) to achieve the desired nonmonotonicity. Given a goal -.p, a logic program attempts 
to prove the goal p. If each branch of the evaluation tree fails (i.e., goal p finitely fails) then -.p 
is "proven" using NF. Clearly, this approach is nonmonotonic (for adding p to a program prevents 
the proof of -.p) and can be used for default reasoning in a number of ways. For instance, Reiter 
(1987a) suggests logic programs might be used to implement McCarthy's (1986) simple abnormality 
theories. Consider program P with clauses 

fly(x) +- bird(x) A -.ab(x) 
ab(x) +- penguin(x) 
bird(A); bird(B); penguin(B). 

Using NF, -.ab(x) is proven whenever ab(x) cannot be. This has the effect of circumscribing ab 
in P, resulting in fly(A) being concluded, but not fly(B). 

In general, logic programs are "procedural" in the sense that formal characterizations of their 
behavior is often lacking. However, recently much effort has been applied to providing formal 
semantic and syntactic accounts for programs. Reiter's (1978a) closed-world assumption (CWA) is 
one such attempt. If a program is considered to be a deductive database, often negative information 
is not explicitly represented. For example, if A is not an employee of company X, this fact is 
represented by leaving out the entry (A, X) in the Employee relationship table. The CWA attempts 
to capture this notion formally. For a given program P, define 

ext(P) = {-.A : groundatom(A) and P V= A}. 

Then CWA(P) = PU ext(P). The consequences of program P are then identified as those (fi.rst
order) consequences of CWA(P), obtained by adding to Pall negative ground atoms not entailed 
by P. 

While this captures the notion of implicitly represented negative information, some problems 
exist with this formulation. Most importantly, for general logic programs,11 CWA(P) can be 
inconsistent when P is not, for instance, by allowing indefinite information about ground atoms 
(e.g., pVq). Reiter (1978a), however, shows that if P consists of Horn clauses, CWA(P) is consistent 
whenever P is. 

While the assumption of complete information is often appropriate for deductive databases, 
in other logic programs the CWA might be too strong. Clark's (1978) predicate completion is 
another attempt to explain the mechanism of NF. Let P be any program consisting of extended 
Horn clauses. For each clause p(t1, .. ,tn) +-Li, .. ,Lm, its general form (cf. Shepherdson (1988)) 
is 

11 Programs consisting of extended Horn clauses, i.e., Horn clauses allowing negative literals in the body. 
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For each predicate symbol p, let B1, ... Bn be the bodies of the general forms of the clauses· in 
which p occurs in the head. The completed versio:n of predicate p is p(x) = B1 V •.. En, COMP( P) 
is the collection of completed predicates from program P. The idea is that when we write a series 
of clauses about predicate p, we intend these clauses to be the only ways in which the program 
can prove the truth of p. As with the CWA, the consequences of a program are intended to the 
first-order consequences of the completed program COMP(P). For instance, if we complete the 
flying bird program above, we obtain the same results as given by Prolog's NF mechanism. 

Predicate completion can be seen to give a more intuitive account of general logic programs than 
does the CWA. For example, the CWA can provide no new positive information, only augmenting 
P with new negative facts; thus, it can't derive fly(A) in the previous example.12 Predicate 
completion is more useful in this respect, but whe:n restricted to definite Horn programs COMP(P) 
is similarly restricted in its ability to derive new positive facts. Furthermore, COMP(P) can be 
inconsistent (e.g., p +- -,p), but this cannot occur when Pis in Horn form. It should also be noted 
that the CWA has the advantage of relying on the semantic content of a program, while COMP(P) 
is sensitive to the syntax of a program as well. Shepherdson (1988) shows a number of ways in 
which the CWA and predicate completion differ, despite their superficial similarities. 

As far as accounting for NF, neither approach is entirely adequate. However, NF on program 
Pis shown by Clark (1978) to be sound with respect to COMP(P) and, by Shepherdson, to be 
sound with respect to CWA(P) (cf. Shepherdson (1988)). While not complete for either approach 
in general, Shepherdson (1988) reports on some partial completeness results for NF. The CWA 
has also been extended and refined by several peo_ple (Minker 1983; Gelfond, Przymusinska and 
Przymusinski 1989) to the point of being almost a form of circumscription. 

Diagnosis from First Principles 

Default reasoning and nonm.onotonicity is not a quality unique to "commonsense" reasoning. Diag
nostic reasoning is the task of determining an explanation for the aberrant behavior of some system 
(say, a physical device). As opposed to the experiential or rule-based approach, diagnosis from first 
principles uses structural and behavioral knowledge of a system to derive diagnoses, rather than 
heuristic information. Reiter (1987b) presents a theory of diagnosis based on these ideas. A system, 
for which a diagnosis will be made, is a set of first-order sentences SD (the structural description), 
and a set of constant symbols COMP (the components of the system). The structural description is 
intended to describe the behavior of the system when it is functioning properly, how it can fail, and 
how such failures manifest themselves in system behavior. For instance, a typical sentence might 
take the form "If condition X holds and component c1 is functioning properly, then observation Y 
should be true." Reiter suggests the use of the distinguished predicate ab, standing for abnormal
ity (or failure) of components (cf. McCarthy (1986)). The a.hove sentence could be represented as 
XI\ -iab(c1 ) :) Y. Given a set of observations OBS, a diagnosis is some minimal set~~ COMP 
such that SD U OBS U { -,ab( c) : c E COMP- ~} is consistent. Hence, if {-,ab( c) : c E COMP} is 
consistent with SD U OBS, the empty set is the only diagnosis, since nothing in the observations 
indicates deviant behavior. 

This formulation is nonmonotonic in the sense that the (minimal) diagnoses of some set of 
observations need not be the diagnoses for some superset of those observations. If a diagnosis 
were any set of abnormal components that explains system behavior, nonmonotonicity could not 
arise; new observations coul~ only remove candidate diagnoses. However, we can view this theory 

121n fact, it does entail fly(A), but only because CWA(P) is inconsistent in this case. 
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of diagnosis as using preferred theories or models of the system behavior, those in which as few 
components as possible have failed. This nonmonotonicity suggests a relation to default reasoning 
and Reiter (1987b), in fact, shows how to model this system using default logic. The system 
representation also suggests the possibility of implementation using circumscription, by minimizing 
the predicate ab. 

Poole (1989) provides a similar treatment of diagnosis, but allows candidate diagnoses to be 
arbitrary sets of sentences ( taken from a candidate set of hypotheses) that explain the observed 
behavior, rather than a set of faulty components. Poole (1988) also claims that this framework, 
upon which the Theorist systemis based, provides a coherent se;mantical basis for default reasoning. 
We will examine the Theorist framework in Chapter 7. 

2.3 Modal and Conditional Logics -

2.3.1 Modal Logics 

We've seen that material implication is not adequate for representing default rules. Similar defi
ciences motivated the development of modern modal logic. In particuiar, implication is inadequate 
as an account of entailment due to the paradoxes of material implication: 

p:>(q:>p) 
-,p :) (p :) q). 

The first says that pis implied by anything if pis true; the second that p implies anything if pis 
false. While perfectly reasonable truth-functional principles, they are not acceptable properties of 
entailment. For instance, if p is false, it does not mean that anything at all follows from p. To 
capture this stronger sense of implication it was suggested (e.g., by MacColl and C.I. Lewis, cf. 
(Hughes and Cresswell 1968)) that p :) q should be (logically) necessary if p entails q. IT we use 
□ to sta.nd for necessity, entailment corresponds to strict implication □(p :) q).13 Modal logics 
provide accounts of just such a necessity operator (though D is often given other interpretations, 
an<;]. will be given two distinct readings in this thesis). 

The presentation a.nd terminology of propositional modal logic we give here is derived from that 
of (Hughes and Cresswell 1984), together with certain ideas from (Segerberg 1971). The reader 
is referred to these works along with (Hughes and Cresswell 1968) and (Chellas 1980) for further 
details. 

A modal language LM is any propositional language augmented with the unary connective □, 
so that □a is well-formed just when a is. □a is typically read as "a is necessary. 71 The connective 
◊ is introduced by definition as -, □-,, and ◊a is read as "a is possible." A modal system or modal 
logic S is any set of sentences S ~ LM14 that includes all propositional tautologies and the axiom 
K, and is closed under modus ponens, uniform substitution and the rule of necessitation, Nee: 

K □(A :> B) :> ( □A ::> DB) 

Nee From A infer DA 

The smallest such set is the weakest modal logic K. For any modal system S we define derivability 
as follows: 

13 Naturally there are other opinions on nature of entailment, e.g., (Anderson and Belnap 1962). 
14 More precisely, these are normal modal systems. Nonnormal systems are not considered in this thesis. We use 

"S" to denote a logic while S is the corresponding set of sentences. 
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Definition 2.1 A sentence a is provable in S (written 1--s a) iff a E S. a is derivable from a 
set r ~ LM (written r 1-s a) if there ~s some finite subset {a1 , ... ,an} of r such that 
1-s (a1 A ... A an) ::> a. 

We will discuss various extensions of K, but it will be instructive to motivate these systems se
mantically. The semantic account we adopt, taken from (Hughes and Cresswell 1984), draws its 
inspiration from the work of Kripke (1963). 

Definition 2.2 A modal model structure16 is a triple M = (W, R, cp} where W is a set, R is a 
binary relation on W and c.p maps P into 2W. 

The members of Ware referred to as possible worlds or states of affairs. cp(A) is the set of worlds 
where A holds, but we often talk about the induced valuation associated with w E W. Thus we may 
think of cp as assigning propositional valuations to members of W, those valuations determining 
the facts true at those states of affairs. 

We take possible worlds to be hypothetical states of affairs or co·1.mterfactual situations ( among 
whose number we count the "actual world"). Certain situations might be consistent with an agent's 
knowledge, or such that an agent has no reason to believe they do not, in fact, obtain; but we assume 
an agent can also "imagine" or conceive of situations in which a proposition A holds, even though it 
knows that A is actually false (see Section 2.3.2 on hypothetical deliberation and conditionals). In 
a quantificatfonal setting, a model must also map a domain of individuals to each world, over which 
quantification takes place (Kripke 1963). This account, and, indeed, the very idea of quantified 
modal logic, has been subject to criticism, most notably by Quine.16 In Chapter 8, we discuss the 
potential extension of om: approach to the first-order case, and discuss the difficulties that might 
arise. 

A model also contains an accessibility relation or alternativeness relation Ron W. When wRv 
we say v is accessible to w, or w sees v, a.nd when this is the case we intend (on one standard 
interpretation at least) that vis a possible alternative state of affairs given w. In other words, 
if w is the actual state of affairs, one is unwilling to reject v as possibly being the actual world. 
For this reason a sentence a is necessary from the perspective of w just in ca·se a is true at all 
worlds accessible tow. Given the definition of ◊a, we say a is possible just when it is true at some 
accessible world. 

Definition 2.3 Let M = (W, R, cp} be a Kripke model with w E W. The satisfaction of a formula 
o at win M (where M l=w O! means a is true at w) is defined inductively as: 

1. M l=w a iff w E cp( a) for atomic sentence a. _ 

2. M l=w --,a iff M ~w a. 

3. M l=w a ::> /3 iff M l=w /3 or M ~w a. 

4. M l=w □a iff M 1=1) a for every v such that wRv. 

If M l=w a we say that M satisfies a at w. a is valid on M (MI= a) just when M l=w a for 
all w E W. 

We denote by llall the set 
{w E W: M l=w a}. 

15Often called a Kripke model, or simply a model. 
18See, for example, (Quine 1961). 
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Strictly speaking, some reference to M should be made in this notation, but the model we have in 
mind when writing this will always be clear from context. 

Modal systems are typically associated with various classes of models via characterization re
sults. Let C be some class or'models. a is valid with respect to C iff M F a for all M EC, which 
we write as FC a. Let S be a modal system. S is sound with respect to C iff 1-s a implies FC a. 
S is complete with respect to C iff FC a implies I-s a. C is characterized by S iff S is sound and 
complete with respect to C. 

Most important modal systems correspond to interesting classes of models. For instance, the 
class of all models is characterized by the logic K. If we restrict the relation R to be reflexive we 
determine the logic T, which is K plus the axiom 

T DA:> A. 

This corresponds to the intuition that all worlds consider themselves possible, or that the actual 
world is possible. Adding to T the axiom 

4 DA:> DOA 

we get the logic S4, which corresponds to the class of reflexive and transitive models. This system 
is especially important when we use accessibility to represent some ordering on possible worlds 
(e.g., a temporal ordering, see footnote below). Most well-behaved notions of ordering are at the 
very least reflexive and transitive, and, as pointed out by Segerberg (1971), this class of models is 
especially nice to study. 

Given any model for which R is transitive (and we will always assume reflexive), a cluster 
is defined to be any subset U ~ W such that each msmber of U is mutually accessible (i.e. if 
u, v E U then uRv and vRu), and no proper superset of Uhas this property. In other words, R 
as restricted to U forms a maximal subrelation of R that is an equivalence relation. Given this, 
any such accessibility relation can be viewed as a partial order on the set of clusters in M. With 
an ordering interpretation of R; clusters are the maximal sets of worlds all members of which have 
the same "rank." Worlds are comparable in R iff their containing clusters are comparable in the 
induced partial order (see Figure 2.1). 

Another important system is S5, which imposes an extreme ordering on worlds. It adds to S4 
the axiom 

5 ◊A:::> □◊A 

and characterizes the class of models formed from equivalence relations (reflexive, transitive and 
symmetric). Such a model consists of a set of mutually inaccessible clusters, so the induced partial 
order is empty (see Figure 2.2). Between S4 and S5 lies the logic S4.3, which we will have occasion 
to use in later chapters. This logic is especially important given the ordering interpretation of R, 
and consists of S4 plus the axiom 

D □(□A ::> B) V □(DB :> A). 

This adds total connectedness to reflexivity and transitivity; that is, for all v, w either vRw or wRv. 
Such structures consist of a set of clusters that is totally ordered, so R is a weak linear ordering 
on W (see Figure 2.3).17 Because of the implicit ordering imposed on W by R, S4.3 will find 

17 S4.3 also chara.cterizes other classes of models including the larger class of connected models (if uRv and uRw 
then either wRv or vRw). Furthermore, the "bulldozing" technique of Segerberg (1971) shows S4.3 to correspond to 
the class of linearly ordered models ( a totally ordered set of clusters each of which is a singleton). This ha.s important 
implications for viewing S4.3 as a temporal logic (Prior 1967), where wRv means v is some moment as late or la.ter 
in time than w. Thus DA is rea.d as "At all later moments in time (including the present) A i:5 true." 
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0 
i 

0 
Figure 2.1: A typical S4-model. Each large circle forms a cluster whose elements (represented by 
points) a.re mutually accessible. So wRv and vRw. The transitive closure of the arrows determines 
accessibility outside clusterj thus wRr and wRt, but neither r Rw nor rRs, hold. 

Figure 2.2: A typical S5-model. It consists of a set of clusters that are mutually inaccessible. So 
neither wRv nor vRw holds. 

---0-0-0---
Figure 2.3: A typi~al totally connected model. It consists of a totally ordered set of clusters. So 
wRv or vRw for all v and w. 
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application in the interpretation of default rules. 
Modal logics can also be generalized to include more than one modal operator. We will use 

a series of bimodal logics in Chapters 5 and 6, with two modal operators corresponding to acces
sibility and inaccessibility. Typically, such logics have model theories with separate accessibility 
relations for each modal connective. Bimodal logics are often important for dealing with temporal 
interpretations of accessibility, and in this context constrain one relation to be the inverse of the 
other (Segerberg 1970). This contrasts with our treatment where we constrain a second (implicit) 
relation to be the complement of the first. Multimodal logics with a finite number of boxes are 
often used for representing the knowledge of multiple agents in an epistemic setting (Halpern and 
Moses 1985), and infinite families of operators find applicability in dynamic logic (Pratt 1976). 

2.3.2 Conditional Logics 

While the modal concept of strict implication is an adequate account (for some-) of entailment, it 
still has essentially the same drawbacks as material implication when viewed as a representation 
of typical linguistic usage of conditional constructions, or of default rules. The paradoxes have 
counterparts for strict implication certainly, but more discouraging is the fact that strict implication 
is still "monotonic"; we have the strengthening rule of inference: 

□(A :::> C) :::> □(A AB:::> C). 

Conditional logics have appeared over the last number of years to account for the properties 
of conditional statements in natural language, statements of the form "If ... then ... " ( or some 
paraphrase thereof). Focusing on propositional logics, conditional logics are generally based on 
the language of CPL augmented with a conditional connective, variously denoted ⇒, >, D-+, or 
otherwise. The convention here shall be to use> for arbitrary, abstract conditionals, and reserving 
⇒ for the conditional we develop here. 

The two main types of conditional statements are indicative conditionals and subjunctive con
ditionals. Indicative conditionals are generally intended to be statements about how the world 
actually is, for example, 

"If it rained, Pete didn't show up for our match." 

Subjunctive conditionals usually express how the world might have been or could be, for example, 

"If it had snowed, we would have gone skiing," or 

"If it should snow, we would go skiing." 

While definitive boundaries between the two classes of statements are rarely proposed, or even 
thought to exist, there is little doubt that the classes must be treated distinctly (Jackson 1987; 
Appiah 1985). 

The general approach toward the treatment of subjunctive conditionals is (relatively) uncontro
versial, while it is less so for indicative conditionals. Subjunctive conditionals are generally viewed 
as having truth conditions based on some possible worlds semantics; the controversy surround
ing indicative conditionals is due to the debate over whether or not indicative conditionals have 
truth conditions. An example illustrates their problematic nature. Clearly, normal conversational 
conventions do not allow one to assert "If it rained, Pete didn't show up for our match" merely 
because it is known that no rain had fallen. Yet one paradox of material implication allows such 
an inference, namely the conclusion of A :) B from -,A. This is evidence supporting the claim 
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that indicative conditionals do not have truth conditions corresponding to those of the material 
conditional. This is just one of many problems that arise in trying to determine a set of truth 
conditions for indicative statements. There are various accounts of indicative conditionals suggest
ing alternatively that indicatives have no truth conditions but instead have assertibillty conditions 
(e.g., "If A then B" is appropriate when P(BIA) is high), that they have the truth conditions of 
the material conditional, or both. We will not discuss indicatives further here for it is subjunctives 
that are of more interest in this thesis. We refer the reader to, for example, (Adams 1975i Appiah 
1985; Jackson 1987; Lewis 1976). 

Subjunctive conditionals are generally thought to have truth values determined by hypothetical 
possible worlds, following (Stalnaker 1968). While specific details differ, this thesis is maintained 
in most proposals dealing with subjunctive conditionals and discrepancies exist only over relatively 
minor details ( compared to indicatives). Some basic considerations for any semantic account of 
conditionals are provided by Stalnaker and are recalled here. 

First, a truth-functional analysis of conditionals (i.e., as material conditionals) is inappropriate. 
For instance, the falsity of the antecedent of a conditional is insufficient reason to affirm the truth 
of the conditional. Consider Stalnaker's (now dated) example: 

"If the Chinese enter Vietnam, the U.S. will use nuclear weapons." 

Even if one believes the Chinese will stay out of Vietnam no matter what events occur, this is no 
reason to affirm the conditional. This suggests a second consideration, namely that a "connection" 
should exist between antecedent and consequent. However, a connection isn't always required for a 
conditional to be true: consider one who believes that (for whatever reason) the U.S. will definitely 
use nuclear weapons in Vietnam. In this case, one should assent to the truth of the conditional, even 
if no opinion about the Chinese is forthcoming. Stalnaker's :final (rough) suggestion for determining 
the truth of a conditional is known as the Ramsey test (see Chapter 6). Briefly, one should adopt a 
hypothetical belief in the antecedent of the conditional, make some minimal changes in old beliefs 
to accommodate this, and :finally consider whether the consequent follows in this new belief state. 
This view is also detailed in Nute's (1980) account of hypothetical deliberation. 

Stalnaker (1968) develops a possible worlds semantics for such a conditional logic. Formulae 
are interpreted with respect to a model structure and a selection function, where a model structure 
consists of a set of possible worlds (including an absurd world) and an accessibility relation, and 
a selection function takes a proposition and a possible world as arguments and has as a value a 
possible world. The selection function f is intended to represent the selection of the most reasonable 
or closest18 possible world in which to consider the truth of the antecedent of a conditional, in the 
sense discussed above. The conditional sentence A > B is true at a possible world w iff B is true 
at f(A, w). A number of restrictions are placed on the selection function, all reflecting reasonable 
intuitions regarding hypothetical deliberation. For all antecedents A and B and worlds w and v, 
the following conditions should hold: 

(a) A is true at J(A,w). 

(b) f(A,w) =>.(the absurd world satisfying all sentences) only if vis inaccessible from w 
for any A-world v. 

(c) If A is true at w, J(A,w) = w. 

(d) If A is true at J(B,w) and Bis true at f(A,w) then J(A,w) = J(B,w). 

18For instance, the world selected should differ minimally (in some pragmatic sense) from the actual world. 
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Lewis (1973a) presents an alternative semantics for (counterfactual) conditionals that deals 
with some problems ·occurring in Stalnaker's logic. Lewis abandons two assumptions: the Limit 
Assumption, which states that a. closest (most similar to the actual) possible world in which the 
antecedent of a con.ditiona.l holds must exist; and the Uniqueness Assumption, that exactly one 
closest antecedent-world need exist. 

The Uniqueness Assumption is due to Stalnaker's view that exactly one antecedent-world is 
closest to the actual world. The logic presented by Stalnaker has as a theorem the Law of the 
Conditional Excluded Middle 

CEM ◊A:::> (-,(A> B) =(A> -,B)). 

This theorem entails the (objectionable, according to Lewis) theorem 

(A> B) V (A> -,B). 

Lewis disputes the validity of such a theorem with the classic pair of conditionals ( due to Quine) 

"If Bizet and Verdi had been compatriots,· they would have been Italian" and 

"If Bizet and Verdi had been compatriots, they would have been French." 

Intuitively, neither of these statements is true because it seems equally likely that Verdi could have 
been French or Bizet Italian. Lewis proposes that hypothetical deliberation may involve a number 
of equally (most) similar possible worlds where the antecedent of a conditional holds.19 We discuss 
the Limit Assumption and Lewis's key counterfactual logic VC in Chapters 4 and 6. 

Lewis's final analysis for determining the truth of a (counterfactual) conditional is a.a follows: 
A > C ls true at a. world w i:ff some world ( accessible to w) in which A and C hold is closer to w. 

than any world ( accessible to w) at which A and -,c hold, if there are in fact accessible A-worlds. 
In general, conditional implication is thought to lie between material implication and strict 

implication, being somewhat stronger tha.n material and weaker than strict. A view of conditionality 
is that it expresses some sort of relative necessity (Chellas 1975; Nute 1980). To quote Chella.s (1975, 
p.133): "'If A, then B' means that the proposition expressed by B is in some way necessary with 
respect to that expressed by A." Therefore, conditionality can be viewed a.s either a sententially
indexed modality or a propositionally-indexed modality. A selection function determines, given 
t.he antecedent A of a conditional A> B, the worlds to be considered in deciding if Bis (relative 
to A) necessarily true. 

If the selection function maps propositiona20 and possible worlds into sets of possible worlds21 , 

then th.e con,clitional connective can be taken as a propositionally-indexed modal opera.tor (e.g., 
see the unifying appwach to conditional logic found in (Chellas 1975)). This view ensures that 
any conditional logic based on this type of selection function will have as a rule of inference full 
substitution of equivalents. If the selection function maps sentences of the language and possible 
worlds into sets of possible worlds22 then the conditional connective can be taken as a sententially
indexed modal operator (e.g., see the general approach to conditional logic found in (Nute 1980)). 
In this case, the inference rule RCEC will hold (this rule allows equivalents to be substituted in 
tb.e consequents of conditional sentences), but the rule RCEA (this rule allows equivalents to be 
substituted in the antecedents of conditionals), ln general, will not be valid. For a discussion of why 
RCEA might not be appropriate as a rule of inference for all conditional logics, see (Nute 1980). 

19Stalna.ker {1980) defends CEM by a.ppea.l to va.n Fra.assen's notion of super-11aluation1J. 
20 We take a proposition to be a set of possible worlds, identified with the "sentence" it makes true. 
21 Tha.t is, f: 2W x W 1-+ 2w. 
22That is, f: L x W 1-+ 2w. 
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2.3.3 Conditional Logics and Default Reasoning 

Conditional logics have found application for many types of conditionality. For example, counter
factual conditionals have been described by Lewis and others using conditional logic (Lewis 1973a; 
Lewis 1973b; Nute 1975). Standard deontic logics based on the typical unary modal operator have 
been found to be inadequate in certain respects, most notably by. leading to certain paradoxes 
(von Wright 1964; Aqvist 1967; van Fraa.ssen 1972). Conditional logics based on the notion of 
conditional obligation seem more promising in this respect. 

Conditional logic can be seen to be generally useful for applications in default reasoning. A 
number of properties of conditional logics suggest that they are ideal candidates for expressing 
facts of the form "If ... then normally ... ". Unlike corresponding sentences using the connective 
of material implication, conditional sentences of the type problematic in default reasoning can be 
asserted consistently in most conditional logics. Consider the pair of conditionals 

"If a match were struck, it would light" and 

"If a wet match were struck, it would not light." 

While the pair of formulae M ::, L and W I\ M ::, ,L is inconsistent with the fact WI\ M, the pair 
M > L and W I\ M > ,L is not. 

A number of properties, desirable in default reasoning, are true of the conditional connective 
in most conditional logics. We now take the connective :::::} to be the specific conditional "normally 
implies." A =} B is interpreted as "If A then normally B." For example, consider the following 
"fallacies," or inference rules that hold for material implication but not for conditional connectives 
in most conditional logics: 

Strengthening From A=} B infer A I\ C:::::} B. 

Transitivity From A =} B and B =} C infer A =} C. 

Contraposition From A =} B infer ,B :::::} ,A. 

As well, while not true of Stalnaker's or Lewis's semantics, most general approaches to conditional 
logic do not require that all logics obey: 

Mod us Ponens From A and A =} B infer B. 

Clearly, none of these inference patterns is desirable in a logic for default reasoning, as discussed 
previously. 

There are a number of advantages to using the conditional logic approach to default reasoning. 
First, the language of conditional logic provides a naturalness of expression that cannot be found 
in most current schemes. A =} B is a concise way of expressing that B should normally follow from 
A. There is no need to account for qualifications to prevent the inconsistency of such a.n assertion, 
for the connective :::::} is "nonmonotonic." Second (once a semantics for thls interpretation of the 
connective =} is developed), conditional logic offers a. more intuitive semantics for sentences in a 
default theory, and one that is well-developed ( since the approach developed in this thesis is based 
on existing modal logics). The semantics provided for the interpretation of statements and default 
rules in many systems of default reasoning are problematic or unintuitive, or perhaps non-existent. 
Finally, with conditional logic, conditional statements can be interpreted as default rules. One ca.n 
reason about default rules, or their negations, deriving new ones from existing i:ules together with 
facts about the world. This is because these "default rules" are themselves merely statements of fact 
about the world being modeled, allowing interaction with other default rules and facts. This is not 
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the case with most approaches. Even with techniques iiuth as nonmonotonic logic or autoepistemic 
logic, where the default rules are sentences in the theory, the propriety of the rules that can be 
derived is somewhat dubious (Reiter 1987a). So conditional logic does offer some advantages for 
certain aspects of default reasoning. 

Conditional logics have been examined previously in the context of AI applications and non
monotonic reasoning. For instance, Ginsberg (1986) examines the use of counterfactuals in AI, 
listing uses in such areas as inconsistency-detection in knowledge bases, planning, and diagnosis. 
But more recently, conditional logics have started to find popularity as representation systems for 
default rules and specifications for default reasoning. One of the earliest attempts to develop a 
default reasoner based on conditional logic was made by Nute (1984b; 1984a). In (Nute 1984b), he 
describes PROWIS, a system implemented in Prolog for reasoning with subjunctive conditionals, 
and based on the logic VW. The idea is to answer queries of the form "Would C be true?" given 
an initial database of facts, and conditionals of the form A > B. In general, the query "Would C?" 
is answered positively if there is some conditional A > C that holds along with A, and there is no 
true A', stronger than A, such that A' > -,C holds also. This encompasses the notion of specificity: 
we accept as true the consequences of the more explicit information in the case of conflict. For 
example, given the conditionals above describing the behavior of matches, we would accept the 
conclusion ,L (rather than L) in the presence of WA M (which is more specific than M). 

Nute (1984a) provides a formal notion of derivation of subjunctive consequences that accounts 
for (and generalizes) the behavior of the PROWIS system. This system, LDRl, is again based on 
Horn clause logic and uses the notions of absolute and defeasible rules, and defeaters. In this sense, 
it is very similar to Pollock's system of defeasible inference. Also related is the fact that it is a 
purely syntactic system. The defeasible rules and defeaters are intended to represent a certain type 
of conditionality, yet the system fails to respect the semantics of the logic on which it is based. For 
instance, (A > B) ::> (A ::> B) is VW-valid, but neither of Nute's systems necessarily draws the 
conclusion B from A and A > B. Since the semantics of VW cannot apply to Nute's defeasible 
rules, these essentially have the status of unanalyzed conditional statements. 

A promising approach to the use of conditional logic for default reasoning has been initiated 
by Delgrande (1987; 1988), among others. In this thesis we will adopt the conditional approach 
to default reasoning precisely because of the advantages discussed above. Along the way we will 
present, discuss and compare the more important conditional representations of defaults, including 
the work of Delgrande (1986; 1987; 1988), Lehmann (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Lehmann 
1989; Lehmann and Magidor 1990) and Pearl (Pearl 1988; Pearl 1990; Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990). 



Chapter 3 

Models of Belief Revision 

In the previous chapter we looked at the problem of default reasoning, the task of drawing plau
sible conclusions based on a static set of beliefs. We've seen that this notion of consequence is 
nonmonotonic in the sense that as belief sets are augmented with new information certain infer
ences might be deemed less plausible than they once were, and certain conclusions unacceptable. 
Because default reasoning is nonmonotonic and states of belief are in constant flux, it is necessary 
to accommodate the revision of beliefs. In this chapter we will survey various formal approaches 
to belief revision. 

3.1 Truth Maintenance Systems 

Until recently, belief revision in AI had generally only been studied under the guise of truth main
tenance systems (Doyle 1979; de Kleer 1986). These systems are tools used to manage a changing 
set of beliefs in such a way that justified beliefs are labeled and can be identified as such, while 
unjustified facts are not accorded the status of beliefs. The complexity of the task lies in the dy
namic aspect of keeping track of justifications. If a certain belief is justified by the presence of 
other beliefs, the removal of the justifying beliefs should cause the original belief to be discounted 
unless other justification can be found. This, in turn, may cause other beliefs to be disregarded, or 
support belief in others still. 

Implicit in this approach to revision is a commitment to a foundational epistemology. In such 
a theory only facts having adequate justification are granted the status of beliefs, and a rational 
agent is required to keep track of such justification on the threat' of being forced to give up beliefs. 
A justification is a set of beliefs that permit one to accept a fact as a justified belief. These 
justifications cannot be circular and must ultimately be grounded in foundational states, or basic 
beliefs that are self-justifying. For instance, these are often considered to be perceptual states 
(Quine and Ullian 1970). These theories are especially appealing as normative accounts of belief 
since they describe a rather intuitive conception of what an agent ought to believe ( or at least what 
one is permitted to believe). H one comes to believe A on the basis of learning B, . but later has 
reason to disbelieve B, then the belief in A ought to be suspended as well. 

In the original formulation of a truth maintenance system (TMS) Doyle (1979) proposed that 
the TMS be used in conjunction with some reasoning program. This program transmits various 
beliefs and reasons for these beliefs (or justifications) to the TMS, which is charged with the task of 
recording and managing these beliefs and reasons. As beliefs change, other beliefs for which these 
are justifications may have to be added or retracted by the TMS. · 

A belief is represented as a node in the system, whose status is either in or out. An innode 
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represents a currently held belief while an outnode is not currently believed (not to be confused with 
belief in the negation of the node). The set of innodes at any point in time completely determines 
the belief set of the program at that time. A justification for a node (there may be several) is an 
ordered pair of lists of nodes, the inlist and the outlist. A justification is valid for a belief if each 
node on the inlist is in and each node on the outlist is out. Thus a node is believed just when it 
possesses some valid justification. 

Because a belief can be justified by a lack of belief in other nodes, the TMS can exhibit non
monotonic behavior. By simply adding the belief in a node on a second node's outlist, the second 
node can become disbelieved. Of course, this can cause belief in other nodes to be suspended, and 
still others added. The main task of the TMS is to propagate these changes throughout the system. 
Doyle presents a number of algorithms for inconsistency removal and change propagation. 

Notice belief in a node can be suspended only when some node on the (justifying) inlist becomes 
out or some outlist node becomes in. Thus all possible qualifications for a nonmonotonic inference 
must be placed on the outlist in negated form (see Chapter 2). It is not enough to say bird is a 
reason for fly. On the outlist of the bird-justification for fly must be the qualifications penguin, 
emu, brokenWing, dead, etc. 

One criticism of the basic justification-based TMS is its inability to consider multiple states of 
affairs at any point in time, and the difficulty involved in switching contexts ( an especially important 
component in search). The assumption-based TMS(ATMS) of de Kleer (1986) generalizes the TMS 
through the use of contexts and labels for nodes. Given a set of nodes and justifications, a context for 
a node is a set of assumptions from which the node can ultimately be derived using the justifications. 
Assumptions themselves are typically viewed as requiring no further justification (like foundational 
states). The label of the node is the set of all contexts for the node and can be derived from the 
justifications; and in (Reiter and de Kleer 1987) the ATMS is logically reconstructed to reflect 
this. The task of the ATMS is to keep track of (but not completely recompute) such labels as new 
nodes and justifications are added to the system. de Kleer describes such methods. 

Since nodes are labeled with various contexts in which they can be assumed to hold, many 
inconsistent states of affairs can be considered at one time. These contexts are components of 
various nodes and the set of beliefs (roughly) associated with a particular situation are just those 
nodes labeled with the appropriate context. 

3.2 The AGM Theory of Revision 

In foundations theories, and truth maintenance systems in particular, an agent is required to 
keep track of justifications for beliefs and to give up beliefs when no justification exists. While 
intuitively appealing, the computational cost of keeping !_rack of justifications might be prohibitive, 
and certainly psychological evidence overwhelmingly supports the hypothesis that human reasoners 
do not do this (Harman 1986, Chapter 4). A consequence of foundations theories is the suspension 
of beliefs when adequate justification cannot be found, for example, when a (sole) justification is 
forgotten. Coherence theories of belief, however, do not require such bookkeeping, and revision is 
guided by principles that ensure one's entire belief set remains a reasonable view of the world, or 
coheres. Much work in the philosophical community on the logic of theory change is consistent 
with such a coherentist epistemology in the sense that belief sets are unstructured collections of 
sentences, and belief revision is not accomplished through the use of justifications.1 

1 Of course, belief revision based on unstructured sets of beliefs cannot be said to constitute an adequate coherence 
theory. Indeed, some degree of implication and explanation is required among beliefs in a coherence theory (Harman 
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Recently, work on the logic of theory change has been adopted by the AI community for use 
in the task of belief revision. By far the most influential approach to revision has been that of 
Alchourr6n, Ga.rdenfors and Makinson (1985), which we refer to as the AGM theory of revision.2 

Most of this work assumes beliefs sets to be modeled as deductively closed sets of sentences, and for 
concreteness we will assume that the underlying logic of beliefs is CPL, although nothing critical 
hinges on this decision, the only requirement, in general, being the ·compactness of the underlying 
logic. As usual, F and Cn will denote propositional entailment and consequence respectively. We 
will use I( to denote arbitrary belief sets, and if K = Cn(KB) for some finite set of sentences 
KB, we say K is finitely specified by KB. In this case, we will often refer to the revision of K as 
the revision of its base set KB, and since this should cause no confusion, we will also refer to the 
sentence formed by conjoining its members as KB. Typically, it will only be finitely specifiable 
theories with which we concern ourselves. It may be useful to think of KB as the explicit beliefs of 
some agent, while Cn(KB)- KB are the implicit beliefs, those inferable given these explicit beliefs 
( cf. (Levesque 1984b) for a more detailed account of this distinction). This distinction makes clear 
how to represent in a computer (or other finite agent) the infinite belief set Cn(KB). 

Revising a belief set K is required when new information is learned and must be accommodated 
with these beliefs. If A is consistent with K (that is, when K ~ -,A), learning A is relatively 
unproblematic, as the new belief set Cn( KB U {A}) seems adequate for modeling this change in 
theory. This process is known as expansion. Fo:r instance, if Craig has no opinion regarding the 
truth of the fact that Pete has a very expensive new tennis racquet, learning this new information 
is merely a matter of adding it to his belief set, together with certain implicatioll8 associated with 
this belief, perhaps that Pete has gotten a raise or that he is taking his tennis game more seriously 
( though these a'Ie most certainly default implications). · 

More troublesome is the revision of K by A when K F ,A, A being inconsistent with the 
current state of belief. Simply adding A to the belief set as with expansion is not an adequate 
solution since an inconsistent theory will be the result. Some beliefs in the original theory must 
be given up before the new fact can be accommodated. Suppose now that Craig believed, before 
discovering Pete has a new racquet, that Pete was on a budget and would make no significant 
purchases. To adjust to this new information Craig must make certain changes to his original. set 
of beliefs. However, there are a number of ways to oblige this new informationj for instance, he 
could drop his belief that Pete is on a budget (perhaps he got a raise) and that Pete is careful with 
his money, or he could question his belief that Pete is not a kleptomaniac, or that Pete only plays 
with his own racquets. 

Typically, there are a multitude of choices for massaging a theory K in order to adapt to new 
information. The problem lies in choosing what beliefs to give up, and is further compounded 
by the fact that, in general, there are no logical grounds for choosing which of these alternative 
revisions is acceptable (Stalnaker 1984), the issue depending largely on context. Fortunately, there 
are some logical criteria for reducing this space of possibilities. 

The main criterion for discarding some revisions in deference to others is that of minimal change. 
Informational economy dictates that as few beliefs as possible from K be disca.rded to facilitate 
belief in A (Gardenfors 1988), where by ''few" we refer not to the number of beliefs given up (alone), 
but the "quality'' of these beliefs (information content). While pragmatic considerations will often 
enter these deliberatiom, Lhe main emphasis of the work of Alchourr6n, Gardenfors and Makinson 

1986); that is, some "glue" is needed to make beliefs cohere. 
2Giirdenfors's (1988) provides a.n excellent exposition of the AGM theory a.nd its relationship to other theories. 

We will usually refer to this account. 
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is in logically delimiting the scope of acceptable revisions. To this end, the AGM postulates, given 
below, are maintained to hold for any reasonable notion of revision (Gardenfors 1988). We use 
K.4. to denote the belief set that results from the revision of K by A, assuming * to be a function 
mapping belief set-sentence pairs to belief sets. We use Kj to denote expansion.3 

(Rl) K.4. is a belief set (that is, deductively closed). 

(R2) A E KA. 

(R3) KA~ Kj. 

(R4) If -,A r/. I( then Kj ~ K,4.. 

(R5) KA = Cn( .1) iff F -,A. 

(Ra) If FA= B then K,4. = KiJ. 

{R7) KAI\B ~ (K.4)i. 

(RS) If -,B r/. K.4 then (K,4.)i ~ KAI\B' 

The first two postulates state that the result of revising K by A should be a belief set containing 
A. (R3) and (R4) taken together assert that if A is consistent with K then K,4. should merely be 
the expansion of K by A. This seems to reflect our intuitions about informational economy, that 
beliefs should not be given up gratuitously. This makes (consistent) expansion a special case of 
revision. (R5) says it is possible to revise a theory consistently to include the belief of any logically 
consistent sentence, while (R6) asserts that only the semantic content of new beliefs should be 
considered when performing revision. That the semantic content of K and not its structure is 
significant follows from the fact that * takes as (part of) its domain deductively closed sets. (R7) 
and (RS) are essentially (R3) and (R4) applied to conjunctions and iterated revisions. Indeed (R3) 
and (R4) are derivable from these under the reasonable assumption that K; = K, where Tis the 
identically-true proposition. 

Other than revision (which includes expansion as a special case), one may consider another form 
of belief change whereby certain beliefs are given up, but not replaced with others. This process 
is known as contraction, and K;_ denoted the belief set that results from "deletingn A from I(. 
While this appears to be a different form of theory change, it is definable in terms of revision. AGM 
have provided postulates for coherent contraction functions (see (Gardenfors 1988) for details), and 
have shown that * and - are interdefinable in such a way that ea.ch set of postulates is satisfied. 
In particular, we can define contraction by means of the Harper identity 

and revision via the Levi identity 
KA= (K.:A)!. 

Thus, though we consider primarily revision functions, we can effect any form of theory change, 
including contraction and expansion. 

3The postulates a.re ta.ken from (Gardenfors 1988). 
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3.3 Alternative Models of Revision 

Some other models of belief revision have been proposed that capture roughly the same ideas as 
the AGM model. For instance, Grove (1988) has proposed a system of spheres model for revision4 

that captures a number of intuitions regarding revision. If I( ls the belief set of some agent then 
the set of possjble worlds IIKII that satisfy Kare precisely those the agent considers epistemically 
possible. In the course of revision, certain beliefs are given up ln order to accommodate others, 
but giving u_p beliefs is merely expanding one's set of possibilities, considering possible more states 
of affairs. Grove captures the intuition that certain beliefs should be given up instead of others by 
imposing an ordering on possible worlds that refle1cts the order in which an agent prefers to add 
states of affairs to its set of possibilities. This ordering is reflected in a collection S of spheres, 
or sets of possible worlds. This collection must be totally-ordered under set inclusion so that S 
consists of an increasing sequence of sets S1 ~ S2 ~ · · •, The minimum of this sequence S1 must be 
IIKII, since this is the set of possibilities an agent most prefers, in accordance with the requirement 
of informational economy. When revising by A, the idea is to find the minimal A-permitting sphere 
(any sphere containing some A-world), denoted s(A), and let KA = IIAII n s(A). This corresponds 
to the notion that the closest (most similar) A-worlds to K are the ones considered possible after 
revising by A. Grove shows the class of revision functions determined by such models is exactly 
the class of AGM revision functions. We can view the spheres model as imposing a total preorder 
on worlds by considering w :5 v iff w is contained in every sphere that contains v.5 

Another manner in which to specify belief revision 1s to provide an ordering on formulae re
flecting the degree to which an agent is willing to give up these beliefs to oblige new information. , 
Such relations are known as orderings of epistem'ic entrenchment and. were proposed by Gardenfors 
(1984) as a means of resolving conflict when deciding among clifferent ways of giving up beliefs. 
Not surprisingly, just as Grove's ordering on worlds captures the AGM postulates, so too can 
an ordering on sentences. fu fact, the natural ordering induced on sentences by Grove's model is 
closely related to entrenchment orderings,. 

From (Gardenfors 1988), let an entrenchment ordering (for a given theory K) be any relation 
:5E on L CPL satisfying these postulates. ' 

(El) If A :5E Band B :5E C then A :5E C. 

(E2) If A I- B then A :5E B. 

(E3) If A, BEK then A :5E A I\ B or B ~EA I\ B. 

(E4) If K f: Cn(1-) then A¢ K iff A ~EB for all B. 

(E5) If B ~EA for all B then I- A. 

The inverse of the entrenchment relation is a plausibility relation, which Grove (1988) relates 
to entrenchment. Intuitively, a sentence A is more plausible than B (written A <a B) iff A is more 
acceptable than B, or would be more readily adopted as a belief if the opportunity arose. Let a 
Grove ordering be any relation ~G on LcPL satisfying the following postulates. 

(Gl) Either A :5a B or B :5a A. 

'This model is similar to Lewis's (1973a) system of spheres model for counterfactual conditionals, which we will 
examine in Chapter 6. 

6This view of Grove's model is quite like the model of revision provided in (Katsuno and Mendelzon 1990). 
Systems of spheres will be presented more formally in Chapter 6. 
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(G2) If A $a B and B $a C then A $a C. 

{G3) If f- A:::> B V C then B $a A or C $a A. 

(G4) If -.A(/. K then A $a B for all B. 

(Go) If f- -.A then B $a A for all B. 
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Grove (1988) shows that such a relation is induced by a_system of spheres by defining A $a B iff 
s(A) ~ s(B), and that any such ordering has a corresponding spheres model. Hence, this model is 
appropriate for revision if we consider (defining A <a B to mean A $a B and not B $a A): 

BE KA iff A AB <a A A -.B. 

Ga.rdenfors (1988) shows that the ordering $E, defined as A $E B iff -.A $a -.B, will satisfy 
(El)-(E5) jff $a sa.tisnes (Gl)-(G5). Hence, revision functions specified by means of epistemic 
entrenchment are al~o equivalent to AGM revision functions. 

Another model for belief revision proposed by AGM defines revision using the Levi identity in 
terms of partial meet contraction functions. Consider the problem of constructing the contraction 
K;_ ( from which KA will be defined). One approach is to consider the set of ma.xima.l au bsets of K 
that fail to imply A (denoted I( .LA), that is, those beliefs sets that give up just enough to suspend 
belief in A. Given these sets one can define contraction in two obvious ways. The first, ma:i:ichoice 
contraction, consists of choosing some element KA E K .LA. The problem with such contraction 
functions is evident when we try to define revision, for if we add -.A to K;, ( accol'ding to the Levi 
identity) the resulting belief set will be complete. This is due to the fact that either 

-.A :::> B E KA or -.A ::> -.B E K;, 

for all B. Hence, revising by -.A results in commitment to every proposition or its negation. The 
second choice is full-meet contraction in which K;, is defined a.s nK .LA. The problem with revision 
in this case is just the opposite, for (K,4):A = Cn(-.A). In other words, when revising by -.A, all 
other beliefs a.re given up. Partial meet contraction consists of picking an arbitrary ( determined 
by context) subset of K .LA via some selection function S, and letting 1(4 = nS(J( .LA), hence 
a.voiding the problem of excessively large or small revisions. 

One may notice that the problem with max.ichoice and full-meet revision is that certain "ob
scure'' consequences of beliefs come into play. For instance, if A E I( then -.A :::> B E I( is a 
(frequently trivial) consequence of this belief. Intuitively, these implicit beliefs are generated by 
explicit belief in, say, A, and revising by -.A should not only remove A from K, but also the im
plicit beliefs due to A.6 Nebel (1989) has proposed just such an approach in which belief sets are 
represented as fi.nite sets of sentences (not deductively closed) viewed as the explicit beliefs of an 
agent. The contraction of K by A then amounts to removing from K those explicit beliefs that 
imply A. Again, some choice may be involved, but whether we choose one or intersect all maximal 
subsets of J(, the results will generally be nontrivi1al. U nfortuna.tely, such an approach is extremely 
sensitive to the syntactic structure of the representation· of K. For instance, revi~ing K by A has 
different results when K = {A,B} and K ={AI\ B}. In the first case J(A = {B}, while in the 
second I(A = 0.7 

6This feels much like a. foundations theory of revision. 
7 One could argue tha.t this sensitivity to syntax might be usefulin practice. For example, if A I\ B is used instead 
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Other approaches to revision have also u13ed representations of belief sets that don't allow 
arbitrary theories, but only those representable by a sentences in some language. This has the 
advantage of making explicit our assumption that we will generally only be concerned with such 
finitely representable KBs, yet does not rely on the syntax of the KB or sentence. Katsuno and 
Mendelzon (1990) define a·sentential connective for revision where AoB is intended to represent the 
theory resulting from revising A by B. They also present postulates that characterize revision in the 
case of a finitary language and show these to correspond to the AGM postulates. Furthermore, they 
demonstrate that, in this case, the revision of KB by A coincides with imposing a total preorder on 
interpretations (such that all KB-worlds are minimal) and considering the models of A minimal in 
this ordering to represent the revised state of affairs. In a sense, this corresponds to Grove's (1988) 
system of spheres representation that implicitly imposes such a total preorder on possible worlds. 

Katsuno and Mendelzon also generalize their version of the AGM postulates to characterize the 
case where revision is determined by relaxing the ordering on models to be a (simple) preorder (or 
a partial order). This partial order revision has the appealing quality that when ranking states of 
affairs one need not insist that all worlds be comparable. In contrast, implicit in the AGM approach 
is the requirement that if a world is neither more nor less similar to KB than another then these 
worlds are equally similar - there can be no ambivalence. This generalization will be explored 
further in Chapter 6. 

Update 

The models of belief revision thus far examined have all been quite abstract and general, stipulating 
very few conditions on revision, and allowing pragmatic considerations to play a dominant role. 
Some more concrete proposals d.o exist however, for instance, for revising databases (e.g., (Fagin, 
Ullman and Vardi 1983; Dalal 1988); see (Katsuno and Mendelzon 1990) for a brief survey). Dalal's 
(1988) approach deals with the problem of belief revision by requiring that the truth value of as 
few atomic propositions as possible change when exacting a revision. In particular, let diff( w) be 
the minimal number of propositional atoms on which w differs in interpretation from all v E II KBII, 
Then the models of the revised KB when incorporating A are just those w E IIAII such that diff( w) 
is minimal. It is clear that this is a specific instance of a revision operator8 and does not permit 
contextual information to bias the process. It should also be evident that this form of revision is not 
appropriate in general, in the sense that it does not necessarily preserve "information" unless the 
informational content of each a.tom is identical, which is unquestionably not the case. For example, 
if an agent revises its beliefs to include "Bush pushed the button" surely we should not expect a 
"minimal change in atoms" (so to speak), though it would be consistent to maintain beliefs like 
"The car will start" or "The store will open at 9AM.'' Unless a representation is sufficiently bizarre, 
atomic truth values are not an adequate measure of inforgiation loss, as pragmatic factors cannot be 
accounted for (see (Gardenfors 1988, pp.91-94) for a discussion of how pragmatic concerns influence 
revision). 

Recently, a distinction has been made between the revision of a knowledge base and the update 
of a knowledge base (Winslett 1988; Winslett 1990; Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991; Gralme 1991). 
The problem with revision that merits this dichotomy is illustrated with the following example. 

Suppose a means the book is on the floor and b means the magazine is on the :floor. 
Then 1/J [a = b] states that either the book is on the :floor or the magazine is, but not 

of A and B, some dependence between A and B might be intended by the user. It is debatable, however, whether 
this is the most compelling or principled way to represent such dependence. 

8 But not an AGM revision operator. 
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both. Now, we order a robot to put the book on the floor. The result of this action 
should be represented by the revision of 'ljJ with a. After the robot puts the book on 
the floor all we know is a ... (Katsuno and Mendel~on 1991, p.390) 
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However, in this case, since a is consistent with KB= {a= b} the AGM postulates assert that the 
revised KB should be a A -,b, contrary to intuition. 

In response to such problems, Winslett (1988) presented the possible models approach to update. 
The idea is to consider not the models of the updated fact closest to some model of the original 
theory (as does Dalal), but rather to consider, for each model of J(B, those models closest to it. In 
more detail, suppose we want to update I( by A. Let u E IIAII and w E IIKII, We say u is closest 
to w if there is no v E IIAII such that v dilfers from w on the interpretation of fewer atoms than 
does u (in the sense of set inclusion). The models of the updated belief set K' are just those worlds 
closest to some world in IIKII; that is 

IIK'II == LJ { v: vis closest tow}. 
wEIIKII 

This notion of update seems to capture the change in belief about a changing world, since for 
each epistemically pos,sible world we consider the way it might have changed. Revision on the other 
hand seems more suitable for changing beliefs about a static world. This difference is reflected in 
the way consistent changes are handled. In the· case of revision consistent change amounts to the 
conjunction of the new information, in accordance with postulates (R3) and (R4). Update, as we've 
seen, need not satisfy this property. 

Again, tlLe possible models approach seems to be a. concrete proposal addressing the general 
phenomenon of update. That minimal change in the world is reflected by minimal change in 
atomic truth values is in general dubious. Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991) have pl'oposed a general 
definition of update and provided postulates that capture arbitrary partial orderings on worlds while 
respecting the intuition that each world be considered separately when updating. Grahne (1991) 
has axiomatized a logic for updates in which the notion is related to cou.nterfactual implication. 
Tl1e relation of update a;nd revision to conditionals will be examined in fuller detail in Chapter 6. 
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Conditional Logics of Normality 

Many aspects of reasoning, both in commonsense and expert domains, have a default component. 
In most circumstances, conclusions must be reached lacking complete information, and cannot be 
inferred with logical certainty. In Chapter 2 we saw that a multitude of formal systems have been 
proposed to characterize the notion of reasonable defeasible inference. Yet among the traditional 
systems, such as default logic, autoepistemic logic and circumscription, an entirely adequate ac
count cannot be found. Much of our default knowledge seems to be based on statements of typicality 
or normality, but none of these systems can be said to be a logic of such statements. 

Consider a standard default statement "birds fly." In the circumscriptive framework of (Mc
Carthy 1986) such a statement is written as 

bird A -iab :> fly 

where ab is some abnormality predicate1 intended to mean that a bird is abnormal with respect 
to its flying ability. Unfortunately, this statement is made vacuously true by the fact -,bird, as is 
the circumscriptive formulation of the opposite default "birds do not fly." A similar criticism can 
be made of autoepistemic logic. Clearly, statements of normality should not be made true by the 
falsification of their antecedents. This is simply the paradox of material implication in a default 
setting. As pointed out by Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990), the traditional default systems 
do not represent conditional defaults in a compelling manner. 

Some notion of normality seems central to the representation of defaults. We would like to read 
the flying bird default as something like "Birds normally fly," or "In the most normal circumstances 
in which x is a bird, x flies." Recently, several conditional approaches have been proposed that 
can be interpreted as allowing such a reading of a default rule (Delgrande 1987; Kraus, Lehmann 
and Magidor 1990; Pearl 1988). Aside from (to varying degrees) some commitment to a normative 
interpretation,2 a crucial aspect of all these models is the conditional aspect of the representations. 
A unary modality for normality (like a unary abnormality predicate) appears inadequate in general. 

Suppose we have some such connective, say N, for normality, and read Na as "a is normally the 
case." Straightforward default assumptions can be encoded in this manner (e.g., "Assume your car 
is parked where you left it"); but conditional defaults are not susceptible to such an analysis. One 
obvious encoding of "birds fly" is N(bird :> fly), but again such a statement is made vacuously 

1 We think of ab as a nullary predicate for this propositional exposition. 
2We use "normative" here to refer to aspects of normality in general, and the aforementioned·linguistic conditional 

in particular. It should not be confused with its traditional "reason-guiding" meaning, though we will have occasion 
to require both versions. Context should make clear the intend~d connotation. 
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true if bird is false in the most normal states of affairs (i.e. N-.bird). We have moved from 
the paradox of material implication to the paradox of strict implication. This situation will also 
validate N(bird ::> -.fly). The other obvious representation is something to the effect that "If 
x is a bird then it normally flies," or bird ::> N(fly), but this is subject to the same criticism 
as autoepistemic and circumscriptive defaults. For this reason, unary modal approaches (for 
instance, that of Halpern and Rabin ( 1987)) appear to be of limited applicability for representing 
normative defaults. A substantive conditional approach, in contrast, can accommodate conditional 
defaults as well as unary defaults ( e.g., "assume a" can be encoded as T > a). 

In this chapter, we will present several logics for conditional statements of normality using a 
conditional connective ie+. Though we have assumed => to represent this conditional connective, we 
use ie+ in this chapter, since => will be defined slightly differently in the next chapter. A * B will 
be read as "In the most normal states of affairs in which A holds, Bis true as well," or "A normally 
implies B." We will provide a Kripke-style possible worlds semantics for these conditional logics, 
but the conditional connective will not be primitive. It is defined in terms of a unary modal operator 
□, although, as we've seen, we cannot interpret □a as "normally a." In fact, we will show that 
these conditional logics of normality can be defined using either of D or * as the basic connective 
and that these logics are equivalent to standard modal systems extending S4. We describe a number 
of advantages of the conditional approach to default reasoning, and show that existing conditional 
logics for defaults are fragments of the logics presented here, and hence standard modal logics. The 
key results of this chapter are: Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, that show the completeness of our conditional 
logic CT4 and its equivalence to the modal logic S4; Corollary 4.5, that shows that any extension 
of CT4 is also equivalent to a modal system; Theorems 4.21 and 4.22, which demonstrate that 
two existing logics for default reasoning, P and R, are fragments of our conditional logics; and 
Theorems 4.26 and 4.29, that determine a simple proof procedure for conditional sentences in CT4 
and show that £-semantics can be embedded in CT4. 

Before we present our account of conditionals, there are some obvious proposals we can dismiss 
immediately. The most basic is to use universally-quantified material conditionals for default rules, 
but this has the obvious drawbacks, mentioned in Chapter 2, of not allowing exceptions and suffering 
from the paradoxes. Doyle (1983) has argued that the material conditional can be used provided 
the exceptions to the rule are explicitly listed. For instance, qualifying the material implication 
bird::> fly with exceptions may lead us to a (non-default) rule like "Birds that are not penguins, 
not emus, not dead, ... , fly." This seems to ignore the qualification problem. We've seen that 
specifying such conditions is not an easy task. 

A more appealing proposal is to interpret such statements as making statements about condi
tional probabilities. If we let "birds fly" mean P(flylbird) > c for some constant c, the default 
statement can certainly allow exceptions, for the existence of a nonflying bird need not affect the 
conditional probability. Given this proposal, one cannot logically infer that a certain bird flies 
given the default;3 but the principle of direct inference (cf. Carnap (1950), Bacchus (1990)) allows 
us to assign the subjective probability, or degree of belief, c to the proposition fly if we know 
bird and the conditional probability is c. Together with some rule of acceptance (e.g., believe any 
proposition with subjective probability greater than c), direct inference can sanction belief in such 
default conclusions. As well, strengthening of such rules is not typically valid, allowing the desired 
nonmonotonic behavior. So one could consistently assert that P(flylbird /\penguin)< c. 

Unfortunately, straightforward probability theory seems quite weak in the types of inference 
it sanctions. Certain rules of inference such as restricted transitivity and cautious monotonicity 

3 Indeed, this would prevent the exception-allowing feature. 
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are not forthcoming. 4 For instance, consider facts "Most students get an A" and "Most students 
are male." A plausible conclusion is "Most male students get an A," but it is not a deductively 
sound inference on the basic probabilistic interpretation (e.g., a logic of majority). For instance, it 
could be that 51 of 100 students get an A and 51 students are male, yet only two male students get 
an A (Pearl 1988). However, Bacchus (1990) has proposed a system for probabilistic reasoning 
that adds to probability theory the capacity for direct inference together y.,ith the ability to ma.ke 
assumptions of independencet and thus reason by default. Just as classical logic can be extended, 
so too can probability theory. 

Many have argued that we often do not want to "reason with the numbers," for reasons of 
efficiency, or because of the unnatural aspect of p1·obabilities in many circumstances, or because 
they jUBt don't exist (McCarthy and Hayes 1969; Doyle 1983; Loui 1987b; Halpern and Rabin 
1987). It makes sense to talk about the probability of drawing a. black ball from the proverbial urn, 
but it is moi-e difficult to assign a conditional probability to "birds fly." Less obvious still is the 
actual probability to be assigned to a conditional like "If Bill and Ted come to the party, Sue will 
have a good time." It might be natural to suggest that Sue "probably" will enjoy herself, but it is 
less so to assign some meaningful number (or range of numbers) to the statement. Furthermore, if 
one has to assent to or deny such a statement, what conditional probability constitutes an adequate 
acceptance criterion? See, for example, (Halpern and Rabin 1987) for a brief discussion of this 
and related issues. 

We would like an account of conditional defaults that doesn't require an explicit rule of ac
ceptance or explicit conditional probabilities. This is not to say a probabilistic a.ccount is not 
meaningful or even required in certain circumstances, nor that we should ignore intuitions gleaned 
from such accounts. In fa.ct, our conditional logics will compare favorably to, say, the system of 
Bacchus (1990), and to a certain extent can be viewed as a qualitative version of probabilistic 
inference with a built-in rule of acceptance. 

Many conditional logics have just · the properties we require of such normative conditionals. 
For instance, the paradoxes are avoided and strengthening of the antecedent is generally invalid, 
allowing the desired nonmonotonicity of default rules. Our conditional logic must differ from 
standard subjunctive logics however. Instead of evaluating the truth of the consequent at the 
antecedent-worlds most similar to the actual world, as determined by some notion of comparative 
similarity, we will evaluate the consequent at the most normal such worlds, based on some abstract 
ordering of normality. 

4.1, ~he Conditional Logic CT4 

Our semantics for conditional logics of normality (CLNs) will be based on Kripkean possible worlds 
structures. Roughly speaking, a conditional A * B will be true if the most normal worlds that 
make A true also satisfy B. A standard conditional semantics would evaluate A * B at a world 
w by use of a selection function f, mapping pairs consisting of a world and some proposition into 
sets of worlds. The set /( w, IIAII) is intended to represent the set of most normal A-worlds (from 
the perspective of w).5 Obviously, A a>- B will be true at w iff B is satisfied at each most normal 
A-world, that is if J(w, IIAII) ~ IIBII• 

Delgrande (1986; 1987) defines a conditional logic of normality Nin just such a manner. The 
selection function semantics is, of course, very general and requires no constraints on various values 

tsee the next section and rules RT and CM. 
5 Recall that IIAII is the set of worlds satisfying A (or, the proposition denoted by A. 
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of the selection function. So there need not be any relationship between, say, f(w, IIAII) and j]AII
Thls can lead to undesirable behavior; for example, A need not be true in f( w, IIAII), so A need 
not normally imply itself. Delgrande places various restrictions on f to enforce reasonable behavior 
and axiomatizes the resulting semantics. 

The approach we take here is different, more congruous with traditional modal semantics. 
Instead of a selection function that picks out the most normal A-worlds, we will assume all states 
of affairs are ordered to reflect some measure of normality. With each possible world is associated 
an implicit rank, and the most normal A-worlds will be those worlds with the lowest rank, or 
(roughly) minimal in the order. This ordering will be specified as an accessibility relation Ron 
the set of possible worlds W, hence determining a Kripke model. 

Delgrande (1986) presents similar intuitions to motivate his semantics for N, but ends up using 
the selection function semantics instead. As a result, the-logic N is not complete with respect to the 
accessibility semantics, and differs from the logics we present.6 In a sense, the ordering of normality 
can be construed as placing a preference on states of affairs. Given this ordering, we prefer to think 
of the most normal A-worlds (when only A is known) as representing the actual state of affairs. 
Thus, the preference logics of Shoham (1988) embody similar intuitions. However, Shoham's work 
determines pr_eferential consequence relations, whereby A F$ B means B is true at the preferred 
A-models. Since F$ is a consequence relation rather than a connective like our c+, the expressive 
power of preferential logics is much weaker in comparison. 

Lehmann and his .colleagues (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Lehmann 1989; Lehmann 
and Magidor 1990) have studied nonmonotonic consequence relations that are determined by a 
model theory similar to Shoham's preference semantics and our semantics. They propose a number 
of such relations and investigate them in proof-theoretic terms as well as semantically. They are 
intimately related to our CLNs and we explore the connection in detail in Section 4.3. 

4.1.1 The Modal Logic S4 

The concept of normality we wish to impose on states of affairs will be represented as a binary 
accessibility relation R on a set of possible worlds W. The interpretation of R is as follows: wRv 
iff v is at least as nof'mal as w. That is, a world sees only those worlds that are considered to be 
as normal as itself. As usual, we will say vis more rlotmal than w just when wRv and not vRw. 
Often we say v is less exceptional than w in this case. Worlds v and w are equally normal iff they 
are mutually accessible (wRv and vRw). This ordering of normality is a measure of the degree to 
which we would be willing to accept a possible world as representing the actual state of affairs given 
that this is consistent with our knowledge. If w and v both satisfy our set of beliefs (that is, they 
are epistemically possible states of affairs) and vis more normal than w, then we prefer to consider 
v as possibly representing the actual state of affairs, and are willing to consider those propositions 
satisfied by v that are not contained in our belief set to be more likely than those satisfied by 
w. This ordering will often be context- or application-dependent, a world being considered mo1·e 
normal just when it is less exceptional in relevant respects. We will say a few words about the 
nature of such orderings on possible worlds in Section 4.1.4. 

There are some restrictions that must be placed on R if it is to represent a coherent notion of 
normality. Eviden.tly, R must be reflexive, for any world is as normal as itself. As well, we require 
transitivity for R to be considered an. ordering at all. We take these to be tbe minimal requlrements 
of R, and insist on no other conditions, in general. Such accessibility relations are associated with 

6 We return to this point in Section 4.2.2. 
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the class of Kripke models that characterize the modal logic S4 (or KT4). 
We take the language LM to be a standard unary modal language formed from a denumerable set 

P of propositional variables, together with the connectives -, (negation), ::, (m'aterial implication), 
a.n.d □ (necessity). All variables are well-formed formulae and ,a, a ::, f3 and □a are well-formed 

just when a: and (3 are. The connectives A (conjunction), V (disjunction),= (equivalence), and◊ 
(possibility) are introduced by definition. 

(a) A AB =df ,(A:::> ,B) 

(b) A V B =df ,A :::> B 

(c) A::B=df(A:::>B)A(B:::>A) 

(d) ◊A =df ,□,A 

The following definitions are standard in the modal logic literature (Hughes and Cresswell 1984; 
Chellas 1980). 

Definition 4.1 An S4-model is a triple M = (W,R,c,o), where Wis a set (of possible worlds), R 
is a reflexive, transitive binary relation on W (the accessibility relation), and c,o maps P into 
2 w ( cp( A) is the set of worlds where A holds). 

Definition 4.2 Let M = (W, R, c,o) be an S4-model, with w E W. The satisfaction of a formula a 
at win M (where M Fw a means a is true at w) is defined inductively as: 

l. M Fw a iff w E cp( a) for atomic sentence a. 

2. M Fw ,a iff M ~ 111 a. 

3. M Fw a :::> /3 iff M Fw /3 or M ~w a. 

4. M · Fw □a iff M Fv a for every v such that wRv. 

If M Fw a we say that M satisfies a at w. 

It is easy to verify that the connectives introduced by definition have the following familiar truth 
conditions: 

(a) M Fw aA/3 iff M Fw a and M Fw (3. 

(b) M Fw a V /3 iff M Fw a or M Fw ,B. 

(c) M Fw a= /3 iff either M Fw a and M Fw /3, or M Fw ,a and M Fw ,/3. 

(d) M Fw ◊a iff M Fv a for some v such that wRv. 

The sentence Oa can be read as "In all worlds at least as normal as the actual, a holds," and ◊a as 
"In some world at least a.s normal a.s the actual, a holds." Validity is defined in a straightforward 
manner. 

Definition 4.3 Let M = (W, R, cp) be an S4-model. A sentence a is valid on M ( written M F a) 
iff M Fw a for each w E W. A sentence a is S4-valid (written Fs4 a) just when MF a for 
every S4-model M. 
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We now provide a standard axiomatization of S4 (see, e.g., (Hughes and Cresswell 1984)). 

Definition 4.4 The modal logic S4 is the smallest set S ~ LM such that S contains CPL and the 
following axioms, and is closed under the following rules of inference: 

K □(A :> B) :> (DA :> DB) 

T DA:> A 

4 □A:> DOA 

Nee From A infer DA 

MP From A :, B and A infer B 

US From A infer A', where A' is a substi.tution instance of A 

Definition 4.5 A sentence a is provable in S4 (written l-s4 a) iff a E S4. a is derivable from 
a set r ~ LM (written r 1-s4 a) if there is some finite subset {a1 , ••• ,an} of r such that 
l-s4 (a1 I\ •.• I\ an):> a. 

Theorem 4.1 (Hughes and Cresswell 1984) The system S4 is characterized by the class of 
S4-models; that is, l--s4 a iff FS4 a. 

Thus, the logic S4 fully characterizes the class of models based on the mm.imal intuitions about 
normality, specifically those models consisting of a reflexive, transitive normality ordering. The 
question remains, however: how do we define the truth conditions for A c:q- B? Roughly, we want B 
to be true at the most normal A-worlds, so if (using selection function notation) /( w, IIA!I) is the set 
of A-worlds mlnimal in ordering R then Ai+ B holds just when f.(w, IJAII) ~ IIBII . Unfortunately, 
nothing about the structure of S4-models ensures the existence of minimal A-worlds. We may have 
models where every A-world sees another that is more normal. For example, if A is the proposition 

"Pete has height greater than seven feet" 

and worlds are ranked as more normal (in this context) as a function of Pete's decreasing height, then 
there is no obvjous mlnimal or most normal A-world, only an infinite sequence of more and more 
normal worlds approaching the seven foot limit. A selection function semantics cannot adequately 
represent such a situation (for example, Delgrande's (1987) logic). Even semantics based on a 
normality ordering cannot be applied in this case where th.e truth of A * B is defined in terms 
of most normal A~worlds (e.g., the systems of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990) and Shoham 
(1988)), for such semantics must make the Limit Assumption, whereby in each model there exists 
some minimal A-world for any proposition A. Without this assumption any conditional A * B 
would be made vacuously true whenever minimal worlds failed to exist. In this case, they would 
assent to the truth of, say, 

"If Pete had height greater than seven feet he would be under six feet tall." 

We will disc11Ss the Limit Assumption in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
Fortunately, we can provide meaningful truth conditions for A c:q- B without assuming the 

existence of mlnimal A-worlds. In the case where such worlds do exist, obviously A * B should 
hold just when B holds at a.Il such worlds, for these are the most normal A-worlds .. In contrast, 
suppose there is some unending chain of more and more normal A-worlds. If some B-world lies in 
this chain having the property that B holds, whenever A does, at all (still) more normal worlds in 
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Figure 4.1: A model verifying A * B. At each world where A ca.n be "seen1
' A I\ □(A ::> B) can 

also be seen. For v there is a set of minimal (most normal) A-worlds verifying B. For u there is 
not; but there is a point w at which A and B hold and at which A :::> B holds at all lower points. 

the chain, then A* Bought to be considered true. Even though no most normal A-world exists, 
B would hold at the "hypothetical limit" of A-worlds in this chain. In other words, if A * B is 
to be true it must be that whenever some more normal A-world exists, say w, there must exist an 
even more normal A I\ B-world v ( so wRv) such that A :::> B holds at all worlds more normal still 
(all worlds u such that vRu). Another phrasing of this: for every A/\ -,B-world there exists a more 
normal A I\ B-world w such that no A I\ -,B-world is as normal as w (see Figure 4.1). 

We want to express these truth conditions within our modal language LM, These considerations 
suggest that for each state of affairs there should be a more normal state where both A a.nd 
□(A::> B) hold, for this will mean A:::> B holds at all more normal worlds. Thus an initial attempt 
to define A * B would be 

□◊(A I\ □(A::> B)). 

However, this can't be right because it fails to account for worlds where 0-,A holds. It may be that 
□-,A holds because A is some exceptional property, yet we still want to allow conditional A * B 
to be true. _For instance, animals might normally not be birds, yet birds still normally fly. We want 
to discount these states of affairs as having no influence on the truth of the conditional. Thus we 
are lead to the following definition. 7 

7David Makinson (personal communication) has pointed out that this definition is equivalent (in S4) to the simpler 
□(A :, ◊(A I\ □(A :::, B))). This definition was also discovered independently by Lamarre (1991). We retain our 
formulation since a simpler definition (not equivalent in S4) for the stronger logic CT4D or S4.3 is just our definition 
with the outer D dropped (see Proposition 4.8 and Chapter 6). 
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Definition 4.6 The normative conditional A * B is defined in LM as 

(A a>- B) = □(□,AV ◊(A I\ □(A:) B))). 

As this makes some formulae easier to read we introduce the following abbreviation: 

A r:/;, B =df ,(A a>- B). 

Before examining properties of th.is conditional, we will examine an equivalent formulation of the 
logic in which the conditional connective is primitive. 

4.1.2 Equivalence to S4 

We have defined the condltional connective in terms of a unary modal operator, but an interesting 
question is whether we can use the language in which the conditional is primitive and determine the 
"same'' logic. The fact that ,we can express the conditional in terms of modal operators contrasts our 
logic sharply with traditional conditional logics. Lewis (1973a) has suggested that the subjunctive 
cannot be defined with necessity and standard truth functions. However, conditional logics often 

express necessity and possibility in terms of the conditional so, in fact, this should be an easier 
task. 

Let L c be a conditional language similar to LM except that it adds to L CPL the binary connective 
a>- instead of the unary operator □. We wish to define a conditional logic that ensures the same 
treatment of a} as in the previous section. Though based on the class of S4 (or KT4) models, we 
denote the new logic. CT4 to indicate that the conditional connective is primitive. A CT4-model is 
just an S4-model, but the truth conditions are modified to capture the new connective. The only 
new clause is the following 

Definition 4. 7 Let M = (W, R, <p) be a CT4-model, with w E W. The truth of a formula A* B 
at w in M is defined as: 

l. M l==w a a>- (3 iff for each w1 such that wRw1 either 

(a) there is some w2 such that w1Rw2, M Fw2 a, and for each W3 such that w2Rw3, 
M ~w3 a or M Fwa (3; or 

(b) for every w2 such that w1Rw2, M ~w2 a. 

We define the unary modalities in the standard manner (Stalnaker 1968; Lewis 1973a) as 

Do =df ,a * a and 

◊a =df ,(a* ,a). 

It is easy to verify that these connectives, introduced by definition, have the following familiar truth 
conditions: 

1. M l=w □a iff M t=,11 a for each v such that wRv. 

2. M l=w ◊a iff M t=, 11 a for some v such that wRv. 
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Validity in CT4 is defined in the usual way as truth at all worlds in all models a.nd l=cT4 o means 
a is CT4-valid. In order to axiomatize CT4, it should be evident from the truth conditions of 
the defined D that the axioms of S4 ( taking D and ◊ to be the appropriate abbreviations in Lo) 
are valid. In fact, a complete axiomatization of CT4 requires in addition only the "characteristic" 
axiom for the conditional connective 

C (A* B) = □(□-,AV ◊(A A □(A::> B))). 

Completeness of CT4 follows quite readily from the interdefinability of D and IS}.8 

Definition 4.8 The conditional logic CT4 is the smallest S ~ Le such that S contains CPL and 
the following axioms, and is closed under the following rules of inference: 

K □(A::> B) :::, (DA:::, DB) 

T DA:::,A 

4 DA:::, □□A 

C (A* B) = D(D--,A V ◊(A A D(A:::, B))) 

N ec From A infer DA 

MP From A ::> B and A infer B 

US From A infer A', where A' is a substitution instance of A 

Provability and derivability, denoted by l-cT4, are defined as usual. Completeness is given by 

Theorem 4.2 The system CT4 is characterized by the class of CT-4-models; that is, l-cT4 a iff 
FCT4 a. 

It should be clear that CT4 and S4 are definitional variants of each other and are, in a strong 
sense, equivalent systems. We can freely translate between the languages Le and LM in a manner 
that preserves consequence in the logics S4 and CT4. Oi course, in itself, this cannot be a claim of 
equivalence.9 But the nature of the translations provided by the definitions is such that they induce 
isomorphisms between the Lindenbaum algebras of the logics CT4 and S4, and each induces the 
inverse of the other. In other words, if we consider the set of provably equivalent sets of sentences 
in each logic, the structure of both sets under implication will be identical, with the translation 
induced by the definitions mapping any element (set of equivalent sentences) to the corresponding 
element in the other algebra. Thus we are able to show that either CT4 or S4 can be ta.ken as 
primitive, by demonstrating their essential equivalence. 

More precisely: 

Definition 4.9 For a E Le, the translation of a into LM (denoted a 0
) is defined inductively as 

follows: 

1. a, if a is atomic. 

2 . ..,13°, if a has the form ..,13, 

8 Keep in mind that □ and ◊ in the axiom system for CT4 are abbreviations in La. So, for example, Tactually 
stands for (-.A* A) ::> A. 

9 For example, each of intuitionistic and classical propositional logic can be embedded in the other in a like fashion 
( cf. (Achinger and Jankowski 1986)) yet they are not considered equivalent logics. 
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3. (3° ::> 1°, if a has the form /3 ::> 'Y, 

4. D(D,/3° V ◊(/3° A □(/3° ::> 1°))), if a has the form /3 * 1 . 

Definition 4.10 For a ELM, the translation of a into Lo (denoted a*) is defined inductively as 
follows: 

l. a, if a is atomic. 

2. ,/3*, if a has the form ,{3. 

3. /3" ::> 1•, if a has the form /3 ::> 1 . 

4. ,/3* * /3*, if a has the form D/3. 

Theorem 4.3 l-oT4 a= (a 0 t and l-s4 a = (a*) 0
• Also, l-cT4 a ::> /3 iff l-s4 a0 ::> /3°. In other 

words, CT4 and S4 are equivalent. 

Hence reasoning performed in one logic can be just as easily accommodated in the other. For 
this reason, we take the modal formulation to be basic and let the connective a> be defined within 
S4. However, we continue to refer to the logic a.s CT4 to emphasize our interest in the conditional 
aspect of the logic, and it should be kept in mind that this is just S4. 

4.1.3 Properties of CT4 

A number of derived rules of inference and theorems of CT4 suggest it is an appropriate logic for 
representing and reasonlng with exception-allowing generalizations and statements of normality 
and typicality. For instance, the following theorems are expected of a logic of normality. 

Proposition 4.4 The following are valid in CT4.10 

ID A* A 

LLE □(A= B) ::>((A* C) = (B * C)) 

And ( ( A a> B) I\ ( A * C)) ::> ( A a> B A C) 

RT (A a> B) ::> ((A AB a> C) ::> (A a> C)) 

Or ((A a> C) A (Ba> C)) ::>(AV Ba> C) 

RCM □(B ::> C) ::> ((A a> B) :::> (A a>- C)) 

CM ((A* B) A (A* C)) ::>(AA Ba> C) 

The theorem ID asserts that A normally implies A while And and RCM ensure that the set of facts 
normally implied by A is closed under logical consequence (and, even stronger, strict implication). 

We have seen that most conditional logics will not validate the the following theorems. CT4 is 
no exception, as the following are not valid ( using the names of inference rules for the corresponding 
sentences). 

10 Many of the names of rules and theorems are taken or adapted from (Nute 1980; Delgrande 1987; Lehmann 
1989). 
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Strengthening (A* B) :>(AA C * B) 

Transitivity (A* B) A (B * C) :>(A* C) 

Modus Ponens A A (A* B) :> B 

It is interesting to note, however, that weaker versions of these rules hold. The following theorems 
of CT4 are the "normal" counterparts of these rules. 

Weak Strengthening (A * B) * (A A C * B) 

Weak Transitivity (A* B) A (B * C) *(A* C) 

Weak Modus Ponens A A (A* B) * B 

Therefore, while one cannot infer B from A and A* B, it is reasonable to conclude that normally 
B would hold. This suggests that default reasoning can be modeled as the process of asking what 
normally follows from a knowledge base that includes conditional statements, appealing to Weak 
Modus Ponens. In Chapter 5 we will see that this proposal is inadequate. 

Full transitivity is not a desirable rule of inference in general. For instance, if we know 

penguin * bird and bird * fly 

the conclusion penguin * fly should not be forthcoming. A restricted form of transitivity is, 
however, ensured by RT. If 

canary * bird and canary A bird cs>- fly 

hold, the conclusion canary * fly is valid. 
Strengthening of the antecedent is not valid in CT4 either. It is consistent to assert 

{ A * D , A A B * -.D , A A B A C cs>- D , · .. }. 

For example, we can represent the facts contained in the following account. 

If the U.S.A. threw its weapons into the sea tomorrow, there would be warj but if the 
U.S.A. and the other nuclear powers all threw their weapons into the sea tomorrow 
there would be peace; but if they did so without sufficient precautions against polluting 
the world's fisheries there would be war; but if, after doing so, they immediately offered 
generous reparations for the pollution there would be peace .... (Lewis 1973a, p.10) 

Oi' course, the conditional is exception-allowing for conditional modus ponens is not valid. We can 
assert that birds normally fly while Tweety the bird does not. The conditional law of excluded 
middle 

CEM (A cs>- B) V (A* -.B) 

is not valid in our logic. In contrast with Stalnaker's (1968) conditional semantics, a proposition A 
need not normally indicate an attribute or its negation. This is because our models do not insist 
that most normal A-worlds be unique. CT4 is more closely related to Lewis's (1973a) conditional 
logic VC than Stalnaker's logic C2.11 

11 This is so regarding the Limit Assumption as well, which is a property of Stalnaker's but not Lewis's semantics. 
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The definition of the normative conditional allows the derivation of A * B from □,A. For 
instance, if it is known that it never snows it is consistent to assert "We normally go skiing when 
it snows" (as well as "We normally do not go skiing when it snows"). This seems to contradict 
linguistic usage of normative statements, where the conditional "When it snows, we ski" generally 
conveys the possibility of snow, or the existence of occasions of snowing. We view this as a matter 
of the conversational implicature of normatives, relegating it to the pragmatics of linguistic usage 
rather than the semantics of such statements. The normative A * B pragmatically implicates the 
possibility of its antecedent ◊ A. The negation of the implicated statement is logically stronger 
than the conditional (that is, -,□A semantically implies A * B), so if it were known, it would be 
a more appropriate or informative assertion. Thi.s can be viewed as a scalar Quantity implicature, 
whereby statements of certain types implicate the negation of semantically stronger counterparts 
(Levinson 1983). For example, "possibly A" implicates "not necessarily A," while "some B's have 
property P" implicates "not all B's have P." 

Another implicature of A a>- B is -. □(A :) B), which semantically entails the conditional. It 
is (semantically) consistent, but (_pragmatically) inappropriate, to say that "penguins are normally 
birds" when in fact penguins are necessa.rily ( or by definition) birds. 

Other properties of the conditional are illustrated by the following examples. 

Example 4.1 Suppose we know both 

■ 

obsD1 r/}, faul tyC1 and obsD1 r/}, ,faul tyC1, 

meaning if device D1 fails in some specified way (observation obsD1) that the diagnosis should 
favor neither the inclusion nor the exclusion of component C1 among the set of faulty compo
nents. This situation would probably lead to further testing. However, if obsD1 a>- faultyC1 
holds, then it cannot also be the case that obsD1 * -,faultyC1. 

Example 4.2 CT 4 can deal with simple cases of inheritance with exceptions ( see, e.g. (Touretzky 
1986)). Let KB contain 

bird a>, fly, penguin a>, -,fly, 

penguin a>- bird, penguin a>- wings. 

If something is both a penguin and a bird inheritance of properties is derived from the more 
specific superclass penguin in the case of conflict. Hence, by CM both 

penguin A bird a>- -.fly and 

penguin A bird a>, wings 

are derivable. Now suppose we want to assert that penguins are (or must be) birds, rather 
than that they are typically birds. This strict information is captured by replacing the third 
premise with □(penguin :) bird). The same conclusions are still derivable from KB. 

Adding the fact that emperor penguins are penguins 

□( emp-penguin :) penguin) 

allows the derivation of emp-penguin * ,fly, even though we can also derive □( emp-penguin:) 
bird). This holds even when the relationship between penguins and birds is not strict. Fur-
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thermore, we can derive 
bird* -.penguin. 

Since penguins are exceptional birds, birds should typically not be penguins. 

■ 

This example illustrates the semantics underlying simple inheritance with exceptions (Touret
zky 1986; Touretzky, Horty and Thomason 1987; Horty, Thomason and Touretzky 1987). Since 
penguin is a specific subclass of bird, we conclude that emperor penguins do not fly even though 
they are both birds and penguins. In the case of conflict, properties are inherited from the more 
specific (the exceptional) superclass in this simple case. This can be explained as follows (using the 
obvious abbreviations): if PI\ B ~ -,pis true, some most normal PI\ B-worlds must satisfy F. 
Since P * -,p there must also be a PI\ -.F-world more normal than any such PI\ B-worlds. As 
this PI\ -.F-world must satisfy -.B, this contradicts the truth of P * B. So PI\ B * -,p must be 
true. 

In this example, we also have that birds must typically not be penguins. However, suppose all 
we know is that penguins are not typically fliers (rather than typically not fliers). In CT4 we can 
make such a distinction since we can negate defaults. This ability is useful when we want to assert 
an exception to a default without committing to the opposite conclusion, a task not achievable in 
most default systems (at least not in such a straightforward fashion), for instance, in Pearl's (1988) 
€-semantics or even inheritance networks. Thus we can state that penguins are exceptional birds, 
in that they can't be inferred to fly, without requiring that they typically do not fly. This is the 
distinction between 

-.(penguin* fly) and 

penguin* -,fly. 

We call this first sentence the weak negation and the second the strong negation of the conditional. 
Assuming the antecedent is possible, the strong negation entails the weak negation. We can think 
of the weak negation as an undercutting defeater for the conditional default bird es> fly, while 
the strong negation is a rebutting defeater (see Section 2.2.1). 

Intuitively, if we assert the weak negation of "penguins fly" we'd still like to conclude that birds 
are typically not penguins, since penguins are still exceptional birds, if only in the weaker sense. 
Unfortunately, such an inference is not valid in CT4, for the appropriate inference rule, Rational 
Monotonicity, is not valid. We can extend CT4 to include such a rule (see the next section). 

More complex inheritance, including straightforward chaining is not sanctioned (logically) within 
CT4 (for instance, simple transitivity we've seen is invalid and logically undesirable). To remedy 
this, approaches to inheritance based on normality augment logical inference with extra-logical 
principles. In (Boutilier 1989; Boutilier 1991d) such a model is based on an extension of CT4, dis
cussed in the next section, to which is added a preference relation on interpretations corresponding 
to some intuitions about inheritance. Delgrande (1990) provides a similar treatment based on the 
logic N. We will examine more general approaches to default reasoning using our conditional logics 
in the next chapter. 

Example 4.3 In (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) it is argued that inconsistency of default rules has 
been ignored for the most part. For example, in default logic or circumscription the obvious 
encodings of the following three sentences is consistent: "All birds fly"; "Typically penguins 
are birds"; "Typically penguins do not fly." Assuming that some penguins exist, intuitively 
these sentences form an inconsistent set: there is no state of affairs that can satisfy the set. 
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■ 

In CT4, the expected contradiction is derivable, for the set 

{□(bird:> fly),penguin * bird,penguin * -.fly} 

is inconsistent (given ◊penguin).12 This is similar to the treatment of such rules in (Gold
szmidt and Pearl 1989), but the correspondence is not coincidental (see Section 4.3.2). 

4.1.4 Normality Orderings 

The use of S4-models and the connective * to represent normality presumes that possible worlds 
can be ranked according to their degree of normality. But what does it mean for one world to be 
more normal than another? Why is it that a world where all birds fly is less exceptional than one 
where some birds ( or all birds) do not fly? Surely there is no inherent property of possible worlds 
that allows them to be judged to be more or less normal. Does this make the notion of comparing 
worlds in this way ill-conceived? 

We do claim that such an ordering is meaningful. However, we do not require that there 
exist something intrinsic about the concept of a possible world, or counterfactual situation, that 
makes one world more normal than another. These rankings are purely subjective and the (space 
of) rankings deemed. plausible by a (supposedly) rational agent will typically be determined by 
empirical data. Possible worlds are used in this context in much the same manner that they are 
used to represent epistemic states. To criticize possible worlds accounts of knowledge because no 
intrinsic property of possible worlds determines which worlds are epistemically possible is misguided. 
Of course there is no a priori property of worlds that determines that, say, world w1 is "believable" 
while w2 is not. This is a subjective matter. World w1 is considered epistemically possible by 
a particular agent if w1 is consistent with that agent's beliefs. These beliefs should be grounded 
by an agent's experience, so it is entirely possible that a different agent views w1 as epistemically 
impossible. 

In analogous fashion, it is perfectly reasonable that one agent considers w1 (where all birds fly) 
to be more normal than w2 (where no birds fly), while another agent adopts the inverse relation. 
The first agent believes that birds normally fly and its ordering reflects that, while the second agent 
believes that birds normally do not fly. Why does the first agent believe what it does? Presumably, 
this belief was accepted for the same reason as most (justified) beliefs, because of empirical evidence. 
In the agent's experience, some statistically significant large proportion of birds were o.bserved to 
fly ( or perhaps it read this fact in a book, etc.). As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 
it might not be feasible to keep track of probabilities, so an agent abstracts the details of its 
experience, encoding the distillation as "birds normally fly." 

Why do we not simply say "birds probably fly" or "birds fly with some high probability"? 
Sentences of this type carry certain implicature not intended by normality or typicality, especially 
when dealing with individuals rather than classes. If we say "The probability that ABC Dry 
Cleaners gets my shirt clean is .9" when we've just gotten a shirt back, we convey the false impression 
that we do not know whether the shirt is clean. However, once we have the shirt in our possession 
we either know it is clean (and the probability is 1) or we know it is not clean (and tlte probability is 
0).13 We cannot take the probability of the known outcome of an event to be other than O or 1. Of 

12See the next section regarding the purpose of the use of □ in front of bird:::> fly. 
13We ignore degrees of cleanliness, not examining the shirt, etc. 
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course, we can randomize over all similar events (see the next subsection) and say "Although they 
did not clean my shirt this time, the probability of of getting a clean shirt ( over the space of similar 
-including counterfactual- cleaning situations) is .9." In order to arrive at any probability other 
than .5 as such a degree of belief, possible worlds must be weighted as either more or less probable. 
Of course, in a case like this, it seems more natural to say "They normally get my shirts clean." 
Adopting this perspective relieves us from the task of assigning actual probabilities to situations, 
requiring only relative rankings of normality. 

By using rankings in this way, we encode our expectations about the world, information that 
enables reliable performance in (implicit of explicit) predictive tasks. We do not need to rely on 
the numbers, or randomize over counterfactual situations. However, we can impose a probabilistic 
interpretation on our ordering of normality. This is discussed in Sections 4.3.2, 5.4 and 7.2.3. 

An important question we do not address here is that of learning or adopting defaults. When is 
it the case that an agent is justified in adopting belief in a sentence "If A then normally B" based 
on empirical evidence? Surely some statistical knowledge plays a role in justification, but it need 
not be decisive. That is, probabilities need not directly constrain the acceptance of conditionals. 
The second agent above might have decided that birds normally do not fly based on the observation 
of one bird that did not fly. The evidence is not highly significant statistically and one may be 
well-advised to abstain from belief in the conditional; but acceptance need not imply a degree of 
irrationality. Perhaps an agent is forced into action due to circumstances beyond its control, and 
must accept or reject this fact. 14 In any case, the representation of such defaults is crucial, even if a 
compelling theory of justification is lacking. Certainly much of the knowledge we wish to impart of 
our knowledge bases is defeasible, and the only justification for acceptance required by a database 
is the fact that it has been "told" something. While a fully rational agent will need to learn its 
own default rules (just as it will need to discover its own beliefs), this does not obviate the need of 
a theory of inference for such rules. 

These are difficult questions, and will not be discussed further here, but it should be clear 
that they can be addressed within the framework of normality orderings. It is important to notice 
however that such orderings are not dependent on a priori relations among possible worlds. The 
set of most normal worlds for a particular agent are just those that violate none of its expectations. 
If an agent has no expectations (a practical impossibility certainly), all worlds are equally normal. 
If an agent has the (sole) expectation that birds normally fly then any world where some bird does 
not fly is less normal than worlds where all birds fly. More expectations impose more structure on 
the orderings an agent considers plausible. This structure is discussed in detail in Section 5.4 where 
we present Pearl's (1988) notion of Z-ranking and compare it to our interpretation of normality. In 
this way we can say precisely what it means for one world to be more normal than another relative 
to a given set of expectations or default rules. 

4.1.5 Background Versus Evidence 

Example 4.2 also illustrates a distinction between background knowledge and evidence provided by 
the current situation. This dichotomy has been deemed essential ( either implicitly or explicitly) 
by a number of researchers (Bacchus 1990; Poole 1988; Delgrande 1988; Pearl 1988; Kraus, 
Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Geffner 1989), and is especially important in a probabilistic framework. 
Background knowledge is "generic" information, either in the form of default rules or constraints 
on permissible probability distributions, etc., while evidence includes information relevant to the 

uTo take Reiter's example, maybe an agent is lost in the jungle and must design and build a bird trap to survive. 
It has seen one instance of a bird, which cannot fly. 
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actual situation about which we are reasoning. Accounts of the distinction in the literature are 
often vague or impressionistic and provide little guidance as to what should count as background 
and what as evidence. For instance, in (Geffner 1989) a context for a particular reasoning situation 
is a pair (1(, E) where 1( is background and Eis a set of (for our purposes, propositional) sentences 
counting as the evidence constraining the situation at band. Unfortunately, I( itself is a pair (L, D) 
where D is a set of defaults a.nd L is also a set of sentences. What exactly distinguishes L from 
Eis not made clear, although intuitively facts about the actual world, such as "Tweety is a bird" 
count as evidence while facts such as "Penguins are birds" count as background. 

Delgrande (1988) makes the distinction somewhat more sharply. His default theories are pairs 
(D, C) where C is a set of contingent sentences, constraining how the world is, and D is a set 
of necessary and default statements about how the world must or could be. C can contain only 
propositional seI1tences and elements of D must have the form a a>- (3 or -i(a. a>- /3) (which includes 
sentences of the form Do. and ◊a). Here it is ma.de clear that background .information consists of 
sentences expressing intensional information (loosely, facts whose truth depends on states of affairs 
other than the actual) while evidence does not. If some fact is to be considered true no matter how 
the current situation might have been (or will be), then it must be expressed intensionally. 

In a probabilistic system, like that of Bacchus (1990) or Pearl (1988), the distinction is similar. 
Background is information about (subjective) probabilities that can include necessary information 
(having probability 1 ), and evidence consists of a set of propositional sentences, a knowledge base 
KB on which we condition to derive the probability of new information (say some prediction we 
wish to make). 

Example 4.2 assumes default information about the normal state of affairs is background, or 
intensional, as it is expressed using the conditional connective. For the proper conclusions to be 
reached when we know penguins are (in the strict sense) birds, this must be considered back
ground as well, and must be expressed intensionally as □(penguin:) bird). Indeed, if we included 
penguin::) bird in KB instead, we could not have inferred that penguin-birds normally do not fly, 
for such a sentence constrains only the actual state of affairs, and it could be that penguins are 
not generally bhds. The difficult part of distinguishing background from evidence is deciding what 
"real world knowledge" counts as which, and we do not address this issue here. We claim that 
translating such knowledge into logical sentences is an easier task when this distinction is made 
logically precise, and that intensional versus extensional is a more precise discrimination than one 
afforded by nebulous concepts like background and evidence.15 

The problems that arise when background and evidential "components" of a knowledge base 
are not distinguished are discussed at length by Poole (1991), for instance, the problem of infer
ring specificity of defaults. He suggests that a knowledge base be divided into two components 
representing background and evidence, that these be treated distinctly and kept apart, and even 
that background information need not be considered in a lot of reasoning. We will see that this 
dichotomy, in the extreme form presented, can lead to problems. 

One aspect of this distinction obviated by our treatment is the division of KB into these two 
components· before reasoning is done. A KB will typically consist of a set of facts, some of which 
a.re contingent and some of which are to count as background. To ask which sentences a (normally) 
followed from KB in the previous example, when penguin/\ bird formed our specific evidence, we 
asked if 

penguin /\ bird a>- a 

15The distinction is also clearer in probabilistic systems where background is given by probabilistic information or 
distributions. 
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was derivable from KB (the background). More generally, using Delgrande's terminology, we ask 

D l-cT4 C * a. 

While this phrasing makes just the aforementioned distinction, we could equivalently ask 

l-cT4 D U C * a, 

putting background and evidence on logically equal footing, and thus eliminating this discrimination 
altogether .16 The knowledge of intensional and extensional facts need not be distinguished ( other 
than having to be expressed appropriately). 

In Delgrande's logic this mixture of components is not permitted since the logic N does not 
deal properly with nested conditionals (see Section 4.2.2), so D U C * a will not be valid in 
most natural cases, though it is well-formed. In the conditional logics of Pearl (1988) and Kraus, 
Lehmann and Magidor (1990) such nesting cannot be expressed. A similar criticism can be levied 
against the probabilistic system of Bacchus (1990) . In general, we would like to ask for the 
conditional probability P(alD UC). However, this is ill-formed when D contains statements of 
(subjective) conditional probability (i.e., defaults).17 

Evidently, there is a certain methodological simplicity iri blurring the distinction between back
ground and evidence at this logical level. However, aside from any putative advantages of this 
homogeneity, there is a clear increase in expressive power afforded by such a conflation, for it al
lows one to achieve a degree of interaction between the two components otherwise unobtainable. 
Suppose one wishes to express the fact that if A and B hold then As are normally Bs. For instance, 
we might be eager to draw some conclusion about the class of As based on a particular exemplar.18 

Example 4.4 Consider an agent that takes some shirts to ABC Dry Cleaning for the first time 

■ 

(I suppose we AI types expect this agent to be a robot?). If the shirts come back poorly 
cleaned, we might want the robot to infer that cleaners ABC normally do a poor job. We 
can represent this as 

( take shirts (x) J\ not clean (x)) :::> ( takeshirts (x) * not clean (x)) 

and capture some interaction between evidence and background ( as well as a simple case of 
inductive learning). 

It is precisely this type of interaction that cannot be accounted for in systems where background 

16We assume D and C are finite sets and use them to represent the conjunction of their elements. We show that 
this query mechanism is too weak for default reasoning in most situations in the next chapter. 

171n fa.ct, this is a somewhat unfair criticism of Bacchus's system. While subjective probabilities cannot be condi
tioned on, the. novel aspect of his system is that it allows degrees of belief to be inferred (by default) from objective 
probabilities. These objective probabilities are drawn from distributions in the "actual world" and are represented as 
objective facts in the evidential part of KB. Hence, one can condition on objective conditional probabilities. In the 
example below, indeed, his system could take an objective conditional probability of 1, infer a degree of belief 1 in 
the statement A ::>Band derive the default A* B. In fa.ct, the default would necessarily be strict, □(A::> B), so we 
still allow an expressiveness not possible in his system, where a "subjective probability" A * B need not correspond 
to the "objective probability" □(A ::> B). But the ability to link evidence and probabilities logically (see below) 
certainly exists in Bacchus's system. 

181n fa.ct, it appears people are notorious for this statistically unreliable form of inference. For instance, people 
seem to ignore sample size in assessing the reliability of their statistical judgements, even when the relevance of 
sample size is emphasized (Tversky and Kahncman 1974). 
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and evidence are separated in a KB. 

4.2 Extensions of CT4 

While CT4 captures many aspects of normal implication, there are s·ome theorems, intuitively valid 
in many circumstances, that fail to hold. For instance, the rule of Rational Monotonicity (Lehmann 
1989) discussed above (Example 4.2), and the related axiom CV (Delgrande 1987), are not valid 
in CT4. 

RM From A * C and A A B r/r C, infer A * -,B 

CV (A r/r B) ::, ((A* C)::, (A A -iB * C)) 

RM says, for instance, that if birds normally fly and penguins are exceptional birds ( that do not 
typically fly), then it must be the case that birds are normally not penguins. An instance of CV 
says that if birds are not normally penguins and birds normally fly, then birds that are not penguins 
also typically fly. 

We would like to extend the logic so that these and other reasonable properties of normal 
implication are validated. For this reason, we will allow any system in the language Le that 
extends CT4 to be called a conditional logic of normality. 

Definition 4.11 A conditional logic of normality (CLN) is any system S ~ Le closed under the 
inference rules Nee, MP and US, such that CT4 ~ S. 

The following obtains immediately given Theorem 4.3. This result has tremendous impact, as it 
indicates that for any logic in the class of CLNs, an equivalent modal formulation can be used. 
Thus results ~oncerning existing modal logics can be appropriated directly for the corresponding 
CLNs. 

Corollary 4.5 Any r,:iodal system that extends S4 is equivalent to some CLN, and, conversely, any 
CLN is equivalent to some modal system that extends S4. 

We take the modal logic S5 to be the upper limit of useful CLNs. The corresponding conditional 
logic, denoted CT45, consists of CT4 and the additional axiom 

5 ◊A::, □◊A. 

This logic is characterized by the class of models in which R is an equivalence relation on W. Thus 
every world is as normal as every other .19 For this reason, normal implication reduces to strict 
implication in this system. That is, 

f-eT45 ( a * (3) = □( a ::, (3). 

Any exception-allowing capacity or nonmonotonicity permitted by * disappears, for strict impli
cation has no such ability; it is monotonic as 

□(a:> fJ) :> □(a A'}':> (3) 

19 More exactly, each world is as normal as those it can see. Restricting attention to cohesive models (see Chapter 
6), this means a.II worlds a.re mutually accessible. 
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is valid in any normal modal system. In fact, in CT45 normal implication reduces to straightforward 
logical implication, relative to the states of affairs contained in a model. While its usefulness as a 
CLN might be limited, CT45 does demonstrate that logical implication can be viewed as a form of 
normal implication. 

Weaker extensions of CT4 appear more interesting. Let CT4G· be the extension of CT4 con
taining the axiom 

G ◊DA:> □◊A. 

This logic corresponds to the modal logic S4.2 and is based on the class of reflexive, transitive, 
convergent models20 (Hughes and Cresswell 1984). This logic fails to validate RM but does 
include a weaker version of it: 

WRM (A is>- C) I\ -i(A I\ Bis>- C) :::>(A* -iB) V (Tis>- -iA). 

So, for instance, if we know birds normally fly and penguins ( which are birds) do not normally fly, 
then we can cannot conclude that birds are normally not penguins, but we can infer the disjunction 
of this with the fact that "things" are normally not birds. It is ha.rd to motivate the property of 
convergence for a normality ordering, but it might be useful in some applications. 

4.2.1 The Logic CT4D 

Another compelling condition we may impose on an accessibility relation is that of connectedness: 
if wRv and wRu then either uRv or vRu. This condition requires that all states of affairs (from 
the perspective of any particular world) be comparable with respect to normality. If neither of u 
nor v are more normal than the other (but both are more normal than some w) then they must be 
equally normal, or mutually accessible. They cannot be incomparable. The modal logic associated 
with connected orderings is KT4D, or S4.3 (Hughes and Cresswell 1984). 

Definition 4.12 M = (W,R,<p} is a CT4D-model (or an S4.3-model) iff Mis a CT4-model and 
R is a connected relation. 

Definition 4.13 The conditional logic CT4D is the smallest CLN including axiom 

D □(DA :::> B) V □(DB :::> A). 

Theorem 4.6 (Boutilier 1988) The system CT4D is characterized by the class of CT4D-models; 
in other words, FCT4D a iff 1--cT4D a. 21 

Not surprisingly, CT4D and S4.3 are equivalent systems. 

Theorem 4.7 (Boutilier 1988) CT4D and S4.3 are equivalent. 

The fact that CT4D-models are connected means that the set of worlds accessible to a particular 
world w (the submodel generated by w) determines a totally-connected set. From the "point of 
view" of w, every conceivable world is ranked and comparable to each other world. In other words, 
unlike in CT4-models, there is only one "path" of normality; there a.re no competing alternatives 
to consider. This should allow us to simplify our definition of the conditional *. Indeed, we 

20 R is convergent if wRw1 and wRw2 implies there exists a W3 such that w1Rw3 and w2Rw3 . 
21 In (Boutilier 1988), CT4D is called E. 
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can simply remove the outer modal box in our earlier definition since its function was to ensure 
consideration of the (hypothetical) most normal antecedent world in each chain of increasingly more 
normal worlds. In CT4D ( or S4.3) models, there is only one chain. For A * B to be true either 
A is false at every world in this cha.in, or at the "most" normal A-worlds in this cha.in □(A ::> B) 
holds. This leads us to the following reformulated defmition: 

Ac+ B =df □,AV ◊(A I\ □(A::> B)). 

Proposition 4.8 ._CT4D □(□,AV ◊(A I\ □(A::> B))) = □,AV ◊(A I\ □(A::> B)). 

When dealing with CT4D, we will use the simpler definition of* afforded by this sentence. 
CT4D appears to be a very natural logic for representing and reasoning with default state

ments. The aforementioned theorems of CT4 are obviously theorems of CT4D, and the desirable 
nontheorems, such as conditional modus ponens, transitivity and strengthening, all remain invalid. 
Furthermore, CT4D validates both RM and CV. 

Proposition 4.9 The following are valid in CT4D. 

RM ((Ac+ C) A (A I\ B ~ C)) ::>(A* ,B) 

CV (A~ B) :::>((A* C) :::>(AI\ ,B * C)) 

Example 4.5 Suppose some diagnostic system needs to reason about the behavior of a robotic 
manipulator. We can assert that the robot usually grabs parts with its right arm with the 
sentence 

■ 

holding(x) * holdingright(x). 

If two distinct parts ( say, "widgets") are normally handled together for assembly and the 
robot can grab each in either hand, we can state the exceptions as 

,(holding(x) /\ widget(x) * holdingright(x)) and 

,(holding(x) A widget(x) * holdingleft(x)). 

Of course, we must constrain the relationship between the right and left arms as the back
ground or intensional (rather than evidential) sentence 

□(holding(x) ::> (holdingright (x) = ,holdingleft (x) )). 

In CT4 we cannot infer that widgets are atypical parts: if KB consists of the above sentences 
together with (evidence) holding(P), then 

lfcT4 KB* -,widget(P). 

But in CT4D this fact is derivable since 

._CT4D KB* ,vidget(P). 
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4.2.2 The Conditional Logic N 

As we mentioned at the outset, Delgrande's (1986; 1987) logic N was motivated using a reflexive, 
transitive, connected relational semantics like that of CT4D, but is characterized by a selection 
function semantics, which we present here. 

Definition 4.14 (Delgrande 1987) An N-model is any triple M = (W, f, r.p) where W is a set 
(of possible worlds), r.p (the valuation) maps Pinto 2w, and (the selection function)/ maps 
W x 2W into 2W such that the following conditions hold: 

1. f(w, IIAII) ~ IIAII• 
2. If/( w, IIAII) ~ IIBII, then /( w, IIAII) ~ /( w, IIA A BIi). 
3. If f(w, IIAII) i IIBII, then J(w, IIA I\ -,BIi) ~ f(w, IIAII). 
4. !( w, IIA V BIi) ~ /( w, IIAII) U /( w, IIBII), 

The truth conditions for sentences in N-models are straightforward with the conditional case given 
by 

M Fw A cs>- B iff f( w, IIAII) ~ IIBII• 
An axiomatization of N can be found in (Delgrande 1987). 

The logic CT4D was first studied in (Boutilier 1988) as an extension of N and there it was 
shown that N and CT4D do not coincide precisely, for they differ on the validity of various nested 
conditional sentences. In particular, certain natural nested theorems of CT4D do not hold in N, 
for instance 

AA(Acs>- B) cs>- B. 

However, it was shown that all N theorems are derivable in CT4D. 

Theorem 4.10 (Boutilier 1988) N C CT4D. 

There it was conjectured that on only these nested sentences does theoremhood in the two logics 
differ, and that while N fails to provide a compelling account of nested conditionals, the "flat" 
fragments on N and CT4D are identical. We can show this is actually false. In particular, the rule 
of Cautious Monotonicity, CM, does not hold in N, as indicated by the following proposition.22 

Proposition 4.11 (A cs>- B) I\ (A cs>- C):) (A I\ B cs>- C) ¢ N. 

Let the language L0 be the language Le restricted so that no occurrence of a conditional lies 
within the scope of another. The flat logics CT4D- and N- are just those systems consisting of the 
theorems of CT4D and N, respectively, that are contained in the impoverished language L0. As 
an easy consequence of Proposition 4.11 we have that the fl.at fragment of N is properly contained 
in that of CT4D. 

Theorem 4.12 N- C CT4D-. 

22This fact is also shown in (Lehmann and Magidor 1990) by considering the relational semantics for N. We give 
a proof in terms of the selection semantics_. 
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4.3 Relationship to Other Conditionals 

Several other conditional approaches to the representation of default statements have been proposed 
in the literature. We've briefly looked at the logics of (Bacchus 1990) and (Delgrande 1987), which 
share some underlying motivation with our approach. Some models can be viewed a.s argument 
systems in which a "conditional" A -. B means A is an argument, or a. defeasible reason, for B 
(Loui 1987a; Pollock 1987; Nute 1984a; Nute 1984b; Lin and Shoham 1989). Two very influential 
conditional representations are the cumulative ( and especially the p1-ef erentiaf) consequence rela
tions of (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Lehmann 1989) and thee-semantics of (Pearl 1988). 
The motivation underlying preferential relations is quite similar to ours, and that of t:-semantics is 
rather different; yet both approaches turn out to be equivalent to fragments of CLNs developed in 
our framework. 

4.3.1 Preferential and Rational Consequence Relations 

The original notion of a logical consequence opera.tor as studied by Tarski and Scott ( see 
(Czelakowski and Mrmalinowski 1985)) required a consequence relation to be monotonic. In the 
Tarskian notation this means Cn(X) ~ Cn(X UY) where X and Y are any sets of sentences. In a 
Gentzen-style sequent calculus (Gentzen 1934) monotonicity is expressed as a rule of inference 

cd- 'Y 
o.,/)1-; 

Thus, from o. I- 'Y one can infer a, {3 1- 'Y, if the deriva.bility relation I- is monotonic. Gabbay 
(1985) proposed a generalization of logical consequence, motivated by default reasoning, in which 
monotonicity is violated for the purposes of representing the behavior of nonmonotonic inference 
systems as consequence relations. To distinguish this notion from (monotonic) logical dedvability, 
Gabbay uses the relation symbol r' to denote nonmonotonic consequence, and suggests three basic 
conditions that any such relation should meet: 

(Reflexivity) 

(Cut) 

(Weak Monotonicity) 

The theory of nonmonotonic consequence relations has been studied by a number of -people, 
including Makinson's (1989) semantic account of these relations, and Besnard's (1988) study of 
proof-theoretic properties. But the most comprehensive treatment seems to be that of Lehmann 
a.nd his colleagues (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Lehmann 1989; Lehmann and Magidor 
1990). They study a series of consequence relations satjsfying increasingly stronger principles and 
provide a model-theoretic account of each such logic. As discussed in_ the introduction to this 
cha-pter, the semantics of these systems is very much like our modal relational semantics and can 
be interpreted as ordering states of affairs according to some measure of normality.23 The theory 

231n fact, for weaker relations than those we examine here the orderings are on (possibly incomplete) states of 
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of cumulative inference is the weakest notion they develop (see also (Makinson 1989)) but we are 
interested particularly in two stronger systems, the logics of preferential and rational relations. 

The suggested reading of a sequent a j.... {3, dubbed a conditional assertion, is something like "if o 
were all the information about the world available to an agent then f3 would be a sensible conclusion" 
(Lehmann 1989). We assume our underlying logic and language (from which a,{3 are drawn) to 
be classical propositional. Again, this is for convenience, as Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990) 
treat arbitrary languages, assuming only certain connectives and compactness. A nonmonotonic 
consequence relation C is any binary relation on LcPL satisfying certain requirements. We write 
a j.... f3 to indicate (a,/3) E C, and a l,(, f3 when (o,{3} r/. C. Two classes of relations are given 
particular emphasis by Lehmann (1989), namely preferential and rational relations, which satisfy 
the inference rules given in the following definitions (some of which are renamed to emphasize the 
similarity to various theorems of CLNs). 

Definition 4.15 (Lehmann 1989) A preferential consequence relation is a consequence relation 
that satisfies the following rules of inference: 

l=cPL a = /3, a j.... 1 
f3 j.... 'Y 

l=cPL a ::.> /3, 'Y 1- a 
'Y j.... f3 

a j.... f3, a j.... , 
oj....(3/\7 

a j.... 'Y, f3 j.... 1' 

o:V,Bj....7 

a j.... {3, a j.... 'Y 

o/\f3j....7 

{LLE) 

(RCM) 

{ID) 

(And) 

(Or) 

(CM) 

Definition 4.16 (Lehmann 1989) A rational consequence relation is a preferential consequence 
relation that satisfies the following rule of inference: 

(RM) 

Families of models are proposed to characterize these notions of consequence. These models 
determine the truth of conditional assertions. Intuitively, ~ ranks worlds according to their degree 
of normality. 

knowledge, or 11et11 of states of affairs, rather than possible worlds. 
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Definition 4.17 (Lehmann 1989) Let (X, -<) be a poset. V ~Xis smooth iff for each v E V, 
either vis minimal in V (that is, there is no x EV such that x -< v) or there is some element 
w minimal in V such that w -< v. 

Definition 4.18 (Lehmann 1989) A preferential model (or, a P-model) M is a triple (S, <p, -<) 
where Sis a set (of possible worlds), <p maps propositional variables into 28 (i.p(A) is the set 
of worlds where A holds) and -< is a strict partial order on S such that for all propositional 
formulae a, llall is smooth. 

Definition 4.19 (Lehmann 1989) A ranked model (R-model) is a preferential model M = (S, <p,-< 
) where the relation -< is such that there exists a totally ordered set (0, <) and a function 
f: S-+ n, wheres-< tiff f(s) < J(t). 

Definition 4.20 (Lehmann 1989) A P-model or R-model M = (S, <p, -<) satisfies a conditional 
assertion a r-- /3 (written a r"M /3) iff for any s -<-minimal in llo:11, s E 11/311, r"M is the 
consequence relation defined by M. 

Intuitively, a preferential model can allow certain states to be incomparable according to the 
ranking -<. The requirement that ranked models respects some total ordering amounts to insisting 
that each world be comparable in the partial order; for if each world has some rank in n, then 
it must be comparable (via<) with each other world. The similarity to CT4 and CT4D models 
possessed by such structures is readily apparent. The smoothness condition is required to ensure 
the truth conditions for a r- j3 are not vacuous when a is possible, and is precisely the Limit 
Assumption. The following representation results are also obtained. 

Theorem 4.13 (Lehmann 1989) I"' is a preferential consequence relation iff it is the consequence 
relation defined by some P-model. 

Theorem 4.14 (Lehmann 1989) r- is a rational consequence relation iff it is the consequence 
relation defined by some R-model. 

The logic defined by preferential consequence relations is called P and we denote by R the logic of 
rational relations. 

Let KB be some set of conditional assertions. The consequences of KB in P are just those 
assertions derivable using the rules of P, and these form the set of assertions preferentially entailed 
by KB, or true in all P-models of KB. Presumably, rational relations are more reasonable in 
many instances as they must satisfy RM. We would hope a similar result holds for the logic R. 
Unfortunately, Lehmann presents the following apparently discouraging result. 

Theorem 4.15 (Lehmann 1989) Let KB be a set of assertions. An assertion A is satisfied by 
all R-models of KB iff A is satisfied by all P-models of KB. 

Th.is result seems to suggest that the logic R is no stronger than the logic P. However, on further 
inspection of the theorem, it should be evident that this result obtains only because of the restricted 
form of sentences in KB. Consider the rule RM, which distinguishes R from P. This rule allows 
the derivation of a r- -if) when o: r- 1 and o: /\ {3 ~ 1 hold. However, when our set of premises [(B 

consists solely of conditional assertions, th second premise a I\ (3 ~ 'Y cannot be represented, for 
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it says a certain assertion is not derivable. The best we could hope for is to, say, assert a r-- -y and 
infer a I\ f3 ~ -y due to its absence from KB; but of course, this is not derivable because, in general, 
a /1. .{) r" -y is consistent with a r-- -y. There exist (ranked) models of I( B that satisfy a I\ /3 r-- -y, 
so all models of KB need not satisfy the second premise of RM, and the conclusion of RM is not 
derivable. 

The obvious solution for this specific problem is to allow for the inclusion of "negations" of 
assertions among our premises KB. In this case, Theorem 4.15 cannot hold ( consider a generic 
instance of RM, which will not be true of all P-models of KB). In essence, the language of 
conditional assertions is too weak to express the negation of assertions, or any boolean combinations 
of such. This is acceptable if an assertion is viewed as constraining some consequence relation. But 
we claim a more profitable interpretation of r-- is as a conditional connective in some language, 
rather than a relation symbol in the meta-language. 

We can extend the language of conditional assertions in the obvious way, permitting boolean 
combinations of assertions as well as propositional formulae ( with no occurrence of r--) by viewing 
r- as a connective. We will permit these extended assertions to include sentences such as -,( a r-- (3) 
or ( a r-- {3) V ( a r-- -y), but forbid nesting of the connective r-- ( e.g., a r-- ({3 r-- -y )); so no r-- can 
appear within the scope of another. 

The well-formed formulae of this enriched language will be called extended conditional asser
tions, the set of which is denoted LEc, It's not hard to see that P and R can be extended 
with little difficulty to account for these new formulae. To capture reasonable inferences using this 
language of extended assertions, we must enhance the systems R and P to reason propositionally 
with assertions. P* and R* will denote the systems obtained by augmenting P and R with the 
axiom and rule schemata of CPL together with the axiom (-,A r- A) ::> A. CPL will allow stan
dard propositional reasoning with conditional assertions as well as nonconditional formulae. The 
additional axiom allows interaction between propositions and assertions, and corresponds to the 
modal axiom T (□A :> A). We also translate the inference rules of P and R into the corresponcling 
Hilbert-style axioms (and note that the inference rules remain valid due to MP).24 

Definition 4.21 P* is the smallest set S ~ LEc containing CPL and the following axioms, and 
closed under the following rules of inference: 

ID a r-- a 

And ( a r-- f3 I\ a r-- -y) :> a r-- /3 I\ -y 

Or ( a r-- ; A /3 r-- -y) :> a V /3 r-- -y 

CM ( a r-- f3 /\ a r-- -y) :> a /\ f3 . r-- -y 

T ( -,a r-- a) :> a 

LLE From l=cPL a= /3 infer (a r- -y) :> ({3 r-- -y) 

RCM From FCPL a::> /3 infer(; r-- a):> (-yr-- {3) 
MP From a :> /3 and a inf er /3 
US From a infer a', where a' is a substitution instance of a 

Definition 4.22 R * is the smallest set S ~ LEc that contains P* and the following axiom, and is 
closed under the inference rules LLE, RCM, MP, and US: 

24 Thanks to Karl Schlechta for pointing out the need to translate LLE and RCM further than was done in an 
earlier paper (Boutilier 1990). 
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We will use I-P• and I-R• to denote derivability in these systems, which is defined in the usual 
manner. The notions of satisfiability and validity in P-models will be adjusted as follows: 

Definition 4.23 Let M = (S, <p, -<) be a P-model, and let s E S. The truth of an extended 
conditional assertion o: E LEc at s (M l=a o: means o: is true at s) is defined inductively as 
follows: 

l. M l=a a i:ff s E cp(a) for atomic sentence a. 

2. M l=a -,o: iff M ~. o:. 

3. M l=a a --:) {3 iff M l=a {3 or M ~a a. 

4. M l=a o: r" {Jiff a r"M {). 
Sentence a is valid on M (written MI= a) iff M l=s a for each s E S. a is P*-valid O=P• o:) 
iff MI= a for each P-model M. a is R *-valid (l=R• a) iff MI= a for each R-model M. 

It is not hard to see P* and R* correspond to the classes of P-models and R-models, respectjyeJy, 
using this extended notion of validity, and that these logics extend P and R in a natural way. In 
fact, P* and R * are not much more interesting tha.n P and R, except they will allow us to show a. 
correspondence between these notions of nonmonotonic consequence and CLNs. 

Theorem 4.16 FP• o: iffl-p. o:. 

Theorem 4.17 FR• a iffl-R• a. 

That each of the inference rules of P is a valid derived rule or theorem of CT4 can be readily 
shown. Furthermore, the additional rule of Rational Monotonicity from R is also valid in CT4D. 
Therefore a.11 assertions A derivable from a set of assertions KB in P are derivable from KB in CT4 
(provided we translate a r-- {3 in the first instance to o: cs>- {3 in the second). Also, A is derivable 
from KB in R only if it is derivable in CT4D. Thus CT4 and CT4D subsume P and R, respectively. 
We'd like to show this inclusion is not proper and that, in fact, each corresponding pair of logics 
is equivalent. This cannot be the case of course, as the languages are different, Le allowing nested 
conditionals. What we can show is that, phrased as the decivability of assertions only, the restricted 
logics CT4 and CT4D are equivalent to their corresponding consequence operators. 

Theorem 4.18 Let KB be a set of conditional assertions and A an assertion. A is preferentially 
entailed by KB iff KB l-cT4 A. 

Theorem 4.19 Let KB be a set of conditional assertions and A an assertion. A is rationally 
entailed by KB iff KB l-cT4D A. 

An important corollary of these results and Lehmann's result, Theorem 4.15, is that CT4 and 
CT4D are indistinguishable with respect to the task of reasoning with simple conditional sentences 
(where cs>- is the main connective and no nesting occurs). 

Definition 4.24 A simple conditional is a sentence of the form a cs>- {), such that o:, {3 E LcPL• 

Corollary 4.20 Let KB~ Le be a set of simple conditionals and A a simple conditional. Then 
} B l-cT4 A iff KB f-cT4D A. 
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Rather than prove these results directly, we can show even stronger results via an excursion 
through the language of extended conditional assertions. Now if KB is a set of extended assertions 
then again it should be clear that derivability from KB in P* and R * is subsumed by deriva.bility in 
CT4 and CT4D, respectively. If we restrict attention to the fragments of CT4 and CT4D containing 
no nested conditionals, we can show the converse holds and that P* and R* are exactly CT4- and 
CT4D-. Thus the motivation underlying CLNs is corroborated by the equivalence of these existing 
logics to logics developed within our framework. 

Definition 4.25 An e:ctended conditional is any sentence a E Le such that no occurrence of 
a>- lies within the scope of another (this includes propositional formulae). The language of 
extended conditionals, L0, is the (largest) sublanguage of Le containing no nested conditional 
sentences. 

Definition 4.26 Let system S be a CLN. By S- we denote the system S restricted to extended 
conditionals. That is, S- =Sn L0. 

Theorem 4.21 Let A E L0. Then l--cT4- A iff l--p. A. 

Theorem 4.22 Let A E L0. Then l--cT4D- A iff 1--R .. A. 

These theorems are proven using the similarity of the structure of CT4 (respectively CT4D) models 
and P (respectively R) models, showing that satisfiable conditional assertions have satisfiable coun
terparts in L0. From these, Theorems 4.18 and 4.19 are easily derivable corollaries. Thus, viewing 
the nonmonotonic consequence Telations of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990) and Lehmann 
(1989) as more standard conditional logics, and interpreting the relation symbol~ as a conditional 
connective, allows the conclusion that they are equivalent to "flat" fragments of our CLNs CT4 
and CT4D, as well as to fragments of the standard modal logics S4 and S4.3. 

Extending P* and R * additionally to allow nested conditionals suggests that we could push the 
equivalence even further, but this is not the case. The treatment of conditionals in preferential 
models is global whereas our treatment is local. More precisely, if an assertion is satisfied at some 
world in a P-model, it is satisfied at all worlds. Our semantics is local in that only worlds accessible 
to w ( or more normal than w) can influence the evaluation of a conditional in a CT4-model. So if, 
say, some model contained an A-world, but w was more normal than the most normal A-worlds, 
w would satisfy □,A and, hence, would validate any conditional A cs>- B, given the CT4 truth 
conditions. In contrast, the preferential semantics would make A a>- B true, even at w, only if B 
were true at these most normal A-worlds. For this reason, our CLN s are equivalent to the usual 
modal logics. We can express any modality using the connective a>-, while the global quality of~ 
forbids this. In effect, ~ can be used to express the distinct modalities in S4 and S4.3, but cannot 
express arbitrary modal functions. 25 

There are a number of reasons to consider the global definition of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 
(1990) more reasonable and we explore these in the next chapter, where we will modify the truth 
conditions for a>- somewhat to reflect this. 

Other notions of nonmonotonic consequence have been proposed by Kraus, Lehmann and 
Magidor (1990), as well. An interesting avenue to pursue is the further examination of these 

25 We can show that each of the ten distinct modalities of S4.3 (Dummett and Lemmon 1959) is expressible using 
no nesting of-+ or r- (hence, within LEc); and we expect that the fourteen modalities of S4 are also so expressible. 
However, S4.3 (and hence S4) has infinitely many modal functions (Makinson 1966), so obviously a lack of nesting 
decreases expressive power. 
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consequence relations to determine the extent to which they can be characterized as CLN s or 
modal logics. We remark here that the strongest system that they study, denoted M, appears to 
correspond to the conditional logic CT45 and the modal system S5. The system Mis determined 
by preferential models where the ordering -< is empty. As noted there, preferential entailment 
reduces to logical entailment relative to the underlying set of possible worlds. Of course, this is 
exactly strict entailment in an S5 setting and, as we've noted above, normal implication and strict 
implication within S5 coincide. The global nature of r- in this circumstance is not restrictive at all, 
for all modal functions in S5 are reducible to simple modal functions of one modality ( cf. (Hughes 
and Cresswell 1968)). Each of these six distinct modalities in S5 is definable using r'· 

4.3.2 €-semantics 

Another conditional theory of default reasoning based on quite different intuitions is the theory of£
semantics pursued by Pearl and his colleagues (Pearl 1988; Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989; Goldszmidt, 
Morris and Pearl 1990; Pearl 1990). This work takes as a starting point the system of probabilistic 
inference developed by Adams (1975). Adams's logic generalizes straightforward deductive inference 
by characterizing inference that preserves "hlgh probability" rather than truth; that is, if a set 
of premises has some arbHrarily high probability, then the con.sequences should also have hlgh 
probability. For this reason, he identifies the probability of a conditional with its conditional 
probability, instead of with the probability that the conditional is true. For instance, consider the 
paradox of material implication where one infers A :::> B from -iA. While this inference preserves 
l1igh probability, if the probability of the conditional "If A then B" is identified with P(BIA) instead 
of P(A :::> B), this inference is 110 longer sound.26 

Pearl (1988) proposes a semantics similar to Adams's for conditional defaults. The idea is 
roughly that a default sta.tement, say "birds fly," makes an assertion that the conditional probability 
P(flylbird) is sufficiently high so that one can conclude that an arbitrary bird files. In general, we 
do not specify some acceptance criterion, so "sufficiently high" is left intentionally vague. However, 
if we want to infer new default rules from a given set, then whatever acceptance criteria we adopt 
(implicitly) in certain situations should be satisfied by the conclusions. Thus, arbitrarily high 
conditional probabilities must be preserved. These notions are generalized further in ( Goldszmidt 
and Pearl 1989) and we present a number of definitions taken from there. We will assume an 
underlying propositional language generated by a finite set of variables. Its condWonal extension 
includes sentences a -+ /3 and a~ /3, but these connectives can only appear as the main connective 
in a sentence (so a,/3 E LcPL)• We refer to these sentences as rules. The material counterpart of 
either rule is a :> /3. 

A sentence A -+ B is intended as a default statement of the aforementioned type, and we take 
it to mean "the conditional probability of B given A is high," or "if A then typically B." A ~ B 
is meant to be a strict sentence and asserts that B is certain given A, or if A is true then B must 
be true. A default theory T = DUS consists of a set D of defeasible sentences (having -+ as the 
main connective) and a set S of strict sentences (having ~ as the main connective). We are also 
interested in how truth assignments (or worlds) treat the material counterparts of such sentences. 

Definition 4.27 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) A valuation (possible world) w verifies the rule 
a -+ fJ iff w F a I\ /3, falsifies the rule iff w F a I\ -,(3, and satisfies the rule iff w F a :::> {3, 
and similarly for a~ {3. 21 

26 We can make P(A:) B) arbitrarily high by making P(-.A) sufficiently large, but this is not the case for P(BIA). 
27This use of "satisfies" is ours, and means the rule is not falsified. 
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The models of interest are probability assignments that assign probabilities to each possible world. 
From such an assignment P we can determine the probability of any sentence; and, of immediate 
interest, the conditional probability of B given A is given by 

P(BIA) = I:{P(w): w I= A AB} 
I:{P(w): w I= A} 

As assignment is said to be proper (for T) if 

L{P(w): w I= A} 

is non-zero for every antecedent A in T, and means the conditional probability is defined for 
each conditional in T. Intuitively, a model for T is any probability assignment that makes each 
conditional reasonably probable. So if A -+ B E D then P(BIA) should be high, while P(BIA) 
should be 1 for any A ~ B E S. 28 The definition of consistency reflects the noncommittal nature 
of these considerations. 

Definition 4.28 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) Let T = DUS be a default theory. T is c
consistent if, for each c > 0, there is a proper assignment P such that P( a) ~ 1 - c for all 
a E D, and P( a) = 1 for all a E S. 

We will say such an assignment P satisfies T to degree€. If there is no such proper assignment for 
T, for some c, Tis c-inconsistent. It can be that Tis inconsistent because no proper assignment 
satisfies some antecedent A, rather than it being the case that the conditional probabilities cannot 
be made sufficiently high. For instance, if D contains A -+ B and S contains A ~ ,A then ,A must 
have probability 1 in any distribution P, making P improper. A stronger notion of consistency 
rules out such a circumstance. This is analogous to prohibiting the inference of A* B from □,A 
in CT4. 

Definition 4.29 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) Let T be €-consistent and a some (strict or 
defeasible) rule with antecedent A. TU {a} is substantively inconsistent if TU {A-+ T} is 
€-consistent but TU {a} is €-inconsistent. 

Goldszmidt and Pearl also extend Adams's notion of confirmability, which is used to characterize 
€-consistency. a is tolerated by a set of conditionals if it can be verified by some world that satisfies 
all conditionals in the set. 

Definition 4.30 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) Let a E T be some rule. a is tolerated by 
T - {a} iff there is some valuation v such that v verifies a and v satisfies all members of 
T- {a}. 

Definition 4.31 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) T =DUS is confirmable iff some rule a ED 
is tolerated by T - {a} (when D :/- 0) or each rule a E Sis tolerated by T - {a} (when 
D = 0). 

This notion of confirmability allows a generalization of Adams's result on probabilistic consistency. 

Theorem 4.23 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990) T is €-consistent ijJ every npnempty subset of 
T is confirmable. 

28 We identify the probability of statements in T with their conditional probabilities. 
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Thus a simple decision procedure for testing e-consistency ( and e-entailment to follow) can be 
constructed (which we discuss in the next chapter). The notion of entailment inc-semantics is, of 
course, based on the idea of preserving arbitrarily high probabilities of the premises. 

Definition 4.32 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989) Let T be an e-consistent default theory and a 
a conditional rule. T E-entails a iff there exists a proper assign.men t for T U {a} and, for 
all e > 0, there exists some o > 0 such that for any proper assignment P that satisfies T to 
degree o, P(o.) 2: 1- C, 

This is related to E-consistency as follows: 

Theorem 4.24 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990) Let T be an t-consistent default theory. Then 
T E-entails a iff T U {,a} is substantively inconsistent. 

It has been noted by Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990) that for default theories with no 
strict conditionals c-entai.lment corresponds precisely to preferential entailment.29 From this result 
the following corollary is automatic. 

Definition 4.33 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals. Te denotes the corresponding 
set of probabilistic rules 

Te= {A-+ B: A cs>- BET}. 

Corollary 4.25 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals, and Te be E:-consistent. Then 
T f-eT4 A* B iff Te E:-entails A-+ B. 

This does not hold in the general case where Te is inconsistent, for CT4 allows conditionals to 
hold vacuously; for example, A * B and A * ,B are mutually CT4-consistent and entail D,A. 
This corresponds to allowing improper assignments for Te, something disallowed by c-entallment. 
However, we can discount this difference by prohibiting vacuously satisfied conditionals as follows: 

Definition 4.34 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals. The proper counterpart of T is 

TP = {◊A : A * B E T} U T. 

Now we can use Pearl's notion of confirmability to determine a proof procedure for simple condi
tional theories. 

Theorem 4.26 TP is CT4-consistent iff every non-empty subset of Tis confirmable. 

As a very simple corollary we have the following. 

Corollary 4:21 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals. TP is CT4-inconsistent iff Te 
is note-consistent. 

We've seen the substantive inconsistency of a conditional is due to its consequent not achieving 
the desired probability, rather than its antecedent being unsatisfiable in any proper distribution. 
In CT4, this is reflected in the possibility of the antecedent. 

29 At least for finite theories, since ~-entailment is not compact (Adams 1975). 
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Theorem 4.28 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals. Te U {A - B} is substantively 
inconsistent iJJTP U {◊A} is CT,1-consistent, while TP U {◊A,A * B} is CT,1-inconsistent. 

This leads to another key result, the equivalence of e-semantics to (a fragment of) CT4. 

Theorem 4.29 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals such that TP U {◊A} is CT,1-
consistent. TP l-eT4 A * B iff Te €-entails A - B. 

Thus substantive inconsistency amounts to inconsistency in CT4 of a proper set of conditionals, 
and Pearl's test for inconsistency can be used to test the consistency of a set of conditionals in 
CT4, or the substantive consistency of such a set. As well, e-entailment is seen to be equivalent 
to a fragment of CT4, and, hence, to the modal logic S4. The obvious extensions including strict 
sentences follow easily if we translate A =t B into □(A:::> B). 

Definition 4.35 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals. The set of strict sentences in 
Tis the subset of T 

For each such sentence a * /3 we write □(A :::> B) E T. The set of default sentences in Tis 
D(T) = T - S(T). The strict proper counterpart of T is 

TP ={◊A: A* BE D(T) or □(A:::> B) E S(T)}UT. 

We usually take the proper counterpart of T to mean this strict version. Te denotes the 
corresponding set of probabilistic conditionals 

Te= {A-+ B: A* BE D(T)} u {A =t B: □(A:::> B) ET}. 

Corollary 4.30 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals including strict sentences. TP 
is CT ,I-inconsistent iff Te is not €-consistent. 

Corollary 4.31 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals including strict sentences. 
TP l-oT4 A * B iff Te e-entails A - B. 

The intuitions that underlie e-semantics and CT4 are genuinely distinct and it seems somewhat 
surprising they should sanction precisely the same inferences, and that e-semantics corresponds 
to the .modal system S4. However, an examination of Adams's (1975) construction equating 
e-consistency with con:firmability of all subsets reveals a very close relationship, even at a model
theoretic level. Roughly, Adams's construction proceeds as follows: if every nonempty subset of T 
is confirmable, there exists some sequence of subsets of T, say Tn C · · · C T2 C T1 = T, such that 
for each Ti 

(a) There exists a world Wi verifying each a E Ti -Ti-1 and falsifying no sentence in Ti (so 
Wn verifies all of Tn)• 

(b) Ti-1 is the set of sentences in Ti not verified by Wi. 
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Adams shows this is sufficient fore-consistency by associating, for fixed e, (unnormalized) proba
bilities of (1 - e)ei-l with each world Wi, thus making the conditional probability of each member 
of Tat least 1- e.30 More importantly, we see that the (proper) conditional counterpart of Twill 
be CT4-satisfi.able just if it can be partitioned similarly. H this is the case then we can construct 
a CT4-model for T where the set of worlds is just the set of Wi, and Wi is more normal than Wj 

just when i < j. In other words, if we rank the worlds w; according to the probabilit-y assigned by 
Adams's construction, we determine a CT4-model for the corresponding set of proper conditionals. 
In a sense more normal worlds can be arbitrarily more probable than their less normal counterparts. 

We note here that by Corollary 4.20 any of the definitions and results relating CT4 to e
semantics hold for CT4D also.31 As with the relationship to preferential and rational consequence 
relations, this is due to the equivalence of rules to simple conditionals. To distinguish the logics, 

more expressiveness is required. Hence, the logics CT4 and CT4D suggest natural extensions to 
£-semantics that include nesting and boolean combinations of default rules. It is not clear that 
the essential nature of the semantic interpretation of rules in terms of high probabilities can be 
preserved in this extension, however. This would suggest that CLNs (and preferential relations) 
provide a somewhat more natural and robust interpretation of defaults, in this respect. 

4.4 Miscellany 

The framework presented for conditional logics of normality seems very general and intuitively 
appealing. However, its generality and applicability is reinforced by the fact that logics within the 
literature, while independently motivated, turn out to be equivalent to the "unnested" fragments of 
logics developed in this framework. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 show the completeness of our conditional 
logic CT4 and its equivalence to the modal logic S4, while Corollary 4.5 demonstrates that any 
extension of CT4 is also equivalent to a modal system. Thus we can use modal logics or conditional 
logics interchangeably here, taking either as primitive. Theorems 4.21 and 4.22, that demonstrate 
t.hat Lehrnann's (1989) logics P and Rare fragments of our conditional logics; and Theorem 4.29 
shows the same result for Pearl's (1988) £-semantics. Moreover, Theorem 4.26 determines a simple 
proof procedure for simple conditional sentences based on Pearl's notion of confirmability. 

While we have seen that our CLNs are very similar to the logics of (Delgrande 1987; Kraus, 
Lehmann. and Magidor 1990; Goldszmidt and Pearl 1989), there are a number of djfferences be
tween our account of conditional logics and existing a,ccounts in the literature. Viewing CLN s as 
extensions of CT4 provides several conceptual and practical advantages from the standpoint of de
fault reasoning research. This perspective suggests a wide variety of conditional logics, which may 
determine useful interpretations of normality. The correspondence with standard modal systems 
provides a widely-studied, well-developed and well-understood semantics for such logics. Further
more, this relationship permits the appropriation of a host of ready-made results for these logics, 
results regarding axiomatizability, axiomatic bases, decision procedures and their complexity, and 
the like. For example, Lehmann (1989) showed that deciding whether K !=P a r- /3 is a problem 
in co-NP when K is a finite set of assertions. Using the correspondence between R* and CT4D, 
and the fact that the problem of deciding S4.3-satisfiapility is NP-complete (Ono and Nakamura 
1980), we can state the following stronger result. 

Corollary 4.32 For a finite set of extended assertions K U {a}, deciding whether K I= R• a is in 

30The exception is P(wn) =en-I_ 
31 Semantically, this can he seen by the nature of Adams's construction. The verifying worlds are not just partially 

ordered, hut totally ordered by probability. Thus, the corresponding CT4-model is also a CT4D-model. 
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co-NP. 

That this holds for P in the ~ase of extended assertions (i.e. P*) does not follow immediately; for 
S4-satisfiability is PSPACE-complete (Ladner 1977). It might still be the case however, as the 
language of extended assertions does not allow the expression of nested S4-modalities (th.at fa, 
arbitrary S4 modal functions). As well, the validity problem for CT4D- is in co-NP and that of 
CT4D is co-NP-hard. 

Regarding conditional logics as CLNs not only provides a uniform basis for comparison of such 
logics, but also extends the type of reasoning that can be performed using conditional logics, as 
they typically appear in the literature. More specifically (as discussed in Section 4.2 in the context 
of background and evidential knowledge) conditional logics, including those of (Delgrande 1987; 
Delgrande 1988; Lehmann 1989; Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Nute 1984a), do not allow 
nested occurrences of the conditional connective in the language or do not provide an adequate 
semantic account of such sentences. Probabilistic accounts of conditionals (e.g., (Adams 1975; 
Pearl 1988)) suffer from the same weakness. CLNs, on the other hand, do allow such sentences, 
which might be of some value. A number of examples of default knowledge that appear to require 
nested defaults are given in (Asher and Morreau 1991). For instance, a sentence "Typically people 
who do not normally drive do not normally fly either" might be expressed as 

Other sentences are interesting for logical reasons. For example, the following sentences are theo
rems of CT4 and its extensions: 

(A A (A* B)) * B, 

(A* C) *((AA B) * C). 

The first sentence appears to embody a rough version of the probabilistic principle of direct in
ference whereby the degree of belief associated with a sentence B, given that A holds, is equal 
to the conditional probability P(BIA). Here we do not deal with degrees of belief or numerical 
probabilities, but rather with acceptance or rejection of facts, assuming normality. So when A and 
A* B hold, we are willing to conclude B (in normal circumstances). 

The latter sentence is important when dealing with a "principle of irrelevance" (see Chapter 5), 
which states that unless otherwise informed, assume that attributes are irrelevant or independent 
of one another. This principle allows one to conclude, for instance, that yellow birds .normally 
fly, given that birds normally fly. This inference is problematic for most logics of normality ( and 
probabilistic logics (Pearl 1988)) and requires the meta-inference of irrelevance. This theorem of 
CT4 can be seen as justifying this principle as being true in the normal state of affairs, and therefore 
"irrelevance" ( or "indepe:qdence" in probabilistic terms) is just another default inference. The next 
chapter will focus on the problem of handling the problem of irrelevance in a logical framework. 

Several avenues for future study of CLNs remain open. One concerns weaker notions of normal 
implication. These may be investigated by studying logics weaker than CT4, or by allowing weaker 
definitions of the connective~- For instance, in CT4D, A* Bis equivalent to 

0-,A V ◊{A A □(A::> B)) 

which is weaker than its definition for CLNs in general.32 This weaker notion of normal implication 
might be interesting in subsystems of CT4D. In CT4, for example, this definition allows A* B 

32See Proposition 4.8. In Chapter 6, we will motivate this definition in terms of belief revision. 
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and A * -,B to be consistent with A, and has possibly useful interpretations. It might lead to some 
notion of paraconsistent default reasoning in which one can believe (by default) both a sentence 
and its negation without committing to belief in every proposition. Again, the appealing aspect 
of this model of pa.raconsistency is the standard modal semantics used to characterize it. In some 
ways, this logic might be more natural than traditional paraconsistent logics and the associated 
nonstandard semantics for inconsistent beliefs (Belnap 1977; Levesque 1984b; Lakemeyer 1987). 
It might also turn out to correspond quite naturally to the idea of a "belief cell" ( cf. (McArthur 
1988)), for the inconsistent default conclusions only a.rise when certain sets of wOilds are considered 
incomparable, restricting the interaction of their "consequences." 

Another connection worthy of .investigation is that of CLN s with probabilistic logics, such as that 
of (Bacchus 1990). While the relationship to the (nonstandard) probabilistic logic of c-semantics is 
very clear it remains to be seen how exactly notions such as conditionalization can be approximated 
within our framework. Clearly, some parallels exist, for instance, with our qualitative version of 
direct inference. Bacchus's logic also appears close to ours in the ability to conditionalize on 
(objective) probabilistic information. We have given a cursory treatment of the relationship to his 
logic, but have yet to investigate th_e connection in great detail. 



Chapter 5 

The Problem of Irrelevance 

In the previous chapter we presented a family oflogics for representing and reasoning with normative 
statements, which may be interpreted as default rules or prototypical facts. But we said little about 
characterizing the process of default reasoning using these logics. Given a set of facts, including 
normative facts such as "birds normally fly" and "penguins normally don't," and factual statements 
like "Tweety is a bird," what appropriate default inferences should be forthcoming? 

Of course, the obvious answer is that the logical consequences of the knowledge base (in the 
desired logic, say CT4D) are the desired conclusions. Such a proposal is easily dismissed, for the 
very properties that make CT4D an attractive logic of normality also encumber the system with a 
caution unsuitable for default reasoning. For example, given the set of premises 

KB= {bird, bird rs>- fly}, 

a desirable default conclusion is fly. However, fly cannot be a logical consequence of KB as --,fly 
is consistent with this information. This is logically appealing since we require that the conditional 
exemplify this exception-allowing quality. Thus the burden of "proof" must be placed on some 
default reasoning component. 

In Section 4.1.3 we alluded to a mechanism for default reasoning using CT4D (or CT4)1 based 
on the intuition that we should be interested not only in the logical consequences of KB, but in the 
normative consequences. In other words, we should ask what is normally the case when KB is true 
rather than what must be the case. This exploits the fact that Weak Modus Ponens is a theorem 
of CT4D. Thus, given a KB including both "background" and "evidential" statements, we ask 

rcT4D KBis>- a 

to ascertain the status of a potential default conclusion a. Naturally, default inference includes 
logical inference since rcT4D □(KB::> a) whenever KB entails a, and 

rcT4D □(KB:) a):) (KB is>- a). 

This proposal deals adequately with a large class of examples and captures the intuition that 
we are willing to accept the most normal states of affairs that satisfy KB. For instance, given the 

1We will use CT4D as the logic of choice in our exposition of concepts in this chapter for clarity. When distinctive 
features of CT4D are integral to some idea this will be made clear. 
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set of premises a.hove, we ca.n derive 

bird A {bird* fly) * fly. 

More complicated examples are also handled quite nicely. 

Example 5.1 Let KB be the set of premises 

• 

{bird * fly, □(penguin ::> bird), □( emu ::> bird), 

penguin* -,fly, emu* -,fly}. 

Adding bird to KB we can derive fly by default a.s 

f-cT4D KB A bird t:q, fly. 

Adding penguin to KB, we can derive ,fly, as well as when it is disjoined with emu, for 

f-cT4D KB A penguin * bird A -,fly and 

f-cT4D KB A (penguin V emu) * bird A -,fly 

are both valid derivations . 

75 

Unfortunately, it turns out tha.t a. very natural class of examples is not amenable to such an 
analysis, namely, examples tha.t include in-elevant information. If we add the fact green to any of 
the premise s~ts in this example, none of the natural default conclusions {whether fly or -,fly) 
can be reached. Once again, the cautious nature of the conditional logic, attractive from a logical 
point of view, prevents desirable default inferences, even when reasoning about the most normal 
states of affairs. With · KB a.s above, for instance, 

KB A bird A green * fly 

is not CT4D-valid. Thls is due to the nonvalidity of the strengthening of the antecedent inference 
rule for CT4D. So even though bird * fly holds, it need not be the case for the green birds. 
Logica.lly, 

,(bird A green* fly) 

must remain consistent with KB, otherwise we would be able to infer not only that green birds fly, 
but also penguins, emus, dead birds, and so on. Indeed, the validity of strengthening would cause 
J(B to be inconsistent (assuming the possibility of the antecedents) . 

In the case at hand, however, fly is deemed a reasonable conclusion because green is judged to 
be irrelevant to the fact that birds normally fly. Nothfog in KB indicates green birds are exceptional 
with respect to11.ying ability, so we assume they are not. The reason adding penguin to KB altered 
the default conclusion is the explicit indication that penguins are exceptional. 

The caution exhibHed by condition.al reasoning causes the "inverse qualification problem." In 
standard systems (such as default logic, etc.) a rule like "birds fly" cannot be stated as is. It must 
be qualified with exceptional conditions: "birds that are not penguins, not emus, not dead, and 
so on, fly." Conditionals are much more natural representations of default rules in this respect. 
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But to be reasoned with effectively, we must also describe all conditions that are irrelevant, or 
unexceptional with respect to a conditional. H we know bird * fly, we have to explicitly assert 
green A bird* fly, -,green A bird* fly, and so on, if we wish to reason about such contexts.2 

This problem of irrelevance plagues all approaches to default _reasoning based on conditional 
logics. A number of solutions have been proposed to circumvent these difficulties. All consist of 
schemes whereby the conditional logics in question are augmented with extra-logical machinery with 
which appropriate default conclusions are drawn. Each of these solutions shares certain underlying 
intuitions. Very roughly, the schemes of Delgrande (1988), Pearl (1990) and Lehmann (1989) can 
be viewed as adding sentences of the form a A /J * "( to KB whenever a * "( is in KB and the 
result is consistent. A more semantical view is the following: these systems make states of affairs 
as normal as possible subject to the constraints of KB. Naturally, these systems are nonmonotonic 
as the added assumptions are defeasible. Adding constraints in the form of conditionals to KB can 
render certain assumptions inconsistent. Learning ..,( aA/3 * "() can render the previous assumption 
inconsistent, for example. 

While each of these systems is extra-logical, we will extend the logics CT4 and CT4D to include 
the expressive power required to enforce these common assumptions logically, as sentences within 
the logical language. In order to capture these assumptions we require a notion of conditional 
only knowing, similar to the only knowing of (Levesque 1990). Briefly, if we know bird* fly 
then to conclude bird A green* fly we must assume that at the most normal antecedent (bird) 
worlds only the consequent fly is known. In that way, all worlds consistent with bird and fly 
are deemed to be among the most normal bird-worlds, and, hence, any irrelevant properties can 
be discounted. We will define a new conditional connective > and read A > B as "At the most 
normal A-worlds, at most B is known," roughly the dual of A::} B. As in the previous chapter, 
however, the conditional connective will not be primitive. Rather it is defined in terms of two unary 
modal operators, the standard modal connective D that constrains truth at accessible worlds, and 
the less standard modality 5, that refers to truth at inaccessible worlds. 

In Section ·5.2 we present four bimodal logics of inaccessibility. Two of these logics extend CT4 
and CT4D with inaccessibility, and these are further extended to ensure models are "full". Next, 
in Section 5.3, we discuss only knowing and inaccessibility, defining a notion of conditional only 
knowing and the connective >. In Section 5.4 the connective > is used to axiomatize Pearl's (1990) 
system of default reasoning known as !-entailment. This is achieved by defining a natural preference 
semantics in terms of the logic CO*, proving its equivalence to !-entailment, and showing how the 
structure of pref erred models can be captured concisely in the extended modal language. Finally, 
we investigate the qualities of relevance and irrelevance, distinguishing statistical relevance from 
practical relevance, and show how either notion may be modeled qualitatively within our logics. 

The key results of this chapter are: Theorems 5.4 and 5. 7, which show the completeness of our 
bimodal logics CO and CO*; Corollaries 5.24 and 5.25, which determine axiomatizations of 1-

entailment and rational closure within our logics; and Theorem 5.27, which determines a nontrivial 
characterization of practical relevance. 

5.1 Current Solutions to Irrelevance 

As we've seen, conditional approaches to default reasoning must account for the cautious nature of 
conditional connectives. Before examining such models, let us see why traditional default reasoning 

2 Indeed, it is not hard to see that the list of irrelevant conditions is necessarily longer than the list of exceptional 
conditions, for every exceptional property P to A.=> B has a corresponding irrelevant condition -,p. 
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systems do not run into this problem. Imagine a circumscriptive default rule "birds fly" represented 
as 

bird/\ -.ab ::> fly. 

Because material implication is used, whenever bird is provable and ab is not provable (hence, by 
circumscribing it -.ab is derived) fly will be derivable. Even when facts such as green or raining 
are known, the derivation remains valid, unless something like green ::> ab is asserted, stating that 
green birds are known to be exceptional. Default logic is similar, for the default rule 

bird : fly 

fly 

is applicable whenever bird is provable and -.fly is not. The ease with which irrelevance is dealt 
comes at the expense of a compelling semantic account of default rules, and the ability to derive 
or reason about defaults. 

5.1.1 Assumptions of Relevance and Normality 

Delgrande's (1987; 1988) conditional logic N is very similar to CT4D and, unsurprisingly, fails 
to characterize logically all reasonable default inferences. To deal with this inadequacy, Delgrande 
(1988) specifies some extra-logical criteria to complement his logic and describe appropriate default 
conclusions. Conditional modus ponens is not valid in N, so from A and A => B one cannot conclude 
B. Furthermore, one cannot conclude A I\ C * B from A =} B, even when there is no reason to 
believe C is an exceptional property, this due to a lack of strengthening. Delgrande's default scheme 
attacks these problems separately by making two general assumptions. 

The assumption of normality states that the world being modeled is as normal as can consistently 
be believed, given the constraints imposed by KB. So in the first case where A => B and A are in 
KB, it is not logically necessary that B be believed since the actual world may be exceptional in 
this respect; but since B normally holds when KB does, this assumption ensures B is believed. 

The assumption of relevance asserts that the only sentences known to affect the truth of a 
conclitional sentence are those known to have an effect. In the second case, given A, C and A=> B, 
it need not be the case that A I\ C a>- B holds, so (even with the assumption of normality) we 
cannot conclude B. However, relevance states that C should not affect the status of A =} B, so 
A I\ C a>- B is inferred, and by normality so is B. 

Delgrande defines two somewhat complementary approaches to default reasoning that embody 
these assumptions and shows that they determine the same notion of default consequence. We 
describe each in turn. A default theory T is a pair (D, C) where D is a set of simple conditional 
sentences or negations of such, and C is a set of propositional sentences ( though Delgrande deals 
with first-order theories). Intuitively, Dis the background or intensional knowledge (both default 
and necessary) and C forms the evidence or extensional knowledge relevant to the specific reasoning 
situation. 

The first approach takes the assumption of relevance to be primary. Roughly, one extends 
conditionals in the manner described above, adding these strengthened sentences to the theory 
when this is consistent. This can lead to conflict however when, say, Q a> P and R * -,p are 
in the theory, stating Quakers are pacifists and Republicans are not. One can decide that Quaker 
Republicans (the demographically elusive class of "Nixons") are or are not pacifists, but not both. 
Since either choice would be arbitrary in the absence of further information, Delgrande's definition 
allows the addition of a I\ /3 * , based on a a>- ; only if no other "relevant" conditional (say 
{3 a> -., ) contradicts this. 
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Definition 5.1 (Delgrande 1988) Sentence a a> 1 is supported in D if there is some /3 such that 

(a) ... CPL a ::, /3 
(b) D ._N /3 * 1 

· (c) H there is some /3' such that ._CPL a::, /3' and D ._N -i(/3" * 1), then ._CPL /3::, /3'. 

So in the case of Q * P and R a>- -,p, neither of R A Q a>- P or R A Q a>- -,p is supported. With 
the standard birds and penguins example, bird A penguin * -.fly is derivable so 

yellow A bird A penguin a> fly 

is not supported by bird a> fly. However, 

yellow A bird A penguin * -,fly 

is supported by bird A penguin * -,fly since the "contradictory" default bird a> fly is less 
specific ( or weaker) than the supporting default. 

A maximal default extension of D, denoted E(D), is a maximal, consistent set of sentences all 
of which are supported in D, and is defined to be unique. A default conclusion based on T = (D, C) 
is any a E LcPL such that 

In this manner the assumption of relevance is captured by using the extension of D, and normality 
is achieved by asking what normally follows from C in this context. 

The second approach views normality as the primary assumption. Roughly, whenever a* /3 is 
believed a ::, /3 must be true at the most normal worlds (as is the case with CT4D). To make the 
world as normal as possible, as many of these sentences as possible should be added to C. Again, in 
the case of conflict, more specific conditionals take precedence, as conflict indicates exceptionality. 
So if we have bird * fly and bird A penguin a> -.fly in D, with bird A penguin in C, both 
of the corresponding material implicants cannot be added to C consistently. Given context D, 
C must represent an exceptional state of affairs, so the exceptional, or more specific, sentence 
bird A penguin::, -,fly is added to reflect this. 

Definition 5.2 (Delgrande 1988) Sentence a::, 1 is contingently supported in T = (D, C) iff 

(a) D ._Na* 1 

(b) C U { a ::, 1} is consistent 

(c) If there is some a' such that ._CPL C :::> a' and D ._N -i(a' * 1), then 1-oPL a:::> a'. 

A maximal contingent extension of T = (D,C), denoted E(C), is a maximal consistent set of 
sentences inc~uding C such that all sentences in E( C) - C are contingently supported. A default 
conclusion based on Tis any a E LcPL such that 

E(C) 1-cPL a 

for all contingent extensions E( C). The assumption of normality is captured by assuming a ::, {3 
holds for suitable a a>- /3. Relevance follows trivially for the same reason it does in traditional 
systems: once the material implicant is asserted, the default is "applicable" no matter what else is 
known. 
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The probabilistic reasoning system of Bacchus (1990) makes similar assumptions to deal with 
the weakness of logical derivability. Given some statistics about the proportion of birds that fly in 
the for.m P(flylbird), it is often the case that we want to associate some conditional probability 
with fly given the class of, say, yellow birds, even though adequate statistics are unavailable. Like 
the assumption of relevance, Bacchus allows the nonmonotonic assumption that the probability 
associated with the narrower reference class is identical to that for the known class. Also similar 
to relevance, conflicts are resolved in favor of more specific reference classes. The assumption of 
normality in Bacchus's system can be thought of as embodied in the processes of randomization 
and direct inference. Given an individual bird about which nothing else is known, the subjective 
probability that it can fly can be assumed to be P(flylbird). Hence, if birds normally fly (the 
conditional probability is sufficiently high) then a "random" bird is believed to fly with that degree 
of belief.3 

5.1.2 System Z 

The other main probabilistic approach we examined in Chapter 4 was Pearl's (1988) logic of€
semantics. Given the equivalence to the simple fragment of CT4, it should not be surprising to 
learn that similar problems a.rise in this system. The assumption of normality is a lesser problem 
for €-semantics as evidence C can be represented only implicitly as the antecedent of a simple 
conditional query C -+ a. In particular, evidence cannot form a distinguished part of a theory 
(which consists solely of simple conditionals). The problem of irrelevance remains. 

To handle this difficulty Pearl (1990) proposes System Z, a natural method ofranking rules and 
arbitrary formulae. This ranking reflects the degree to which sentences are considered abnormal 
or exceptional. Imagine a rule r tolerated by theory T. Since it violates no constraints imposed 
by T, r is considered normal and is given low rank. Suppose, however, that r is not tolerable. If 
r is to be satisfied at some possible world, this world must falsify at least one rule in T. But the 
falsified rule must be verified at some world that is more normal, so the verifying world for r must 
be somewhat exceptional. Therefore r is considered exceptional and is assigned a higher rank. 

Tolerance (see Definition 4.30) can be used to define a natural ordering on default rules by 
partitioning T as follows: 

Definition 5.3 (Pearl 1990) T; = {r: r is tolerated by T - To - T1 - • • •T;_1}, for i ~ 0. 

Assuming Tis €-consistent, this results in an ordered partition T = T0 U T1 U • • •Tn. Now to each 
ruler ET we assign a rank (the Z-ranking), Z(r) = i whenever r ET;. Roughly, but not precisely 
(see (Boutilier 1991a.)), the idea is that lower ranked rules are more general, or have lower priority. 
Given this ranking, we can rank possible worlds according to the highest ranked rule they falsify: 

Z( w) = min{n: w satisfies r, for all r ET such that Z(r) ~ n}. 

Again, lower ranked worlds are to be considered more normal. 
Now, a E LcPL can be ranked according to the lowest ranked world that satisfies it; that is 

Z(a) = min{Z(w): w pa}. 

3 Of course, this allows much finer distinctions than normality, which says that one either accepts or rejects the 
fact that a random bird flies. Note also that this a very loose characterization of the assumptions of Bacchus (1990). 
More exactly, the expected valuea of certain conditional probabilities (over various possible worlds) are used in these 
processes. 
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Given that lower ranked worlds are considered more normal, we can say that a default rule a -+ /3 
should hold iff the rank of a I\ /3 is lower than that of a I\ -.(3. This leads to the following definition: 

Definition 5.4 (Pearl 1990) Formula /3 is 1-entailed by a with respect to T (written ah /3) iff 
Z(a I\ /3) < Z(a I\ -./3) (where Z is defined with respect to T). 

System Z solves the problem of irrelevance by assigning the lowest possible rank to valuations 
or worlds consistent with the theory T. 1-entailment is defined such that lower ranked worlds are 
considered more normal. Hence, if we know the rule bird -+ fly, worlds satisfying green and 
verifying this rule will be given the same rank as the most normal bird-worlds (supposing no other 
rules). Thus, the most normal green/\ bird-worlds satisfy fly and 

green/\ bird h fly. 

We will examine the structure of Z-ranking in detail in Section 5.4. 

5.1.3 Rational Closure 

Given a set T of conditional assertions in the sense of (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990), the 
Lehmann and Magidor (1990) theory of rational relations maintains that any reasonable set of 
conditional assertions derivable (by default) from T should form a rational consequence relation. 
Unfortunately, Theorem 4.15 shows that the intersection of all rational relations extending T is 
Cnp(T), the set of preferential consequences of T. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, this is due to 
the fact that a set of simple conditionals cannot distinguish ranked models from one another. To 
alleviate this quandary the theory of rational closure is proposed (Lehmann 1989; Lehmann and 
Magidor 1990) whereby certain rational extensions of T are deemed preferable, and from those 
default conclusions arise. Rational closure also handles irrelevance. 

Roughly, the rational closure of T attempts to extend T to include supported sentences, much 
lik~ Delgrande's supported sentences, not sanctioned by preferentjal entailment. a A /3 f--- 1 is 
supported in T if there is some a f--- 1 E T.4 Unfortunately, Lehmann and Magidor show that the 
perfect extensions of T do not always exist. Rational closure is an approximation to such perfect 
extensions that is well-defined for ~ny admissible theory T. 5 We provide a simple definition here and 
note that a number of alternate characterizations and representation results for rational closure, 
reflecting a number of different intuitions, are provided by Lehmann and Magidor (1990), and the 
reader is referred there for details. 

Defil)ition 5.5 (Lehmann 1989) Let T be a set of conditional assertions. The degree of formulae 
a is defined inductively as follows: 

(a) degree(a) = 0 iff there is no /3 such that a V /3 f--- -.a E Cnp(T). 

(b) degree( a) = i iff degree( a) is not less than i and a V /3 f--- -.a E Cnp ( T) only if 
degree(/3) < i. 

( c) degree( a) = oo iff a is assigned no degree by the previous clauses. 

4 More precisely, 0t f--- -y need only be in Cnp(T) (Lehmann and Magidor 1990) since any rational extension 
of T must include all preferential consequences of T. For simplicity, we assume T to be closed under preferential 
consequence in the remainder of this section when T is a set of assertions. 

5 ln particular, if Tis a well-founded preferential relation (which includes any finitely generated T), the closure is 
defined. 
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ff a sentenc~ a V {3 r-- ..,a is a preferential consequence of T, we say a is more exceptional than 
{3. Whenever thls assertion holds, the minlmaJ a V ,6--worlds must satjsfy -.a. This implies any 
minimal a-world is less norm·al ·than any mirumal {3-world, hence a is more exceptional. Thus 
degree(a) represents the degree of exceptiona.llty of a, given premises T. As with I-entailment, 
we implicitly assign the lowest possible rank to states of affairs using the following definition of 
rational closure. 

Definition 5.6 (Lehmann 1989) Let T be a set of conditional assertions. The rational closure 
of T, denoted CnR(T), is defined as 

a r- {3 E CnR(T) iff degree(a) < degree(a A ..,13) or degree(o:) = oo. 

Lehmann and Magidor (1990) also characterize rational closure in terms of a preference ordering 
on the rational relations extending T, as well as in terms of rational model construction from 
preferential models of T. 

5.1.4 Common Intuitions 

In the three ma.in condHional approaches to default reasoning we've examined, the emphasis appears 
to be the extension of conditionals to include irrelevant conditions in the antecedents, and then 
reasoning from the augmented knowledge base assuming norma.llty. In Delgrande's model this 
approach is taken explicitly via syntactic considerations of the theory at hand. In Pearl's System Z 
irrelevance is handled semantically, extensions of conditionals implicitly determined by constraints 
on the preferred model of the theory. Rational closure is defined and represented in a number of 
ways and seems to reflect both semantic and syntactic considerations. 

Given the striking similarity of the definitions of I-entailment and rational closure, the fol
lowing results of Goldszmidt and Pearl {1990) should not be surprising. For simple conditional 
sentences, we use A -+ B to represent rules in the case of c-semantics and assertions in the case of 
nonmonotonlc consequence relations. 

Theorem 5.1 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990) LetT be a finite set of simple conditionals. Z(a) = 
n iff degree( a) = n. 

Theorem 5.2 (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990) Let T be a finite set of simple conditionals. ah 
(3 with respect to T if! a -+ /3 E Cnn(T). 

One noticeable aspect of both System Zand rational closure is their extra-logical nature. Both 
approaches can be viewed as imposing a preference relation {in the sense of Shoham (1988)) on the 
set of models of a particular theory and drawing conclusions true of the preferred structure. This 
p:referred structure is the model of Tin which all worlds are as normal as possible. A likeness exists 
to circumscription, where models of a theory that mirumize the extent of designated predicates are 
preferred. Unlike circumscription, however, these systems do not come equipped with a sound and 
complete axiomatization. 6 

6 At least, not a natural one. It could be argued that the set of supported sentences form an axiom system, similar 
to Delgrande's maximal default extensions E(D). But this does not have the flavor or simplicity of the second-order 
circumscription axiom, nor will it generally be finite for logically infinite languages. 
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In the next three sections, we will develop a logic in which we may axiomatize, in a natural way, 
the assumptions made by rational closure and !-entailment. In this way, we present a small set 
of axioms sufficient for reasoning with irrelevant information, just as the circumscriptive schema 
characterizes predicate-minimal models. However, just as circumscription requires the increased 
expressive power of second-order logic to capture the nature of minimality concisely, so too will we 
require a stronger language in which to model our notion of minimality. 

Consider the modal logics we have been using. The modal connective D allows us to express 
what is true or false at accessible worlds. A sentence DA says A is true at all accessible worlds, 
while -,□A says A is false at some accessible world. Given our interpretation of accessibility, we 
can express truth at more normal worlds. We can also determine what holds at such worlds in a 
more sophisticated manner by use of the conditional connective. When we say A * G we assert 
the truth of C at all most normal A-worlds.7 Reverting to selection function notation, let us say 
that /( w, IIAII) is the set of most normal A-worlds for a particular CT4D-structure, relative to 
w, but understanding /( w, IIAII) to be defined in terms of R. To say A * C is true is to say 
f(w, IIAII) ~ IIGII. Since A must be true at all selected (most normal) A-worlds, we can constrain 
this further as f(w, IIAII) ~ IIA /\ GIi- . 

The statement A* C says nothing about the truth of A/\ B a>- C. For instance, f(w, IIAII) 
could consist of only worlds satisfying -,B, and the next-to-most normal set of A-worlds could 
all satisfy B and -,C. Thus A /\ B * -,c is conceivable. The approaches to irrelevance we've 
examined void this possibility whenever possible by saying worlds are as normal as possible. So 
if some model could consistently place these "extraordinary A-worlds" in f(w, IIAII), then such a 
model is preferred. In this preferred model A /\ B * G holds just because A * G does. Since this 
is the case for arbitrary propositions o: (not just B), in general A/\ a a>- G can also be inferred. In 
summary, whenever A* G holds, we know f(w, IIAII) ~ IIA /\ GIi, and we would like to insist that 
the converse hold as well, that IIA /\ Gil ~ /( w, IIAII). When this is true we can derive A /\ a * C 
for any o: (provided A/\ G /\ a is true at some world in the structure). 

Expressing the condition /( w, IIAII) ~ IIA /\ GIi naturally in a modal logic is not feasible, for it 
requires an inordinate number of sentences of the form described (see Delgrande's (1988) assump
tion of relevance and Lehmann's (1989) definition of support). While IIA /\ CII ~ f(w, IIAII) can 
be summarized by ensuring certain facts are true at accessible ( or more normal) worlds, that is by 
asserting A => G, this converse seems to require the ability to express truth at inaccessible worlds 
or less normal worlds. In particular, if we could just say that A /\ C must be false at all worlds 
less normal than /( w, IIAII) then all A A C worlds must be at least as normal as /( w, IIAII). But 
f( w, IIAII) is the set of most normal A-worlds, so IIA A CII ~ /( w, IIAII), or, when A * C holds, 
IIA A GIi = /( w, IIAII). This implies the desired strengthening of the conditional A/\ a a>- C and 
irrelevance is obtained. We now turn our attention to logics where such truth at inaccessible worlds 
can be expressed. 

5.2 Modal Logics of Inaccessibility 

In this section we will present modal logics of inaccessibility with which conditions of irrelevance 
can be expressed concisely. In addition to the standard modal operator □, we add to the language 
the unary modal connective 5. The sentence DA will be true just when A is true at all inaccessible 
worlds, so just as DA is read "A holds at all more normal worlds,,, DA js read "A holds at all 

7This is a simplification since the Limit Assumption may be violated. However, it will serve the purpose of 
illustrating the main concepts. 
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Figure 5.1: In the connected structure (a) w and v are mutually inaccessible. In the totally 
connected structure (b) this is impossible. 

less normal worlds." The semantics for the bimodal logics will be based on the same Kripke 
structures used for (mono-) modal logics, with additional truth conditions for 5 defined on these 
models. Unlike the connectives in many multimodal systems, this new operator adds no "ontological 
baggage" to our semantic conception of normality. 

We will start by extending CT4D with this expressive power, referring to the Iesulting logic 
as CT4DO, or CO for short.8 In the standard modal case, CT4D is characterized by the class of 
connected structures. But CT4D is also characterized by the class of totally connected structures 
(Hughes and Cresswell 1984), where R is totally connected jff vRw or wRv for all v, w. To see 

this, imagine satisfaction of a formula a at any world w in a connected structure. The truth of 
a is deter.mined solely by worlds accessible tow (the submode/ generated by w). This submodel 
is of course totally connected, for connected structures can "branch backwards" only. Thus, from 
the point of view of a particular w, all alternatives are totally connected.9 While connectedness 
and total connectedness are indistinguishable within our modal language LM, it is not hard to see 
the two kinds of models are vastly different when inaccessibility is considered. For instance, in a 
totally connected structure, if w cannot see v, v must see w. This need not be the case for merely 
connected structures, so long as no world sees both w and v. They may be situated on separate 
branches of the model and be incomparable (see F'igure 5.1). Since our intuitions about CT4D tell 
us any two worlds should be comparable in the normality ordering, we take total connectedness to 
be a basic condition for CO. 

8The "0" suffix sta.nds for "only knowing", which ca.n expressed in these logics. See Section 5.3 a.nd Cha.pter 6. 
9They form a. total preorder, or a set of clusters that a.re totally ordered. 
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Our bimodal language L» will be formed from a denumerable set P of propositional variables, 
together with the connectives ., ::), D and □. The connectives /\, V and = are defined in terms of 
these in the usual way (see Chapter 4). 

Definition 5.7 A CO-model is a trjple M = (W, R, ','), where Wis-a set (of possible worlds), R is 
a reflexive, transitive totally-connected binary relation on W (the accessibility relation), and 
'i" maps P into 2W ( ','(A) is the set of worlds where A is true). 

+-
We repeat the definition of satisfaction with the added clause for □. 

Definition 5.8 Let M = (W, R, ',') be a CO-model, with w E W. The truth of a formula a at w 
in M (where M Fw a means a is true at w) is defined inductively as: 

1. M Fw a i:ff w E ',"(a) for atomic sentence a. 

2. M Fw ,a i:ff M ~w a. 

3. M Fw a :> /3 i:ff M Fw f3 or M ~w a. 

4. M Fw □a i:ff for each v such that wRv, M f=v a. 

5. M Fw 5a i:ff for each v such that not wRv, M Fv a. 

HM Fw a we say that M satisfies a at w. 

We now define several new connectives as follows: 

( a) ◊a =df ,□,a 

- -(d) ◊a =df ◊a V ◊a 

(Note that ◊a can also be defined as ,D,a.) It is easy to verify that these connectives have the 
following truth conditions: 

(a) M Fw ◊a i:ff for some v such that wRv, M Fv a. 

(b) M Fw ~a i:ff for some v such that not wRv, M Fv a. 

(c) M Fw □a i:ff for all v E W, M l=v a. 

(d) M f=,µ ◊a i:ff for some v E W, M f=v a. 

These connectives have the obvious readings: DA means '1Ais true at all more normal worlds"; ◊A 
means "A is true at some more normal world"; DA means "A is true at all less normal worlds"; ◊ A 
means "A is true at some less normal world"; DA means "A is true at all worlds, whether more or 
less normal"; :finally, ◊A means "A is true at some world, whether more or less normal."10 Validity 
is defined in a straightforward manner. 

10 "More normal" is used in this context in a nonstrict sense, meaning "at least as normal." 
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Definition 5.9 For any CO-model M = (W, R, cp}, a is valid on M (written MI= a) iff M l=w a 
for each w E W. A sentence a is CO-valid (written l=co a) just when M F a for every 
CO-model M. 

Inaccessibility has been studied in AI by Levesque (1990), who presents a bimodal logic for 
only knowing that makes use (at least implicitly) of inaccessible worlds. The work of Humberstone 
(1983) deals explicitly with logics of inaccessibility a.nd we take this as a starting point. 

Humberstone presents an extension of the basic normal modal logic K in which inaccessibility 
can be expressed. The logic KO consists of K2

, the standard bimodal extension of IC ( see ( Seger berg 
1970)), but where the accessibility relations are constrained to be the complements of one another 
via the Hu.mberstone schemata H* .11 That is, the following denumerable set of axiom schemata 
must be satisfied: 

H* D(□a I\ □,8):) B(a V ,B), 
where Dis any sequence of the connectives ◊and◊ having length ~ 0, and Bis any such 
sequence of D and D. 

Fortunately, given the additional constraints imposed by total connectedness, we need not consider 
each instance of H* as axiomatic, but only one instance H. 

Definition 6.10 The conditional logic CO is the smallest S ~ Ls sucl1 that S contains classical 
propositional logic and the following axiom schemata, and is closed under the following rules 
of inference: 

K □(A ::> B) ::> (□A::> DB) 

K' □(A ::> B) ::> (□A ::> DB) 

T DA::> A 

4 □A::> □□A 

SA:) □◊A 

H ◊(□A I\ DB) ::> □(AV B) 

Nes From A infer DA. 
MP From A ::> B and A infer B 

Axiom 4 ensures transitivity of the accessibility relation R and S ensures total ( or strong) connect
edness. Reflexivity, usually associated with the axiom T, is derivable from total connectedness. 

Definition 5.11 A sentence a is provable in CO (written I-co a) iff a E CO. a is derivable from 
a set r ~ L (written r I-co a) if there is some finite subset {a1, •••,an} of r such that 
I-co (a1 /\ · · · /\ arwa. 

Lemma 5.3 Any instance of a Humberstone schema H* is derivable in CO. 

This allows us to show the completeness of the logic CO. 

11 KO is referred to as K2 +(*)in (Humberstone 1983). 
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Theorem 5.4 The system CO is characterized by the class of CO-models; that is, f--co a iff 
l=co a. 

It is interesting to note that the derivation of H* in Lemma 5.3 uses only axiom H and the 
properties of K2 , except that Tis used to derive instances of H* w~ere either B or Dis the empty 
sequence. This suggests that the logic KO does not need to have as axiomatic each instance of H* 
but only H and three instances dealing with these empty sequences. 

Corollary 5.5 The logic KO (Humberstone's {1983) K2 + (*)) has the following axiomatic basis. 

K □(A:> B) :>(DA:> DB) 

K' □(A:> B) :>(DA:> DB) 

H ~(□A I\ DB):> f3(A VB) 

Hl ( □A I\ DB) :>(AV B) 

H2 ~(□A I\ DB):> (AV B) 

H3 (DA/\ DB):> f3(A VB) 

N es From A infer EJA. 

MP From A :> B and A infer B. 

Thus we have the following result, not appearing in Humberstone's original paper: 

Corollary 5.6 KO is finitely axiomatizable. 

Often it is the case when ranking states of affairs according to normality we want to consider 
all logically possible worlds. No matter how implausible, each should be somehow ranked and 
should occur in our models. This consideration is important when dealing with the concept of only 
knowing and will be crucial in our account of irrelevance in the next section. For this reason we 
consider a class of CO-models in which all propositional truth valuations are represented by some 
possible world. Recall P is the set of atomic variables in our language. 

Definition 5.12 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a Kripke model. For all w E W, w• is defined as the map 
from P into {O, 1} such that w*(A) = l iff w E cp(A); in other words, w• is the valuation 
associated with w. 

Definition 5.13 A CO*-model is any M = (W, R, cp), such that Mis a CO-model and 

{w*: w E W} 2 {f: J maps Pinto {O, 1}}. 

We can enforce this constraint axiomatically by appropriating the rather nonstandard schema of 
Levesque (1990), and show that CO* is sound and complete with respect to the cla;ss of CO*-models. 

Definition 5.14 CO* is the smallest extension of CO closed under all rules of CO and containing 
the following axioms: 
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NB Ba :> -, □a for all falsifiable propositional a.12 

Theorem 5.7 The system CO* is charocterized by the class of CO*-models; that is, I-co. a iff 
l=co. a. 

Clearly, any theorem of CO is also a theorem of CO*. However, CO* is a proper extension of 
CO since, for any satisfiable propositional sentence a, CO* has as a theorem Oa while -iOa is 
CO-satisfiable. Little else distinguishes the logics. 

Finally, we define the bimodal extension of CT4 ( or S4) that incorporates inaccessibility, though 
we will not have occasion to use this logic until the next chapter. The logic CT4O is based on 
the class of CT4-models, now also referred to as CT4O-models. In particular, a CT4O-model is a 
reflexive, transitive Kripke model with the additional truth conditions for Ei understood. 

Definition 5.15 The conditional logic CT4O is the smallest S ~ LB such that S contains classical 
propositional logic and the following axiom schemata, and is closed under the following rules 
of inference: 

K □(A:> B) :>(DA:> DB) 

K' D(A :> B) :>(BA:> DB) 

T DA:> A 

4 DA:> □DA 

H o(□A A DB) :> lJ(A VB) 

Nes From A infer CJA. 

MP From A :::> B and A infer B. 

Lemma 5.8 Any instance of a Humberstone schema H* is derivable in CT,1O. 

Theorem 5.9 The system CT4O is charocterized by the class of CT,1O-models; that is, l-cT4o a 

iff l=cT40 a. 

Definition 5.16 A CT4O*-model is any M = (W, R, cp}, such that Mis a CT4O-model and 

{w*: w E W} 2 {f: f maps Pinto {O, 1}}. 

Definition 5.17 CT4O* is the smallest extension of CT4O closed under all rules of CT4O and 
containing the following axioms: 

-NB □a:> -i□a for all falsifiable propositional a. 

Theorem 5.10 The system CT4O* is charocterized by the class of CT4O*-models; that is, 1-cr4o. 
a iff FCT40• a. 

12 Alternatively, we could use Oo for all satisfiable o. 
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.,A 

Figure 5.2: The difference between the local and global definitions of=>. On the earlier (local) 
definition w satisfies A a>- B since it can see no A-worlds. On the new (global) definition the truth 
of A => B is determined by the entire structure. Since the minimal A-worlds satisfy -.B, A => B is 
false at w ( and at all other worlds) even though w cannot see the minimal A-worlds. This reflects 
the use of D and O in the new definition instead of D and ◊. 

5.3 Conditional Only Knowing 

Before returning to the problem of irrelevance, we will redefine the connective a> so that it more 
closely resembles the nonmonotonic consequence relations r-- of (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 
1990) and their global nature (see Chapter 4). We use => to denote the new connective as defined 
in CO. 

Definition 5.18 The connective => is defined in LB as 

A.=> B =df □-.AV ◊(A I\ □(A :J B)) 

Proposition 5.11 Let M be a CO-model. Then MF A=> B iff M Fw A=> B for some w . 

Figure 5.2 shows a CO-model at which a world satisfies a conditional according to the definition 
given in Chapter 4, but not according to the new global definition. On this definition of::}, if A=> B 
holds at any world in a model then it holds at all worlds. Previously, A a> B could hold "vacuously" 
if there were no accessible worlds satisfying A (i.e. □-,A). While this is in accord with an epistemic 
reading of the relation R, it does not conform to our normative interpretation. Accessible worlds 
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are not meant to represent states of affairs considered possible by some world, but those states 
that are more normal. It is entirely unreasonable to expect only more normal worlds to determine 
which p.ormative statements we take to be true. Worlds that are exceptional should also play a 
role in such deliberations. On this definition conditionals are satisfied vacuously only when no 
world, accessible or inaccessible, satisfies the antecedent. This is the-perspective reflected in Kraus, 
Lehmann and Magidor's (1990) definition of j--,. One advantage of our modal definition of::::} is 
that the connective 5 allows us to define the truth of => at individual worlds, whereas the truth 
conditions of j--, can only be defined with respect to entire structures. We note, however, that no 
differences of great consequence exist between the properties of cs>- and =>. We take=> (and hence 
CO) to be the connective ( and logic) of choice for representing normative implication. 

To deal with the problem of irrelevance, we want to ensure that the set of most normal A
worlds, f( w, IIAII), is as large as possible given the constraints of a theory, for any sentence A. 
When A => C holds it must be that no -.C-worlds are in f( w, IIAII). So 11-.CII n /( w, IIAII) = 0. If 
we consider the set of worlds f( w, IIA II ) t o represent an agent's stcLte of knowledge then we can say 
an agent knows C, that any ( epistemically) possible world must satisfy C .13 In a sense, A => C 
expresses a conditional form of knowledge, for we may read this as "If A were the case, non:nally 
an agent would know C." Of course, at the most normal A-worlds A must hold, so A => C says 
even more: "If A were the case, normally an agent would know A I\ C" (see Figure 5.3). 

Our considerations in the previous section suggest that we should also insist an agent normally 
know nothing more than A/\C when A holds. For an agent to know more than A/\C it must exclude 
certain possible worlds from its state of knowledge, worlds that make this additional knowledge 
false. If an agent knows no more than A/\C then all A/1.C-worlds must be considered epistemically 
possible. Suppose we define a new connective A> C that holds just when IIA /1. CII ~ f( w, IIAII). 
When A > C is true it is legitimate to say "If A were the case, normally an agent would know at 
most A/\C" (see Figure 5.4). It is important to keep in mind, however, that this type of "knowledge" 
is conditional on accepting the most normal states of affairs satisfying A as epistemically possible. 

This is analogous to Levesque's (1990) concepts of knowing at least and knowing at most, except 
conditionalized on a particular antecedent A. In general, given A => C we'd like to assume an agent 
normally only knows A I\ C when A is true; that is, the agent knows at least A I\ C (i.e. A => C) and 
knows at most A I\ C (i.e. A > C). If this is the case, then f( w, IIAII) = IIA /\ C II and assumptions 
of irrelevance are forthcoming. 

We now must define the connective > in terms of the primitive operators D and 5. The sentence 
A > C says at most A I\ C is known at the set of most normal A-worlds. For this to be true in the 
principal case we must insist at least that ◊A be true, for otherwise there are no A-worlds, normal 
or not, and all sentences are trivially satisfied by the (empty) set f( w, IIAII); thus, everything is 
known. In the case where C is a falsehood, we will let A > C hold only when -.O A holds -
everything is known at least (since A=> C) so everything will be known at most. 

If there is some A-world w such that A I\ C holds at some inaccessible (less normal) world v, 
then A> C cannot hold. If this is the case w is more normal than v, so there is some A I\ C-world 
( v) that is not among the most normal A-worlds. So a requirement for A > C is 

□(A :> □(A :> -iC)). 

13 For details regarding logics of knowledge see, e.g., (Hintikka 1962; McArthur 1988; Levesque 1986b). Further 
discussion of only knowing is given in Chapter 6. 
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Furthermore, since all A/\C-worlds are to be included in f(w, IIAII), every A-world should see some 
A/\ C-world (in fact, all A/\ C-worlds). So we insist that 

□(A::> ◊(A/\ C)). 

Putting these together we arrive at the following definition. 

Definition 5.19 The connective > is defined in LB as 

A> B =df □(A::> (□(A::> -,B) /\◊(A/\ B))) /\ ◊A. 

Proposition 5.12 Let M = (W, R, c.p) be a CO-model. Then for any w, M Fw A > B iff M F 
A> B. If M FA> B then there exists a cluster C in W such that IIA /\ BIi ~ C and no A-world 
is strictly more normal than C. Furthermore, IIA /\ BIi must be nonempty. 

Thus A> B ensures all A/\ B-worlds are among the most normal A-worlds. 

Proposition 5.13 Let M = (W, R, c.p) be a CO-model. If M F A > B and M F A => B then 
there exists a cluster C in W such that IIA /\ BIi UN= C, where each world in N satisfies -,A, and 
no A-world is strictly more normal than C. 

Given A => B and A > B as premises one can infer that all A /\ B-worlds are most normal A
worlds, and conversely that all most normal A-worlds satisfy A/\ B. This means if any proposition 
a consistent with A/\ B is possible (represented in the structure), then A/\ a=> B is derivable. 

Proposition 5.14 A=> B, A> BI-co ◊(A I\ B /\ a) ::>(AI\ a=> B). 

Thus, determining the irrelevance of condition a to A => B depends on the existence of some 
state of affairs where all three propositions are satisfied. For example, given bird => fly one 
cannot conclude bird/\ green => fly unless the existence of a bird/\ green/\ fly-world is assured. 
However, such assurance is guaranteed in CO* as all valuations are represented. 

Proposition 5.15 Let A I\ B /\ a be propositionally satisfiable. Then 

A=> B, A> BI-co. A I\ a=> B 

While the logic CO* seems able to express the concept of irrelevance, it is not clear how a 
default reasoner should proceed given such a logic and a set of facts KB. A modest proposal is 
simply to assert A > B for each A=> Bin KB, so long as the result is consistent. This works on a 
wide variety of examples. 

Example 5.2 Let KB= {bird=> fly}. If we assert bird > fly, we can derive conditionals such 
as 

bird/\ green=> fly. 

If penguin => -,fly and □(penguin :) bird) are added to KB, bird > fly is no longer 
consistent. However, 

bird /\ -,penguin => fly and bird A penguin => -,fly 
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■ 

are both derivable and it is consistent to assert 

bird A ,penguin> fly and bird A penguin> ,fly. 

Adding these to KB, we obtain the following theorems: 

( KB A bird) => fly 

(KB A bird A green)=> fly 

(KB A penguin)=> ,fly 

(KB A penguin A green)=> ,fly 

Such an approach, however, has limitations. 

93 

Example 5.3 Consider a KB of two independent conditionals A=> Band C => D, where A, B, C 
and D are distinct variables. In this case, it is inconsistent to assert both A > B and C > D. 
If each of the four sentences hold then all A AB-worlds are most normal A-worlds, including 
CAD-worlds and CA ,D-worlds. From C > D we can infer that all CAD-worlds are equally 
normal and must be just as normal as the aforementioned C A ,D-worlds. This contradicts 
C=>D. 

■ 
In this case it is not clear what "extendible" conditionals of interest are derivable from such a 
KB. Thus, the use of the connective > for dealing with irrelevance requires further investigation. 
Another simple proposal, that adequately handles this KB, can be described as follows: since the 
material counterparts of these sentences, A :> B and C ::, D, must be normally true ( that is 
T => (A::, BA C ::, D)), it should be the case that T > (A ::, BA C ::, D) holds as well. While this 
scheme seems quite syntactic, it has a more detailed semantic counterpart. Extending this idea, 
we will show that the connective > is capable of representing a certain form of default reasoning, 
namely 1-entailment, or rational closure. 

5.4 An Axiomatization of 1-entailment and Rational Closure 

5.4.1 A Simple Preference Relation 

Both rational closure and !-entailment intuitively determine a preference for models in which 
worlds are ranked as low as possible, or where worlds are considered as normal as possible. We 
will now formalize this notion of preference explicitly by defining a preference relation $ on the 
class of CO-models. If M1 and M2 are two CO-models then following Shoham (1988) we say M1 
is as preferable as M2 when M1 $ M2, If M1 $ M2 but not M2 $ M1 then we say M1 is preferred 
to M2, writing M1 < M2, In standard fashion, the conclusions derivable nonmonotonically from a 
theory T are just those sentences true in all preferred models of T. 

Recall, a CO-model consists of a totally ordered set of clusters of possible worlds. For illustra
tive purposes, imagine this totally ordered set forms a discrete, well-founded order, so there is a 
minimum element (cluster), labeled O, which is the set of most normal worlds, and a sequence of 
increasingly less normal clusters that we label 1, 2, 3 and so on. In general, CO-models will not 
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be so well-behaved, but this assumption will clarify the discussion.14 We will also assume in our 
discussion of various models that W and <p are fixed, so comparing models is a matter of shuffling 
around a fixed set of states of affairs in a normality ordering. 

The question to answer is the following: when should one CO-.model be preferred to another? 
Intuitively, in a preferred model, each world should be a.s normal a.s possible. Obviously, the degree 
of normality (or rank) of any world w can be viewed a.s the label of the cluster to which it belongs, 
and wRv just when the rank of w is greater than or equal to that of v. Hence, the most preferred 
CO-model assigns a rank of Oto each world, making each equally (and most) normal. Of course, 
such a structure is an S5-model and is maximally ignorant, satisfying no interesting conditionals 
A =} B (see Section 4.2). Therefore, if we have a theory with some conditional A =} B, no 
A A -.B-world can have rank 0, for they would then be among the most normal A-worlds. 

It should be clear that M1 $ M2 ought to hold just when each world in M 1 has rank at least as 
low a.sits rank in M2. We can say world w is more normal in M 1 than in M2 if it has been removed 
from its cluster and put in a lower cluster, that is, given a lower rank. In terms of accessibility, this 
means there exists some v mutually accessible to w (in the cluster of w) in M2 such that v sees w 
in M 1 but w does not see v. Of course, if w forms a singleton cluster in M 2 , this is meaningless, 
but for technical reasons we say w is more normal in M1 in this case. 

Now, if all worlds are to have rank at lea.st as low in M 1 as in M2, then every world ought to 
see at least as many worlds in M 1 as in M2. To see this suppose w sees fewer worlds in M1 than 
in M2 (assuming w is not more normal in M1), Then some v accessible to win M2 is no longer 
accessible in M1. This means v has become less normal in M 1, and M 1 should not be preferred. 
So if M1 is preferable to M2 we say each world that is not more normal in M1 than in M2 should 
see at least as many worlds (in the sense of set inclusion) in M 1 as M2. 

More formally, assume M1 = (W, R1, i.p} and M2 = (W, R2, i.p} are CO-models. We are interested 
in the preferred models of simple conditional theories in order to characterize !-entailment. 

Definition 5,20 w E W is more normal in M 1 than in M2 (written N( w, M 1, M2)) iff there is 
some v E W such that vR1 w, wR1 v, and not vR2w, or there is no v such that wR1 v and 
vR1w (w-:/: v). 

Definition 5.21 M1 is as preferable as M2 (written M1 $ M2) iff for all w E W, N( w, M1, M2) is 
false only if {v: wR2v} ~ {v: wR1v}. 

M1 is preferred to M2 (written M1 < M2) iff M1 $ M2 and not M2 $ M1. 

Definition 5.22 Let T ~ L be a set of simple conditionals. Mis a preferred model of Tiff M FT 
and for all M' such that M' F T, M' '1: M. 

Definition 5.23 a: is a default conclusion based on T (written T F::; a:) iff M F a for each 
minimal model M of T. 

This definition compares only models that agree on possible worlds, hence W and c.p must 
agree. If we are considering only CO*-models, this makes little difference (as long as we "rename" 
worlds appropriately). We will see below that duplicate worlds (having the same induced valuation) 
have no effect on default conclusions. In the case of CO-models, we will obtain sets of minimal 

141n fact, the models constructed for simple conditional theories in the next subsection will have precisely this 
structure, and for finite theories these will be finite sets (of clusters). 
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models for each set of worlds W. If we wish to allow different sets of worlds to be comparable, 
we may "relativize" the preference criteria. (below) to those worlds the models have in common. 
Ifowever, in the subsequent developments co•-models will be of primary interest. As well, T should 
consist only of conditional sentences since a model will in general not satisfy any non-tautologous 
propositions (they will not be true at all worlds in the model, unlike conditionals). If we wish to 
consider propositional facts as well, our preference relation can be extended easily to "models" of 
T consisting of pairs (M, w} where w is some world in structure M. Similarly, default conclusion 
a should be a conditional sentence. Extending the relation to pairs (M, w} and a (finite) theory T 
including propositional facts, we can then conclude any a such that 

T F:5 T => a. 

Such a will include all conditional default conclusions sanctioned by Definition 5.23, as well as 
propositional sentences that normally follow from T. 

In what follows we assume T to be a simple conditional theory, ignoring propositional evidence. 
The types of inference allowed by this preference criterion will become apparent as we compare it 
to I-entailment and rational closure. 

5.4.2 Equivalence to I-entailment 

We now assume a language generated by a finite set of propositional variables, and consider only 
CO*-models based on this language, assumptions made by System Z (where all valuations are 
ranked).15 Given a set of simple conditionals T, Z-ranking provides a unique "preferred model'' 
for T from which I-entailment is derived. For such a fixed T we can define a corresponding CO*
model. 

Definition 5.24 ZT = (W,R,ip} is the CO*-model where wRv iff Z(w*) ~ Z(v*).16 

Corollary 5.16 ZT is a CO*-model. 

Corollary 5.17 ZT FOO• T. 

Corollary 5.18 ZT FOO• a=> f3 ijJ a 1-1 /3 whenever a is satisfiable. 

We can also show that ZT is the (unique) ~-minimal model ofT. Let M be an arbitrary CO*-model. 

Lemma 5.19 If M FOO• T, then ZT ~ M. 

Lemma 5.20 If M FOO• T and M ~ ZT, then M = ZT. 

Theorem 5.21 T F:5 a => f3 ijJ a h /3 with respect to T. 

This means that the minimal Z-ranking of worlds corresponds to a theory-dependent instance 
of the more general preferential ranking of CO*-models. Thus, the preference relation ~ seems 

15While all such CO*-models need not be finite, the nature of the theories and preferred models we consider ensure 
nothing is lost if we assume all models are finite, or even if we assume all models have unique worlds corresponding 
to the finite set of propositional valuations. 

16 Recall that w• is the valuation associated with w. 
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to respect the intuition that worlds should be given the lowest possible· rank. Furthermore, the 
explicit nature of Z-ranking allows us to describe the exact nature of the (unique) preferred model 
Zr. In particular, if T is €-consistent and is partitioned as T0 , • • •, Tn, then Zr consists of n + 2 
clusters of mutually accessible ( or equally normal) worlds; cluster 0 consists of all worlds of rank 
0, cluster 1 consists of all worlds of rank 1, and so on, with the most exceptional worlds being those 
of rank n + 1. 

Example 5.4 Let T be the theory consisting of the default rules B ==> F, P ⇒ B and P ==> ,F 
(the usual "bird and penguin" example). The rule B ⇒ F has rank 0, since the valuation 
{B, F, ,P} verifies the rule without violating the other two. The other rules cannot be verified 
in the presence of B => F (since either B or -.F must be made true). Hence, they are assigned 
rank 1. Worlds. that violate no rules are assigned rank 0. All such worlds satisfy both B :::> F 
and ,P. So the "most normal" worlds are exactly those at which birds fly (if they exist), 
but no penguins exist. The rank 1 worlds are the next most normal, and they consist of the 
worlds where birds are penguins and they do not fly. Finally, the least normal worlds are the 
rank 2 worlds, those that have penguins that either can fly or are not birds. 

■ 

Since the preferred model of T is unique, we can capture the exact structure of ZT using 
sentences in the logic CO containing the connective > as worlds in each cluster can be characterized 
by the rules they violate. For instance, the worlds in cluster 0 are exactly those that satisfy all 
rules (or falsify no rules) in T. Suppose R~ stands for the conjunction of the material counterparts 
a ::> /3 of a.11 rule.s in T. If we assert T > R~, then any model of T that satisfies this sentence will 
have a cluster of most normal worlds consisting of exactly a.I] worlds of rank 0. To see this, recall 
that T > ~ means that at the most normal T-wotlds (i.e. the most normal worlds) at most Rt is 
known. Thus any world of rank 0 (i.e. satisfying Rt) must be most normal. But no other worlds 
can be considered as normal, for any world of rank greater than 0 must falsify some rule, violating 
T. 

Similarly, if Rf stands for the conjunction of the material counterparts of rules in T - To, 
asserting ,Rt > Rf assures that the most normal worlds falsifying some rule will consist exactly 
of those worlds satisfying rules of rank 1 or greater; in other words, the cluster of next-to-most 
normal worlds will be the set of worlds of rank 1. 

Let T be a finite set of conditionals, partitioned as To, T1, • • •, Tn, 

Definition 5.25 Let R~1 =df .l. For 0 s is n + l, define Rf as 

We assume /\ 0 =df T; therefore, R~+l = T. 

Definition 5.26 For theory T as above, the closure of Tis defined as 

Cl(T) =TU {,Rt> Rt+i : -1 sis n}. 

The closure of T constrains models of T to have exactly the structure we desire. 
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Lemma 5.22 Cl(T) is consistent if! T is, and is "categorical" in the sense that there is a unique 
CO*-model that satisfies it, namely ZT, 11 

Theorem 5.23 Cl(T) I-co. a => {3 if! T I=~ a => {3. 

Corollary 5.24 Cl(T) I-co. a=> {3 iff a l-1 /3 with respect to T. 

Corollary 5.25 Cl(T) I-co. a => {3 iff a r-- /3 E CnR(T). 

Just as the (second-order) circumscriptive axiom applied to a theory T closes that theory to 
correspond to (predicate-) minimal models, so too does this closure correspond to our notion of 
minimality. Theorem 5.23 shows that Cl(T) can be regarded as an axiomatization of the notion 
of preference described above, and of the implicit preference ordering determined by System Z. 
Hence, the types of conclusions sanctioned by 1-enta.ilment (see (Pearl 1990) for details) a.re also 
determined by this form of closure. This implies, given the results of (Goldszmidt and Pearl 1990), 
tha,t Cl(T) determines the same consequence relation as that of rationa.l closure (Lehmann 1989). 
Notice, however, that the size and number of adctitional axioms required to form the closure in our 
case is not large (roughly bounded by twice the number of original defaults), in contrast with the 
inordinately la.rge number of sentences required by, say, the scheme of Delgrande (1988). 

We provide an example, due to Pearl (1990), illustrating the types of conclusions sanctioned 
(and not) by System Z, rational closure and Cl(T). 

Example 5.5 Let T contain the following conditionals: 

■ 

P => B, B => F, P => -.F, P => A, B ~ W, F =} M, 

where we read P, B, F, A, W, and M as "penguin," "bird," "fly," "a.nta.rctic-dweller," 
"has-wings," and "mobile," respectively. Deductive consequence in CT4D (a.nd CO*) allows 
the derivation of the following from T: 

BI\ P => -.F, F => -.P, B => -.P, PI\ A=> B. 

Using the closure of T, we can derive from Cl(T) in CO* the further consequences: 

-.B => -.P, -.F => -.B, B => M, -.M => -.B, PI\ -.W => B. 

Underivable facts include (appropriately) F => B and -.F => P. Unfortunately, other under
ivable conclusions seem intuitively desirable, in particular 

P => W, and P I\ -.A => B. 

We briefly discuss these difficulties in the closing section of this chapter. 

17 Aga.in, it is categorical if we ignore "duplicate" worlds (associated with the same valuation), which contribute 
nothing to the truth or falsity of formulae tn ZT, 
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5.5 Statistical and Practical Relevance 

We have discussed the problem of irrelevance and various solutions that lead to a reasonable notion 
of default inference, yet little has been said about what it means for one proposition to be relevant 
to another. Intuitively, when we nonmonoton.ically assume Bis irrelevant to C given A, we intend 
that AAB ⇒ C holds when A ⇒ C doesj in other words, B does not affect our willingness to accept 
C when A is known. But few formal studies of the concept of irrelevance have been undertaken. 

An obvious set of criteria for deciding the relevance of some data to other information in a 
quantitative setting is based on conditional independence. Suppose we have background evidence 
( or context) E and want to know if proposition A is relevant to B in context E. We should judge 
A to be relevant Hf jt can affect OUT degree of belief in B given E. A is relevant to B iff P(BIE) :/; 
P(BIE A A), or iff Band A are conditionally dependent given E. A is irrelevant to B iff A and B 
a.re conditionally independent. Such a notion appears to rely heavily on quantitative information of 
the type we have assumed is typically unavailable. However, the concept of independence can be 
represented qualitatively as a set of relations about independence. Pearl ( 1988) presents a set of five 
sound axioms for reasoning with conditional independence relationships (whkh are also conjectured 
to be complete) that can be viewed as a logic of independence.18 

While independence is a vital concept, there are reasons to think irrelevance should not be 
identified with conditional independence. Suppose we take the following definition of relevance as 
determined by independence.19 

Definition 5.27 ( Gardenfors 1978b) ( a) p is relevant to r on evidence e iff P( rip A e) :j; 
P(rle). 

(b) pis irrelevant to r on evidence e iff P( rip A e) = P( rle) or I- -.(p A e ). 

Thus if pis logically impossible given e, we say pis irrelevant by fiat. 20 

As noted by Keynes ( cf. Gardenfors (1978b )), there is a sense in which aspects of relevance 
are missing from this definition. Certain infOimation p may be judged to be irrelevant to r on this 
definition even though various components of p are separately viewed as relevant. For instance, 
we.can have P(rlp A q A e) = P(rle) while also having P(rlpA e) :/; P(rle) and P(rlq A e)-:/ P(r le). 
The combination of p and q negates the individual effects these pieces of evidence .have on the 
acceptance ( or degree of belief) of r. 21 However, one may still be willing to view p A q as relevant 
to r, so Keynes proposed a stronger definition of relevance. 

Definition 5.28 (Gardenfors 1978b) (a) pis in-elevant tor on evidence e iff there is no 
sentence q, that is derivable from p A e but not from e alone, such that P( rlq A e) -:/ 
P(rle). 

(b) p is relevant to r on evidence e otherwise. 

Given this new definition, the feature of independence allowing the combination of relevant 
evidence to become irrelevant is counteracted. ff p is relevant to r, then so is any information 

18The axioms are sound and (likely) complete in i the sense that any set of relationships satisfying the axioms 
corresponds precisely to the set of independencies determined by some probability model P. 

19The definition is taken from Gardenfors (1978b) following Carnap (1950). 
20The definition is formulated asymmetrically to handle the case of logically impossible information. Otherwise 

relevance and irrelevance are completely determined by a shift (or not) in conditional probability. 
21 For example, adapting the party example from the counterfactual literature, we can state· that Pete will likely 

have a good time at the party (with some probability); but he will have a rotten time if either Mary or Jane come (the 
probability goes down in each case); but he will have a good time if they both come (with the original probability), 
since they usually go off together and leave him alone. 
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that includes p. Unfortunately, Carnap (1950) has shown Keynes's definition to be vacuous in 
the following sense: if proposition r is contingent on evidence e, then pis irrelevant to r on e iff 
I- e :> p. This is certainly not a reasonable definition of relevance, for we must allow some sentences 
p, contingent on e, to be irrelevant to r (which is also contingent on e). Otherwise, there is no 

need to define relevance at all - everything is relevant to everything else! 
Gardenfors (1978b) shows that Carnap's trivialization result does not rely on the formulation 

of Definition 5.28 in terms of conditional probabilities. Rather it is the essential nature of Keynes's 
proposal, that information is relevant if any part of it is relevant, that is untenable. Gardenfors 
proposes five basic qualitative postulates for relevance and irrelevance, and a sixth that captures 
the spirit of Definition 5.28. Let pner mean p is relevant to r on evidence e and pier mean pis 
irrelevant to r on e. The Gardenfors (1978b) postulates are: 

(IO) If I- e :> (p = q) then pner iff qner. 

(11) p'Rer iff not pier. 

(12) p'Rer iff -,p'R,er. 

(13) Tier. 

(14) If r is contingent one, there is some q such that q7?,er. 22 

(15) If p1?,er and lj-,(p I\ q I\ e) then (p I\ q)'Rer. 

(I0)- (14) are considered basic postulates any notion of relevance must s.a.tisfy. So, for instance, 
relevance depends only on semantic content (IO) and is the complement of inelevance (11). (12) 
says that if p is relevant to r then so is -,p, This is motivated by statfatical considerations, for if 
the conditional probability of r given pis different from P(r), then so is the conditional probability 
given -,p. We return to this point later. (15) reflects Keynes's considerations for a stronger concept 
of relevance. In conj~ction with the other postulates, (15) leads to the following trivialization 
result. 

Theorem 5.26 (Gardenf'ors 1978) For fixed evidence e, let 'Re and Ie satisfy {IO} through (15). 
Then every sentence contingent one is relevant to every other sentence contingent one. 

Thus, Keynes's definition cannot be satisfied meaningfully} assuming the other five postulates, 
(IO) through (14)1 are accepted, For this reason_, Ga.rdenfors puts forth and examines two weaker 
conditions that separately reflect part of the motivation for Definition 5.28 and do not lead to 
trivialization. However, another approach, which we will now investigate, is to keep (15) and 
weaken the other postulates. The concept of relevance thus determined is certainly distinct from 
that envisioned by Gardenfors and Keynes, but ( we will argue) is no less meaningful. 

We want to provide a q_ualitative account of relevance that we may relate to the normative 
conditional sentences of CO*. Just as quantitative relevance is determined by some probability 
model P that determines all conditional probabilities, we will define qualitative relevance in terms 
of CO*-models (or CO* theories) that determine the truth or falsity of conditional sentences. If 
sentence A ::} B is true we xnay think of A as some background evidence from which we are willing 
to infer B (analogous to assigning some high conditional probability to P(BIA)). Without actual 
probabilities, we cannot determine the effect of Chas on th.is degree of belief assigned to B (given 

221n fact, Ga.rdenfors considers both this weaker postulate and the stronger r'ller, but requires only the weaker 
version for the following results. 
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A), but we can tell if C causes a change in the acceptance of B. If A AC=> Bis true, then C is 
irrelevant since B is still accepted given A, even if C is learned. Otherwise, when -.(A AC.=> B) 
holds, C is relevant to B given A. 

One consequence of these preliminary considerations is the abandonment of postulate (12). 
Indeed, whenever e => q holds both of p and -.p cannot be relevant -to q. 

Example 5.6 Suppose e => q and pis relevant to q on evidence e, that is, -.(p A e => q). In CO*, 
we can derive e => -.p (by RM) and hence -.p A e => q (by CM). So ,p must be irrelevant 
to q on evidence e . 

• 
While (12) seems well-motivated statistically, the shift to a qualitative notion of relevance jus

tifies the violation of (12). Consider the example of Gardenfors (1978b). If I am about to cross 
a long wooden bridge in a heavy truck and someone informs me that an earthquake is going to 
occur within a minute, I certainly will consider this new information relevant. Suppose e forms 
my evidential knowledge, s meaIJ.S "I will cross safely" and q indicates an impending earthquake. 
Assuming l was willing to cross before learning of the earthquake, we have P( sle) > P( sjq A e) and, 
by Definition 5.28, qnes, Given an appropriate representation in CO*, we also consider q relevant 
to s based on the facts· e => s and q A e => ,s. 

Now consider a similar situation where someone decides to tell me there will be no earthquake 
as I'm about to cross the bridge. I'm liable to dismiss my informant as a lunatic and discount the 
new information -.q as being irrelevant. On Definition 5.28, it must be the case that ,qnes, since 
P(sle) =/ P(sl,q A e); that is, learning of no earthquake is relevant to my deliberations. This is a 
simple consequence of the fact that 

P(sle) = P(sjq A e) · P(q A e) + P(sl-.q A e) · P(-.q A e), 

and P(sle) > P(slq A e). Intuitively, though, -.q is irrelevant to s because P(sle) is very close to 
P(sl-.q /\ e), assuming P(q A e) is very slight. Since the probability of an earthquake is judged to 
be negligible anyway, the shift in the chance of a safe crossing on learning ,q is smaller than need 
practically be considered. Thus, we'd like to say ,q is irrelevant. 

The problem with notions of relevance satisfying (12), which we dub statistical r•elevance, or 
s-relevance, is the indistinguishability of the marginal relevance of -.q to fact s and the ~ignificant 
relevance of q to s. Note that it is not the magnitude of the change of degree of belief that is 
important, but rather the change in the degree of acceptance of a belief. Defining relevance in 
terms of normative conditionals, we lose the quantitative distinctions, but gain qualitatively in 
terms of acceptance. If e => s and q A e ~ -.s, then we can infer ,q A e => s. While -.q might change 
the quantitative degree of belief in s given e it does not change the acceptance of s, whereas q 
does. Learning of an earthquake is relevant because it ca.uses the belief that a crossing will be safe 
to be given up. Learning of no earthquake is irrelevant because the fact that a crossing will be 
safe is accepted both before and after being so informed. This sort of relevance is called practical 
relevance, or p-relevance, a:s it is based on coarse-grained, nonstatistical. principles. We contrast 
p-relevance with s-relevance by noting that s-releva.nce satisfies (12) at the expense of (15) while 
p-relevance can be defined to satisfy (15) but not (12). 

Definition 5.29 Let M be a CO*-model, and p, q, r, e E LcPL• The p-relevance relation deter
mined by Mis defined as follows: 

(a) Ifr- -.(pAe) theJtPier. 
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(b) ff M F e ⇒ r then 
pier iff there is no q such that e I- p :) q and M F -.( q I\ e ⇒ r ). 

( c) ff M F e ⇒ -.r then 
pier iff there is no q such that e I- p :) q and M F -.( q I\ e ⇒ -.r ). 

(d) ff MF -.(e ⇒ r) I\ -.(e ⇒ -,r) then 
pier iff there is no q such that e I- p:) q and MF q I\ e ⇒ r or MF q I\ e ⇒ -,r. 

( e) p'Rer iff not pier. 

We say p is p-irrelevant to r on evidence e, writing pier, just when no weaker sentence q 
changes the acceptance or nonacceptance of r (given e). So if r is accepted given e (e ⇒ r) then 
it is accepted after ]earning p (or any weaker q). If rand -,r are unaccepted (both -.(e ⇒ r) and 
-,(e ⇒ -,r)) then both Temain unaccepted when learning p (or any weaker q). 

We can show that this notion of relevance respects postulate (15) without falling prey to trivi
alization. 

Theorem 5.27 Let M be a CO*-model. The p-relevance relation determined by M satisfies (IO}, 
(11}, (19}, (I4) and (I5). 

Proposition 5.28 P-relevance is nontrivial, in general. That is, there are CO*-models M and 
sentences p and r, both contingent one and painvise contingent, such that pier where Ie is deter
mined by M. 

Thus, it seems Keynes's intuitions that lead to Definition 5.28, although incompatible with s
relevance, can be fully realized using the weaker notion of p-relevance. The only part of s-relevance 
given up is Gardenfors's postulate (12). But we have seen how this discrepancy can be justified 
when one views relevance based on changing degrees of acceptance rather than changing degrees of 
belief. Thus, nothing intrinsic in (15) leads to triviality. 

The connective >, defined in Section 5.3, can now be related to a formal definition of irrelevance. 
In particular, the following holds. 

Proposition 5.29 Let M be a CO*-model and Ie and ne the p-relevance relation determined by 
M. If MF e >rand Mp e ⇒ r then pier for all p such that lf-.(p I\ e I\ r). 

The claim that A > B extends the conditional A ⇒ B with irrelevant properties can be justified 
by appeal to the relation Ie, 

5.6 Miscellany 

In this chapter we described several bimodal logics in which truth at inaccessible worlds is express
ible. With the increased expressive power, we defined a new connective > expressing conditional 
knowing at most, in some sense the dual of ⇒, conditional knowing at least. Combining the two we 
have a conditional version of Levesque's (1990) only knowing connective. Theorems 5.4 and 5.7 
show the completeness of our bimodal logics CO and CO*. 

We formalized to some extent the problem of irrelevance and showed how two approaches, !
entailment and rational closure, can be axiomatized in CO* using >. Corollaries 5.24 and 5.25 
demonstrate the adequacy of our axiomatization of !-entailment and rational closure within our 
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logics. We view this as analogous to the second-order circumscriptive axiomatization of predicate
minimal theories. Because our modal language allows information other than simple conditional 
sentences to be expressed, we expect that similar criteria can be developed for extended theories that 
include boolean combinations of conditionals ( e.g., negated or disjoined defaults) and propositional 
facts, as well as nested conditionals. We have yet to investigate this idea fully, but the modal 
framework should allow the extension of rational closure to more expressive theories. 

Finally, we discussed the concept of relevance in more detail, discussing properties of two kinds of 
relevance relations. While certain intuitions regarding relevance have been shown to be incompatible 
with statistical relevance, Theorem 5.27 and Proposition 5.28 demonstrate that practical relevance 
is in accord with these intuitions. 

Much research remains to be carried out in relating irrelevance to CO*. The use of the connective 
> and the additional expressive power is somewhat unsatisfying. While the closure of a theory T 
corresponds to !-entailment, the formulation of Cl(T) uses axioms that "mimic" the structure of 
the unique preferred model ZT. 23 Ultimately, we would like to see a purely logical characterization 
of default inference in the spirit of Levesque (1990). There we can derive default conclusions simply 
by asking what beliefs are entailed by supposing an agent only knows a knowledge base; that is, 
we derive a such that l=oL O(KB) ::> Ba. While Levesque's characterization is semantically 
very clear and quite elegant, it relies on an autoepistemic interpretation of default rules. Such an 
interpretation has drawbacks. For instance, new default rules are not derivable in general. In this 
respect, the use of conditional logic to represent defaults is more desirable.24 

We consider this approach of conditional only knowing as a step towards unifying these two views 
and combining the natural representation of default rules as conditionals with the clear semantics 
of only knowing. Again, the goal is to find a connective and a natural semantics, analogous to 
Levesque's O operator, such that 0( KB) yields the proper default conclusions using conditional 
default representations. In this respect, the logical characterization of 1-ent.ailment presented here 
is incomplete, in the sense that it still relies on certain extra-logical machinery. 

While the use of the modal connective 5 has been somewhat ad hoc in characterizing !
entailment, it does illustrate the power afforded by inaccessibility. In the next chapter, we will 
use 5 more naturally to capture only knowing a knowledge base in order to model belief revision, 
and thus demonstrate its wider applicability. 

Rational closure and !-entailment make apparently reasonable assumptions, but forcing worlds 
to be as normal as possible is a bit too heavy-handed in many circumstances. In general, more 
subtle preference criteria are needed for default reasoning with conditionals. Consider Example 5.5. 
Although we have P => B and B => W, we cannot conclude P => W via !-entailment even though 
nothing in the rule base contradicts this. This is precisely because worlds are made as normal as 
possible. Since we have P => -,p and B => F, P is more exceptional than B, so the most normal 
B-worlds (satisfying, e.g., F and W) are not P-worlds. But because P-worlds are more exceptional, 
we can consider both PI\ Wand PI\ -,W-worlds to be among the most normal P-worlds. This 
will not violate the constraint B => W (satisfied due to the most normal B-worlds). Since it is 
consistent to allow PI\ -,w to be as normal as PI\ W, !-entailment and rational closure insist on 
it. 

As Pearl (1990) explains, PI\ -,W-worlds are intuitively more exceptional because they violate 
more rules than PI\ W-worlds. In particular, such worlds cannot satisfy both P =>Band B => W. 

23 The term "hack" comes to mind! 
24 We discuss autoepistemic logic and conditional default rules further in Chapters 6 and 7, along with Levesque's 

work. 
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The maximum entropy formalism of Goldszmidt, Morris and Pearl (1990) addresses thls problem 
by (roughly) ranking worlds according to the number and weight {Z-ranking) of the rules they 
falsify. More precisely, this system assigns the probability distributjon of maximum entropy to the 
set of worlds subject to the constraint t.hat the conditional probabilities represented by default 
rules are at least 1 - e (thus we have a family of distributions parameterized by c:). · This seems to 
capture the spirit of counting weighted rule violations (Goldszmidt, Morris and Pearl 1990). 

We can explicitly capture "counting weighted rule violations" in CO* by mimicking the struc
ture of sucl1 models, for fixed theories, just as we: did for I-entailment. However, there are two 
objections to such an approach: fast, while this might yield useful conclusions, it will not usually 
correspond to the ranking of maximum entropy. 25 Second, the usefulness and naturalness of such 
a characterization is limited. Indeed, what new insights this lends to default reasoning is unclear. 

A more important avenue for exploration is the relationship between only knowing and max
imum entropy. Ma.ximum entropy (all other things beiitg equal) prefers distributions where the 
probability associated with each possible world is the same (or close to the same). Interpreting 
more probable worlds as more normal, this is very similar to the bias of only knowing. If one only 
knows a theory T, then all T-worlds are indistinguishable, or have the same rank. It would be 
interesting to discover the extent to which we can view only knowing as a symbolic, qualitative 
interpretation of maximum entropy, and ju~t what such a formulation should look like. This work 
is me.rely a starting point for discussing such questions, and we hope logics like CO* provide an 
adequate framework within which to address such issues. 

25 Moises Goldszmidt, personal communication. In fact, it is not clear which is more appropriate. 



Chapter 6 

Conditional Logics for Belief 
Revision 

In the previous two chapters we developed an approach to default reasoning, the task of drawing 
plausible conclusions based on a static set of beliefs. We've seen that this notion of consequence is 
nonmonotonic in the sense that as a belief set is augmented· with new information certain inferences 
are deemed less plausible than they once were, and certain conclusions unacceptable. Partly because 
default reasoning exhibits such nonmonotonicity our beliefs are in a constant state of flux, and it is 
necessary to adjust our viewpoint to allow the revision of beliefs. In this chapter we will present a 
formal model for belief revision, inspired by the AGM metho_d of revision and based on a modally
defined conditional logic. 

One point that emerges in Chapter 3, where various approaches to revision are surveyed, is that 
the AGM model, along with other characterizations such as those of Grove (1988), Katsuno and 
Mendelzon (1990; 1991), Nebel (1989) and Dalal (1988), have a somewhat extra-logical nature.1 

Such models are based on postulates that describe the properties of revision operators or structures 
that can be said to represent such operators. Clearly, some of these models carry intuitive appeal, 
but none can be said to be a logic of revision in the traditional sense. They do not provide a logical 
calculus or explicit consequence operation with which one can reason about the process of revision, 
the results of revising a KB, the constraints imposed by certain facts on the revision of a KB, and so 
on. The goal of this chapter will be to provide just such a logic for belief revision. We will develop 
a possible worlds semantic characterization of revision, strongly related to the representational 
structures of Grove (1988) and Katsuno and Mendelzon (1990), based on the logics CT4O and 
CO, and define a conditional connective within these modal logics that is adequate for revision 
(with respect to the AGM postulates and a certain generalization of them). 

In Section 6.3 we will show how revision is related to subjunctive conditionals, claiming that 
our conditional for revision is just such a subjunctive. We will use this relationship to develop 
a framework for an~wering subjunctive queries of a knowledge base. In the next section, we will 
discuss a peculiarity of this relationship discovered by Gardenfors (1986) known as the triviality 
result and attempt to "explain it away." Finally, in Section 6.5, we investigate the epistemic nature 
of revision and show that our logic for belief revision subsumes, in a certain sense, autoepistemic 
logic. 

1One notable exception is the logic of Grahne (1991); however, that work describes the related but distinct update 
operator. As well, Lewis's (1973a) counterfactual logic VC can be viewed to some extent as effecting revision. See 
Section 6.4. 
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There are a number of important results in this chapter. Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.3 show 
how the concept of only knowing can be defined in the language of CT40 and CO. Theorems 6.7 
and 6.8 demonstrate the equ.iva.lence of our logic for belief revision to the AGM postulates. Theo
i-ems 6.13, 6.16 and 6.19 show how various types of lntegrity constraints on the revision process can 
be enforced, and other intensional constraints, in the form of plausibility and entrenchment, are 
shown to be expressible by Theorems 6.23 and 6.24 and Corollaries 6.25 and 6.26. Proposition 6.29 
is used to refute the classic triviality results in belief revision. Finally, Propositions 6.30 and 6.35 
show how the notion of belief can be defined in CO*, while Theorem 6.38 demonstrates that CO* 
is a generalization of autoepistemic logic. 

6.1 A Conditional for Revision 

Consider the problem of belief revision in the case where some new fact A must be reconciled with a 
theory or belief set K such that K F ,A. To accommodate this new fact certain beliefs in J( must 
be given up before A is accepted because inconsistency must be avoided at all costs.2 The maxim 
of informational economy dictates that as "few" beliefs as possible be given up, where by "few" 
we mean that information loss should be kept to a minimum. As discussed in Chapter 3, there 
are few logical constraints on what counts as an acceptable revision, or what form minimal loss 
of information should take. For this reason, the AGM approach to revision allows one to consider 
arbitrary maximal subsets of K consistent with A in the course of these deliberations. The only 
requirement is that the set of all such subsets, K .LA, should be ordered in a way that reflects 
the amount of information tJ,ey contain, and the maximal elements of this ordering (the maximal 
maximal elements if you will) should be the basis for the revised belief set. This is essentially the 
motivation for partial meet revision. 

A key observation of Grove (1988) and Katsuno and Mendelzon (1990) is that such an ordering 
of subsets can alternatively be viewed as an ordering on possible worlds reflecting a preference 
on states of affairs an agent woul<l. accept as epistemically possible if change in belief required it. 
We take this observation as a starting po.int for our Krjpkean possible worlds semantics for belief 
revision. 

6.1.1 Preorder Revision 

Our semantics will be based on structures consisting of a set of possible worlds W and a binary 
accessibility relation R over W. Implicit in any such structure for revision will be some theory 
of interest [( that is intended as the object of revision. We return momentarily to the problem 
of specifying J( within the structure. The interpretation of R is as follows: wRv iff v is as close 
to theory K as w. As usual, v is closer than w iff wR·v but not 11Rw. Closeness is a pragmatic 
measure that reflects the degree to which one would accept w as a possible state of affairs given 
that belief 1n I( might have to be given up. If~ is closer to 1( than w, loosely speaking, ·vis "mol'e 
consistent'j with our beliefs than w, and is a preferable alternative world to adopt. This view may 
be based on some I.10tion of compamtive similarity, for instance.3 

2This, of course, only applies to ideally rational agents since consistency can always be maintained by such 
hypothetical beasts. But even allowing inconsistent beliefs to be held by less than ideal agents does not asperse this 
normative goal. To quote Levi {1980, pp.27-28): "To allow X to consider a contradictory corpus feasible does not 
imply that if he should detect inconsistency in his corpus he should rest content . When X's corpus is inconsistent, 
it breaks down as a standard of serious possibility .... It is useless as a resource for inquiry and deliberation." 

3 See (Lewis 1973a; Lewis 1973b; Stalnaker 1984) for a defense of this notion. 
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The minimal requirements on relation R are quite straightforward. Clearly R should be reflexive, 
for w is surely as close as itself to any belief state. As well, R should be transitive, for if w is closer 
than v which is closer than u, then w ought to be closer than u. Other requirements on Rare a bit 
harder to defend, for instance a requirement of forward- or total-connectedness, which we examine 
below. So we take reflexivity and transitivity to be the only properties, definable solely in terms 
of R, that it need satisfy. 

As it stands, the modal logic S4 seems suitable for the task, as we appear to be dealing with 
simple preorder Kripke frames. However, there are other restrictions that must be imposed on 
our modal structures if they are to be considered appropriate for revision of I(. For instance, we 
must insist that no world is closer to K than any world consistent with. I(. That is, any world 
minimal in R must be a K-world. This condition is hard to express in general, but when K is 
finitely specifiable as KB (the case in which we are most interested), this corresponds to insisting 
that ◊□KB be true on the model M. To see this imagine that some R-minimal world w does not 
satisfy KB; then obviously M ~w ◊□KB. 

This sentence does not give equal status to all K-worlds, for there may be such structures in 
which only K-worlds are minimal, but not all K-worlds. This condition is not definable in our 
monomodal language, but if we consider the bimodal extension of S4 that allows for inaccessible 

. +-
worlds, namely CT40, we can enforce this condition by asserting KB:) 0-,KB, when J( is finitely 
representable. To see this, imagine some KB-world w is not R-minimal on M. Then there must be 
some minimal KB-world v such that vRw fails; but then M ~ 11 J(B :) D-,KB. · 

Making some simplifying assumptions, these conditions combine to give us 

□(KB::> (□KB I\ D-,KB)).4 (6.1) 

We will abbreviate sentence (6.1) as O(KB) and intend it to mean we "only know" KB. The reason 
for this nomenclature will become apparent later in the chapter. 

This condition gives models a structure in which the set of K-worlds forms a mutually accessible 
cluster of worlds minimal in R, but in general CT40-models need not be cohesive.5 This implies 
that certain ,K-worlds need not be related to the cluster of K-worlds at all in the ordering 
of closeness. Intuitively, any ,K-world should be related, and should be further away than any 
K-world. To enfore this requirement, we insist that 

□◊KB (6.2) 

be satisfied at some ( or equivalently, all) worlds in the structure. 

Definition 6.1 A preorder revision model for theory I( is any structure M = (W, R, c.p) such that 
R is reflexive, transitive and cohesive on W and w E W is R-minimal in M iff M Fw 
a for all a E J(. 

Theorem 6.1 Let K be finitely specified by KB and M = (W, R, c.p) be a CT4O-model such that 

'We use Din front of this formula ex so that truth of ex at a.ll worlds in structure M can be expressed a.s M Fw ex 

for any w. We could equivalently ask M F ex when ex has no a, but find the former notation more convenient. 
~That is, it may be that wand t1 are not related in the transitive closure of the relation (RuR- 1

), for some worlds 
wand ti. We use R-1 to denote the inverse of R, so wR-1 t1 iff t1Rw. If a frame is cohesive then for any pair of worlds 
w and t1, v can be reached from w using some number of forward or backward steps a.long R, as if the directed graph 
corresponding to R were undirected. 
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,K 

Figure 6.1: A preorder revision model for K. 

for some v,w E W, M Fw O(KB) and M Fv t1◊KB. Then M is a preorder revision model for 
K. 

So the class. of CT4O-models is appropriate for what we term preorde.r revision, revision satisfy
ing_ the minimal requirements on the closeness relation (see Figure 6.1). The question remains: how 
do we express the revision of K by A within the modal logic? The jntuition is that when revising 
by A we should consider the worlds closest to J( at which A is satisfied to represent the revised 
state of affairs. It is precisely these worlds that represent the minimal change or loss of information 
in our belief set. One problem with this chara.cterization of the revised belief set is the assumption 
that such_ closest or minimaJ A-worlds exist.6 Nothing about CT4O-models presupposes such a 
constraint, or prevents an infinite "descending chain" of closer and closer A-worlds. Fortunately, 
we can define an approach to revision without this constraint. · 

By adopting a different perspective on belief revision in which conditionals are key, we can 
ignore the Limit Assumption. Often when revising a belief set, we are not interested so much in 
characterizing the entire new belief state as in certain consequences of the revised theory. In other 
words, we are interested in facts of the sort "If I revised my beliefs to include A then I would believe 
B," meaning B E KA. Indeed, we typically cannot ( or do not want to) specify the entire belief set 
that results when revising since it will often be too large ( even for a finite KB) or contain many 
facts that aren't of interest . We'd rather specify certain constraints on revision in this conditional 
form. 

We will use a conditional connective ~ to represent these statements and read A ~ B as 
"B is a consequence of revising (an implicit theory K or KB) by A.'' In the case where some 

6This is known as the Limit Assumption and will be discussed in Section 6.2. 
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set of minimal A-worlds exists, clearly, such an assertion is true iff B is true at every such world. 
However, if such a set does not exist, for instance, ff every A-world has some A-world closer than 
itself, we can still tell if A~ B is true. Suppose for any A-world there is some closer A-world w 
(which cannot be minimal in this case) such that B holds at w, and for all worlds closer than w, 

B holds whenever A does. Then A ~ B should be true, for everi though there are no minimal 
A-worlds, in some hypothetical limit B would be true. Another way of phrasing this is to say that 
for every state of affairs for which some closer A-world exists, there exists some closer A I\ B-world 
such that A :) B holds at all worlds closer still. Yet another wording: for every A I\ -,B-world, 
there exists a closer A I\ B-world w such that no A I\ -,B is as close to I( as w. 

The goal is to express the truth conditions for such a connective within our bimodal language, 
that is, the requirement that B be true at all "minimal" (at least, at some .hypothetical limit) A
worlds. Roughly, our considerations lead us to postulate that for each state of affairs there should 
be a closer state where A holds and □(A :::> B) holds; that is A:::> B holds at all even closer worlds. 
We express this as 

□◊(A I\ □(A ::> B)). 

But this isn't quite right, for some worlds may not have any A-worlds that are closer, though the 
conditional sl1ould still hold. For instance, if]( F -,A then -,◊A will hold at each K-world. We 
can ignore any world where □,A holds a,s having no influence on what should count as a "minimal" 
A-world. Thus we are lead to the following definition. 

Definition 6.2 The revision conditional A~ Bis defined in LB as 

A~ B =df B(□-,A V ◊(A I\ □(A:> B))). 

In Figure 6.2 a model is shown verifying A ~ B. Interestingly, the definition of A ~ B 
is precisely that given for A ⇒ B in Chapter 4. The consequences of this equivalence are quite 
important for the relationship between default reasoning and belief revision. The bulk of Chapter 7 
will examine these consequences and relate the two connectives. It is important to note that ~ 
does not describe a family of related connectives indexed by KB. It is a conditional connective in 
the usual sense. "J(B'' is used to emphasize the fact that ~ is typically used for the revision of 
some intended knowledge base. The connective is perfectly well-defined and meaningful when KB 
is left unspecified, as some derived theorems below indicate. 

As expressed in the AGM revision postulates, in particular (R5), usually we want to allow 
revision by any satisfiable sentence to result in a consistent belief set. In other words, we rule out 
no logically possible worlds in the . course of deliberations. This intuition is captured by insisting 
that preorder revision models have among their SE?t of worlds all praposHiona.1 valuations. In other 
words, they should be CT40*-models. We refer to this class of preorder revision models as full. 

Definition 6.3 A full preorder revision model for I( is any preorder revision model M for I( such 
that M is a CT40*-model. 

Of course, the analogous result to Theorem 6.1 holds for CT40*-models that satisfy the sentences 
given above. Before examining consequences of these definitions, we turn our attention to a spe
cialization of them. 
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Figure 6.2: A model where revising K by A results in belief B. At each world where A can be 
"seen,, A A □( A :::> B) can also be seen. For v there is a. set f minimal (closest) A-worlds verifying 
B (the shaded area). For u there is no such set of minimal A-worlds; but there is a point w at 
which A and B hold and at which A:::> B holds at all lower points. 
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6.1.2 Total ·Order Revision 

We noted in Chapter 3 that Grove's (1988) system of spheres model and the model of Katsuno 
and Mendelzon (1990), that correspond to the class of AGM revision functions, can be viewed 
as placing a total preorder on wmlds instead of merely a preord~r. This is in agreement whh 
the intuition that any two worlds should be comparable according to the closeness or similarity 
measure. If we consider two states of affairs to be such that neither is closer to K than the other, 
then we insist that both be judged equally close or similar. It should be evident that imposing this 
additional constraint on R yields the logic CO, as shown by the following theorem. 

Definition 6.4 A total order revision model for theory K is any structure M = (W, R, <p) such 
that R is reflexive, transitive and totally connected on W and 
v E { w: M l=w o for all o EK} iff vis R-minimal in M. 

Theorem 6.2 Let K be finitely specified by KB and M = {W, R, <p) be a CO-model such that for 

some v,w E W, M l=w O(KB) and M l=v 6◊KB. Then Mis a total order revision model for K. 

Of course, the constraint of cohesiveness specified by sentence (6.2) is redundant in the case of 
CO-models, which are totally connected. 

Corollary 6.3 Let M = (W,R,<p) be a CO-model such that M l=w O(KB) for some w E W. Then 
M is a total order revision model for K. 

We will refer to such models more simply as revision models for K, or K-revision models. In case 
I( = Cn( KB), a revision model for KB denotes a. revision model for I(. 

We have motivated the definition of A ~ B in terms of CT4O-models and certainly such a 
definition is applicable in the case of total order revision, it being a special case of preorder revision. 
However, we can provide an alternative definition based on clearer intuitions that take advantage of 
the additional structure. Recall that CO-models are total preorders, and consist of a totally ordered 
set of clusters of possible worlds. Hence a revision model has the cluster IIKII as a minimum. 

In the case where A is inconsistent with K, clearly A ~ B is true exactly when the formula 

~(A I\ □(A::> B)) 

is true at any w E IIKII. This formula says there is some world satisfying A such that A ::> Bis true 
at all closer worlds. Since the ordering on Wis total, this ensures any "minimal" A-world satisfies 
B. However if there is an A-world in IIK II , this is unsatisfactory, as the operator◊ refers only to 
possibility at inaccessible worlds (hence, not to any .K-worlds). In such a circumstance A ~Bis 
true when · 

◊(A A □(A::> B)) 

holds at any w E IIKII, This is so because □(A ::> B) means K I= A ::> B so that the closest 
A-worlds, those in IIKII satisfy B. Disjoining the two,7 we arrive at 

◊(A I\ □(A::> B)). 

We can drop the restriction that A~ B be evaluated at some w E IIKII, since if it holds at some 
w E W, it holds at all worlds in W. This sentence does not account for impossible antecedents, in 

7This disjunction is valid because if the first condition holds and some K /\ A-world exists, the second will be true 
also. 
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which case we should expect the conditional to be vacuously true; that is, revising by impossible 
A entails every sentence B. Finally, the definition is given as 

A~ B =df □-,Av O(A A □(A:> B)). (6.3) 

If this motivation is accurate the definition of~ given in Definition 6.2 should be equivalent to 
this sentence in CO. This is indeed the case. · 

Proposition 6.4 M FOO 1:1..,A V O(A I\ □(A:> B)) iff 
M FOO CJ(□ -,A V ◊(A I\ □(A:> B))). 

When dealing with total order revision, we will use the simpler definition of ~ afforded by sen
tence (6.3).8 Once again, we usually want to consider only those models by which every consistent 
sentence is capable of being revised consistently. 

Definition 6.5 A full total order revision model ( or full revision model) for K is any total order 
revision model M f~r K such that Mis a CO*-model. 

6.1.3 Characterization Results 

The connective ~ does not characterize belief revision in the manner of a revision function *. 
Rath.er than asserting that a. belief set KA results when we revise by A, A ~ B makes a weaker 
assertion, that B will be believed when we revise lby A, or (abusing notation) BE KA. This view of 
revision could be adopted within the AGM framework; for instance, one could define a conditional 
connective > such that A > B is true iff B E J(A (see Section 6.3). In this sense, our conditional 
approach is no more general than the AGM approach. In fact, one might claim that using a revision 
function* strictly subsumes the use of~- However, this is not the case; we can define a revision 
operator * in terms of ~ that does map belief sets into revised belief sets. This is fortunate as it 
allows us to compare the conditional model for revision to the AGM postulates. 

Definition 6.6 Let M be a preorder revision model for K. The revision function determined by 
Mis denoted *M and is defined for each A E LcPL by 

K;t ={BE LcPL: MF A~ B}. 

Some derived theorems and rules of inference for the CT4O will shed some light on the nature 
of the connective ~ and on the induced revision functions *M •9 

Proposition 6.5 The following are derived theorems and inference rules in CT4O (assuming as 
a premise 0( KB) wherever KB is mentioned). 

RCM From B::, C infer (A~ B):::, (A~ C) 

And (A~ B) I\ (A~ C) :::, (A~ BI\ C) 

80f course, given the equivalence of the definitions of~ and ~ we can use this simpler definition for~ in CO. 
See Chapter 4. 

9 More theorems of the logics and other properties will be examined in the next section. 
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ID A~A 

KC (A~ B) :::> (KB A A:::> B) 

CK ~(KB A A):::> ca(KB A A:::> B) :::>(A~ B)) 

Cons 6-,A =(A~ l.) 

LLE From A= B infer (A~ C) ·:::, (B ~ C) 

KCI (A AB~ C) ::>(A~ (B ::> C)) 

These theorems ensure that *M behaves in a reasonable manner. In fact, these correspond 
precisely to the first seven AGM postulates. RCM ensures that if revising by A entails belief 
in B and B implies C then C will also be believed. Together with And this ensures K;t is a 
deductively closed set, that is1 a belief set (postulate (Rl)). ID asserts that A will be believed 
when K is revised by A 1 so A E KAM (R2). KC says BE KAM only of KB A A implies A, where 
K = Cn(KB). In other words, B E KiM only if B E K_! (R3). CK asserts that if KB A A is 
possible then B is a consequence of KB A A only if it is believed when KB is revised by A. If we 
assume our revision models are full so that all logically possible worlds are represented, then CK 
means B E K_! iff B E KAM whenever A is consistent with I( (R4). We return to the case of 
arbitrary revision models below. Cons ensures that 1c;t is the inconsistent belief set iff A is not 
possible. Once again, in the case of full l'evision models this is postulate (R5). LLE asserts that 
revision d~ends only on the semantic content of the new information, not its syntactic structure. 
Hence KA = J(1t if A and B are semantically equivalent (R6). KCI ensures that if CE KA~B 

then B ::>CE K;t, hence that CE (KJt)!, ensuring the satisfaction of (R7). 
A further theorem of CO is the following. 

Proposition 6.6 CKI is derivable in CO. 

CKI -i(A ~ -iB) ::> ((A~ (B :> C)) :>(AA B ~ C)) 

CKI ensures that whenever Bis consistent with x·;t then CE cx;t)! if CE KA~B- This is just 
postulate (RS). 

If we assume that we are dealing solely with full revision models or CO*-models, clearly the 
revision functions *M determined by revision models satisfy the AGM postulates. 

Theorem 6. 7 Let M be a full revision model and *M the revision function determined by M. Then 
*M satisfies postulates (R1) through (RB). 

In the case of arbitrary CO-models, where some logically possible worlds may be excluded from 
consideration, postulates may be violated. 

Example 6.1 Let M be a (nonfull, preorder or total order) revision model for K such that MF 
.~A for some satisfiable proposition A. Then K;t = Cn(l.), since (by defini tion of~) 
MF A~ B for all B. This contradicts (R5) . 

• 
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CK and Cons correspond only weakly to (R4) and (RS) unless we assume that we are using the 
stronger logic CT40*. CK states that if KB I\ A is possible in the structure under consideration, 
which we take to be an agent's set of logical possibilities, then KB revised by A is to be the same 
as merely conjoining A to KB. Similarly, Cons asserts that revising by A results in an inconsistent 
belief set only when A is not possible relative to the structure of interest. 

Let A be relatively consistent with respect to a particular model ( or agent who "accepts" this 

model) if ◊A is true in that model (the agent considers A logically possible10 ). We can understand 
A being relatively consistent to mean that a.n agent would be willing to accept A if circumstances 
or new information warranted. If we replace the notion of logical consistency in (R4) and (R5) 
with relative consistency then CK and Cons co.rrespond to these weakened postulates, namely 

(WR4) If A is relatively consistent with K then K! ~ KA. 
(WR5) KA= Cn(.-!-) iff A is relatively consistent. 

Of course, the conception of expansion used in the remaining postulates and any implicit use of 
consistency must be adjusted to this idea of relative consistency. Consider (R3) for instance: if 
A is relatively inconsistent, but logically satisfiable, then certainly K;,r i K1, since K! will be 
logically consistent whereas Ki,.M will not. To get this correspondence with (R3), (R7) aud (R8), 
we say that expansion relative to M is given by 

I(_!= {B: M Fw B whenever M Fw Kand M Fw A}. 

In the case of logic CT40* or CO* the notions of logical consistency and relative consistency .... 
coincide, since ◊ A is derivab1e for any propositionally satisfiable A. In this case, CK and Cons 
are equivalent to (R4) and (R.5). If we adjust the AGM postulates to reflect consistency relative 
to a model, then the theorem above will hold for any K-revision (CO) model, not just full revision 
(CO*) models. 

In genera.I, only the full versions of (preorder or total order) revision models will be of interest. 
Therefore when we refer to revision models of either type we will intend full revision models unless 
otherwise stated. Most restilts for f1.tll ~evision models will hold for their more gen.eral counterparts 
if any (implicit or explicit) reference to logical consistency is replaced by relative consistency. 

Theorem 6.7 shows revision models to satisfy the eight AGM postulates and to form a, subclass 
of the space o(AGM revision operators. If this conditional approach to revfaion is to be completely 
general we must show that any AGM revision operator has a corresponding revision model M 
for each theory Kin the domain of*· This can be shown by constructing, for any AGM revision 
function*, a revision model such that *Mis identical to* (for the theory K implicit in M). Roughly, 
we proceed by considering all possible worlds over the propositional language and ordering them as 
follows: let v ~ w (i.e. wRv - recall that worlds "see" other worlds Lower in the order of closeness) 
Hf there is urue A uch that w p A and v E IIK'.;t ll - The idea is that if v satisfies theory J(A then 
it should be at least as close to J( as any other A-world. This leads us to one of the main results of 
this thesis, that demonstrates, along with Theorem 6. 7, that CO* is an adequate logic for reasoning 
about belief revision. 

Theorem 6.8 Let* be a revision Junction satisfying postulates (RJ) through (RB}. Then for any 

theory K there exists a full revision model M such that J(A = Kit for all A. 

10 Epistemically possible might be a better term here, but we have reserved that to refer to the facts consistent 
with an agent's beliefs, rather than those facts an agent might be willing to accept if new information forces such 
revision. Perhaps physical possibility would capture our intent in certain circumstances. 
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In other words, the class of revision functions determined by revision models is exactly the class 
of AGM revision functions. Hence, the modal logic CO* is an appropriate calculus for reasoning 
about belief revision. In fact, CO*, together with the defined connective ~, appears to be the 
first sound and complete logical axiomatization of AGM revision in the traditional sense. No 
other system for AGM revision is specified solely in terms of "standard" logical consequence over a 
fixed logical language. Furthermore, the weaker logic CO allows a generalization of AGM revision 
in whlch-certain logical possibilities can be excluded from such deliberations. Perhaps an agent 
_considers these possibilities too remote, or there might exist certain integrity constraints on a 
database that prohlbit such possibilities.11 

One aspect of this theorem that is perhaps not obvious is the manner in which the inconsistent 
belief set Cn(l.) is dealt. We have imposed no special conditions for revising Cn(.l). Of course, 
the only set of worlds satisfying each sentence in this set is the empty set, thus representing Cn(l.) 
as the minimal cluster in some K-belief model is impossible. Indeed, the constraint that we only 
know 1. is vacuous, since 0(1.) is a tautology in C0.12 While we are not primarily concerned with 
this belief set, the AGM postulates require that a revision function is applicable to any belief set, 
and that a consistent set should result when we revise a belief set by a consistent sentence. So 
while there is no K-revision model corresponding to the inconsistent belief set, there must still be 
a model corresponding to its revision. 

It is not hard to see that we can still represent revision of Cn(l.) by imagining some K-revision 
model as having an empty cluster of worlds lying "below" all other worlds, that is, having an empty 
minimal cluster. When Cn(l.) is revised by A, we can quite easily determine the minimal A-worlds 
in the model; but since there are no worlds in the (imagined) "minimal" cluster, this forces us to 
accept (as representative of the revised theory) worlds that are not part of the "currenf' belief 
set. In other words, there can be no consistent revision of the type described by (R4). This is the 
key difference when revising the inconsistent belief set. However, this does not imply that no K
revision model corresponds to a revision function with respect to the belief set Cn( 1. ). Rather, there 
is not (necessarily) a model in whlch the set of worlds satisfying Cn(.L) is minimal in the model. 
For a particular AGM revision function *, we may take as the minimal cluster of an appropriate 
](-revision model the set of worlds satisfying the belief set 

K ={A: A E (Cn(J.));} 

Thus, the minimal set of worlds is made up of those that are deemed possible by merely "returning" 
Cn(l.) to consistency; and a ](-revision model for this theory K can also be construed as a revision 
model for the inconsistent belief set. 

We now return our attention to the class of preorder revision models. It is easy to see that 
any such model determines a revision operator that satisfies postulates (Rl)-(R7). However, pos
tulates for preorder revision have not been proposed by AGM, so we cannot compare such revision 
models to an existing general standard. However, Katsuno and Mendelzon (1990) have proposed 
postulates for preorder revision that they show to be adequate for propositional languages with 
finitely many atomic variables in whlch belief sets are modeled as (finite) propositional sentences. 
These postulates cannot be directly applied to our situation for they do not deal with deductively 
closed (infinite) theories. We do not pursue the properties of preorder revision here, though this is 
certainly an interesting avenue for further investigation. In particular, it should prove instructive 

11 We return to this point in Section 6.3. 
12This is discussed in more depth in Section 6.5 in the context of autoepistemic logic, where such belief sets are 

important. 
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to construct a set of postulates, similar to ( and including most of) the eight AGM postulates. 
Certainly, (R8) will not be satisfied, but a weaker version will likely be required to prove the ap
propriate representation theorems. Such a representation would allow further comparison of this 
preorder revision model with that Kat.suno and Mendelzon, though on the surface they appear to 
reflect the same intuitions. 

6.2 Properties of the Logics 

6.2.1 Some Derived Theorems and Examples 

In general, reasoning a.bout the process of revising an objective KB with the modal logics CT40* 
and CO* requires one to assert as a background theory the sentence O(KB), together with the 
sentence Bo KB in the case of CT40*. This background theory enforces the restriction that all 
states of affa.irs consistent with our objective knowledge are minimal in our ordering of closeness, 
that we prefer to "ha.ng on to these bellefs" if possible. This background induces the logical 
constra.ints required of belief revision but specifies little else. Consider the following example. 

Example 6.2 Consider a background theory O(KB) where 

■ 

KB= {bird, fly, bird:> fly, penguin :> -,fly}. 

H we want to ask about revision of KB by green, we can show 

O(KB) I-co. green~ a iff KBU {green} I- a 

for any proposition a, since green is consistent with KB. However, if we ask 

O(KB) I-co. penguin~ a 

very little is derivable as penguin is inconsistent with KB. In general, this will only hold for 
those a that are logical consequences of penguin. 

This example illustrates the extreme generality of the AGM postulates and our approach to revision. 
From the context of KB (in particular, the suggestively labeled atomic propositions), it seems 
we ought to be able to derive more than penguin when we revise by it, but this is a matter of 
pragmatics. It should be evident that, say, -,fly should not be derivable without further constraints 
on the revision process. For example, penguin:> -,fly might only be in KB because it is vacuously 
true and has no information content. Therefore revising by penguin should result in keeping all 
beliefs but this one. It could also be that bird or bird :> fly should be given up. 

These contextual difficulties are resolved by introducing as premises conditional sentences con
straining the revision process. In fact, most of our information might be of this form. Asserting 
penguin~· -,fly ensures that penguin:> -,fly is not given up. 

Example 6.3 Let KB be as before and let S be the set of additional premises containing 

bird~ fly, penguin~ -,fly, penguin~ bird. 

From SU {O(KB)} we can derive in CO* 

penguin~ -,fly, penguin/\ bird~ -,fly. 
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■ 
Indeed, the content of KB-on,ly constrains revision when the new information is consistent with KB. 
As these examples illustrate, the AGM postulates say very little about what information should be 
given up in the case of revising a knowledge base by a fact inconsistent with it. Only by asserting as 
premises constraints on the revision process can we determine some consequences of such a revision. 
In the next section we will present a methodology for reasoning about belief revision using both 
the content of the knowledge base and premises expressing constraints on revision. These examples 
each fit within this framework. 

Some further theorems derivable in CO are given below. The first four are also valid in CT4O. 

Proposition 6.9 The following theorems are derivable in CO. 

And ( A ~ B) I\ ( A ~ C) :> ( A ~ B I\ C) 

Or ( A ~ C) /\ ( B ~ C) :> ( A V B ~ C) 

RT (A~ B) :>((AI\ B ~ C) :>(A~ C)) 

CM ( A ~ B) I\ ( A ~ C) ::> (AI\ B ~ C) 

RM ( A ~ C) /\ -,( A I\ B ~ C) ::> A ~ -,B 

CV -,(A~ B) ::>((A~ C) :>(AI\ -,B ~ C)) 

As well, revision by A need not result in the belief of B or -,B, hence ~ fails to satisfy CEM, the 
Conditional Law of Excluded Middle (Stalnaker 1968); for in general the set 

{-,(A~ B),-,(A ~ -,B)} 

is consistent. However, if revision by A results in belief B, it cannot also result in -,B (for consistent 
A), since 

◊A::> ((A~ B) ::>-,(A~ -,B)) 

is valid. 

Example 6.4 Let S be the set" of premises 

{bird~ fly, penguin~ bird, emu~ bird, 

• KB KB } penguin -+ -,fly, emu -+ -,fly . 

Revising some KB by emu or by penguin results in the belief bird /\ -,fly because by And 
(for example) 

S 
KB I-co. emu-+ bird/\ -,fly. 

Furthermore, if we only want to revise by the disjunction penguin V emu this still holds as by 
Or 

S 1-c.o. penguin V emu~ bird/\ -,fly. 

By RM one can also conclude 

bird ~ -,penguin and bird ~ -,emu. 
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■ 
Certain facts in the objective KB can also influence the conclitionals that hold. For instance, if in 
this example bird E KB then for {O(KB)} US to be consistent, it must be the case that -iemu, 
-ipenguin and fly a.re in (or are entailed by) KB. Revising by bird should leave KB intact, and 
by the premises S, should entail these facts; hence, they must be contained jn KB. 

Proposition 6.10 Let M be a revision model for KB. If MF A~ B then KB FA:) B. 

Example 6.5 The "unemployed student" example reveals the default quality of revision. Let S 
be the set of premises 

{student~ adult , student~ -,employed}. 

By CM we can derive 
KB student /\ adult --+ -,employed. 

If adult ~ employed is added to S then we can also infer 

-i( student A adult ~ employed) 

and by RM 
adult ~ -,student. 

So if we learn someone is an adult we should believe she is not a student. 

■ 

Example 6.6 In general, since CEM is not valid, we can have as consistent premises in S both 

-i(holding (Cup) ~ holdingright (Cup)) and 

■ 

-i(holding(Cup) ~ holdingleft(Cup)). 

However, considerations of tractability might require a default assumption, say, 

holding(Cup) ~ holdingright(Cup), 

that the robot typically grabs things with its right hand (see Chapters 2 and 4). In this case, 
if we have a constraint13 

holdingleft(Cup) = -iholdingright(Cup) 

then we can derive 
holding(Cup) ~ -iholdirigleft(Cup). 

Example 6.5 demonstrates that our approach to revision has a definite default character. Revis
ing by adult alone would cause a belief in employed while revising by this together with student 

13This constraint is not useful if expressed in KB. It could be expressed less naturally in S; however, in the next 
section we discuss· a method for enforcing such intensional constraints. 
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results in believing unemployed. Nevertheless, Example 6.4 and Proposition 6.10 illustrate an im
portant difference between default reasoning and deliberations of revision, that is a commitment 
to ( a form of) modus ponens.' If bird ~ fly is a true description of revision and bird is among 
our beliefs about the world in KB, then it must be that fly is in (or entailed by) KB. Other
wise, bird ~ fly could not be true, for revising by bird must result in the original KB. The 
relationship between belief revision and default reasoning will be examined in greater detail in 
Chapter 7. 

6.2.2 The Limit Assumption and Intensional Constraints 

The results of the previous section would seem to suggest that there are no important differences in 
the type of reasoning sanctioned by the AGM postulates and our conditional (or modal) approach 
to belief revision. While the logic CO* captures AGM revision functions via logical axioms, all 
(CO*) revision functions satisfy the AGM postulates. However, we will examine Grove's (1988) 
representation theorem for AGM functions in order to highlight some important advantages of our 
logical characterization of revision; 

In Chapter 3 we briefly discussed Grove's system of spheres model of revision, for which we 
now provide a formal definition. 

Definition 6.7 (Grove 1988) Let W be the set of valuations (or possible worlds)14 for some 
:fixed language and K some theory. A system of spheres centered on K is a collection S of 
subsets of W such that 

1. Sis totally ordered under set inclusion, ~-

2. { w : w F K} is the ~-minimum of S. 

3. WES (and hence is the maximum of S). 

4. For any sentence A, there is a smallest s ES intersecting IIAII (the set of worlds satisfying 
A). This smallest sis denoted s(A). 

Thus S consists of a sequence So ~ S1 ~ · • • ~ W of subsets of W with S0 = IIKII being its 
minimum. The intuition is that smaller members of S (spheres) contain worlds "closer" to the 
actual state of affairs K. The sentences resulting from revising K by A are just those true at all 
worlds in s(A) n IIAII- That is, we define KA as 

K.4 ={a: s(A) n IIAII I= a}. 

Grove shows that this model of revision exactly characterizes AGM revision function. 

Theorem 6.11 (Grove 1988) A revision operator induced by a system of spheres (as described 
above) satisfies postulates (R1) through (RB). 

Theorem 6.12 (Grove 1988) If a revision operator* satisfies postulates (R1) through (RB) then 
for any theory K there exists a system of spheres centered on K that induces *. 

HGrove actually uses maximal consistent sets of the underlying language. This distinction is unimportant for our 
purposes. 
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We observe that a system of spheres can be viewed as imposing a total preorder on the set of 
worlds W as follows: let w $ v iff every sphere that contains v also contains w. In other words, 
the smallest sphere containing w is enclosed in the smallest sphere containing v. This observation 
leads to a quick proof of Theorem 6.8, which we sketch here. 

Proof (sketch) Let * be any AGM revision function. By Grove's theorem there exists a system 
of spheres S for any K that determines *· Let $ be the total preorder on W induced by S 
and define a CO*-model M = (W, R, cp} as follows: 

■ 

1. W = U{S,: Si ES} 

2. cp is defined in the usual manner 

3. wRv iff v $ w. 

It should be clear that R is reflexive, transitive and connected and that W contains all 
propositional valuations (as W E S); hence, M is a CO*-model. Furthermore, M is a full 
revision model for suitable for K since S is centered on K. 

In case A is inconsistent, KA = Cn(.l) as does KAM, since M I= □,A. So suppose B E J(A 
for some consistent A. By Grove's result, 

s(A) n IIAII I= B 

so there is some sphere s(A) such that for all A-worlds w E s(A), w I= B. By construction 
(and the fact that s(A) is A-permitting) 

M Fw A A D( A ::> B), SO 

MI= ◊(A A □(A::> B)), 

and thus M I= A ~ B; i.e. B E KAM. 
Conversely, assume B E K;t. Then M I= A ~ B; and there exists some w such that 

Since w I= A, wRv for all v E s(A). Hence v FA::> B for all v E s(A). This means 

s(A) n IIAII I= B 

and by Grove's result, B E KA. 

This lends further support to the claim that there is no distinction between our conditional 
approach to revision and the AGM model. Notice however that a system of spheres is defined 
so that_ for any sentence A there is some minimal A-permitting sphere. This points to a crucial 
divergence in the intuitions underlying spheres models a.nd revision models, which do not necessitate 
minimal A-worlds in the accessibility relation R. The truth conditions for B E [(A with a spheres 
model state that B must hold at all minimal A-worlds. We circumvent this restriction by insisting 
B E J(A iff A A □(A ::> B) holds at some world, that there is some A-world such that B is true at 
all closer worlds. 
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The requirement that there exists a closest A-world in the ordering for revision has been dubbed 
the Limit Assumption, and has received considerable attention in the philosophical literature on 
counterfactual conditionals (Lewis 1973a; Lewis 1973b; Stalnaker 1968; Stalnaker 1984). Lewis 
(1973b) has argued that the Limit Assumption is inappropriate in general when discussing or

derings of comparative similarity, or closeness, in the context of counterfactual reasoning. These 
considerations apply directly to deljberations of revision as well (see the next section). Consider 
the following example of Lewis:. 

"If I were over seven feet tall, I would play basket ball." 

Imagine the speaker of this utterance, say Pete, has a height of six feet. Intuitively, an ordering 
of comparative similarity (in this context) should rank possible worlds according to Pete's height; 
the nearer this value is to six feet, the closer to the actual state of affairs a possible world should 
be ranked. Now to evaluate the conditional (or to revise by its antecedent) is to ask whether Pete 
would play basketball at the closest world(s) where he is over seven feet tall. But intuitively there 
is no closest set of such worlds, only an infinite sequence in which Pete's height approaches a limit 
of seven feet. Lewis claims that this circumstance is perfectly acceptable, and that these truth 
conditions for counterfactuals are malformed. We should ask instead if, as we consider closer and 
closer worlds, we find a point where Pete plays basketball at all closer worlds (short of the seven 
foot limit). 

Stalnaker argues that such considerations are not relevant in practice, though admitting: "Noth
ing I can think of in the concept of similarity ... would motivate imposing this restrictive formal 
structure [the Limit Assumption] in the ordering determined by a similarity relation" (Stalnaker 
1984, p.140). For instance, assuming that such a fine-grained level of detail is not relevant to the 
conditional, we need not pick the closest antecedent-world, but merely the closest one(s) worlds 
that differ only in relevant respects. In this case, a world where Pete is seven-feet one-inch tall 
might suffice as a standard for evaluating the conditional. The basis for this argument seems to be 
the use of selection functions (see Chapter 2) for conditional semantics. Such a selection function 
may ignore irrelevant aspects of similarity and pick "relevantly closest worlds." 

It might be the case, nevertheless, that such aspects as Pete's exact height are important (though 
perhaps not in this context). Stalnaker would then argue that the conditional is worded unsuitably, 
that Pete should assert 

"If I were the shortest height greater than seven feet I would play basketball." 

In such a circumstance the selection function would pick out no world and any consequent would 
follow vacuously. Unfortunately, this seems unnecessarily restrictive, and, we claim, an indictment 
of selection function semantics. Without the Limit Assumption a selection function fails in tnis 
case, since in attempting to determine the closest antecedent-world it comes up empty and makes 
all conditionals vacuously true. Certainly it seems some conditionals should remain true and some 
false in this case; for instance, 

"If I were over seven feet tall I would be under seven feet tall" 

seems absurd even without assuming the existence of a limiting world. 
The Limit Assumption is a technical device postulated for the convenience of selection functions. 

Without such a requirement we can still provide adequate truth conditions for conditionals in terms 
of comparative similarity by following Lewis's suggestion. Hence, the "expressive" benefits of 
the Limit Assumption are negligible in comparison, and certainly not sufficient to outweigh the 
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ontological constraint it imposes. What our approach to revision discloses is that Lewis's account 
of truth conditions for counterfactuals can be defined or axiomatized in terms of modal operators. 

Returning to Grove's system of spheres model for belief revision, the constraint that minimal 
A-permitting spheres exist is precisely the Limit Assumption and allows Grove to specify truth 
conditions for KA in terms of a selection function, namely s(A) n ![All, The logic CO* and Theo
rem 6. 7 show that Grove's restriction is unnecessary, that given the appropriate truth conditions 
( corresponding to ◊( A I\ □( A :::> B))) the AGM postulates are still satisfiable. 

Of course, Grove's representation theorem gives the impression that this bit of philosophical 
exorbitance is unnecessary for modeling AGM revision functions, for any such function has a corre
sponding ( set of) system of spheres ( or CO* revision models) that satisfies the Limit Assumption. 
Furthermore, one could argue that, since our underlying logic is propositional and we are only 
interested in finite theories, expressing such concepts of infinite extent is impossible anyway. 

The second claim is easier to dispose of, for concepts such as "least height greater than seven 
feet" and constraints on the ordering of possible worlds that reflect, say, a rational ordering are 
easily expressible in a first-order language, and we must suppose that any notion of revision should 
be applicable (in essential ways) to a first-order logic. We can imagine imposing constraints on 
the closeness ordering of possible worlds in our modal language, suitably extended to encompass 
first-drder concepts. We first require some (necessarily incomplete, but sufficient for our purposes) 
theory of the real ( or rational) nllillbers, say 'R, that we assert holds at a.ll worlds with the sentence 
Bn. For this example, . we could probably get by with a partial theory of ~ together with the 
sentence 

□'v'x3y((x > 7) :::> (y > 7 I\ y < x)). (6.4) 

We want Pete's height to be unique, so we assert 

D(height(Pete) = x I\ height(Pete) = y::) x = y). (6.5) 

To express the fact that worlds closer to Pete's actual height of six feet are considered more similar 
we assert that height (Pete) = 6 and 

□'v'y > 6[y < x :::> (height(Pete) = x = D,height(Pete) = y)]. (6.6) 

Given this background theory, we want to ask what follows from the revision of an objective theory 
K by 

height(Pete) > 7, (6.7) 

in particular, if "Pete plays basketball" follows from this revision. 
This leads us to the first objection, that any AGM revision can be modeled by a structure 

satisfying the Limit Assumption. A problem immediately crops up for the AGM theory and Grove's 
spheres models, for the intensional constraints we have proposed in this example cannot even be 
expressed in their language. We cannot assert a sentence such as that constraining the notion 
of similarity to be applied, sentence (6.6); nor can we even ensure in a natural manner that our 
revised theories contain certain sentences, such as sentences (6.4) or (6.5), that can be thought of 
as "integrity constraints" on the belief set. Other than the logical axiomatization it provides, the 
key advantage of regarding revision in terms of modal logic is the ability to express such intensional 
constraints on the revision process. Revising by sentence (6.7), since it is inconsistent with KB, 
need not even satisfy the constraints (6.4) or (6.5), if these are expressed with.in the (objective) 
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l(B.15 In CO* we can s_pecify these constraints as premises in the logical language, as well as the 
restriction that the accessibility relation be "defined" in terms of Pete's _height; they are just kept 
separate from the objective KB. 16 We will examine these integrity constraints further in the next 
section. 

Returning to the Limit Assumption, Grove's result assures us that any AGM function has a 
model satisfying the assumption. This is the case precisely because the "traditional" language of 
revision cannot express intensional constraints, and hence cannot distinguish models that satisfy 
the Limit Assumption from those that do not. Any revision function that says Pete plays basketball 
when he is over seven feet tall has a model (system of spheres or CO*-model) with a minimal world 
where Pete is over seven feet tall. As Stalnaker claims, the existence of such a model might not be 
problematic in practice. But suppose we have a large knowledge base and a language that permits 
intensional constraints to be specified. In this knowledge base there might exist some theory n of 
the real numbers. A user, asking some query about Pete, might now wish to express the ( quite 
natural) constraint that the notion of similarity appropriate in t.his context should respect Pete's 
varying height. On interaction with n, this constraint ensures no minimal antecedent-world exists, 
and on Grove's truth conditions revising by the antecedent results in an inconsistent theory. Our 
truth conditions suffer from no such drawback, although in the cases where limiting worlds do exist 
the semantics coincides with Grove's. 

6.3 A Framework for Subjunctive Queries 

To this point we have investigated the revision conditional connective ~ in the context of changing 
a knowledge base. However, the question of how to revise a J(B is important not just in the presence 
of changing information, but also when we want to investigate questions of the form "What if A 
were true?" A subjunctive conditional A > B is one of the form17 "If A were the case then B 
would be true." Subjunctives ha.ve been widely studied in philosophy and it is generally accepted 
that (some variant of) the Ramsey test is adequate for evaluating the truth of such conditionals: 

First add the antecedent (hypothetically) to your stock ~f beliefs; second make whatever 
adjustments are required to maintain consistency ( without modifying the hypothetical 
belief in the antecedent); finally, consider whether or not the consequent is true. (Stal~ 
naker 1968, p.44) 

The connection to belief revision is quite clearly spelled out in this formulation of the Ramsey test: 
to evaluate a subjunctive conditional A > B, we revise our beliefs to include A and see if B is 
believed. On this view, A~ Bis nothing but a subjunctive conditional where the (implicit) KB 
represents our initial state of knowledge, and will be true exactly when B E KA, in accordance 
with the Ramsey test.18 

A number of people have argued that counterfactual and subjunctive conditionals have an 
important role to play in AI, logic programming and database theory. Bonner (1988) has proposed 

15 Although, these could be explicitly "asserted" in the form B E KA. 
16This is only because they are not propositional. It is possible to "only know" these sentences in conjunction with 

objective knowledge. 
17 At least., in "deep structure." 
181t would seem, however, that subjunctives based on the Ramsey test a.nd belief revision are not the only type 

of subjunctives. They may a.lso be based on other types of "knowledge base revision," for example, update (see 
Section 7.1). 
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a logic for hypothetical reasoning in which logic programs or deductive databases are augmented 
with embedded implications of the form 

A- (B-C). 

Roughly, such an implication is read as "If adding C to the data.base causes B to be true, then 
A is true." The embedded rule (B - C) acts like a subjunctive premise "If C were true, then B 
would be," from whlch one can infer A. Bonner provides an interesting intuitionistic semantics and 
proof procedure for logic programs augmented with this feature, and the logic is extended to allow 
embedded universal quantification in (Bonner, McCarty and Vadaparty 1989). 

Ginsberg (1986) has identified a number of areas in AI in which counterfactuals might play an 
important role in the sema11tic analysis of various tasks. For instance, in a planning domain a robot 
might ask of a state of belief 

"If I removed the cup from my hand could I pick up the spoon?" 

If this counterfactual A > B is true, it suggests a natural regression of goals: in order to accomplish 
B the robot should take steps to ensure the truth of A.. Similarly, in cliagnosis we may consider the 
observation of a fault to counterfactually imply a cliagnosis or explanation of that fault, as in 

"If outputs x and y did not coincide then circuit C would be faulty." 

This conditional must be interpreted as a counterfactual with respect to the specification of a 
device's (proper) behavior because such a description should entail the negation of the antecedent, 
making such a. material conclitional vacuously true. 

Ginsberg proposes a system for reasoning a.bout counterfactuals that is similar in spirit to 
Nebel's (1989) system for belief revision. Given some KB, to determine the counterfactual con
sequences of A we consider those maximal subsets of KB consistent with A, and add A to these. 
Notice, if A is consistent with KB then only one such subset (KB itself) exists and A > B is true 
ill A ::> B is entailed by ICB, coincicling with our intuitions about consistent revision. Certain 
subsets can be preferred to others through some ordering < on these subsets, similar to partial 
meet revision. However, Ginsberg's model of cou.nterfactual reasoning suffers from the same defect 
as Nebel's revision model, specifically sensitivity to the syntactic structure of KB. 

Jackson (1989) considers the problems with Ginsberg's approach and presents a model-theoretic 
system BERYL that addresses these difficulties. We assume a finita.ry propositional language and 
a theory K that must be revised by A. As in the possible models approach to upda.te of (Winslett 
1988), those worlds that satisfy A and differ minimally (with respect to set inclusion of atoms) 
from some world in IIKII are models of the revised state of affairs. To satisfy the postulate of 
consistent revision (R4) (which distinguishes BERYL from the possible models approach) Jackson, 
in a somewhat ad hoc fashion, requires that 

IIKAII = IIKII n IIAII 

whenever A is consistent with K. This would seem to void either the claim that set inclusion of 
atoms reflects some notion of comparative similarity or that BERYL respects this notion. 

6.3.1 Belief Revision and Subjunctive Conditionals 

These systems both take seriously the idea that counterfactuals are intimately tied to belief revision. 
However, this connection had not gone unappreciated by the revision community. Gardenfors 
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(1978a, as presented in (1988)) provides an explicit postulate for revision and conditional reasoning 
based on the Ramsey test. H we assume that conditionals can be part of our belief sets then a 
concise statement of the Ramsey test is 

(RT) A> BEK iff BE KA. 

Gardenfors also describes a formal semantics for conditionals in terms of belief revision systems 
( as discussed in the next section). By imposing certain constraints on these models in the form 
of postulates (Rl) through (R8), and using (RT) to evaluate conditionals, Gardenfors comes up 
with a conditional logic based on a revision "style" semantics that corresponds exactly to Lewis's 
(1973a) counterfactual logic VC. The logic VC is Lewis's "official logic of counterfactuals," an 
axiomatization of which is given below. 

(1) From A, A :.> B infer B 

(2) From C1 /\ · · · /\ Cn :> B infer ((A> C1) /\···/\(A> Cn)) :> (A> B) for any n ~ 1 

(3) All truth functional tautologies 

(4) A> A 

(5) (-,A> A):> (B > A) 

(6) (A> -,B) V (((A/\ B) > C) =(A> (B :> C))) 

(7) (A> B) :> (A :> B) 

(8) (A/\B) :>(A> B) 

Let KB be as usual a set of beliefs representing our knowledge of the world. We also expect 
there to be some conditional beliefs among these that constrain the manner in which we aTe willing 
to revise our (objective) beliefs. These take the form a ~ /3 (or a > /3), and will be referred to 
as subjunctive premises. By a subjunctive query we intend something of the form "If A were true, 
would B hold?" In other words, is A> Ba consequence of our beliefs and subjunctive premises? 

Given the connection between VC and belief revision, and assuming the Ramsey test is an 
appropriate truth test for subjunctives, it would appear that VC is exactly the logical calculus 
required for formulating subjunctive queries. However, we have misrepresented the Gardenfors 
result to a certain degree; in fact, his semantics does not account for the postulate of consistent 
revision (R4). It is excluded because it results in triviality (see the next section) and, together with 
the other postulates, is far too strong to be of use. Because (R4) is unaccounted for in VC, it is 
inadequate for the representation of certain subjunctive queries. 

Example 6. 7 Suppose KB= { B}, a belief set consisting of a single propositional letter. If we were 
to ask "If A then B?" intuitively we would expect the answer YES, when A is some distinct 
atomic proposition. With no constraints (such as A > -,B), the postulate of consistent 
revision should hold sway and revising. by A should result in KI1 = { A, B}. Hence, A > B 
should be true of KB. Similarly, -,(A> C) should also be true of KB for any distinct atom 
C. 

■ 
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In VC there is no mechanism for drawing these types of conclusions. At most one could hope 
to assert Bas a premise and derive A> B or -.(A> C), but neither of 

B 1-vc A> B or 

B 1-vc -.(A> C) 

is true, nor should they be. It should be the case that if A is consistent with our beliefs that A> B 
holds, but merely asserting B doesn't carry this force. In a sense, when B is a prerruse we mean 
"B is believed,,, but this does not preclude the possibility of A, or -.A, or C, or anything else being 
believed. When KB = {B} we intend something stronger, namely that "B is all that is believed." 
Because Bis the only sentence in KB, we convey the added information that, say, neither A nor 
-.A is believed. In Levesque's (1990) terminology, we only know KB. 

To only know some sentence is to both know (or believe) A and to know nothing more than A. 
To know A is to restrict one's set of epistemic possibilities to those states of affairs where A is true. 
If some -.A-world were considered possible an agent could not be said to know A, for the possibility 
of -.A has not been ruled out. To know nothing more than A is to include all possible A-worlds 
among one's set of epistemic possibilities. Adding knowledge to a belief set is just restricting one's 
set of epistemic possibilities to exclude worlds where these new beliefs fail, so if some A-world were 
excluded from consideration, intuitively an agent would have some knowledge other than A that 
ruled out this world. We return to these ideas in Section 6.5. 

In our logic CO* we have precisely the mechanism for stating that we only know a knowledge 
base. In CO*-structures for revision Wf! consider the set of minimal worlds to represent our knowl
edge of the actual world. Exactly those possible worlds consistent with our beliefs KB are minimal 
in a.ny KB-revision model; this is precisely what the sentence O(I(B) asserts. It says that KB is 
believed (since only KB-worlds are minimal) and that KB is all that is believed (since only minimal 
worlds are KB-worlds). 

Returning to the subjunctive query A~ B, we take this analysis to mean that 

BI-co. A~ B 

is not the proper formulation of the query. This derivation is not valid (just as it is not in VC). 
Our analysis suggests that we ought to ask if A ..!~ B holds if we only know B. In fact this is the 
case: both 

O(B) I-co. A~ B and 

O(B) I-co. -.(A~ C) 

are legitimate derivations. 
This leads to an obvious framework for subjunctive query answering, given a set of beliefs. Our 

knowledge of the world is divided into two components, a set KB of objective or propositional facts 
or beliefs, and a set S of _aubjunctive conditionals acting as premises, or constraints on the manner 
in which we revise our beliefs. To ask a subjunctive query Q of the form a ~ {3 is to ask if {3 would 
be true if we believed a, given that our only current beliefs about the world are represented by KB, 
and that our deliberations of revision are constrained by subjunctive premises S. The expected 
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answers YES, NO and UNK (unknown) to Q are characterized as follows. 

{ 

YES if {O(KB)} us l=oo. Q 
ASK(Q) = NO if {O(KB)} US l=oo. -,Q 

UNK otherwise · 

Objective queries about the actual state of affairs (or, more precisely, our beliefs) can be phrased 
as a Q of the form T ~ j3 where /3 is the objective query of interest. It's easy to see that 

ASK(Q) = YES iff roo. KB:) /3. 

The ability to express that only a certain set of sentences is believed allows us to give a purely 
logical characterization of subjunctive queries of a knowledge base. The logic VC seems adequate 
for reasoning from subjunctive premises a;nd for deriving new conditionals, but it cannot account 
for the influence of factual information on the truth of conditionals in a completely satisfying 
manner; for it lacks the expressive power to enforce compliance with postulate (R4). In fact, it 
is not hard to verify that the axioms for VC are each valid in CO* if we replace nonsubjunctive 
(factual) information (say a) by statements to the effect that a is believed (in CO*, belief in a 
is expressed as ◊□a; see Section 6.5). The approaches of Ginsberg and Jackson ta.ke VC to be 
the underlying counterfactual logic. Indeed, their approaches (under certain assumptions) satisfy 
the Lewis axioms. However, they recognize that the ability to only know a knowledge base is 
crucial for revision and subjunctive reasoning, an expressive task not achievable in VC. Therein 
lies the motivation for their extra-logical characterizations, and the underlying idea that KB is 
representable as a set of sentences or set of possible wmlds from which we construct new sets in the 
course of revision. Winslett's (1988) possible models approach to update has a similar extra-logical 
quality. CO* can be viewed as a logic in wh.ich one can capture just this process. 

Naturally, important distinctions between the proposals of Ginsberg and Jackson and ours 
do exist. For instance, our characterization is not swayed by the syntactic form of KB; and a 
"consistent" ordering on states of affairs is adhered to for any type of revision, in contrast to 
BERYL, which requires that its ordering of set inclusion be ignored during consistent revision. 

6.3.2 Integrity Constraints 

Often only certain states of knowledge, certain belief sets, are permissible. The concept of integrity 
constraints, widely studied in database theory, is a way to capture just such conditions. For a 
database ( or in our case, a belief set) to be considered a valid representation of the world, it must 
satisfy these integrity constraints. For instance, we might not consider feasible any belief set in 
which certain commonsense laws of physics are violated; or a database in which there exists some 
student with an unknown student number might be prohibited. 

This apparently straightforward concept actua:lly has several distinct interpretations. Reiter 
(1990) surveys those and proposes the definition we favor, which essentially asserts that an integrity 
constraint C should be entailed by KB. The distinguishing chara,cteristic of Reiter's definition is 
that integrity constraints can be phrased using ·a modal knowledge operator that refers to "what 
is known by the database." This connective is given a semantics, and satisfaction of an integrity 
constraint is defined using an implicit appeal to the concept of only knowing. We can phrase the 
definition within our language as follows (though Reiter's underlying logic is first-order). 

Definition 6.8 (Reiter 1990) Let C E LB and KB~ LcPL• KB satisfies integrity constraint C 
iff O(KB) roo. C. 
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Typically, C will contain operators referring to the knowledge contained in KB (see (Reiter 1990) 
for examples). For our purposes, since we do not intend to give a full account of what a knowledge 
base knows,19 we will assume constraints are propositional and that J(B satisfies C just when KB 
entails C. 

As emphasized in (Fagin, Ullman and Vardi 1983) and (Winslett·l990), integrity constraints are 
particularly important when updating a database. Any new database ( or belief set) should satisfy 
these constraints, therefore any reasonable model of update or revision must explicitly account for 
integrity constraints (Winslett 1990). Consider the following example. 

Example 6.8 Let the constraint C, that a particular department has only one chair, be expressed 
as 

■ 

chair(x,d) /\ chair(y ,d) :) x=y 

Suppose we want to update KB with 

chair(Ken,DCS) V chair(Maria,DCS). 

(6.8) 

If (6.8) is consistent with KB, the constraint C can be placed in KB and will ensure that 
exactly one of Ken or Maria is the chair of Computer Science.20 Suppose, on the contrary, 
that 

KB= {chair(Derek,DCS)} 

so the new fact is inconsistent. The constraint can no longer be enforced in the updated KB', 
for nothing about (6.8) says it must be true in the revised state of affairs. Simply viewing 
the constraint as an objective fact is inappropriate. 

This example illuminates the need for integrity constraints to be expressed intensionally. They 
refer not only to tlle actual world, but to all (preferred) ways in which we may view the world. We 
can ensure the satisfaction of a constraint by adding it to KB. 21 This will not, however, guarantee 
that the constraint remains consistent when KB is revised. Since revision often entails giving up 
certain facts, this "constraint" expressed as a fa.ct in KB can be lost as easily as any other. We 
want those revisions to be preferred that keep the constraint C in the revised KB. 

As mentioned in the previous section, we can ensure a revised belief set or database satisfies a ... 
constraint C by asserting DC as a premise in our background theory (on the same level M O(KB)). 
This has the effect of ensuring any possible worlds ever considered satisfy C. This tack has two 
disadvantages. First, it takes us from the realm of CO*, and requires the logic CO. Thus we lose 
the uniformity of our models and require a proper subset of the axiom schemata corresponding 
to CO* (and perhaps lose a more uniform proof procedure). Second, it might be too strong an 
assertion.in many applications. Such a statement will force any revision of ICE by a fact inconsistent 
with C to result in the inconsistent belief set Cn(.l). In certain (maybe most) circumstances, we 
-can· imagine a constraint C ought to be satisfied if at all possible; but if it cannot be we should not 
be forced into inconsistency. 

19 A rough characterization would be fairly straightforward, however. We can replace Reiter's knowledge modality 
K with the sequence OD, or even with KB:::>, as-we discuss in the next section in terms of autoepistemic logic. In 
the context of only knowing, KB knows (propositional) o just when KB entails o. 

20 We adopt the Unique Names Hypothesis (Reiter 1978a), so, e.g., Ken f:. Maria is true of KB. Propositionally this 
can be written as chairMaria ::> -,chairKen 

21 This is true only of simple propositional constraints. These are not the only constraints we will want to enforce 
in general (Reiter 1990). · 
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Instead of abolishing -iC-worlds outright, we'd like to say all C-worlds are "preferred" to -iC
worlds, or they are closer to the actual state of affairs, theory K, than any world violating the 
constraint. Such a condition is expressible as 

□(C ::> DC). 

To see this, imagine some -,C-world vis closer than some C-world w, in a model M of K. Then 
wRv and M ~w C :::> DC. 

Of course, we are often concerned with a set of constraints C = { C1 , • • •, Cn}. A set of sentences 
of the form 

will be CO*-inconsistent if any Ci, Cj are pairwise contingent, since it is impossible to satisfy the 
condition, for some w I= Ci A -,Ci and v I= -,Ci A Cj, that vis closer than w and w is closer than 
v. For a set C of multiple constraints, we use C to denote their conjunction 

□( C ::> DC) where C = I\ Ci, 
i:=;n 

We now define a revision model with integrity constraints. We assume C is satisfiable. 

Definition 6.9 M is a revision model for K with weak integrity constraints C1 , • • •, Cn iff M is a 
revision model for K and M I= □(C ::> DC) where C is the conjunction of the constraints. 
We will often say that Mis a revision model with constraints C where C is understood to 
be either the set or conjunction of the individual constraints. The set {□( C :::> DC)} will be 
denoted WI C. · 

M 
Theorem 6.13 Let M be a revision model for K with weak integrity constraints C. Then l(A I= C 
for all A consistent with C. 

Thus we validate the definition of integrity constraint. If a sentence A is consistent with C it must 
be that revising by A results in a belief set that satisfies C. Of course, this requires that the original 
belief set must also satisfy the integrity constraints. 

Corollary 6.14 Let M be a revision model for K with weak integrity constraints C. Then I( I= C. 

Corollary 6.15 If KB~ C then {O(KB)} U WIG is CO*-inconsistent. 

These corollaries state that if KB does not entail constraints C, it can have no revision model 
satisfying WIG. That is, if the initial KB violates C we cannot postulate a model in which KB 
satisfies C no matter how it is revised. Our concern is not with the (traditional) question of when 
KB satisfies C, but instead with t he question of when KB will satisfy C after arbitrary revisions.22 

In order to get off the ground, we assume the original KB in our examples satisfy C (i.e. 
KB I= C). The simplest way to do this is to "throw in" the constraints, assuming they are part of 

22 The problem we address here might also differ from the classical problem of integrity constraints in the sense that 
we are dealing with revisions of databases rather than updates of databases (see Section 3.3 and 7.1). This suggests 
that, just as there are (at least) two distinct types of theory change, there are also two kinds of integrity constraint. 
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KB. Otherwise O(KB) will require that -.C-worlds be among those considered to model the actual 
world. Often, integrity constraints and objective knowledge are kept separately. In our examples, 
we will always consider KB to include as an objective fact any constraint C,23 although we may 
not explicitly write C as a member of KB. 

Example 6.9 Let KB= {chair(Derek,DCS)} and 

■ 

C = {chair(x,d) /\ chair(y,d):) x=y}. 

Suppose we want to revise KB with 

chair(Ken,DCS) V chair(Maria,DCS). 

Then from {O(KB)} U WIG we can derive in CO* 

chair(Ken,DCS) V chair(Maria,DCS) ~ 

chair(Ken,DCS) = -.chair(Maria,DCS). 

This definition of integrity constraint has the unappealing quality of being unable to ensure 
that as many constraints as possible be satisfied. For instance, if some update A violates some C, 
of C, then revision by A is not guaranteed to satisfy other constraints . Only worlds that satjsfy all 
constraints in C are preferred. For this reason we included the qualifier "weak" in the definition. 
In general, we want other members of C to be satisfied even though a certain Ci may be violated. 

Example 6.10 Let KB= {chair(Derek,DCS)} and C = {C1,C2}, where 

■ 

C1 = chair(x,d) /\ chair(y ,d) :> x=y, 

C2 = chair(x,DCS) = teachnocourse(x). 

C2 is intended to constrain· the database such that only the chair of Computer Science teaches 
no courses. From {O(KB)} U WIG we cannot derive in CO* 

chair(Ken,DCS) /\ chair(Maria,DCS) ~ teachnocourse(Ken), 

nor can we derive 

chair(Ken,DCS) /\ chair(Maria,DCS) ~ teachnocourse(Maria). 

So once C1 has been violated, we cannot assume C2 will be satisfied. 
In order to ensure a more reasonable behavior on the part of integrity constraints, we'd like to 

insist that as many of them as possible be satisfied. This can be accomplished by asserting that 
worlds in which a certain subset of constraints C = { C1 , • • •, Cn} is violated are preferred to any 
world in which a larger subset of these is violated, where by preferred we intend worlds are lower 

23 Although, from previous examples we have seen this is not sufficientfor C to be considered an integrity constraint. 
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in our ranking of closeness. Let S1 , S2, . .. , S2n be an enumeration of the subsets of C. We will use 
S, to denote the sentence 

S, will denote its "complement" 

We can think of S, I\ S, as stating that some state of affairs satisfies exactly the constraints in Si, 
Suppose w p Si I\ S,. To say w is preferred to any world that violates strictly more constraints is 
to assert that, for every S; C S,, 

To see this, suppose this sentence is violated. Then for some such w there is a world v that is at 
least as close as w at which S; holds. This means some superset, C - S;, of the constraints violated 
at w, C - S,, is violated at v, yet vis equally or more preferred. We can _state this more concisely, 
without quantifying over all subsets of Si as follows: 

The (strong) integrity constraints determined by C are specified by the set 

Definition 6.10 M is a revision model for K with (strong) integrity constraints C iff M is a 
revision model for K and M F IC. 

Once again, we assume C is satisfiable. The set IC determines a partial order on the subsets 
of C that respects set inclusion. When revising by a sentence A, in general there will be several 
maximal subsets S, ~ C consistent with A. The revision of K by A will result in either the belief 
in one such subset of C or the disjunction of several such maximal S,, if the revision model fails to 
"complete" the partial order determined by sentence IC. 

Theorem 6.16 Let M be a revision model for K with strong integrity constraints C. Let S be the 
collection of maximal subsets Si ~ C such that S, is consistent with A. For some S ~ S, it is the 

M 
case that KA F V S. 

Corollary 6 .1 7 Let M be a revision model for K with strong integrity constraints C. Then I( p C. 

Corollary 6.18 If KB~ C then {O(KB)} U IC is CO*-inconsistent. 

Example 6.11 Let KB= {chair(Derek,DCS)} and C = {C1,C2}, where 

C1 = chair(x,d) /\ chair(y,d) :> x=y, 

C2 = chair(x,DCS) = teachnocourse(x). 

From {O(KB)} U IC we can derive in CO* both 

chair(Ken,DCS) /\ chair(Maria,DCS) ~ teachnocourse(Ken) 
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and 
chair(Ken,DCS) A chair(Haria,DCS) ~ teachnocourse(Haria) . 

• 
The specification of integrity constraints as the set IC seems much more reasonable, but gives 

equal weight to each constraint in C. Fagin, Ullman and Vardi (1983) have argued that sentences 
in a database can have different priorities and that updates should respect these priorities by 
"hanging on to" sentences of higher priority whenever possible during revision. For instance, as we 
have argued throughout, sentences with more information content should be retained in a belief 
set if it is possible to give up those with less. In their theory of updates, sentences in a database 
are tagged with nonnegative integer priorities, and sentences · are removed from the database during 
the update process according to this ranking. 

Consider the previous examples where constraints assert that a department has one chair and 
that the chair of Computer Science is the only person without a course to teach. It can be the case 
that certain information cannot satisfy both of the constraints, but could satisfy either one singly 
- for example, when we learn that Maria is the chair and Ken has no course load. It might also 
be that we prefer to violate the constraint that a non-chair faculty member teaches no course in 
deference to the fact that Computer Science has only one chair; it seems more plausible that Ken 
has cut a special deal than that he is another chair .. 

Suppose that the set C = { C1 , · · ·, Cn} is now an ordered set of integrity constraints with Ci 
having higher priority than C; whenever i < j. So we prefer Ci when a conflict arises with C;. 
Expressing the fact that C1 is preferred at all costs is merely asserting that C1 is a weak integrity 
constraint, so 

5(C1 :> DC1) 

should be satisfied. Since C2 has the next highest priority, it should be satisfied when possible 
unless that entails violating C1 . This means any world that satisfies C2 and C1 is preferred to any 
world that does not. In other words, 

In conjunction with the first sentence, this implies that any preferred world that violates C2 will 
satisfy C1. Let Pi denote the conjunction of the i highest priority integrity constraints 

The the set of prioritized integrity constraints is specified as 

Definition 6.11 M is a revision model for J( with prioritized integrity constraints Ci,·•·, Cn iff 
M is a revision model for K and M I= IC P. 

Theorem 6.19 Let M be a revision model for K with prioritized integrity constraints Ci,··•, Cn, 
Then x;t I= Ci whenever A is consistent with the conjunction of all constraints C;, j :$ i. 
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Corollary 6.20 Let M be a revision model for K with prioritized integrity constraints C. Then 
J( F C. 

Corollary 6.21 If KB~ C then {O(KB)} U ICP is CO*-inconsistent. 

Example 6.12 Let KB= {chair(Derek,DCS)} and C = {C1,C2}, where 

■ 

C1 = chair(x,d) /\ chair(y ,d) :::> x=y, 

C2 = chair(x,DCS) = teachnocourse(x). 

From {O(KB)} U ICP we can derive in CO* 

teachnocourse(Ken) A chair(Maria,DCS) ~ 

chair(x,DCS) = x = Maria. 

It may be that certain constraints should have equal priority, that none in a certain subset of 
C have priority over others. It should be easy to see that the strong version of integrity constraints 
and the prioritized version can be combined. One needs just assert the premises IC for this subset 
of equal-priority constraints and adjust the set IC P to reflect this. We leave the details to the 
reader. 

6.3.3 Epistemic Entrenchment 

In (Fagin, Ullman and Vardi 1983) the tags on sentences are not meant for integrity constraints 
alone. In fact, the only sentences tagged with O are called integrity constraints, and anything 
that can be viewed as violable ( to greater or lesser degree) is not correctly called a constraint. If 
we adopt this perspective, we see that prioritized integrity constraints are really just prioritized 
sentences in a belief set reflecting the degree of epistemic entrenchment associated with each such 
belief. Thus, what we have termed prioritized integrity constraints can also be viewed as premises 
constraining belief revision to respect pragmatic concerns. Instead of such premises being in strictly 
conditional form, it might be the case that notions of entrenchment are more naturally specified 
in this way. A conditional A ~ B ensures that A I\ B is more plausible ( ranked lower) than 
A I\ -,B, Priorities can express this idea unconditionally, for if C2 has lower priority than C1, then 
-iC2 is considered more plausible than -iC1 • Reviewing the examples in the last section regarding 
the Limit Assumption, it seemed quite natural to represent certain constraints on belief revision 
in a non-conditional form. For instance, the theory of rational numbers (from which we reasoned 
about height) ought to hold at "any" world, and is given highest priority (its negation is given 
lowest plausibility). Certainly beliefs about subjects like commonsense physical laws ought to have 
a high degree of entrenchment in general, as opposed to various contingent facts. 

To say a belief C1 is an integrity constraint of higher priority than C2 implies that C1 is more 
epistemically entrenched than C2 , and that its negation is less plausible. However, the converse is 
not always the case. We can have a belief C1 be more entrenched than C2 , yet C1 need not be an 
integrity constraint. To say C1 is an integrity constraint is a much stronger assertion, for it means 
that all states of affairs where C1 holds are more plausible than any state of affairs where it does 
not ( discounting higher priorities). But this is precisely what is intended in many circumstances, 
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such as the ones we've examined above. Thus, not only is entrenchment' expressible modally in 
CO*, but so is the stronger concept of integrity constraint. 

Of course, one might want to express an absolute notion of entrenchment rather than a condi
tional one, without relying on integrity constraints, which can be much too strong. That is, we'd 
like to be able to assert or ask something like "A is more entrenched than B ," or "A is more firmly 
held than B." Not surprisingly, entrenchment can be expressed as well. Recall Grove's ordering 
$a is in a sense the dual of entrenchment and is easier to motivate; so we start there. 

When A $a B it is intended that A is at least as close to the actual world as B, or A is at least 
as plausible as B. But this just means the closest A-world is as close as the closest B-world; the 
rank of min(A) (hypothetically speaking) is no greater than that ofmin(B). This is the case exactly 
when every B-world can see some A-world, given our total ordering of clusters; every B-world sees 
min(B), which in turn sees min(A). This leads to the following obvious definitions. 

Definition 6.12 Let M be a CO*-model. We say A is at least as plausible as B (in context M) 
iff MF D(B:::, ◊A). The plausibility ordering'determined by Mis 5PM given by 

A 5PM B iff A is as plausible as B. 

A is more plausible than B iff A 5PM Band not B 5PM A.24 

Definiti<;>n 6.13 Let M be a CO*-model. The entrenchment ordering determined by M, denoted 
5:EM, is given by 

B 5:EM A iff ,B 5PM ,A. 

A is at least as entrenched as B iff B 5:EM A. A is more entrenched than B iff B 5:EM A 
and not A 5:EM B. 

. -Corollary 6.22 B $EM A iff M F □( ,A :::> ◊,B). 

Of course, we must justify the use of the terms plausibility and entrenchment. Recall the Grove 
postulates, (Gl)-(G5), and the entrenchment postulates, (El)-(E5), as presented in Chapter 3. 
These results show that , as well as representing the process of revision with the subjunctive condi
tional ~, CO* can simultaneously be used to represent constraints on the revision process in the 
form of entrenchment and plausibility of various sentences. 

Theorem 6.23 Let M be a CO*-model. Then $PM satisfies the Grove postulates (G1)-(G5). 

Theorem 6.24 Let $a be a Grove ordering satisfying (G1)-(G5). Then there exists a CO*-model 
M such that the plausibility ordering 5PM determined by M is $a. 

Corollary 6.25 Let M be a CO*-model. Then 5:EM satisfies the entrenchment postulates (E1)
(E5) of (Garden/ors 1988). 

Corollary 6.26 Let $E be an entrenchment ordering satisfying (E1)-(E5). Then there exists a 
CO*-model M such that the entrenchment ordering 5:EM determined by M is $E-

Thus we see that a given CO*-model ( or theory) determines ( or partially determines) an ordering 
of entrenchment. Not only can we constrain our theories to satisfy subjunctive premises and 
integrity constraints, but we can also specify directly statements of relative entrenchment and 
plausibility within the logical language. 

24 We use $.PM to indicate greater plausibility rather than ~PM to remain consistent ~ith Grove's notation, as 
well as Pearl's Z-ranking, where lower ranked elements are more normal or more plausible. 
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6.4 Triviality 

A drawback of the counterfactual logic VC for subjunctive reasoning is its inability to account for 
factual information that may constrain the revision process. This a direct result of failing to satisfy 
the criterion for consistent revision 

(R4) If -,A¢ K then K1 ~ KA. 

Ga.rdenfors (1988) has shown that if the postulate (RT) is added to the conditions on revision and 
certain others are weakened (like (R4)), then the resulting logic is precisely VC. Let Lcond be the 
extension of LcPL that includes unnested occurrences of the conditional connective > and boolean 
combinations of such conditionals (much like the language Le in Chapter 4). 

Definition 6.14 (Gardenfors 1988) A belief revision system is a pair (K, *) where K is a col
lection of belief sets (in the extended language Lcond) and * is a revision function mapping 
K X Lcond to K. K must be closed under expansions and * must satisfy (RT); that is BE K.4. 
iff A > B E K, for all K E K. 

By imposing certain constraints on this semantic system, in particular on *, Gardenfors derives a 
series o{ stronger and stronger logics associated with various axioms. For instance, insisting that 
(R2) be satisfied, A E KA, corresponds to the a.xiom 

A>A. 

The constraint (R6) that KA = K8 iff f- A = B is captured by 

(A> B /\ B > A) :::>(A> C :::> B > C). 

These can also be expressed in CO* as A ~ A and 

5(A = B) :::>(A~ C :::> B ~ C), 

b'oth of which are theorems. Some AGM postulates are too strong to be expressed in Lcond, like 
(R5): if If A then KA =/: Cn(.i). Gardenfors however gives a necessary (though not suffi.dent) 
axiom for (R5) 

A > -,A :::> B > -iA. 

In Lcond the required notion of logical consistency cannot be expressed; however, in CO* this 
condition corresponds to 

◊A:::> -i(A ~ .i). 

Postulate (R4) cannot be accommodated within this semantics (hence, neither can the stronger 
(R8)) and G~rdenfors provides a weak version of it. 

(WR4) If A EK and KA# Cn(.i) then K ~ KA. 

This condition is specified by the axiom 

A/\ B :::>A> B, 

and states that if A is a belief, revision by A will cause no beliefs to be given up. Unfortunately 
this carries nowhere near the force .of (R4), which refers to the case where A is consistent with K, 
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rather than in K. As discussed in the previous section, th.is stronger condition cannot be expressed 
in Lcond for it requir_es the ability to capture logical consistency, or only knowing K. VC lacks 
this express'ive power. 

The logic determined by these conditions on a belief revision system is shown to be exactly VC. 

Theorem 6.27 (Giirdenfors 1988) A is valid with respect to the class of belief revision systems 
satisfying certain conditions25 iff 1-vc A. 

Suppose we constrain a belief revision system to satisfy (R4). This requirement cannot be 
expressed in the logic VC, but intuitively it should characterize a certain desirable behavior. A 
rather discouraging result of (Gardenfors 1986) is the following. 

Theorem 6.28 (Gardenfors 1988) No nontrivial belief revision sy~tem satisfies (R2), (R4), 
(RS) and (RT). 26 

A nontrivial system is one in which some belief set K does not contain -.A, -.B or -.C, for three 
pairwise disjoint sentences A, B, C (where a disjoint pair A, B is any such that -.(A AB) is unsat
isfiable). 

Let's say a belief set is AB-ignorant just when it holds no belief about either A or B; that is, 
when none of AV B, -.AV B, AV -.B, -.AV -.B is in K (Rott 1989). It is easy to see that a 
trivial belief revision system can have no AB-ignorant belief set.27 Rott (1989) presents a proof 
of Gardenfors's triviality result that is somewhat more perspicuous, and we detail his derivation 
here. 

Proof (Rott 1989) Let K be an AB-ignorant belief set. Then 

(1) AV BE K_tvB 
(2) A¢ K_!vB 
(3) AV B E (J(_!vB):A 
{4) -.A E (K_!v8):A 
(5) BE (K!vB)~ 
(6) -.A> BE KAvB 
(7) KlvB ~ K_t 
(8) -.A > B E Ki 
(9) -.A > -.B E K_t 

(10) B,-.B E (K,t):A 
(11) (I(~n:A is inconsistent 
(12) -.A is consistent 
(13) K_! is consistent 
(14) (K!):A is consistent 

premise 
K is AB-ignorant 
(R2), (R4), (1) 
(R2) 
(3),(4) 
(5), (RT) 
property of + 
(6),(7) 
derived as is (8) 
(8),(9) 
(10) 
K is AB-ignorant 
K is AB-ignorant 
(12), (13) 

Clearly (11) and (14) stand in direct contradiction. Hence K cannot be AB-ignorant. 

25These conditions (some discussed above) correspond to the eight AGM postulates, though in the cases of (R4), 
(RS) and (RS) they are considerably weaker. See (Giirdenfors 1988) for details. 

26 Ga.rdenfors uses even weaker conditions than these, proving a stronger result, but this description of the theorem 
is sufficient for our purposes. 

27 Consider the sentence~ A /1. B, -,A /1. B, A /1.-iB, -,A /1.-iB, Any two of these are pairwise disjoint and by triviality 
at least two of the corresponding negations must be in any K . 
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■ 

Ga.rdenfors argues that (RT) is the culprit, and that of the premises required to prove triviality, 
it is most suspect and should be given up. However, the logic CO*, with the given definition of 
~, satisfies (RT) (by definition of *M), and is certainly nontrivial (to see this just construct some 
K -revision model for an AB-ignorant K). How can this be when we have shown our revision models 
to satisfy the AGM postulates? 

To this point we have only conBidered objective belief sets in the iliscussion of revision models. 
Indeed, as the triviality theorem suggests, if we permit a conditional A ~ B to exist in I( 
something has to give. In our case, it is not (RT) or nontriviality, but correspondence to the AGM 
postulates, in particular (R4). Consistent revision does not correspond to expansipn in the presence 
of explicit conditionals within our model. We will show now that this is the desirable solution, that 
it is (R4) that should be given up, not (RT). 

A simple argument against (RT), cited by Ga.rdenfors, is that it entails the undesirable property 
of monotonicity. 

(M) If K ~ K' then KA ~ K'A. 
The implication is obvious, for if B E KA then A > B E KA and in K'A so B E K'A. Gardenfors 
argues that this condition_ should not be satisfied in general. 

Consider Victoria and her alleged father Johan. Let us assume Victoria, in her present 
state of belief K, believes that her own blood group is O and that Johan is her father, 
but she does not know anything about Johan's blood group. Let A be the proposition 
that Johan's blood group is AB, and C the proposition that Johan is Victoria's father. 
If she were to revjse her beliefs by adding the proposition A, she would still believe that 
C, that is, C E K.A' But, in fact, she now learns that a person with blood group AB 
can never have a child with blood group 0. This information, which entails C :) -,A, is 
consistent with her present state of belief J(, and thus her new belief state, call it I(', 
is an expansion of I(. If she then revises I(' by adding the information that Johan's 
blood group is AB, she will no longer believe that Johan is her father, that is, C ¢ K'A · 
Thus [(M)] is violated. (Giirdenfors 1988, p.159) 

While (RT) does entail (M), the antecedent of (M) is only satisfied when every conditional 
contained in J( is in K'. If such a condition were true then we should certainly expect J(A ~ l('A 
since every conditional A > B in J( (which states revising by A should result in belief in B) is 
also in K'. There is nothing problematic with (M) in this casej typically belief sets will give rise to 
vastly different sets of conditionals and (M) will not apply. (M) would be discouraging if it applied 
to the case where the objective component of 1( is contained in K', but this is not the case. 

In Gardenfors's example, it does not appear that the trouble is actually caused by (M) or (RT), 
but by (R4). The original belief set contains A > C. When new information C :::> ,A is learned, 
it is simply added to K in accordance with (R4). But clearly the conditional A > C should fail 
to hold in the revised set J('. The problem lies in (R4) insisting that K' = Kt:,-.A and that 
the conditional A > C should persist. This is, however, an indictment of (R4) not (M). (R4) says 
consistent revision ought to be identified with expansion, and in the case of objective belief sets this 
is warranted. However, once conditionals are added to a belief set it is not. In this example, new 
(objectively consistent) information C :) -,A should cause A> C to be given up (in fact, A> -,c 
should probably be added). C :) -,A is consistent with the objective component in this case, but 
it is not consistent with the entire knowledge base J(. A premise of triviality is the presence of 
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conditionals in K. Assuming this, clearly Ga.rdenfors's example does not illustrate a violation of 
monotonicity (M), for K !l K' due to these conditionals. 

The intuitions that underlie the Ramsey test lead us to accept (RT). But these considerations 
also make it reasonable to accept the condition (RT') 

(RT') -,(A> B) EK iff B <t KA. 
This enforces what Rott calls autoepistemic omniscience, or what has been termed full introspection 
in the context of logics of knowledge (Levesque 1986b). Given this principle, a.n agent has full 
introspective powers over its beliefs, so it can tell whether it believes A or not, as well as full 
introspective power with respect to revised states of beliefs. (Recall, we are discussing ideally 
rational agents with unbounded computational resources.) The additional constraint (RT') adds 
negative introspection to the positive introspection afforded by {RT), and would appear no more 
controvertible than (RT). 

Admitting (RT) and (RT') it is easy to see that (R4) leads to the following unacceptable property 
of revision functions. 

Proposition 6.29 Given (R4}, (RT) and (RT}, a consistent revision cannot change belief in any 
conditional or its negation. 

This is a simple consequence of the full introspective power of the Ramsey test, for (RT) and (RT') 
together ensure every I( is complete with respect to its set of conditional beliefs. That is, A > B 
or -,(A > B) is in J( for every A > B. By (R4 ), any consistent revision K0 is identical to ICtj, and 
thus any conditional A > B E J( is also in IC0. The following example shows this to be undesirable. 

Example 6.13 Suppose Ji B = {B, C}. Intuitively, (via O(KB)), -,(B > A) and -,(C > A) should 
be in K = Cn(KB). Revising by A (presumably consistent with K) results in 

KA 2 {A, B, C, -,(B > A), -,(C > A)}, 

which is clearly undesirable as it violates (RT) . 

• 
There are two ways around this problem. One is to keep (R4) and say A is inconsistent with K in 
this example. This seems reasonable, in the sense that, since we have conditionals in I(, we ought 
to use whatever "logic" of> is available. In this case, the presence of -i(B > A) and Bin K entails 
-,A, Though we have separate criticisms of this view (see below), the question is "Why bother?" 
If we adopt this perspective, there will be no interesting consistent revisions anyway, and (R4) is 
meaningless. (R4) has condemned itself to uselessness. The second solution is to say that (R4) 
simply doesn't apply to conditional knowledge bases. 

Rott (1989) shows a stronger version of the triviality result that uses a.utoepistemic omniscience. 
Let 181 be a. modal knowledge opera.tor where 181A is read a.s "A is known." We can define it in terms 
of> as 

181A =df T > A. 

Thus the correspondence to introspection becomes clear, for (RT) and (RT') ensure that 

181A E K iff A E K and 

-, 181 A E K iff A¢ K. 

Given this connection, Rott shows that no belief revision system can possess an A-ignorant belief 
set K. 
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Proof (Rott 1989) Let K be an A-ignorant belief set. Then 

(1) -,181AEK 
{2) A E KA 
(3) 181A E KA 
(4) 181A E KA 
(5) A ::> 181A E K 
(6) -, 181 A ::> -,A E K 
(7) -,A EK 

premise, (RT) 
(R2) 
(2),(RT) 
(3), (R4) 
(4), property of+ 
(5) 
(1), (6) 

Clearly (7) stands in direct contradiction with the premise that K can be A-ignorant. 

■ 

Again, the culprit appears to be (R4), since in step (4) of the derivation we have 18lA E K1 
merely because 181A E 1(4 and I(! = J(A. This leads to step (5), the fact that A ::> 181A is true in 
every belief set and must be a theorem of the logic. In VC this corresponds to the axiom 

(A::> B) ::>(A> B). 

As a "meta theorem" or "metarule of inference" this principle is acceptable: if A E K then 181A E K. 
But as a theorem it is inappropriate and should not be considered valid. li 181A E K then it should 
be that A :) 181A E K as well, since it is a trivial propositional consequence. However, if A'¢ K it 
is not a consequence at all. It does not follow vacuously, since -,A is not necessarily in K either -
we wa~t to per.mit incomplete belief sets. 

The sentence A ::) t81A can be read as "If A is true then it is known to be true." This is precisely 
the kind of default rule autoepistemic logic is intended to reason with. But the point is such a 
sentence is a default rule and is intended to express one's willingness to accept -,A by default. It 
is not a legitimate theorem of autoepjstemic logic (or of conditional logic) unless we restrict our 
belief sets to be complete. We return to the question of the validity of these sentences in the next 
chapter, and in the next section turn our attention to the epistemic nature of belief revision and 
pursue the relationship to autoepistemic logic. 

Aside from these arguments that claim that (R4) is inappropriate when dealing with conditional
permitting belief sets, this conclusion is supported by the nature of our revision models. Our 
semantics seems qwte compelling and is based 011 intuitions that underlie much of the earlier work 
on revision. In our model, the extension to conditional-permitting belief sets is quite natural, 
requiring no extra postulates, and automatically verifies (RT) at the expense of (R4). 

6.5 A Generalization of Autoepistemic Logic 

Our model for revision possesses an epistemic quality and uses the concept of what is known by 
a belief set or database to great effect. We claim any coherent notion of revision requires that 
a specified KB is all that is known, this in order to account for the effect of factual knowledge 
on the revision process. Indeed, we have seen that the idea of full introspection or autoepistemic 
omniscience can be defined quite readily within CO* in terms of the subjunctive conditional. In AI, 
logics of knowledge (in particular, autoepistemic logic) have been studied extensively and seem to 
play a crucial role in knowledge representation and default reasoning (Moore 1985; Levesque 1984a; 
Levesque 1990; Levesque 1986b; Lakemeyer 1991; Marek and Truszczynski 1989). Evidently, some 
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relationship must exist between CO* and existing logics of knowledge. Revision (or subjunctive) 
conditionals A ~ B have a default character in addmon to their epistemic nature, as shown in 
various examples. For instance1 from bird ~ fly one cannot infer bird A penguin ~ fly. 
These subjunctives seem closely related to default rules as expressed in autoepisternic logic. The 
"birds fly" default is written as 

bird A ..., 181 -,fly '.) fly 

where 181 is the knowledge modality, and is read 

"If something is a bird and it is consistent to believe it flies, then it flies." 

Compare this to the reading of bird ~ fly 

"ff a belief set is revised to accept that something is a bird, then it will include the 
belief that it flies." 

The two are quite similar, and we can compare them by defining a knowledge operator within CO*. 
Recall that a is believed if J(B :::> a is true in the revision model. This amounts to asserting that 
the conditional T ~ a holds, or equivalently ◊Da. 

Definition 6.15 The connective 181 is defined in CT40 as 

181a =df aooa. 28 

We can see the reading of 181a as "a is believed" is appropriate for propositional theories. 

Proposition 6.30 Let M be a preorder revision model for propositional theory ](. Then M p 181a 
iff I( pa for any propositional a. 

Proposition 6.35 which follows demonstrates that this definition of belief is appropriate in a more 
general epistemic setting, as well. 

Given this definition we can show that the subjunctive conditional entails a belief in the au
toepistemic version of the default rule. To see this imagine that bird ~ fly holds and that 
bird holds at some world w consistent with the belief set l(B. By definition of ~. w satisfies 
□ (bird'.) fly) and hence fly. That the default rule is true (nonvacuously) follows from the fact 
that w I= fly implies the truth of..., 181 -,fly, as well. 

Proposition 6.31 Let M be a preorder revision model for K such that M I= A ~ B. Then 
M F 181(A /\..., 181 -,B :) B). 

That the converse fails to hold jndicates that the subjunctive is in fact a stronger statement than 
the default rule. ~(A/\-, 181-,B :) B) is satisfied by any revision model where --,A is believed, but 
this is not true of A ~ B. The subjunctive does not merely state what is true of the current 
belief state but also what must hold in any revised state. It is not made vacuously true by belief 
in ...,A, but wHl only hold if the closest A-worlds are B-worlds, a condition not enforced by the 
autoepistemic default statement. 

28 We use D to emphasize the fact that ◊Do is true at every world in a model. In the case of CO this is unnecessary, 
as the shorter sequence O□a would suffice. In CT40, the distinction is also unimportant if we restrict ourselves to 
cohesive models, but is required otherwise. 
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To ap_precia.te this distinction better it befits us to compare belief revision directly to autoepis
temic logic. Though several distinct versions of autoepistemic logic ex.ist (Moore 1985; Konolige 
1987; Marek, Shvarts and Truszczynski 1991), we will examine .Levesque's (1990) semantic recon
struction of Moore's original formulation. Levesque provides a modal logic of belief, based on a 
weak S5 possible worlds semantics, in which autoepistemic expansions of a KB can be viewed as 
the set of beliefs that are implied by only knowing the KB. The logic 01 contains modal operators 
B and 0, where Ba is read as "a is believed" and Oa as "only a is believed." (Actually, 0 is 
defined in terms of B and N, where Na is read as "At most -.a is known.") The interpretations 
given B and O are motivated by the same considerations we discussed in Section 6.3:29 Ba means 
a is true in all states of affairs that an agent considers (epistemic.ally) possible and Oa means a 
world is considered possible iff .it is an a-world. A model structure for 01 consists of a pair (A, w} 
where A is a set of possible worlds, those considered epistemically possible, and w is the "actual" 

world. Thus 
(A, w} F Ba iff A ~ llall and 

(A, w} F Oa iff A= llall• 
By llo:11 we refer to the set of worlds satisfying a among the set of all underlying logically possible 

worlds W, or the set of all valuations ( we consider only the propositional case here, though Levesque 
prov.ides a fir.st-order treatment). Of course, the evaluation of these clauses when a contains modal 
operators requires appeal to the entire structme. 

Given that A forms the set of ( an agent's) accessible worlds, we can define the set of inaccessible 
worlds I= W -A, a.nd view OL-structures as partitioning Was AUI. There is an obvious parallel 
to CO*, for O(I(B) asserts that a CO*-model is divided into a set of accessible worlds (from the 
point of vlew of KB) that satisfy KB, and a set of inaccessible worlds that do not. The difference 
lies in the fact that CO*-models allow a more general structure on the set I of inaccessible worlds, 
the only requirement being that they are arranged in some total preorder. This ordering ranks 
worlds according to closeness or plausibility. OL, on the other hand, makes no distinctions among 
worlds in I, giving each equal weight, or making them "mutually accessible."30 So we can vlew 
CO* as a generalization of 01 in which less structure is imposed on inaccessible worlds; therefore 
such worlds can be further differentiated. See Figure 6.3. 

That CO* generalizes OL implies that the type of reasoning sanctioned by OL can be duplicated 
in CO*. Before we demonstrate this fact, we will show that, indeed, the structure of OL-models 
can be dup~cated by CO*. To constrain CO*-models to have the structure of OL-models is to 
ensure that all worlds fall into one of two mutually accessible ~lusters: the set of accessible worlds 
(KB-worlds) or the set of inaccessible worlds (-.KB-worlds). The sentence O(I(B) ensures that t.he 
first set is indeed a cluster. To capture the second we must force all -.KB-worlds to be mutually 
accessible. This is accomplished by the sentence 

□(-.KB::> □l.). 

To see this imagine vis inaccessible to w where both are -.KB-worlds. Then w falsifies Dl. and 
hence the constraint. Combining this with O(KB) we get 

(6.9) 

291n fa.ct, much of our account draws heavily on (Levesque 1990). 
30Though, strictly speaking there is no accessibility relation associated with OL-structures. 
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IF ,KB 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.3: An OL-structure (a) and a CO*-structure (b) verifying O(ICB) and O(I<B), respectively. 
A is the set of accessible worlds, and I the set of inaccessible worlds. CO* generalizes OL by 
permitting additional structure on I through the accessibility relation R. 

I 
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We denote the sentence (6.9) by o+(KB) as it expresses an augmented version of only knowing 
O(KB). 

Theorem 6.32 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a CO-model. Then M F o+(KB) iff W = AU I where A 
and I are clusters such that I sees A, and I consists of ,KB-worlds .while A consists of KB-worlds. 

One distinction that cannot be made in CO*, but possible in OL, is the difference between only 
knowing a tautology and only knowing a contradiction. In CO*, o+(T) and o+(.L) are indistin
guishable as both require models consisting of one (nonempty) cluster. Nothing differentiates I 
from A in this case. 

Proposition 6.33 I-co o+(T) = o+(.L). 

In OL this is not the case, for the semantics is defined in terms of A and I and the situation 
where A = 0 is different from I = 0. Thus only believing a tautology means believing nothing hut 
tautologies, whereas only believing a contradiction entails believing every sentence. We could rule 
out the latter case31 and declare by fiat that o+(.L) really "means" o+(T). In the results that 
follow however, we will primarily be interested in nontrivial belief sets ( see below) and not consider 
belief sets that entail contradictions. 

To duplicate autoepistemic reasoning in CO* we do not insist that the inaccessible worlds be 
indistinguishable from each other, as they are in OL. Though we can mimic OL-structures in CO*, 
this is not a requirement of autoepistemic reasoning. We can use the relationship illustrated in 
Figure 6.3 to our advantage. We wish to use the minimal set of worlds A as the set of epistemi
cally possible situations. At the same time, we consider all non-minimal worlds, the set I, to be 
epistemically impossible without requiring that they be mutually accessible (as they are in OL). 

Definition 6.16 For any M = (W, R, cp) we define A ~ W to be the set. of R-minimal worlds in 
M; that is 

A= {w: vRw for all v E W} 

We define I = W - A. 

Proposition 6.34 For any K -revision model M = (W, R, cp) 

(a) M Fw a for each a EK iff w EA 

(b) M Fw ,a for some a E K iff w E I 

To show the correspondence to OL we must define a translation of sentences in LoL into L8 . 

While the simplest idea is to map sentences with modalities B and N to their counterparts with 
+-

operators D and □, this can't be correct, for □a does not correspond to belief in our language. 
Instead, the defined connective 181 is a more accurate specification of belief. 

Proposition 6.35 Let M be a K -revision model. M F 181a iff M Fw a for each w E A. 

Similarly, Na, meaning a is true at all epistemically impossible worlds cannot correspond to 

Da in general. We need a more "global" translation of Na, defining a connective i that says a 
holds at all worlds in I. 

31 1n fa.ct, Levesque (1981) does this by requiring A be nonempty. 
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Formulae a is true at all inaccessible worlds just when it is true at all worlds except those in 
the minima.I cluster. In other words, it is true at all worlds inaccessible to these minimal worlds; 
M l=w Do whenever w is minimal. But if w is minimal, it can be seen by any world in M, so 
we want to say that □□a holds at some world in M (which forces □a to be true at each minimal 
world w ). This points to the following definition. · 

+-

Definition 6.17 The connective 181 is defined in CT40 as 

+- - +-181a =df ◊□Do. 

+-

Proposition 6.36 Let M be a K-revision model. M I= 181a ijJ M l=w a for each w EI. 

Even when using standard only knowing, O(KB), instead of the augmented version, o+(J(B), 
we can never only know a contradiction in CO*, unlike OL. Indeed, 0(1.) is a theorem of CO. 

Proposition 6.37 f-co 0(1.). 

This can be explained by observing that O(KB) forces the set of KB-worlds to form a minimal 
cluster, but since the set of 1.-worlds is empty, 0(1.) is a vacuous constraint.32 We will only be 
concerned here with non-trivial belief sets. 

Definition 6.18 Let KB<;, LB. KB is trivialiff f-co O(KB) = 0(1.). 

We are now in a position to define the translation between the two languages and show that 
autoepistemic reasoning can be accomplished in CO*. 

Definition 6.19 Let a E Lo£, The translation of a into LB, denoted aTr, is defined inductively 
as 

(1) aTr = a for atomic propositions a 

(2) (-ia)Tr = -i(a)Tr 

(3) (a:> /3)Tr = (a)Tr :> (/3)Tr 

( 4) (Ba )Tr = 181( a )Tr 

(5) (Na)Tr = ~(a)Tr 

Before showing the relation between OL and CO*, we will mention the relationship of OL to au
toepistemic logic. Given a set of premises KB, autoepistemic logic determines the stable expansions 
of KB, those sets that can (roughly) be characterized as the beliefs that follow from KB together 
with belief sentences Ba, where a is in the expansion, and -iB/3, where f3 is not. That is, the 
expansion is closed under introspection. Levesque (1990) has shown that expansions of this sort 
are precisely' those sets of sentences believed when KB is only known. Thus the primary type of 
autoepistemic reasoning addressed by Levesque for OL takes the form of queries: O(KB) :> B/3. 
The set of sentences satisfying this query forms the intersection of the stable expansions of KB. 
Intuitively, this is asking if we are justified in believing (3 given that KB is all the information we 
have about the world. Our translation of OL into CO* shows the same queries can be faithfully 
answered within CO*. In other words, CO* subsumes autoepistemic logic. 

32 O(T), of course, is not vacuous, and {orces all worlds to be mutually accessible, so nothing is known. 
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Theorem 6.38 1-oL Oa :> B,B iff I-co. O(aTr) :> 181,BTr. 

This theorem shows that autoepistemic default rules can be specified in CO* and that only 
knowing in CO*, by agreeing exactly with only knowing in OL, characterizes precisely the stable 
expansions of an autoepistemic default theory. 

Example 6.14 Suppose KB= {bird/\ .., 181 -.fly :> fly} . Then 

■ 

I-co. 0( KB) :> 181(bird :> fly). 

Adding bir d to KB ensures t hat 181fly is derivable from O(KB). This follows from the 
example of Levesque (1990) showing the same derivation in OL. 

Because CO* generalizes OL by allowing more structure on inaccessible worlds, the subjunctive 
representation of a default rule is in many ways more compelling than its autoepistemic counterpart. 

As with normative conditionals, subjunctive default rules can be used to infer new rules, and 
priorities on the ·application of rules is automatically derivable. 

Example 6.15 Consider the standard "Unemployed Grad Student" example from the default 
reasoning literature (see Section 2.2.2). In autoepistemic logic the standard theory is written 

■ 

as 

{ 

adult/\ -.8-.employed :> employed } 
KB= student/\ -.Bemployed :> -.employed 

student/\ -.8-.adult :> adult 

Unfortunately, from this theory we can derive defaults stating (on the standard autoepis
temic representation of rules) that st_udent adults are both typically employed and typically 
unemployed, as shown by the following theorems: 

KB 1-oL student/\ adult/\ -.B-.employed :> employed and 

KB 1-oL student/\ adult/\ -.Bemployed :> -.employed. 

In CO* however, the natural expression of the theory doesn't give rise to this anomaly. 

{ 

KB } adult --+ employed 

KB = student :: -.employed 
student --+ adult 

KB KB I-co. student /\ adult --+ -.employed but 
KB KB lfco. student/\ adult--+ employed. 

While it should be clear that autoepistemic stateµients such as 

bird/\ .., 181 -,fly :> fly 

cannot be interpreted as default rules per se, the corresponding default rule bird :::} fly would 
seem to justify belief in such a stat~ment. It should also be evident, however, that the subjunctive 
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bird~ fly is also not strictly a default rule. It too is a statement about an agent's belief state 
that is in some sense justified by the acceptance of the default bird ::::} fly. Autoepistemic rules 
and subjunctives can be viewed as reason-guiding beliefs that somehow establish the principles 
required by default reasoning. However, subjunctives, as indicated by the previous example, are 
stronger statements that lead to more plausible conclusions about ati agent's belief state. The exact 
relationship between normative defaults and subjunctives is addressed in the next chapter (but we 
will raise as many questions as we answer). 

One property of autoepistemic rules that might make them more desirable in certain circum
stances is that they can be "only known." For instance, in Example 6.14, O(KB) is consistent in the 
case of the initial KB, and amounts to believing only that bird::) fly is true. Subjunctives (taken 
separately), in contrast, cannot be only known, for they are globally true sentences; if A ~ B 
holds at some possible world, it holds at all possible worlds. Thus O(bird ~ fly) is inconsistent 
as no model can have belief in only bird ~ fly-worlds, since some of these must be bird/\ -.fly
worlds, contradicting the subjunctive.33 On the other hand, a subjunctive is not ma.de vacuously 
true when its antecedent is believed false, unlike an autoepistemic rule. If -,bird is believed, so 
are both autoepistemic default rules "birds fly" and "birds do not fly." A subjunctive A ~ B 
is not affected by the falsity of A. We have yet to explore the implications of these properties in 
full detail, but i11, the next chapter we do examine the relationship between subjunctive and default 
reasoning more generally, and clearly the particular connections to autoepistemic log~c remain a 
promising avenue of research. 

Another aspect of the autoepistemic nature of revision we will discuss only superficially js the 
further generalization of autoepistemic logic afforded by CT4O*. The notion of only knowing is 
also meaningful for this weaker logic. Just as using O(KB) in CO* allows us to construe CO* as 
generalizing OL, so too could using O(I(B) in CT4O* allow further generalization. Interestingly, 
however, the augmented versions o+(KB) coincide in the two logics, for two clusters cannot form 
a preorder and not be totally ordered (given cohesiveness). 

Theorem 6.39 Let M be a CT,4O*-model such that M l=cr4o .. o+(KB). Then Mis a CO*-model 
such that M l=co .. Q+(KB). 

Corollary 6.40 1-cr4o .. O+(KB) :J 181a iff I-co. o+(KB) ::) 181a. 

Even more intriguing is the fact that if we restrict KB to use only the modal operators 181 and - -181, excluding formulae containing (explicit) occurrences of D and □, then O(KB) will give rlse to 
the same s~t of beliefs in both CO* and CT4O*. Thus any modal logics that lie between S4 
and S4.3 give rise to exactly the same autoepistemic logics as specified by our conception of only 
knowing o+ (though this is certainly not the case for "regular" only knowing 0). This suggests 
a semantic counterpart of the range results of Marek, Shvarts and Truszczynsk:i (1991) in which 
various nonmonotonic logics, as defined with respect to an underlying modal logic by the fixed-point 
operator of McDermott and Doyle (1980), are shown to be identical.34 

33This is not to say we cannot only know a KB that contains subjunctives, just not those containing nothing but 
subjunctives. 

34 1n fact, by our argument, stronger logics than S4.3 (e.g., S4.3.2) would also collapse into S4 under o+. Thanks 
to Mirek Truszczynski for bringing this logic S4:3.2 to my attention. This logic appears to be important for relating 
default logic and nonmonotonic logic. See Section 7.2.2. 
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6.6 Miscellany 

In this chapter, we have shown how bimodal logics such as CO* can be used to represent the process 
of belief revision and associated concepts. We defined a conditional ~, the sentence A ~ B 
being read "If KB is revised by A then B will be believed." Theorems 6. 7 and 6.8 show that this is 
a coherent notlon, equivalent to the AGM postulates. In fact, CO* can be viewed as the first logic 
for AGM revision. The expressive power of CO* enabled tltls characterization, for in CO* we can 
express the concept of only knowing a .knowledge base. This is indeed the key requirement of any 
logic for revision. Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.3 show how the concept of only knowing can be 
defined in our bimodal language. We also showed how CO generalizes this process by permitting 
"relative consistency." CT40 generalizes CO further by determining a notion of preorder revision. 
One question that has not been answered is what set of postulates corresponds to this type of 
revision. 

Appeal to the Ramsey test shows ~ to be nothing more than a subjunctive conditional. We 
provided a framework for answering subjunctive queries that improves on existing logics precisely 
because epistemic concepts like belief and only knowing are representable. Furthermore, we re
spected the Ramsey test without falling prey to triviality, and argued that conditional belief sets 
should only have to satisfy (R4) vacuously, since there can be no consistent revisions of such belief 
sets. 

We showed how a number of constraints on the revision process can be expressed in CO*, includ
ing integrity constraints of various types (Theorems 6.13, 6.16 and 6.19)1 plausibility of sentences 
(Theorems 6.23 and 6.24) and entrenchment of sentences (Corollaries 6.25 and 6.26). Finally, we 
demonstrated that CO* is a significant generalization of autoepistemic logic (Theorem 6.38). While 
autoepistemic constraints on a belief set can be expressed in CO* and interact with the revision 
process, they alone are not sufficient as "reason-guiding'' beliefs for default reasoning; subjunctive 
constraints are also required. This suggests that fundamental connections exist between normative 
statements and their subjunctive (and autoepistemic) counterparts. While much work remains to 
be done in this respect; we begin addressing such relationships in the next chapter. 



Chapter 7 

Unification 

To this point we have discussed modally-defined conditional logics extending S4 in great detail. 
In particular, we have concentrated on the modal logic CO*, in which concepts relating to both 
default reasoning and belief revision are expressible. Indeed, such diverse systems and methods as£
entailment, rational and preferential consequence, rational closure, AGM revision and a.utoepistemic 
logic can_ be expressed, and extended, within CO*. We have seen the relationship that exists among 
the various approaches to default reasoning, a.s well as the connections between various models of 
revision (such as AGM revision, Grove's system and Lewis's counterfactual logic). 

One feature of the revision conditional ~ mentioned only in passing in Chapter 6 is the 
identity of its definition in ·co* with that of the normative conditional => given in Chapter 5. In 
this chapter we will suggest that default reasoning and belief revision are governed by the same 
logics and, in fact, that normative and subjunctive conditionals are the same conditional. The 
difference between normative and subjunctive reasoning is the context in which the logic is used. 

We will start by review.ing some of the connections established in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, con
centrating on the similarity of the processes of default reasoning and belief revision. We will then 
explain how the two distinguished forms of reasoning can have the same formal structure and be 
modeled within the same logics, requiring only a slight shift in perspective to apply the logics 
correctly. Straightforward revision and subjunctive reasoning is seen as revision of the actual state 
of affairs. We try to accommodate new information with our beliefs about the world. Default or 
normative reasoning, in contrast, is viewed as revision of some idealized normal state of affairs. 
New information (as well as previous Jrnowledge of the world) is recondled not with what we know, 
but with what we expect, or what we take normally to be the case. In this way we can account for 
extra knowledge of which we cannot be certain, but perhaps only reasonably safe in assuming. The 
fact that tlie same conditional connectives and logic can accurately represent subjunctives and 
nonnatives lends credence to the claim that belief revision and default reasoning are essentially the 
same "logical reasoning task," albeit employed for different purposes. 

This notion has been suggested with varying degrees of commitment and explicitness by several 
people. Poole's (1988) Tl1eorist framework implicitly adopts the revision appl'Oach to default 
reasoning, while in (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990) it is suggested that the difference between 
the interpretation of the semantics of preferential consequence and that of standard conditional 
logics is the reference of the latter to what would be true if the actual world were some way. Katsuno 
and Satoh (1991) have proposed a class of models caJ.led ordered structm'eS that capture some of 
the intuitions underlying default rea.soning, belief revision and conditional logics. The connection 
between revision and nonmonotonic reasoning has been established in its strongest form to da.te by 
Cardenfors and Makinson (1990i 1991). We will discuss their results briefly in this chapter as well. 

147 
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However, using the logic CO* ( and in an analogous manner its weaker generalizatjons extending 
CT40), we will provide the first demonstration that the logics of revision and default reasoning 
reasoning are identical. 

We will continue by showing that other approaches to default reasoning, including possibility 
theory (Dubois and Prade 1988), ca.n also be accommodated with.in the CO* framework, and sug
gesting that CO* might provide a qualitative counterpart of even standard probabilistic (Bayesian) 
notions of inference. In this regard, the modal logic CO* and its weaker counterparts determine 
a uniform framework in which many diverse approaches to nonmonotonic inference may be devel
oped, investigated, compared and understood, including approaches typically based on extra-logical 
characterizations (for instance, AGM revision, or Theorist). 

7.1 On the Relation Between Subjunctive and Normative Con
ditionals 

In Chapters 4 and 5 we developed a definition for a normative conditional based on the modal 
logics CT4 and CT4O. In this section, however, we will concentrate on the extension CO*, but 
note that the remarks that follow regarding the relationsh.ip between the subjunctive and normative 
conditional hold in the weaker case, given suitable adjustments. In CO* a simple modal formulation 
of the truth conditions for :::} is 

. A ⇒ B =df □-,AV ◊(A/\ □(A:::> B)). 

CO* places a total preorder on states of affairs, ordering worlds according to normality or typicality. 
In the principal case A ⇒ B holds just when B is true at the most normal A-worlds (at least in 
the limit). This corresponds precisely to preferential a:µd rational consequence and f-entailment 
in the case of simple conditional theories1 but extends these in a natural way, as we have seen. 
For instance, the language of CO* is far more expressive than that of simple, or even extended1 

conditionals; w.ith the modality for inaccessibility we can axiomatize even rational closure or 1-
entailment. As well, CO* makes no commitment to the Limit Assumption, providing meaningful 
truth conditions for A ⇒ B even when no minimal A-worlds exist. 

In Chapter 6 we developed a definition for a subjunctive conditional based on CO* as well, and 
the truth conditions for ~ can be given as 

A~ B =df 0-,A V ◊(A/\ □(A::> B)). 

Once again CO* places an ordering on states of affairs, but in this case worlds are ranked according 
to their closeness or similarity to the actual world. We were able to show that CO* stands in perfect 
relation to the AGM postulates for revision, yet again has the advantage of expressing revision 
within the logical language, and does not make the Limit Assumption. 

The interesting feature of these definitions is the fact that they are identical. In the same modal 
logic we can de.fine a subjunctive conditional and a normative conditional equivalently and show 
they behave properly ( at least to the extent that the connections to existing systems demonstrate 
th.is). On this view1 then, subjunctives and normatives have precisely the same (formal) truth 
conditions. However> subjunctive and normatjve reasoning are clearly two dHferent processes. How 
can the two conditionals have the same truth conditions? How can the same logic be appropriate 
for both? 

Of course, having the same formal truth conditions in CO* does not mean the two conditionals 
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have the same actual truth conditions. The difference is easily explained by appealing to the 
interpretation provided accessibility for subjunctives on the one hand, and normatives on the other. 
When evaluating the truth of the subjunctive A~ B we order possible worlds according to the 
degree to which they conform to our knowledge of the actual world. The subjunctive is true just 
when B is true at the closest A-worlds. A normative A => B is eval11ated by ranking worlds 
respecting the degree to which they are judged to be normal or unexceptional. The normative is 
true just when Bis true at the most normal A-wor]ds. While these conditions are formally identical, 
this implies no equivalence of the "actual" ( say, linguistic) truth conditions. For instance, there 
is no problem permitting bird(T) => fly(T) to be true and bird(T) ~ fly(T) to be false 
within CO* (say when Tis some "actual" non-flying bird). In each case, the interpretation of the 
accessibility relation is different. 

But there is also a reasonably strong argument against normatives and subjunctives having 
even the same formal truth concLitions. That they have the same formal structure implies that 
t]1e inferential relation existing between sets of normatives is the same as that for subjunctive 
conditionals. One rule of inference purported to cListinguish these two connectives formally is 
modus ponens for the conditional (writing > for the subjunctive): 

CMP A, A=> BI- B, 

CMP A,A.> BI- B. 

Obviously CMP should not be valid for the normative conditional (in the first instance above), 
for if this detachment principle were valid none of our default rules could have exceptions. We must 
be able to assert consistently that birds normally :fly while a. particula.t· bird Tweety does not, or a 
certain class of birds such as penguins does not. This point seems relatively incontrovertible. 

In contrast, it is usually claimed that CMP must be valid for the subjunctive conditional. 
Imagine the subjunctive "If it were raining I would be carrying my umbrella" is true (say, R > U). 
This states that at the closest worlds to the actual at which R holds, U holds as well. Imagine now 
that R is true. Clearly the actual world is ( among) the closest at which R holds. Therefore, for 
R > U to hold U must be true. Indeed, CMP is valid in most subjunctive logics, such as Lewis's 
(1973a) VC and Sta.lnaker's (1968) C2. 

Somewhat at odds with this assessment is the fact that CMP is not valid for our subjunctive 
(since it is not for :::} ): 

A,A ~ B Voo. B. 

We claim here that, in fa.ct, CMP is not appropriate for subjunctives. To be a valid rule of inference, 
the conclusion of the rule must be true in all situations where the premises hold. This includes 
both situations considered reasonable (by an agent) and those given little or no plausibility. This is 
not the case for CMP in CO* because of the epistemic nature of the subjunctive conditional. We 
have argued for an explicit reading of the Ramsey test, whereby a subjunctive is believed just when 
its consequ~nt is prese.nt in the state of belief (hypothetically) achieved by 0bliging the antecedent. 
As we have noted, R ~ U j.s true in some world just when it is true at all worlds in a CO*-model. 
This is due to the fact that a CO*-model is suitable for a fixed set of beliefs only. But this means 
that the truth of R ~ U is independent of the world at which it is being evaluated, a.nd specifically 
independent of the truth of R and U at any given world. Han agent's state of belief is such that 
R ~ U is held, it does not matter what truth values are given R and U in the "real" world. It 
might be the case RI\ -,U is true - all that tells us is that the agent's beliefs are mistaken (in 
1>articular, its belief in R::, U). Indeed, when an agent assents to R ~ U, any RI\ -,U-world is a 
situation where CMP is violated. Even in worlds where I have forgotten my umbrella on a rainy 
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day R ~ U holds given this particular state of belief. Imagine being shut up in a windowless office 
all day (or being really stupid). 

Given the link between the truth conditions for ~ and the Ramsey test, this suggests that 
whenever both R ~ U and R are believed, U is believed as well. This is quite different from CMP, 
which refers to the truth of R and U. Indeed this "metarule" of inference is valid for CO*: 

KMP If A and A > B are believed, then B is believed. 

KMP If A E KB and A ~ B E KB then B E KB. 

Using the belief notation of Section 6.5 we can write this as a derived theorem of CO*: 

KMP f-co. 181A A 181{A ~ B) ::> 181B. 

Thus CO* and ~ conform more exactly to the intuitions underlying the Ramsey test than does 
the logic VC. The failure of CMP in CO* is related to the failure of the following inference, which 
is valid in VC (see also Section 6.4): 

A AB f-vc A> B 

AAB lfco. A~ B. 

However, in CO* we have the following derived theorem regarding such beliefs: 

f-co. 181{A AB) ::>(A~ B). 

This is not to say that subjunctives cannot be based on or related to the truth of facts in the 
actual world rather than epistemic states. There must certainly be subjunctives other than those 
{like ~) based on the Ramsey test, conditionals that validate, say, CMP. For example, update 
semantics proposed for reasoning about revision due to changes in the world instead of changes in 
belief {Winslett 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991; Grahne and Mendelzon 1991) might require 
these rules of inferenc~, and might validate different portions of VC. The logic of Grahne {1991) 
contains a connective of this sort. 

Assuming now that the formal structure of normatives and subjunctives can coincide, the ques
tion remains: how do normative and subjunctive reasoning differ? We claim that the distinction 
lies not in the logic but in the way the logic is applied to reasoning tasks. A certain perspective 
is adopted when the logic is used in one instance, and this view is modified to accommodate the 
other the other type of reasoning. This change in view takes place essentially in the interpretation 
of the ordering placed on states of affairs. 

Consider the evaluation· of a normative conditional. To effect this process we must, to some 
degree, impose an ordering on worlds reflecting the extent to which they are adjudged to be uniform 
or unexceptional. The actual world might not be especially homogeneous, but we can imagine 
what it would be like if it were. In a certain respect, we are aspiring to some idealized norm, some 
state(s) of affairs that are deemed most normail, at which {for instance) all "defaults" are true 
and no exceptions exist. It is just these worlds that are minimal in our ordering, and situations 
that conform more exactly to these uniform states are considered more normal than those that 
correspond less exactly. Most certainly our knowledge won't allow us to achiE:ve this "epistemic 
nirvana," but to the extent our beliefs are consistent with normality we take advantage. In this way 
we are able to exploit our expectations of the how the world normally ( or typically, or probably) 
is, given our knowledge, and make more adventurous predictions. This is precisely the province of 
default reasoning. 
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Consider now the evaluation of a subjunctive conditional. Once again we rank states of affairs, 
but in this case we forego the ideal used in normative reasoning and allow cold, hard reality to color 
our perceptions. We order worlds according to their conformation to the actual state of affairs, 
rather than some normal state, or how they relate to the way things are rather than the way things 
should be. We take the actual world to be the most normal or mbst probable and consider how 
the world might change given new information. 

It seems clear that the two orderings should be related. Suppose I believe birds normally fly, 
bird(x) =} fly(x), but I think that Aunt Martha's pet Sylvester is a cat. ff I consider what would 
be the case were Sylvester a bird, most likely I will assent to the subjunctive bird(Sylvester) ~ 
fly(Sylvester). What is normally the case, or what is expected, will influence how we revise 
our beliefs. Worlds judged to be more likely will also often be considered closer to the actual 
world. Conversely, the subjunctives deemed true and the revisions we typically make should affect 
the normative statements we admit. This might be associated with the question of how we come 
to accept default rules or normative conditionals, perhaps based on empirical experience or an 
abstraction of probabilistic data. ff revising by A results in belief B frequently enough, it might 

· be the case A =} B comes to be acknowledged. Worlds closer to the actual world will often be 
considered more normal than those less similar. This connection remains unexplored, but further 
investigation might lead to an even greater blurring of the distinction between subjunctive and 
normative reasoning. Indeed, the task of defining a logic in which the subjunctive and normative 
conditionals can be reasoned with simultaneously and interact should prove to be both feasible and 
worthwhile. 

Another view of the relationship between default reasoning and belief revision has been put 
forth by Gardenfors and Makinson (1990; 1991) and it too is compatible with our perspective and 
the identity of the logics governing the two processes. They propose · interpreting nonmonotonic 
inference in terms of revision of one's expectations. Suppose we have .some set of defaults KB we 
are willing to adopt whenever possible. For simplicity we assume I(= Cn(,KB). When we wish to 
determine the nonmonotonic consequences of a sentence A the idea is to revise our expectations 
K to include A. The resulting theory is the belief set we are willing to accept given a belief in A. 
Thus A r- B iff B E KA. The nature of revision is such that we give up as few defaults as possible 
from I( to accommodate A. This is just the sort of viewpoint adopted for default reasoning by 
Poole (1988) and followed by Brewka (1991). 

The Theorist framework of Poole is based on a background set of defaults D, consisting of 
propositional sentences we are prepared to assume as true (that is, our expectations).1 An extension 
for a set of facts Fis a set D' U F where D' is a maximal subset of D consistent with F. Roughly 
speaking, an extension is a possible default extension of F, a. theory containing F and satisfying as 
many defaults as possible. One may deflne a (skeptical) nonmonotonic inference relation in terms 
of Theorist by saying A r- B just when Bis in all extensions of A (with respect to some underlying 
set of defaults D). 

While not explicitly stated in these terms, this is more or less the idea behind belief revision: one 
keeps as many original beliefs (defaults) as possjble. Gardenfors and Makinson (1990) show that 
( with suitable modifications) nonmonotonic reasoning based on Theorist can be interpreted as belief 
revision based on a belief set of expectations. They also show how various postulates for revision 
parallel properties of general nonmonotonic inference relations. In (Gardenfors and Makinson 1991), 
they push thls equivalence even further by demonstrating that expectation orderings ( essentially 
orderings of entrenchment in a default setting) correspond to a class of prefer~ntfal semantics in 

1We ignore here the constraints of (Poole 1988), which are not relevant to the current exposition. 
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the sense of Shoham (1988). 
On their view, somewhat like Poole, default reasoning can be viewed as revision of a set of 

expectations or defaults I(. The default rule, or nonmonotonic lnference, A r- B is true just when 
B E J(A. In this way default reasonlng a.nd belief revision can be unified and given a consistent 
formal treatment. This provides another interpretation of the identification of the normative with 
the subjunctive conditional. While subjunctive reasoning is based on revision of one's knowledge of 
the actual world, normative reasoning is based on revision of one's expectations. In a CO*-model 
of subjunctives, epistemically possible worlds are minimal in the closeness ordering, and hence 
it is the theory determined by these worlds (one's knowledge) that is revised. In a CO*-model 
of normatives, the minimal worlds ( assuming some limit) are those that satisfy each conditional 
default or unconditional expectation. Thus it is this theory of expectations that is revised. 

7 .1.1 Irrelevance and Belief Revision 

While the results of Gardenfors and Makinson show a close relationship between revision and default 
reasoning, these are stated at the extra-logical level of postulates. One must translate statements 
of revision of the form B E KA into statements of nonmonotonic inference K 1- A r- B and vice 
versa, showing that conditions on the revision function * correspond to properties of the inference 
relation r'· Our results are stronger in the sense that statements of revision A~ Bare statements 
of nonmonotonic inference A => B. The logics of belief revision and default reasoning are identical. 
Properties of the conditional => are automatically valid for ~ in any particular modal logic or 
modal theory. There is also the advantage of being able to express these properties directly at 
the object level in terms of derived theorems and inference rules rather than at the meta.level of 
postulates and conditions. This object level perspective has the concomitant benefit of allowing one 
to express interaction of, say, propositional knowledge with these postulates, or unusual interaction 
of the postulates, directly within the logical language (see Section 4.1.4). 

In Chapter 5 we saw that reasoning by default using conditionals is somewhat problematic when 
irrelevant information is present in a knowledge base (which will almost alw~ys be the case). Since 
the notion of consequence underlying both the normative and subjunctive interpretations of our 
conditionals is identical this would seem to indicate that the problem of irrelevance should affect 
subjunctive reasoning as well. Indeed, this is the case. 

Example 7 .1 Consider the set of subjunctive premises 

■ 

{bird~ fly, penguin~ bird, penguin~ ,fly 

evaluated with respect to knowledge base KB containing -,.bird. Clearly revising by bird 
results in a new KB containing fly, while revising by bird/\ penguin results in the belief 
,fly. However, if we were to ask if revising by bird/\ green results in the belief fly, the 
answer would be UNKOWN. Neither 

nor 

is derivable from these premises. 

KB bird /\ green -+ fly 

bird /\ green ~ ,fly 
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Intuitively, as in the case of default reasoning, we expect revision by bird /\ green to result in 
the belief fly, since nothing in the knowledge base indicates that green birds are somehow different 
from birds generally when beliefs are revised. However, just as in the case of default reasoning, the 
logical stru2ture of the connective ~ does not allow this inference. 

The equivalence of CO* to the AGM postulates shows that this problem exists for any method 
of revision that respects the AGM postulates without extending their power. The problem of 
irrelevance has not been discussed in the literature·on either subjunctive reasoning or belief revision, 
yet evidently it is a serious problem that needs to be addressed before systems that perform this type 
of reasoning can be developed. The equivalence of=> and ~ indicates that existing formalisms 
for belief revision are not equipped to deal with this problem, that has yet to be identified within 
the revision community. We note that the solutions to irrelevance we presented in Chapter 5 can 
be applied to reasoning with our revision conditional. However, as we mentioned at the end of that 
chapter, these solutions are not entirely satisfying and we do not pursue this connection here. 

The extra-logical approach to nonmonotonic reasoning based on revision can be vlewed as 
more general, since revision can be defined in terms of arbitrary selection functions that choose 
subtheories of the set of defaults being revised. Gardenfors and Makinson (1991) provide just 
such a definition of expectation inference operations. If we think of these functions as selecting 
some set of worlds that is preferred given a specific antecedent then this has the effect of enforcing 
the Limit Assumption. But it is not the case in general that a selection function on sets of 
sentences need correspond to a selection function on worlds in some ordering ( although Gardenfors 
and Makinson seem to suggest this is what they have in mind). Thus, it may be the case that 
expectation inference makes no commitment to the Limit Assumption. In defense of CO* and its 
generalizationsl we remark that the notion of ordering is such a pervasive and intuitive concept 
that a selection semantics that cannot be interpreted in such terms might not be interesting except 
from a mathematical or logical perspective. As a normative theory of reasoning, orderings seem 
particularly compelling. 

7 .2 Other Connections 

7.2.1 Possibility Theory 

Because we are able to unify default reasoning and belief revision within CO*, many concepts 
associated witl1 revision may be applied to general nonmonotonic inference. In Chapter 6 we 
discussed several concepts frequently associated with revision and expressed these in our bimodal 
language, concepts that typically have no analogues in default reasoning. Among these a.re the 
notions of plausibility, entrenchment and integrity constraints. Given this unification these concepts 
a.re obviously applicable in a default setting a.nd can be given a meaningful interpretation. 

Plausibility is an ordering relation on sentences where A is at least as plausible as B just when 
B(B :> ◊A) holds. In the context of default reasoning A is more plausible just when it is more 
~xpected than B. In other words, as we are forced to "give up hope" in more and more normal (or 
expected) situations as our knowledge confilcts with these, we will be more willing to accept some 
situation where A holds than any where B holds. As we move up the ordering to less expected 
situations we will find a world where A holds before one satisfying B. This corresponds to the 
notion of degree of Lehmann (1989), since this occurs just when A V B => A is true. It also 
equivalent to Pearl's (1990) Z-ranking of formulae, since this implies Z(A) ~ Z(B). 

Gardenfors and Makinson also provide a definition of a plausibility valuation whereby sentences 
are mapped into a totally ordered set determining some measure of their plausibility. Intuitively, 
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one may think of assigning a value from the real interval [O, 1) to ea.ch sentence, with higher ranked 
sentences being more plausible. We do not go into details here, but given two basic conditions on 
the plausibility mapping and an appropriate notion of inference, Gardenfors and Makinson show 
that inforence based on plausibility is precisely inference based on expectation. We remark in 
passing that this notion of plausibility corresponds to our definition of plausibility precisely.2 

Ga.rdenfors and Makinson 's concept of plausibility ordering is reminiscent of the possibility 
theory of (Dubois and Prade 1988). There events are mapped into the real interval [O, 1] such that 
the following conditions hold: 

(a) Poss(_T) = l 
(b) Poss(_l.) = 0 

(c) Poss(_A U B) = max(Poss(_A), Poss(_B)) 

As observed by Ga.rdenfors and Makinson (1991) and Farinas and Herzig (1991), the fact that the 
real unit interval is the range of the possibility function is inessential, the important quality being 
the total ordering of these~. Indeed the numbers have no meaning or function other than to relate 
the possibility measure of one sentence to another. Reading Poss(_A) = .9 as "A is quite possible" 
is inappropriate, for a possibility measure assigning degree .1 to A can determine exactly the same 
ordering of sentences and, hence, the same inference relation. 

This has lead Farinas and Herzig (1991) to develop a modal theory of qualitative possibility. This 
logic is shown to capture the essential nature of qualitative possibility theory. Unfortunately, their 
logic requires a large family of modal operators, one for each element, or possibility measure, fa 
the totally ordered set. However, this multimodal logic captures precisely the intuitions underlying 
entrenchment ( and l1ence plausibility) orderings. Of course, since CO* can express notions of 

plausibility and entrenchment, this implies that the modal logic of possibility theory requires only 
two modalities, o and ci. 

Farinas and Herzig present QPL, qualitative possibility logic, in terms of an ordering connective 
~ based on the representation theorem of Dubois and Prade (1988). That theorem states that 
possibility measures on events are precisely those measures that agree with certain postulates 
about an ordering on events. QPL, in effect, is an axiom system for these postulates., We assume 
a standard propositional language together with the binary connective~- A~ Bis read "A has a 
degree of possibility as great as that of B." 

Definition 7.1 (Farinas and Herzig 1991) QPL is the smallest set of sentences containing 
CPL and the following axioms, and closed under the following rules· of inference: 

QPl A ~ B AB ~ C ::, A ~ C 

QP2 A~ BV B ~ A 

QP3 -.(J. ~ T) 

QP4 T ~ A 

QP5 A~ B :::>(AV C ~ B V C) 

QP6 From A ::) B and A i_nfer B 

QP7 From A = B infer A ~ B 

2This can be seen by considering the clusters of a CO*-model to be the elements of the totally ordered set, ordered 
by accessibility. 
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They then present PL, possibility logic, as a multimodal logic in which QPL can be axiomatized 
without the conditional connective ~- We do not give details here but to notice that the logic 
requires a separate modal connective for each possibility measure in the ordered set, and an indexed 
family of accessibility relations for each operator. It is not hard to see that the large family of modal 
operators is not required to give a modal presentation of QPL or possibility theory. The observation 
of Farinas and Herzig that QPL is an alternative axiomatization of Lewis's conditional logic VN 
shows that QPL has a spheres semantics. But CO* corresponds quite naturally to systems of 
spheres, or total preorders on possible worlds, and axiomatizes such systems directly with two 
modal operators. There is no need to use more than one accessibility relation or a large class of 
modalities to represent QPL. The ordering on sentences ~ corresponds to the notion of plausibility 
in CO*. 

Theorem 7.1 Let Poss be a possibility measure. Then there exists a CO*-model M such that 5:PM 

is the plausibility ordering determined by M and A $PM B if! Poss(A) ~ Poss(B). 

Theorem 7.2 Let 5:PM be the plausibility ordering determined by some CO*-model M. Then 
there exists a possibility measure such that Poss( A) ~ Poss( B) if! A $;p M B. 

Thus our notion of plausibility for revision corresponds also to a possibility measure in a default 
setting. 

Of course, entrenchment is just the dual of plausibility and can be equally well expressed 
in CO* in a default setting. In this sense, the statement that A is as entrenched as B, that is 
□(-.A ::> ◊-.B), corresponds to Gardenfors and Makinson's notion of expectation ordering. 

The concept of integrity constraint can be also be given an interpretation in terms of default 
reasoning. When an integrity constraint C holds it means that all worlds satisfying C are more 
plausible, or more expected, than any world satisfying -.C. Thus we can think of C as being as 
having the highest possible degree of expectation. No matter what information we have, we predict 
C by default, unless we know -.C. Nothing short of learning -.C directly (or through ~ertain 
deduction) will cause C to become unexpected. 

The applicability of this notion was seen in Chapter 5 where System Z was interpreted (im
plicitly) in terms of integrity constraints. Any world of rank O is considered more normal than 
any world of higher rank. In this manner, the conjunction of ( the material counterparts of) the 
default rules forms an integrity constraint. All worlds satisfying this conjunction are preferred to 
any world falsifying some rule. These, of course, also can be viewed as imposing further, prioritized 
constraints; for once this strongest constraint is violated, we try to satisfy the constraint that only 
lower ranked rules are falsified, preferring those worlds to others. 

7.2.2 Autoepistemic Logic 

The epistemic nature of revision and subjunctive reasoning lead us to posit CO* as a generaliza
tion of Levesque's (1990) logic OL of only knowing, and therefore of autoepistemic logic. Thus, 
autoepistemic logic can be seen as a particular logic of belief revision. But the connection between 
subjunctives and normatives allows one to view revision-style default rules in CO* as also making 
statements of normality. Thus we come full circle and interpret autoepistemic default rules as also 
making default or prototypical statements as was perhaps the original intent of this system when 
proposed in (McDermott and Doyle 1980). 

However, while the relationship between autoepistemic default rules and their subjunctive or 
normative counterparts exists, it indicates a weakness of the autoepistemic account of defaults. For 
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example, from A~ Bone can infer 

181( A A -d81 -,B ::> B) 

as well as the weaker 181A ::> 181B (recall 181 is the modality of belief in CO*). The converse implication 
is not typically valid, for this autoepistemic rule is made true whenever 18J-,A holds. The revision 
statement A ~ B makes a much stronger assertion and seems to be a more reasonable notion of 
default; it says that if one comes to believe A then one will also believe B, rather than the weaker 
statement that if one does believe A then one will believe B. · 

Because of the connection with autoepistemic logic, and its ability to express even these simplis
tic autoepistemic default rules, CO* can be related to many other more traditional forms of default 
reasoning. The relationship between default logic and autoepistemic logic has drawn considerable 
attention over the past few years (Konolige 1987; Marek and Truszczynski 1989; Truszczynski 
1991): In (Marek, Shvarts and Truszczynsld 1991) a number of non.monotonic modal logics have 
been proposed and investigated, and recently Truszczyii.ski (1991) has shown how default logic can 
be embedded in one such logic, the nonmonotonic version of the modal system S4F. The logic 
S4F is an extension of S4.3 and is characterized by the class of structures having exactly two 
related clusters (though one may be empty). We recall that such structures correspond precisely 
to those CO-models that satisfy the augmented version of only knowing o+(KB). We concluded 
that augmented only knowing is too strong a restriction in general for default reasoning, and, not 
surprisingly, Truszczynski's result suggests to us that default logic is not suitable in many circum
stances, particularly with respect to deriving priorities and new default rules. Embedding default 
logic in a modal logic, however, allows natural generalizations of default rules (for instance, the 
disjunction of rules) and hence CO* can perhaps be seen to generalize default logic as well as 
autoepistemic logic. 

Autoepistemic and default logics have also been widely investigated in connection with logic 
programs. Often the semantics of logic programs are given in terms of these nonmonotonic systems. 
The generalization of .ihese logics afforded by CO* might allow the semantic interpretation of 
logic programs in terms of this modal logic of its weaker counterparts. Indeed, the manner in 
which priorities on defaults are handled in CO* might provide a natural account of the semantics 
of stratified programs. . The implementation of default and autoepistemic theories within logic 
programs might also suggest translations of CO* into such terms. · 

Because of the ties with autoepistemic logic, CO* provides the opportunity and the framework 
for investigating the relationship that exists between traditional approaches to default reasoning and 
other areas such as conditional and probabilistic representations, revision semantics and subjunctive 
reasoning. 

7.2.3 Probabilistic Semantics 

In this section we discuss only briefly the potential interpretation of CO* in terms of standard 
and nonstandard probabilistic semantics. The most obvious probabilistic interpretation of both 
the normative and subjunctive conditionals is that provided by c-semantics. We have seen that 
a sentence A ~ B can be understood as asserting that the conditional probability P(BIA) can 
be made arbitrarily high, even when considering the other constraints imposed by a theory. Some 
have argued that the semantic content of such a statement is unclear or, worse, simply untrue 
(Bacchus 1990). When one says "Birds normally fly," the intent is not to assert that the proportion 
of nonflying birds among all birds is infinitesimal. Certainly, P(flylbird) is not greater than 1- c 
for any c, in the "real world." However, this misses the point of c-semantics and the logic of high 
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conditional probabilities. When a default rule A - B is interpreted this way, it is not meant 
to assert that P(BIA) vanishes. Rather it says, and this seems to be Adams's (1975) original 
intent, that we can make the conditional probability arbitrarily high,. if required, in the presence 
of whatever other constraints happen to be lying around. 

In the context of default rules, it is important to keep in mind that probabilistic satisfiability and 
€-consistency are secondary notions compared to €-entailment. Adams's motivation was to provide 
a concept of inference that preserves arbitrarily high probabilities, just as classical entailment 
preserves truth. In this way, no matter how high the desired probability of some conclusion, it can 
be achieved simply by raising the probabilities of the premises to a sufficient degree. If accepting 
some default rule A - B requires approximately an "empirical" probability P(BIA) = c, then 
this is perhaps a question of learning default rules, or when such normative statements should be 
accepted. €-entailment ensures that no matter what degree of certainty is required for acceptance, 
this level can be achieved in the derived default rule. 

This still leaves intact the question of the precise meaning of A - B as a probabilistic default 
rule. As Bacchus (1990) has argued, and we have just reiterated, we certainly do not intend that 
P(BIA) should vanish. It is on this point, we claim, that the modal interpretation of such defaults 
provides a natural and compelling semantic account of the logic of arbitrarily high probabilities. 
The meaning of the rule A - B is just that of the normative statement A => B: if A then 
normally B. In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that asserting that P(BIA) can be made arbitrarily 
high (in the presence of other constraints) is precisely stating that the most normal (probable) 
states of affairs where A holds also satisfy B. In this way, CT4 and its extensions (as well as 
the preferential semantics of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (1990)) determine a (more) classical 
semantic interpretation of rules such as A - B. 

In Chapter 4, we also mentioned the relationship between CT4 and the probabilistic nonmono
tonic system of inference developed by Bacchus (1990). There are a number of parallels between 
statements such as A=> B and P(BIA) = c for some constant c, and the two systems in general. 
Bacchus's system, unlike most probabilistic approaches, combines both objective and subjective 
probabilities. Thus, default rules (in the form of conditional degrees of belief) can be implicitly 
linked to one another, and to other propositional (or evidential) knowledge through their connec
tion to objective probability distributions, via the principle of direct inference. The distinction 
between background and evidence therefore remains at an epistemological level, rather than at 
the formal logical level. This is similar to our modal approach and allows much desirable interac
tion. Naturally, with probabilities, one can express not only default rules but also the strength of 
such rules, and the degrees of belief accorded default conclusions. This is beyond the capability 
of categorical systems like our modal systems. It should prove very enlightening to pursue these 
connections more formally and discover to what extent CT4 and its stronger counterparts can be 
viewed as either fragments of, or approximations to, probabilistic default reasoning. 

Within the realm of belief revision, the relationship of revision functions on deductively closed 
theories to the revision of probability functions (for instance, through conditionalization) has been 
investigated. Gardenfors (1988) has shown a very interesting connection. If we want to revise a 
probability function P to include belief in A, the resulting function P..4. should have the property 
P..4(A) = 1. The key postulate for such probabilistic revision is that when A is "consistent" with 
P, so that P(A) > 0, then P..4 should be the result of conditioning P on A: In other words, 
P.4(B) = P(BIA) for all B. Given this requirement and some other postulates, any probabilistic 
revision function determines an AGM revision function in the sense now described. If we consider 
the set of beliefs determined by P to be the set of sentences assigned probability 1 by P, this forms 
a standard ( deductively closed) belief set. Probabilistic revision functions define AGM revision 
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functions on the belief sets associated with these probability assignments. 
The reverse connection is of more interest here if we wish to provide a probabilistic interpretation 

of CO* revision models. This is also a more difficult problem, for any (consistent) belief set 1( can 
be the belief set associated with arbitrarily· many probabjjjty functions P. The question of which 
probability functions to associate with a given belief set is addressed in great detail in (Lindstrom 
and Rabinowicz 1989). A probabilistic semantics for CO*, both in terms of belief revision and 
default reasoning, might draw on these types of results, and, conversely, the nature of probabilistic 
revision might be illuminated by probabilistic approaches to default reasoning. Again, it appears 
that CO* might provide a unifying framework for such investigations. 

Finally, we mention the possible relationship that exists among CO*, only knowing and max
imum entropy. We alluded to the similarity of only knowing to maximum entropy in Chapter 6. 
Because of this, it might be possible to interpret only knowing as a qualitative, symbolic counter
part of distributions of high entropy. If th.e relationship is a strong one, it might lead to possible 
connectionist implementations of default theories in Boltzmann machines, which maximize entropy 
of networks subject to certain constrai~ts, or maximum likelihood models (Rumelhart, McClelland 
and PDP Research Group 1986, Ch. 7). In our case, such constraints would be default rules that 
must attain some high probability. As well, such equivalence might lead to some type of qualitative 
or symbolic interpretation of connectionist architectures. 



Chapter 8 

Concluding Remarks 

8.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we have presented several logical models for default reasoning and belief revision, 
and have shown how the two types of reasoning are related. Not only were we able to show how 
various existing formalisms fit into our framework, but how diverse systems can be related within 
our framework, how they can be generalized, and how they can be improved. 

Regarding default reasoning, we presented a modal framework for the representation of nor
mative conditionals. The logics CT4 and CT4D subsume, and suggest obvious generalizations 
of, £-semantics, preference logics and rational logics. Furthermore, our systems bear a qualitative 
resemblance to systems and methods of (more standard) probabilistic reasoning, especially in the 
(implicit) distinction between background and evidence. A key advantage of our modal approach 
is the abandonment of the Limit Assumption, an assumption made in all existing conditional ap
proaches to default reasoning. 

We discussed the problem of irrelevance for conditional logics and extended our modal logics 
with a modal connective for inaccessibility. With this additional expressive power, we were able 
to axiomatize two existing solutions to the problem of irrelevance. Furthermore, we were able to 
distinguish between the type of (practical) irrelevance assumed in conditional default reasoning 
and the traditional (statistical) notion of irrelevance, or independence. 

We then moved on to propose models of belief revision based on our extended modal logics. 
Again, while ignoring the Limit Assumption, these models subsume the standard models of revision, 
and suggest various generalizations. Our system appears to be the first "classical" logic of revision. 
Within it a number of concepts can be expressed, such as entrenchment, plau~ibility, integrity 
constraints and notions of belief, and these can be related to revision. Furthermore, the epistemic 
nature of revision was established and it was shown that autoepistemic logic can, in fact, be viewed 
as a specialization of AGM revision. As well, subjunctive conditionals were defined in such a way 
to respect the Ramsey test, and avoid the classical trivialization results. 

Finally, we examined in some depth the connection between default reasoning and belief revision, 
suggesting that formally these are the same process, and that the normative and subjunctive are 
the same conditional. We distinguish the two processes, however, at a practical level; the logical 
apparatus is the same, but we use it with a different perspective in mind in each case. This 
connection allows us to see the relationship between a number of disparate types of reasoning 
systems. 

We have seen that the modal approach to default reasoning and belief revision is extremely 
general and powerful. It is general in the sense that we have been able to embed a number of 

159 
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existing systems and concepts within our logics ln a way that respects the original intuitions of 
these systems. However, besides demonstrating the equivalence of our logics to these systems, we 
have shown how the expressive power of our approach can be used to extend existing systems 
considerably. CO*, for instance, can be construed° as the first purely logical characterization of 
AGM belief revision. The fact that CO* allows the expression of propositional consistency at 
the object level permits such a model of revision. Th.is is important because it determines the 
first sound and complete proof theory for existing semantic models like that of Grove (1988). 
Moreover, the semantic structures underlying CO* are far more general in that they do not obey 
the Limit Assumption. If restricted to statements about of revision, this generality is unnecessary; 
but the expressive power of CO* permits other types of constraints on revision to be specified. 
Statements of entrenchment, plausibility, integrity constraints and autoepistemic constraints can 
be written in CO*, all of which interact with subjunctives or statements of revision. These, we 
have seen, can determine models that fail the Limit Assumption. Thus CO* provides two distinct 
and crucial extensions to the AGM theory: a syntactic extension that allows the expression of 
important intensional constraints; and a semantic extension that permhs the violation of the Limit 
Assumption. 

Similar remarks apply to the embedding of subjunctive reasoning and autoepistemic reasoning 
in CO*. With respect to subjunctive reasoning, CO* respects Lewis's (1973a) conditional axioms, 
but allows for the influence of factual information on the subjunctive reasoning process, an influence 
not representable in VC. Autoepistemic reasoning can be performed in CO*, but we allow belief 
sets that have a certain structure, rather than the "flat" belief sets representable in 01. Thus the 
degree of entrenchment of beliefs can be expressed, and this can have an impact on our autoepistemic 
interpretation of default rules. 

Embedding preferential consequence relations and c-semantics in CO* determines similar ex
tensions of these systems. In these cases, we provide an alternative logic for existing systems in 
which logical_ formulae are not constrained to have the form of simple conditionals. As well, the 
fact that CO* is a modal logic suggests a number of generalizations of the embedded systems. 

While CO* extends many systems of defeasible inference, perhaps the most novel aspect of tltis 
work is the unifying perspective afforded by our logics. Not only are various concepts expressible 
in CO*, but they are expressed in very similar ways. Indeed, we have seen that the normative 
and subjunctive conditlonal are the same connective. While tltis relationship has been suggested in 
the literatUie, this is the ftrst demonstration that the logics of default reasoning and belief revision 
are the same. _Besides relating default reasoning and belief revision, this view also demonstrates 
connections among the other embedded systems. For instance, the relationship of autoepistemic 
logic to revision and subjunctive reasoning is quite interesting and important, but perhaps not too 
surprising, since the notio~ of belief is crucial to each of these. In contrast, the relationship of 
a11toepistemic logic to c-semantics is much more novel. 

Not only does the relationship between systems appear, but also the relationship between certain 
concepts and previously clisa.ssociated systems. Qualitative possibility reduces to plausibility. While 
plausjbility, entrenchment and integrity constraints have been discussed in the context of belief 

revision, the relation.ship within CO* shows them to be meaningful for default reasoning as well, 
a connection that has yet to be explored in the literature. Furthermore, the problem of irrelevance 
plagues conditional representations of defaults, yet has not been discussed in the belief revision 
community. Since the normative and subjunctive conditional are identical, irrelevance is indeed a 
problem for revision also. Figure 8.1 shows in tabular form the relationship of various systems and 
concepts. 
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II normative conditional => I equivalent to I revision conditional ~ II 
preferential consequence AG M revision 

rational consequence logic subjunctive reasoning 
t-sema.ntics CO* autoepistemic logic 

possibility theory 
Other concepts: Entrenchment , plausibility, 

Integrity constraints (weak, strong, prioritized), 
Belief, Knowing at most, Only knowing 

Figure 8.1: Relationship of Systems to CO* 

8.2 Future Research 

This section will be short, a.s many important potential extensions of this work have been identified 
throughout, especially at the ends of Chapters 4, 5 and 6; and most of Chapter 7 is devoted to 
further speculation. Here we will only review some of the more important prospective areas and 
suggest a few others. 

8.2.1 On A Quantificational Extension 

The account of normative and subjunctive reasoning provided here is completely propositional. 
We have said little about how it might be extended to the first-order case, but clearly such an 
extension is required if this account is to be at all adequate. The difficulties involved in extending 
modal logics with quantification are too numerous and intricate to discuss adequately here, and 
have been well-documented in the literature. These have lead some, most notably Quine, to doubt 
the intelligibility of quantified modal logic (and, hence, modal logic simpliciter).1 In particula.r1 

problems surrounding the identity of individuals within the scope of modal operators, and the 
associated reference terms, are especially intractable. In a possible worlds framework, the problem 
is that of deciding how to identify an individual in one world with an individual in another, and 
how to refer to or describe this individual in different worlds. 

Before looking at these problems, perhaps we should ask why we adhere to the possible worlds 
framework in light of such difficulties. The answer, quite briefly, is that it is the most natural and 
compelling account of phenomena like subjunctive and normative reasoning. The Ramsey test for 
subjunctives ( or some variant, for different types of conditionals) is a quite plausible model. To 
evaluate A~ Bis to imagine some situation where A holds and ask if B follows. These situations 
are just the counter/actual situations or possible worlds that constitute our models. Of course, not 
any counterfactual situation will do. An agent judges some of these A-worlds to be more plausible, 
more likely, or more similar to the "actual world" th.an others. Selection functions are often used 
for this purpose, but we adopt the view that an ordering of worlds (represented by an accessibility 
relation) is an appropriate model for an ideally ra.tjonal agent. 

Similar remarks apply to the evaluation of a normative conditional. Given some information 
an agent takes to be true, the appropriate default predictions are just those additional facts true 

1See, for example, Quine {1961; 1960). For a survey of these difficulties and attempted responses see Haack (1978, 
Ch.IO). 
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at the most normal or most expected situations satisfying the known facts. 
What are competing analyses of subjunctives? One is Quine's account of dispositions (and 

the associated subjunctives).2 To say some substance x is soluble is often taken to assert the 
associated subjunctive, that if x were placed in water it would dissolve. Quine explains this 
disposition of x without appeal to intensional concepts as follows: there is some y of sufficiently 
similar internal structure to x such that y has been placed in water and has dissolved. That the 
internal structure may not be known is irrelevant, a.nd we can imagine applying this analysis to 
supposedly "counterfactual" situations. However, this c;a.nnot account for statements such as 

If a large meteorite were to strike New York City, the consequences would be catas
trophic. 

Certainly, there is no situation of "similar internal structure" on which to base this evaluation. 
Indeed, Quine ultimately denies that such statements are necessary in a "regimented theoretical 
language" (Haack 1978). 

Goodman's (1955) approach to counterfactuals is quite similar to more recent attempts to reduce 
default rules to material implications (see Doyle (1983) and Chapter 2). It is largely unsuccessful 
for the same reasons. He requires that a counterfactual be evaluated (roughly) by conjoining to 
the antecedent a set of relevant conditions and asking whether the consequent follows from these 
(together with appropriate causal laiws). Of course, sp__edfying relevant conditions is very ha.rd, 
somewhat unnatural (as we saw with the qualification problem), and does not allow us to reason 
about counterfactuals without knowing th~se conditions. 

It would seem that the possible worlds analysis is the only game in town. Supposing this is so, 
what issues arise when quantification is added to modal logic? It is impossible to convey the full 
scope of these problems in this space, but we illustrate some of them with a few examples, and 
attempt to dismiss their purported devastating implications for the enterprise of quantified modal 
logic. 

The key problem is that of quantifying into modal contexts. Consider Quine's (1961) examples. 
Obviously, 

The number of planets is greater than 7 

is true, as is 

9 is greater than 7 

Furthermore, we take it as given that 9 is necessarily greater than 7 

□(9 is greater than 7) 

and by existential generalization 

3x□( x is greater than 7) 

Quine argues that this last sentence cannot possibly be true, for if the x satisfying this last sentence 
is 9, then x is also the number of planets, and by substitution we can infer 

□(The number of planets is greater than 7) 

2See, for instance, Quine (1960). 
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This is surely false. 
There are two senses, however, of the sentence "The number of planets is necessarily greater 

than 7." One is the sense described above (wruch is clearly a false assertion). The second sense 
(and this has been suggested by Smullyan (1948)) can be described as 

3x ( ( the number of planets = x) and □( x is greater than 7)) · 

which is true (supposing mathematical truths to be necessa-ry). In other words, the individual, 
that in this world is denoted by "the number of planets'', is necessarily greater than 9. Contrast 
this with the first sense, that "the number of planets" denotes in each world some individual that 
is greater than 7. 3 

To describe this second sense requires quantifying into a modal context, something Quine finds 
objectionable as it smacks of essentialism (that is, the characteristic that one and the same "entity'' 
can exist at different possible worlds. One objection Quine has to this approach is the consequence 
that all identities are necessary. So, for example, 

x = y implies □(x = y) 

must be a theorem of any such modal approach. Frege's classic example is often used to refute the 
necessity of identity. We know 

The morning star = the evening star 

but we should not infer that 

□(The morning star= the evening sta.r) 

In fact, essentialism ( as we propose it) sanctions no such inference. All we can conclude is that 

3x3y(x is the morning star and y is the evening star and □ (x = y)) 

· Thus, Frege's example is not problematic at a.ll. It is not necessary that the morning and 
evening stars are the same object,4 but it is necessary that the object that is denoted by "the 
morning star" in the actual world and the object that iB so denoted by "the evening star" a.re the 
same, since they refer to a single individual. If this individual exists in another world ( and that is 
a different question), how can it be anything but itself? 

Before asking what this says about essentialism, we must ask how we can identify individuals 
as being identical across possible worlds. Technically, thls is quite easy, for instance, by adopting 
a set of standard names referring to the same individuals across worlds.5 These are also known 
as rigid designators, and are unlike constant symbols (e.g., "the morning star") that may denote 
differently in different worlds. Kripke (1980) often uses proper names as rigid designators, and this 
is not wrong if every domain object has such a name; but this often leads to confusion in examples 
(especially among the detractors of quantified modal logic). For instance, if we a.sk 

What if the morning star were a bird? 

3This assumes "9" to designate rigidly (see below). 
'It ma.y be preferable to state that it is not necessa.ry that one and the same object rises in both the morning and 

the evening depending on the season. 
5 Levesque (1984a.; 1990), for example, uses this technique. 
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we suppose that in such a possible world ''the morning star" would not be so-called. 
Pursuing this purposely bizarre example, it should be clear that what we expect is a situation 

such that "x is a bird" is true of that situation, where "the morning star" denotes this x in the 
actual world. Thus, we can consistently assert 

3x(x = the morning star and ◊(xis a bird))6 

As Kripke (1980) emphasizes, the "problem" of transworld identity of individuals is not sub
stantial. How can it be that the morning star is a bird in some possible world? If it is a bird, 
what properties does it have that allow us to identify it as the bird that "once was" the morning 
star? To ask these questions is to take the term "possible world" too seriously.7 For an object to 
exist at another possible world is purely a matter of stipulation, a.nd the properties of the object 
are also stipulated. " 'Possible worlds' are stipulated, not discovered by powerful telescopes. There 
is no reason we cannot stipulate that, in talking about what would have happened to Nixon in a 
counterfactual situation, we are talking about what would have happened to him" (Kripke 1980, 
p.44).8 

Notice that the essentialism imposed by the possible worlds approach, stated this way, is ab
solutely minimal. The only essential property we are committed to is identity. It is hard to see 
how one could not insist on the necessity of identity if one is interested in the counterfactual con
sequences of the morning star "turning into'' a bird. Furthermore, lt is hard to imagine what othe:r 
essential properties there are, once we allow a planet to become a bird (or even vanish). If the 
question of essential properties is crucial to knowledge representation, it is important to note that 
modal logic ( on the view expressed here) takes no stand on essential properties other than identity. 
If it is supposed that, say, the morning star could have been nothing but a celestial object, then 
we can assert as a premise 

□(The morning star is a celestial object) 

It is not, nor should it be, a theorem of any system. Essential properties can be stipulated, just as 
contingent properties can. 

• We've seen the implications of quantification for subjunctives, but how do~s it influence nor
matives? If someone asserts that all birds normally fly, we take it to mean 

'vx(x is a bird => x can fly) 

Notice that the predicates "bird" and "fly" are inside the scope of the conditional ( or the modality). 
Thus, at the most normal worlds where any domain individual is a bird, that individual can fly. 
At the most normal worlds where the morning star is a bird, it flies. At the most normal worlds 
where Tweety is a bird, it flies too. This is not to say that they are one and the same set of worlds. 
When we s_ay all birds normally £.y, each of them is judged independently. There need not even be 

6 The observant rea.der ma.y ask how we ca.me to "fix" the denotation of "bird" is this sentence. Of course, 
it is not fixed to denote the s&me domain objects in this counterfactual situation as it does in the actual wodd, 
The connective ◊ could refer to a. situation in which "bird" now refers to the planets. However, considerations of 
comparative similarity allow one to chose the relevantly most similar worlds satisfying "x is a bird," presumably 
where "bird" has roughly the same extension, and other properties remain about the same. Naturally, context can 
pla.y a role in judgements of similarity. Different situations would be used to answer the question "If the morning 
star were a bird, would Tweety be a planet?" 

7 Cf. Lewis's (1968) counterpart theory, where individuals do not exist a.cross worlds, but ha.ve counterparts in 
other worlds. · 

8 The analogy should be clear: read "Nixon" as "the morning star" and "him" as "it" . 
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a most normal world where all the individuals that are birds in the actual world are birds and can 
fly. The most normal world satisfying "xis a bird" can be different for each individual x (though 
we probably imagine otherwi~e). Given the latitude of the logic, we ca.n constrain our conception 
of normality to fit most any pattern (for "instance, by asserting that all birds (in the actual world) 
are birds in all more normal worlds, thereby assuring that there will be a point where all "actual" 
birds fly). 

There are other questions that need to be addressed Jn the quantificational domain, but none, 
I belfeve, cast doubt on the ultimate success of a possible worlds framework. One problem is that 
of fixing the reference of proper names, definite and indefinite descriptions, and so on. This leads 
to the question of what inclividuals should be supposed to exist at various worlds. Hirst (1991) has 
pointed out that most research in knowledge representation has largely ignored questions regarding 
the types of individuals and classes of existence that form object domains. 

Another question is the appropriateness of derivations in quantified versions of the normative 
and subjunctive logics in their present incarnation. For instance, consider the two sentences:9 

People normally admire some great athlete. 
People are normally not great athletes. 

The obvious interpretations of these in our logic is 

'v'x3y(T => (athlete(y) /\ admires(x,y))) 
'v'x(T => ,athlete(x)) 

These sentences stand in contradiction, one implying the existence of great athletes, the other the 
nonexistence, in the normal state of affairs.. Are the original sentences truly inconsistent or does 
context play a role in resolving the conflict? Perhaps the implicature of the first sentence, that 
great athletes exist, should give rise to the following tra.nslation: 

'v'x((3yathlete(y)) => (3y(athlete(y) /\ admires(x, y)))) 

At the most normal situations where great athletes exist, everyone admires some great athlete. 

8.2.2 Other A venues · 

In Chapter 4, we suggested possible generalizations of both the normative conditional logics a.nd 
the definition of the conditional itself. This might lead to other interesting notions of default 
inference, especially systems for dealing with inconsistent default conclusions, and systems based 
on non-normal modal logics (for instance, as suggested in (Marek, Shvarts and Truszczynski 
1991)). These generalizations should prove interesting for revision as well. Paraconsistent revision 
should fit nicely in this framework. The notion of preorder revision presented here, adopted from 
(Katsuno and Mendelzon 1990), also remains unexplored in a.ny detail. Of interest would be a set 

of postulates, similar to the AGM postulates for total order revision. Furthermore, the relationship 
of our modal default and revision systems to standard probabilistic systems remains to be pursued 
in depth. However, at this point, the potential connections look promising. 

We have said little about the form of belief revision known as update. While this is distinct from 
traditional revision, it remains to be seen if some notion of update can be defined in our framework. 
This would certainly facilitate further comparison, and perhaps unification, of the two ideas, and 
of different varieties of subjunctives determined by these. 

9Thanks to Len Schubert for bringing this example to my attention. 
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The connection of revision to autoepistemic logic has been formally developed here, but .we 
have yet to determine the extent and practical significance of the generalization afforded by CO*. 
Further generalizations of autoeplstemic logic are also readily apparent (again, for example, in
volving paraconsistency) and rema.in to be investigated. The connection of CO* to other forms of 
default reasoning should also prove interesting. We also expect a strong relationship to abduction 
to emerge in further investigations, given the results of Garde-nfors a.nd Makinson relating Theorist 
and belief revision. 

Extensions of CO* itself should help further blur the distinction between normatives and 
subjunctives. As it stands CO* can be used in two different "modes." By unifying normatives and 
subjunctives to a greater degree a logic might be developed in which both types of conditionals can 
be represented simultaneously. In this way, we would develop a system of reasoning in which the 
two types of reasoning could interact and influence the other. 

Of prime concern is the solution to irrelevance developed in Chapter 5. Of course, we would like 
to have a more logical, semantic characterization of irrelevance, one that does not rely (explicitly) 
on the Z-ordering of rules. Moreover, eyen this solution, being equivalent to 1-entailment, is not 
intuitive in all cases. Hence, notions such as maximum entropy should prove fruitful; and such 
notions might be representable (at lea.st, qualitatively) in a modal system. 

Another key problem is that of nested conditionals. These are certainly well-defined in our sys
tem, but the global nature of conditionals implies that such nesting is not pa.rticularly meaningful. 
The belief revision systems of Ga.rdenfors (1988) that we discussed in Section 6.4 could be used to 
handle, for example, the revision of revised belief sets, or model nested conditionals. However, we 
would like to extend our model with the ability to represent nesting without requiring-that revision 
of a belief set determine a new ( and substantially unrelated) revision model for the updated theory. 
We would like to see a single modal structure that can deal with this task. 



Appendix A 

Proofs of Theorems: Chapter 4 

In this appenrux we present proofs of various propositions, lemmas, theorems and corollaries ·found 
in Cbapter 4. Note that we use =} in place of* in the proofs for typographical simplicity. We 
begin by showing the completeness of CT4 with respect to the class of reflexive, tra.n.sitjve Kripke 
structures. This follows almost immediately from the definition of Din terms of=>, the inclusion of 
the S4 a.xioms in CT4 and the completeness of S4. However, we provide an explicit proof here based 
on the completeness proof of S4 found in (Hughes and Cresswell 1984). We take M = (W, R, cp) to 
be a CT4-model with worlds w, v, etc. 

Proposition A.1 Let M = (W, R, cp) with w E W. Defining □a =df -ia => a, we have that 
M l=w □a iff for all wRv M l=v a. 

Proof If M l=w -ia => a then the first clause of the truth conditions for => (Definition 4. 7) cannot 
apply, since the reflexivity of R requires a world where both a and -ia hold. Thus for each 
wRv and vRu, M l=u a. By transitivity and reflexivity of R, M l=v a for each wRv. 

■ 

Because of this proposition, we will treat D and ◊, defined in the conditional language, as we 
would in any modal system. 

Lemma A.2 (Soundness) If 'rcT4 a: then FCT4 a. 

Proof We show soundness by demonstrating the validity of each CT4 axiom, and showing each 
inference rule preserves validity ( on CT 4-models). 

K: Suppose M l=w □(A:) B) and M l=w □A. Then in any world accessible tow, A:) Band 
A hold. Since each world satisfies propositional tautologies, each satisfies B, and M l=w □B. 
T: Suppose M l=w □A. As R is reflexive, wRw and M l=w A. 

4: Suppose M l=w □A, wRv and vRu. As R is transitive, wRu and M l=u A. Thus 
M l=.v □A for any such v and M l=w □□A. 

C: That this axiom is valid follows immediately from the truth conditions of=} and D (via. 
Proposition A.1). 

Nee: Suppose A is valid, so M Fw A for all w E W. Then for any w E W, M l=w □A since 
M l=v A for all wRv. (This holds for any model M, of course). 

MP: Suppose A :::, B and A are valid. Then M l=w A :::, B, A for all w E W and since worlds 
verify tautologies, M !=w B for all w E W. 

167 
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• 
Proposition A,3 Let r ~ Le be a maximal CT4-consistent set. If -i(-.o: => o:) E r then the 
following set is CT4-consistent: 

(Recall -.a => o: is abbreviated □a.) 

Proof This follows from Lemma 2.3 of (Hughes and Cresswell 1984) . 

• 
Lemma A.4 (Completeness) If FCT4 a then 1-oT4 a. 

Proof Completeness is shown by constructing a canonical CT4-model which falsifies all non
theorems of CT4. We will make use of several facts without proof regarding properties of 
maximal consistent sets in logics extending CPL ( denoted generically PMCS) and derivability 
in S4, as found in (Hughes and Cresswell 1984). We follow the pattern of the completeILess 
proof of S4 found there and refer the reader to (Hughes and Cresswell 1984) for more intricate 
details. 

A canonical model M = (W, R, cp) will suffice, where W consists of all maximally CT4-
consistent sets of sentences, cp makes propositional variables true at those worlds which contain 
them, and vRw iff 

{ a : -.o: => o: E V} ~ w. 

We begin by showing M Fw o: iff o: E w. The proof proceeds by structural induction on a. 
For atomic variables this is obvious given the definition of cp. Assume this fact holds for a 
and (3. 

(1) M Fw -.a iff M pf=w a. By hypothesis, this holds iff a(/. w iff (by PMCS) -.a E w. 

(2) M Fw o: ::> () iff M Fw f3 or M pf=u, o:. By hypothesis, this holds iff /3 E w or o: ¢ w 
iff (by PMCS) o: :> /3 E w. 

(3) M Fw a => f3 iff for each w1 such that wRw1 either 

1. there is some w2 such that w1Rw2, M Fw2 a, and for each W3 such that w2RW3, 
M pf=w3 a or M Fw3 /3; or 

2. for every w2 such that w1Rw2, M ~w2 a. 

By hypothesis this holds iff, for each such w1, either 

1. there is some w2 such that w1Rw2, o: E w2, and for each W3 such that w2Rw3, 
o: E W3 or /J E W3; or 

2. for every w2 such that w1Rw2, a¢ w2, 

Suppose case 1 holds. (We freely use D and ◊ as the appropriate abbreviations at 
this point). For all such W3 accessible to w2 we have by PMCS, a:> /J E W3. This 
implies, by Proposition A.3, that □( a ::> /J) E w2, Thus, by PMCS, o: A □( a ::, /3) E 
w2, Again by Proposition A.3, ◊(o: A □(a ::> /3)) E w1 . (NOTE: the implications 
hold in the reverse direction, so case 1 holds iff this sentence is in w1 .) 



• 

Suppose case 2 holds. By Proposition A.3, □-,a E w1 . (NOTE: the implications 
hold in the reverse direction, so case 2 holds iff this sentence is in w1 .) 

Considering both cases we have that for any w1 such that wRw1 , 

□-,a V ◊(a A □(a:) /3)) E W1. 

By Proposition A.3, 
□(□-,a V ◊(a A □(q_::> /3))) E w 

and using axiom C and PMCS, this can be true iff a => {3 E w. 
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This shows every nontheorem of CT4 to be falsifiable in some Kripke structure. All that 
remains to show completeness is the demonstration that Mis indeed a CT4-model. 

Reflexivity: Suppose □a E w. By axiom T, a E w also, and by definition of R, wRw. 

Transitivity: Suppose wRv, vRu and □a E w. By axiom 4, □□a E w. By definition of R, 
□a E v and a E u, hence wRu . 

Theorem 4.2 The system CT4 is characterized by the class of CT4-models; that is, l--oT4 a iff 
l=oT4 a. 

-Proof This follows immediately from Lemmas A.2 and A.4 . 

• 
Proposition A.5 Let a E Lo and {3 E LM, Let M = (W, R, Cf') be a CT4-model (and hence an 
S4-model}, w E W, and denote the satisfaction relation viewing M as an L-model by l=L. Then 
M l=~T4 a iff M 1=~4 o.0 and M 1=~4 {3 iff M l=~T4 r,•. 

Proof This is immediate given the truth conditions of the primitive connectives in each logic, => 
in the case of CT4 and □ in the case of S4. 

■ 

Theorem 4.3 l--oT4 o. = (o.0 )* and l-s4 a= (o.*) 0
• Also, l--oT4 o.:) /3 iff l-s4 o.0

:) /3°. In other 
words, CT4 and S4 are equivalent. 

Proof We want to show that the sets of provably equivalent sentences in each logic stand in one
to-one correspondence under a mapping which preserves implication. The mappings o and * 
induce such an isomorphism on the Lindenbaum algebras of CT4 and S4, as can be shown 
via Proposition A.5 and the completeness results for the two logics. 

■ 
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Proposition 4.4 The following are valid in CT4.1 

ID A=} A 

LLE □(A= B) :>((A=} C) = (B =} C)) 

And ((A=} B) I\ (A=} C)) :>(A=} (BI\ C)) 

RT (A=} B) :>(((AI\ B) =} C) :::> (A=} C)) 

Or ((A=} C) I\ (B =} C)) :>((AV B) => C) 

RCM □(B :> C) :>((A=> B) :::> (A=> C)) 

CM ((A=} B) I\ (A=} C)) :>(AI\ B =} C) 

Proof We use semantic means to demonstrate the validity of these sentences. We take M = 
(W, R, cp) to be a CT4-model with worlds w, v, etc. 

ID: If there are no accessible A-worlds for w, M l=w A=} A holds trivially. Otherwise, since 
□(A:> A) holds at any world (in particular A-worlds) 
M l=w A=} A. 

LLE: If M l=w □-,A this holds trivially. Otherwise, suppose M l=w □(A = B). For w the set 
of accessible A-worlds must be exactly the set of accessible B-worlds .. Then clearly the truth 
conditions A=} C and B =}Care satisfied identically at wand M l=w (A=} C) = (B =} C). 

And: Suppose M Fw (A=} B) I\ (A=} C). For each accessible v one of M l=v -,□A or 

M l=v ◊(A I\ □(A:::> B)) I\ ◊(A I\ □(A:::> C)) 

holds. In the first case the conditions for (A =} (BI\ C)) hold trivially. In the second, there 
exists a vRu1 such that M f=u1 A I\ □(A:::> B). Since wRu1 and M f=u1 ◊A, 

M Fu1 ◊(A A □(A:::> C)). 

Thus for some u1Ru2 , 

M Fu2 A I\ □(A :::> B I\ C). 

Thus M Fw A=} BI\ C. 

RT: Suppose M Fw A =} B and M Fw ( AAB) =} C. For each accessible v one of M Fv -.□A 
or M Fv ◊(A I\ □(A :::> B)) holds. In the first case the conditions for A =} C hold trivially. 
In the second, M l=v □-,(A I\ B) is impossible so M l=v ◊(A I\ BI\ □(A I\ B :::> C)). Thus for 
some vRu1, 

M Fu1 A I\ BI\ □(A I\ B :::> C). 

Since wRu1, M l=u1 ◊(A I\ □(A:::> B)). Thus for some u1Ru2, M l=u2 A I\ □(A :::> B). But 
since M Fui □(A I\ B ) C), we ha.ve M l=u2 A I\ □(A) C). Thus M Fw A::> C. 

Or: Suppose M l=w (A=} C) I\ (B =} C). For each accessible v we have 

M Ft1 -,□AV ◊(A I\ □(A:::> C)) 

1 Many of the names of rules and theorems are ta.ken or adapted from (Nute 1980; Delgrande 1987; Lehmann 
1989). 
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and 
M l=v ,□B V ◊(BA □(B ::> C)). 

(a) If M Fv -, □A A -, □B then M !=11 □-,(AV B). 
(b) Suppose M l=v ◊(BI\ □(B ::> C)). Then for some vRu we have 

M Fu B I\ □(B ::> C)). 

But since wRu, either M l=u ,DA or M l=u ◊(A I\ □(A::> C)). In the first case, 

M Fu (AV B) I\ □(AV B ::> C) 
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is clearly true. In the second case, for some uRu1, M Fui A I\ □(A ::> C)). As □(B ::> C) 
holds at u, 

M l=u1 (AV B) I\ □(AV B ::> C), 

and M f=v ◊((AV B) I\ □(AV B ::> C)). 
(c) A similar argument holds if M l=v ◊(A I\ □(A~ C)). 
Thus □,(AV B) V ◊((AV B) A □(AV B ::> C)) holds at each such v, and M Fw AV B => C. 

RCM: If M l=w □(B ::> C) and M l=w A=> B then M l=w A=> C must hold since the set 
of B-worlds accessible to w is a subset of the set of C-worlds accessible tow. ' 

CM: Suppose M Fw (A => B) I\ (A => C). For each accessible v we have that either 
M l=v -,□A or 

M l=v ◊(A A □(A::> B)) A ◊(A A □(A::> C)) 

holds. In the· first case the conditions for A I\ B => C hold trivially. In the second, there exists 
a vRu such that M l=u A I\ □(A:::> B). But wRu, so M l=u ◊(A I\ □(A::> C)). This means 
for some uRu1, 

M l=u1 A I\ □(A::> B) A □(A::> C)); 

which implies 
M l=u1 A AB A □(A AB :> C). 

Thus M !=11 ◊(A AB I\ □(A AB :> C)). 

Proposition 4.8 l-cT4D □(□,AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B))) = □-,AV ◊(A I\ □(A:::> B)). 

Proof Suppose M l=w □(□,AV ◊(A I\ □(A :::> B))). Then at every v such that wRv, 

M l=v □,AV ◊(A I\ □(A::> B)). 

(a) If for every such v it is the case that M Fv □,A, then M Fw □,A. 
(b) If for some such v it is the case that 

M l=v ◊(A I\ □(A:::> B)), 

then M f=w ◊(A A □(A::> B)). 
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So 
M l=w □-,AV ◊(A A □(A :::> B)), 

and 
l-cT4D □(□-.AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B))) :::> □-.AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B)). 

Suppose M l=w □-,AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B)). 

(a) If M l=w □-,A then M l=w □□-,A. 

(b) Suppose M l=w ◊(A A □(A::) B)). Then for some wRu we have 

M l=u A A □(A ::> B). 

For each wRv either vRu or uRv, as R is connected. If vRu then clearly 

M j=,, ◊(A A □(A:::> B)). 

If uRv then either M j=,, □-,A or (since M l=u □(A::> B)) 

M j=,, ◊(A A □(A :::> B)). 

Thus for each wRv, we have 

M I=,, □-,AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B)); 

thus 
M l=w □(□-.AV ◊(A f> □(A:::> B))). 

Hence 
l-cT4D □-.AV ◊(A A □(A:::> B)) :::> □(□-,AV ◊(A I\ □(A:::> B))). 

Proposition 4.9 The following are valid in CT4D. 

RM ((A=> C) A (A AB ":fr C)) :::>(A=> -iB) 

CV (A ":fr B) :::>((A=> C) :::>(AA -.B => C)) 

Proof We prove the validity of these sent~nces by semantic means using the simpler definition of 
=> appropriate for CT4D. 

RM: Suppose M l=w (A => C) I\ (A I\ B ":fr C). For some accessible v, we have M j=,, 
A/\ □(A ::, C), since M l=w □-,A is contradicted by A AB ":fr C. It must be the case that 
Mp,, □-,(A AB), for otherwise there would exist some vRu such that 

M l=u A I\ B A □(A A B ::> C), 

contradicting the fact that M l=w A I\ B ":fr C. Since M I=,, A/\ □(A ::, -,B), we have 
M l=w A ⇒ -,B. 
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CV: Suppose M l=w (A =/? B) I\ (A => C). Then for some accessible v, we have M 1=11 

A I\ □(A ::> C). It must be the case that M 1=11 ◊(A I\ -,B) since M l=w A f? B; therefore 

M Fu A I\ ,B I\ □(A I\ -,B ::> C) 

for some vRu. Thus M l=w A I\ -.B => C . 

Proposition 4.11 (A=> B) I\ (A=> C) ::>(AI\ B => C) </. N. 

Proof We construct an N-model M = (W, f, cp) which falsifies an instance of this sentence,, the 
rule CM. We assume a finite language of three variables A, B, C. The set of possible worlds 
for Mis W = {v,w}, with cp(A) = {v,w}, cp(B) = {v}, and cp(C) = 0. The selection function 
f is specified as follows: 

• 

_ { v if llall = v 
J( v, llall) - 0 otherwise 

!( w, llall) = 0 for a.11 a · 

To show that M is indeed an N-model requires proving that each of the four conclitions on 
the selection function f is met. This can be verified by a somewhat teclious examination of 
a.11 cases involving the eight elements in the domain of/: two possible worlds crossed with 
four propositions over W. 

Now we notice that both M . 1=11 A ::> B and M 1=11 A ::> C hold since f( v, IIAII) ~ IIBII and 
f(v, IIAII) ~ IICII (since J(v, IIAII) = 0). However, 

f(v, IIA I\ Bil)= {v} ~ IICII = 0. 

Hence, M f=11 A I\ B f? C, contradicting the proposed theorem CM . 

Lemma A.6 (Soundness) If 'rp,. a then FP• a. 

Proof The soundness of the axioms and rules which constitute P and CPL is obvious. To deal with 
the remaining axiom T, let M be some P-model and assume M l=w ,A r,i A. Then ,A r,i l. 
holds (by ID, ROM, and LLE) and at every minimal -,A-world, l. holds. By smoothness 
11,AIIM = 0, and M Fw A. Hence, l-p. a implies pp,. a . 

• 
Lemma A.7 (Completeness) If l=p,. a then 'rp,. a. 

Proof To show completeness, we will show that every P*-consistent set is satisfiable. Let r' be 
such a set of formulae, and let r be any maximal consistent extension of r'. Let K = { a r,i {3 : 
a r,i /3 E f}, the set of assertions in this maximal extension. Clearly, K forms a preferential 
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consequence relation, and by Theorem 5 there exists a P-model W which determines this 
relation; that is, WI= a f-v (3 iff a f-v (3 EK. Let W = (S, <p, -<). 
Now we will construct a model which satisfies r, namely W' = (S', <p1

, -<'), where W' = 
WU { w}, --<' =--< U { (s, w} : s E S}, and <p1(A) = <p(A) except when variable A E r, in which 
case <p'(A) = cp(A) U { w }. Clearly, W' is a P-model as --<' is still a strict partial order and 
smoothness is unaffected by the addition of w to W. We want to show that W' l=w r, and 
hence that r ( and r') is satisfiable. We proceed by structural induction on formulae in r. 
Obviously, for any atomic variable A, A E riff W' l=w A. Assume this property holds for a 
and (3. 

(a) --ia E riff a</. r iff W' ~w a iff W' l=w --ia. 

(b) a :::> (3 E r iff a </. r or (3 E r iff W' ~w a or W' l=w (3 iff W' l=w a :::> (3. 

(c) Suppose then that a r-- (3 Er. Then W I= a r-- (3, so at every minimal a-world in 
S, (3 is true. Now consider two cases: 

1. Suppose llallw :/: 0. By smoothness, this is true iff there exists a minimal 
a-world. Clearly every such world is still minimal in W' (since s --<' w for aJl 
s E S). So this holds iff W' I= a r-- (3. 

2.· Suppose llallw = 0. In such a case, WI= a f-v -,a, and by defmition of W, this 
can be true iff a f-v -,a E r. By axiom T and the fact that r is maximal, this is 
equivalent to --ia E r, and by the inductive hypothesis, --ia E r iff W' Fw --ia 

iff lla!IW' = 0, and (trivially) iff W' I= a f-v (3. 

Theorem 4.16 FP• a iff l-p,., a. 

Proof This follows immediately from Lemmas A.6 and A. 7. 

■ 

Proof The proof proceeds exactly as that of Theorem 4.16, except we construct a new model 
W' = (S', t.p1

, -<') given a W = (S, <p, -<) which is ranked by a total order (0, <} and a function 
f : S i-+ 0 (whe're f(s) < f(t) iff s -< t), and where model W determines the appropriate 
rational consequence relation. The only thing to verify is that the new model W' ca.n be 
ranked. Define the total order (O', <') such that fl'= n U {u} and <' = < U {(w, a): w E O}. 
Let f' : S' 1-+ 0' such that /' = f U { { w, u)}. It is not ha.rd to verify that f' ranka W'; that 
is, f'(s) <' f'(t) iff s --<' t. -

• 
Theorem 4.18 Let KB be a set of conditional assertions and A an assertion. A is preferentially 
entailed by KB iff KB l-oT4 A. 
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Theorem 4.19 Let KB be a set of conditional assertions and A. an assertion. A is rationally 
entailed by KB iff KB f-cT4D A. 

Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 4.22 which follows. 

■ 

Theorem 4.21 Let A E L0. Then f-cT4- A iff f-p* A. 

Proof That all axioms and rules of P* are valid in CT4 can be shown by semantic means quite 
readily (see, for example, Theorem 4.4). From this it follows that all P*-valid sentences are 
CT4-valid. To prove the converse, we will show by structural induction on formulae that 
all P*-satisfiable sentences are CT4-satis:fiable. For atomic variables this is obvious. We 
assume a and /3 are P*-satis:fiable only if they are CT4-satisfiable (which means iff they are 
CT4-satisfiable, since P*-validity implies CT4-validity). 

■ 

( a) -ia is P*-satisfiable iff a is not P*-valid iff (by inductive hypothesis) a is not CT4-
valid iff -ia is CT4-satisfiable. 

(b) a :::, /3 is P*-satis:fiable jff a is not P*-valid or /3 is P *-satisfiable ill (by inductive 
hypothesis) a is not CT4-valid or /3 is CT4-satisfi.able iff a :::, /3 is CT4-satisfiable. 

( c) Suppose a r-- /3 is P*-satisfiable (note that o: and /3 must be free of the connective 
r--). This is the case only there exists a preferential model M = (S, '{), -<) which 
satisfies a r-- /3; that is, where M F• /3 at all a -minimal worlds .9 ES. 
Let M' = (S, R, <.p) be such that R = >- U { (s, s) : s E S}. As R is the reflexive 
closure of (the inversion of) partial order -<, M' is clearly as CT4-model. We want 
to show that M' satisfies a => /3, so consider two cases: 

1. Suppose llallM = 0. Then llallM' = 0, and M' trivially satisfies a=> /3 (at any 
worlds). 

2. Suppose llallM-:/ 0. For some s ES, we want to show that M' Fs a=> /3, so 
for any s ES, let sRw. HM' ~w □ -,a, then there exists a w1 such that wRw1 
and M' Fwi a. By the smoothness of M, either W1 is a-minimal in -< or there 
is a w2 such that w 2 ~ w1 and w 2 is a-minimal. In either case, one of these 
(say Wt) is such that wRwt, and Wt is a-minimal. By definition of M, /3 holds 
at all a-minimal worlds, hence at Wt, As well, a :::, /3 holds· at all w2 such that 
WtRW2 (by minimality of Wt), 

So for all w such that sRw, M' Fw □,a V ◊(a A □(a :::, /3)); hence, M' p., 
a=> /3. 

Thus any P*-satisfiable sentence is CT4-satis:fiable and the theorems of P* are identical to 
those of CT4-. 
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Theorem 4.22 Let A E L0. Then l-cT4D- A iff 1-R• A. 

Proof That all axioms a.nd rules of R* are valid in CT4D can be shown by semantic means quite 
readily (see, for example, Theorem 4.9). From this it follows that all R*-valid sentences a.re 
CT4D-va.Iid. To prove the converse, we will show by structural induction on formulae that 
all R*-satisfiable sentences are CT4D-satisfiable. For atomic· variables this is obvious. We 
assume a and f3 are R*-satisfiable only if they are CT4D-satisfiable (which means iff they are 
CT4D-satisfiable, since R*-va.Iidity implies CT4D-va.Iidity). 

■ 

(a) -,a is R*-satisfiable iff a is not R*-valid iff (by inductive hypothesis) a is not 
CT4D-valid iff -ia is CT4D-satisfiable. 

(b) a :J /3 is R*-satisfiable iff a is not R*-valid or f3 is R*-sa.tisfiable iff (by inductive 
hypothesis) a is not CT4D-valid or /3 is CT4D-satisfiable iff a :J /3 is CT4D
satisfiable. 

(c) Suppose a r-- {J is R*-satisfiable (note that a and /J must be free of the connective 
r--)- This is the case only if there exists a ranked model M = (S, '{), -<) which 
satisfies a r-- {J; so, M I=, f3 at all a-minimal worlds s. Assume M is ranked by 
f : SH n and total order (n, <), so that f(s) < f(t) iff s -< t. By the properties 
of ranked models, aJl a-minimal worlds shave the same rank, say f(s) = K.. So for 
all w E llallM, /(w) > K. 

Let M' = (S, R, 'P) be such that sRt iff f(s) ~ f(t). Clearly R is reflexive and 
transitive. Suppose sRt and sRu: either /(t) < /(u) or f(u) < J(t) or J(t) = f(u), 
so either uRt or tRu (or both). Hence, R is a connected relation, and M' is a 
CT4D-model. We want to show that M' satiafies a :::} /3, so consider two cases: 

1. Suppose llallM = 0. Then llallM' = 0, and M' trivially satisfies a:::} f3 (at any 
worlds). 

2. Suppose ll a ll M =/; 0. Let s E S be such that f(s) ~ K. (where K. is the rank of 
all a-minimal worlds). Consider any w where sRw. (i) If f(w) 2: ,,., then there 
exists a w1 such that wRw1 (let f(w1) = 1t) and M ' Fwi a. Furthermore, wi 

is a-minimal in -<. By definition of M, f3 holds at all a-mi.nimal worlds, hence 
at w1 • As well, a :J /3 holds at all W2 such that w1Rw2 (by minimality of w1)
So M' l=w ◊(a I\ □(a :J /3)) . (ii) If J(w) < ,.., then by the definition of K., for 
all Wt such that wRw1, M ' ~w1 a, and M' Fw 0-ia. 
So foI all w such that sRw, M ' Fw □-,a V ◊( a I\ □( a ::) {3)); hence, M' l=a 
a=> /J .. 

Thus any R*-satisfiable sentence is CT4D-satisfiable and the theorems of R* are identical to 
those of CT4D-. 

Theorem 4.26 TP is CT,1.-consistent iff every non-empty subset of T is confirmable. 

Proof Suppose every non-empty subset of Tis confirmable. We can then construct a CT4-model 
M of TP. We omit details here, noting that the model ZT, as defined in Section 5.4.2, is such 
a CT4-model (see Corollary 5.17). · 
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Suppose some subset S ~ T is not confirmable. Then for every a => f3 E S, the set 

{a} U {; :J 8 : ; * 8 E S} 

is propositionally unsatisfiable. Let ISi = n. Choose any A =>Bin S. 

If TP is consistent, there is some CT4-model M with world w such that M Fw TP. Since 
◊A E TP , we have M Fu A/\ □(A:) B) for some wRv. By the definition of*, it must be 
the case that 

M Fu D,a V ◊(a/\ □(a:) (3)) 

for each a => () E S. If M l=v □-.a for each, then we would have a valuation satisfying 
A and a :) (3 for each a =} /i in S, contradicting the fact that S is not confumable. So 
M l=v ◊(a/\ □(a:) □)) for at le.u.t one member of S (distinct from A=} B). Let's call this 
member C => D. -

This implies that, for some vRu, M l=u C /\ □(C :) D). Since vRu, we have M Fu A :) B, 
and by a similar argument we must have M l=u ◊( a I\ □( a :) ())) for at least one member of 
S ( distinct from both A * B and C ⇒ D). Repeating this argument n -1 times, we find that 
there must exist some world satisfying a :) f3 for each a ⇒ f3 in S, as well as the antecedent 
of one such conditional. This, however, contradicts the fact that Sis not confumable. Thus, 
TP is inconsistent. 

Theorem 4.28 Let T ~ Le be a. finite set of simple conditionals. Te U {A-+ B} is substantively 
inconsistent ijJTP U {◊A} is CT,4.-consistent while TP U {◊A,A * B} is CT4-inconsistent. 

Proof T& U {A -+ B} is substantively inconsistent iff T& U {A -+ B} is not e-consistent, while 

■ 

Teu{A-+ T} is e-consistent. We notice that A=> Tis a theorem of CT4; so by Theorems 4.23 
and 4.26, the result follows. 

Theorem 4.29 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals such that TP U {◊A} is CT4-
consistent. TP f-cT4 A =} B iff Te e-entails A -+ B. 

Proof Since TP is CT4-consistent we know (by Theorem 4.26) that Te is e-consistent. 

■ 

By the definition of e-entaihnent , Te €-entails A ---+ B itf Te U {A -+ -,B} is substantively 
inconsistent; by Theorem 4.28, this holds iff TP U {◊A, A => ,B} is CT4-inconsistent. By 
Theorem 4.26, this holds iff some non-empty subset of TU {A => -,B} is not confirmable. As 
in the construction used in the proof of Theorem 4.26, this is true exactly when any model 
of TP U { ◊A} entails A :::.} B. Since -, □A entails A=> B and -i□A V ◊A is CT4-vaJ.id, we 
have TP f-cT4 A=> B. 

Corollary 4.30 Let T ~ Le be a finite set of simple conditionals including strict sentences. TP 
is CT 4-inconsistent iff Te is not e-consistent. 
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Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 4.26 . 

• 
Corollary 4.31 Let T ~ Le be a finite Bet of Bimple conditionalB including Btrict BentenceB, Buch 
that TP U {◊A} iB CT ,I-consistent. TP l-cT4 A ==> B iff Te €-entails A -+ B. 

Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 4.29 . 

• 



Appendix B 

Proofs of Theorems: Chapter 5 

In this appendix we present proofs of various propositions, lemmas, theorems and corollaries found 
in Chapter 5. 

Lemma B.1 The following are derived theorems 'Of CO: 

T* 6A ::> A 

5* ◊A::> cioA 

B* A::> IJoA 

4* ciA ::> □□A 

Proof (a) T* follows directly from T and the definitio~ of □. 
(b) 5* ◊A:> □oA: 

(1) ◊(DA A DB) :J tJ(A V B) instance of H 
(2) -.1:i(A VA) :> -.O(DA A □A) (1), subst. A for B 
(3) -.DA::> -,ODA (2), defn of o 
(4) ◊A :J CJ◊A (3), subst. -.A for A 

(c) B* A::> EioA: 
(1) oA :> EioA instance of 5 * 
(2) A::> ◊A contrapostive of T* 
(3) A'.) CJOA (1 ), (2) 

( d) 4* ciA ::> EiEiA : 

(1) olJA :::> EiA contrapostive of 5* 

(2) Eio□A :> □BA (1), Nee 
(3) □A:::> oo□A instance of B * 
(4) □A:::> □□A (2), (3) 
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Lemma 5.3 Any instance of a Humberstone schema H* is derivable in CO. 

Proof Recall the Humberstone schemata 

• 

H* D(□a A D/j) ::, B(a v P), 
where D is any sequence of the connectives ◊ and ◊ having length ~ O, and Bis any 
such sequence of □ and D. 

Using axiom 4*, it is easy to show that from eacli of ◊◊A, ◊◊A, ◊◊A, and ◊OA, one 
can derive ◊A. Thus, an easy inductive proof on the length of any "diamond'' sequence D 
demonstrates that D(a) ::, ◊a is derivable. Similarly, we can show using 4* that each of 
□□A, a□A, □ IJA, and IJEiA is derivable from {jA; and hence, Eia ::, B(a) is derivable for 
any "box" sequence B . gether with axiom H this shows any instance of the Humberstone 
schema to be derivable . CO . 

Lemma B.2 (Soundness) If roo a then FOO a. 

Proof We show soundness by demonstrating the validity of each CO axiom, and showing each 
inference rule preserves validity ( on CO-models). 

■ 

K: Suppose M Fw □(A ::, B) and M Fw DA. Then in any world accessible tow, A ::, B and 
A hold. Since each world satisfies propositional tautologies, each satisfies B, and M Fw DB. 

K': Suppose M Fw □(A ::> B) and M Fw DA. Then in any world inaccessible to w, 
A :::> B and A hold. Since each world satisfies propositional tautologies, each satisfies B, and 
M f=w DB. 
4: Suppose M Fw □A, wRv and vRu. As R is transitive, wRu and M Fu A. Thus 
M Fv □A for any such v and M Fw □□A. 

S Assume M l=w A and not wRv. By the requirement that R be totally-connected, it must 
be that vRw and M Fv ◊A. Hence M l=w □◊A and A::> □◊A is valid. 

Nee: Suppose A is valid, so M l=w A for all w E W. Then for any w E W, M l=w □A since 
M l=v A for all wRv. Similarly for DA. (This holds for any model M, of course). 

MP: Suppose A:::> Band A are valid. Then M Fw A:::> B, A for all w E Wand since worlds 
verify tautologies, M Fw B for all w E w. 

Lemma B.3 (Completeness) If FOO a then roo a. 

Proof To show completeness it is sufficient to show that a is falsifiable for any non-theorem a. 
Letting r be some maximal CO-consistent set {MCS) which contains -.a, we will construct a 
model M = (W, R, <p) which falsifies Cl!. This technique is employed in (Humberstone 1983). 
The model is constructed with W consisting of MCS's and two relations R and Rover W, 
where R is intended to represent the complement of R. Ultimately, R and R will be mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive on W x W. 
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The construction proceeds as follows: We start at stage Oby adding r to W, so that W = {r} 
and R = R = 0. At each following stage i, for each set A added to Wat stage i - 1 we do 
the following: (a) For ea.ch formula 0/3 EA add a MCS A' where {,B} U {-y : □, EA}~ A', 
and add (A, A'} to R; and (b) similarly, for each formula ◊,8 E A add a MCS A' where 
{,B}u{,: 15, EA} ~ A', and a.dd (A, A'} to R. That such MCS's exist is claimed without proof 
(see (Humberstone 1983)). Now let M be the totality of this (iypically infinite) construction. 
Evaluating the truth conditions of 5 with respect to R (as if R were the complement of R), 
we can show the following, assuming r,o(A) = { w : A E w} for atomic A. 

Lemma B.4 M l=w /3 iff /3 E w. 

Proof We proceed by induction on the structure of /3. For atomic /3, this follows by the 
definition of cp. Assuming this for O! and /3, clearly it holds for both -,a and a ::> /3 
by standard properties of maximal consistent sets. Now suppose □/3 E w. By the 
construction of M, for all wRv, M I=,, /3, therefore M l=w □,8. If □/3 ¢ w, then 
0-,/3 E w. By the construction of M, there is some wRv such that M Fv -,13, therefore 
M ~w □/3. The same argument holds for D/3, assuming R to be the complement of R. 
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Now we have a "structure" which falsifies a, as -,a Er and by the above, M l=r -,a. However, 
M is not a CO-model, since R is neither reflexive, transitive nor strongly-connected, and R 
is not the complement of R. We now show that R and R can be extended in such a way that 
R does possess the desired properties and R is the complement of R, while not changing the 
fact that M Fw f3 iff /3 E w. 

_Suppose that (w, v} ¢ R and (w, v) ¢ R, and that it cannot be "consistently" added to 
either of R or R. Then there must be some □/3 E w, /3 ¢ v and some □, E w, 1 ¢ v. 
Both w and v must be some finite "distance" away from out starting point r, say m and n 
"steps", respectively. Following the "path" which lead to the addition of w to W, we have 
M l=r D1 (□(3 /\ □,)where D1 is a string of m ◊'sand ◊'s (depending on how w was added). 
Similarly, M FI' D2(-,f3 I\-,,) where D2 is the string of n O's and ◊'s corresponding to 
how w was added. But thls sentence is equivalent to -,B2(/3 V ,), where B2 is formed by 
replacing ◊ and ◊ with D and D (respectively) in D 2 • This means both D1 (□(3 I\ □,) E r 
and -,B2(/3 V 'Y) E r, contraructing the Humberstone schema. Since r is consistent, (w, v} 
can be added to either R or R without affecting the truth of formulae at any world in W, 
and hence R and R can be extended to complement one another, making valuation of 6 with 
respect to R the same a.a valuation with respect to the standard truth conditions. 

We can ensure that R is reflexive, as well. Adding wRw affects the truth of some sentence 
only if there is some (3 such that □/3 E w and f3 ¢ w; but this contradicts the axiom T and 
the fact that w is a MCS. 

For transitivity, suppose wRv and vRt. Adding wRt can only affect truth if there is some 
□/3 E w and /3 ¢ t. Since □/3 E w, by axiom 4, □□/3 E w. This means 0(3 E v and /3 E t, 
contra.dieting the assumption. 

For total-connectedness, suppose wRv. Adding vRw can affect truth only if there is some 
□/3 E v and /3 r/. w. If /3 r/. w, then -,13 E w and by axiom S, D◊-,,8 E w. Now since wRv, 
◊-,(3 E v, and D/3 f/:. v, contradicting the original assumption. 
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It is clear that there may be some interaction during these "steps" whereby certain pairs 
of worlds are moved from the set R to R; but, clearly nothing in principle stops one from 
constructing a suitable model with the appropriate constraints being fulfilled by the relations. 
In fact, if we insist that R be completed maximally before we complete R, there need not be 
any interaction. For instance, at the step where we decide to add each pair of worlds to R or 
R, we can consider the union of the family of all possible relations R on W X W that respect 
on restrictions on accessibilty; we take this set to be R and let R then be W x W - R. Hence, 
we can construct a CO-model which falsifies the non-theorem a. 

Theorem 5,4 The system CO is characterized by the class of CO-models; that is, I-co a iff 
FOO a. 

Proof This follows immeruately from Lemmas B.2 and B.3. 

■ 

Corollary 5.5 The logic KO (Humberstone's {1983} 1(2 + (*)) has the following aziomatic basis. 

K D(A :> B) :>(DA:> DB) 

K' D(A :> B) :>(DA:> DB) 

H ◊(DA/\ DB):> IJ(A VB) 

Hl (DA/\ DB) :> (AV B) 

H2 ◊(DA/\ pB) :>(AV B) 

HS (□A I\ □B) :> IJ(A VB) 

Nes From A infer IJA. 

MP From A :::> B' and A infer B. 

Proof That each of these rules is sound for KO-models is easy to verify. To show completeness, 
we show that each of the (infinite set of) axioms due to Humberstone is derivable from these. 

■ 

Humberstone (1983) axiomatizes KO with the axioms shown here except with the infinite set 
of sch'ema.ta H* replacing H, Hl, H2 and H3. We showed H* to be derivable in CO, but 
the only axiom we used rustinct from these was T. However, there T was only used in the 
derivation of T*, EiA :> A, which was itself used to derive H*. That T* is derivable from 
these axioms is evident if we consider an instance of Hl: (□A A 5A) :) (AV A). 

Theorem 5. 7 The system CO* is characterized by the class of CO*-models; that is, I-co. a if! 
FOO• a. 
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Proof Given the soundness of the axioms of CO, we need only show that axiom NB is sound 
on the class of CO*-models. Let M Fw Do for some CO*-.model M. We assume a is a 
propositional, falsifiable sentence. Since this is so, there is some world v which satisfies -,a, 
Since M Fw □a, v must be accessible tow, in which case M Fw -i□a. 

■ 

We now turn our attention to completeness. Let w be any m~mal consistent set of propo
sitional sentences (which can be viewed as a propositional valuation, or possible world). For 
any (CO*-) MCS r denote by r+ the set {7: □7 Er}, and by r- the set {'y: Ei-y Er}. We 
will show that either 

1. There is some f3+ such that ◊f3+ E r and w U {f3+} Ur+ is consistent; or 

2. There is some 13- such that ◊/3- Er and w U {/3-} Ur- is consistent. 

Suppose that the first condition is false. Then for each such 13+, some finite subset of this set 
is inconsistent, say w1 U {,8+} U rt. This mean ( using the set to denote the conjunction of its 
elements) that ,a+ I\ rt ::, -iw1 is derivable. Now either □,a+ Er or ◊-,!3+ Er. In the latter 
case, by the fa.ct that condition (1) is false, we can also show that some -,13+ I\ rt ::, -,w2 is 
derivable (using the same argument). From the fact that both □(/3+ V -,!3+) and □(rt/\ rt) 
are both in r, we know that □-i(w1 /\ w2) is in r. In the case that □,a+ E r we can also 
derive this fa.ct, since together with □rt, this implies D-iw1, So whenever condition (1) is 
false, □-.( W1 I\ W2) Er. 
An entirely analogous argument shows that if the second condition is false then for some 
finite subsets of w, Ei-.(w3 I\ w4) Er. However, this implies both □ -i(w1 /\ w2 I\ w3 I\ w4) and 
B-,(w1 I\ w2 I\ w3 I\ w1 ) are in r. But -i(w1 /\ w2 I\ w3 I\ w4 ) is falsifiable and this contradicts 
tbe fact that r is consistent (by axiom NB). So one of the two conditions must hold for any 
proposltlonal MCS w. 

To show completeness of CO*, we note that for any MCS r we can perform the construction 
associated with the previous theorem in such a way that every propositional valuation is 
represented as a possible world in the falsifying model. At stage one of the construction, we 
just have to add enough MCS's to cover every propositional MCS. That this can be performed 
without violating the truth values given to sentences in the model follows immediately from 
the above disjunctive condition. 

Lemma B.5 (Soundness) If 1-cT40' a then FCT40 a. 

Proof The proof is exactly like that of Lemma B.2. 

■ 

Lemma B.6 If (Completeness) FCT40 a then 1-cT40 a. 

Proof The proof is exactly like that of Lemma B.3. 

■ 
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Theorem 5.9 The system CT40 is characterized by the class of CT4O-models,· that is, f-cT40 a 

iff FCT40 a. 

Proof This.follows immediaiely from Lemmas B.5 and B.6. 

■ 

Theorem 5.10 The system CT40* is characterized by the class of CT,1O*-models; that is, f-cT4o. 
ct iff FCT40• a. 

Proof The proof is entirely analagous to that of 5. 7. 

■ 

Proposition 5.11 Let M be a CO-model. Then MI= A=> B iff M l=w A=> B for some w . 

Proof The proof lies in the observation that M Fw aa iff MF aa and M l=w ~a iff MF ◊a. 
Given the definition of => as the disjunction of two such statements, the proposition follows. 

■ 

Proposition 5.12 Let M = (W, R, cp} be a CO-model. Then for any w, M l=w A > B iff M I= 
A> B. If M !=A> B then there exists a cluster C in W such that IIA I\ BIi ~ C and no A-world 
is strictly more normal than C. Furthermore, IIA I\ BIi must be nonempty. 

Proof That M Fw A > B iff M != A > B is immediate given the definition of A > B as the 
conjunction of two statements with main connectives CJ and◊. 

■ 

If there exist no A/\B-worlds then A> B cannot hold, as it entails ◊A and CJ(A :::> ◊(A/\B)). 
So IIA I\ BIi is nonempty. Suppose there is no cluster C such that IIA A BIi ~ C. Then 
there must be two A I\ B-worlds, say w and v, such that wRv and not vRw. This implies 
M Fw A I\ ,□(A::> ,B). However, from M FA> B we know that M Fw A ::> □(A:> -.B), 
contra.dieting the assumption. So such a cluster C exists. By a similar argument, there can 
be no A-world w such that C is inaccessible to w. 

Proposition 5.13 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a CO-model. If M I= A > B and M t= A => B then 
there exists a cluster C in W such that IIA /\ BIi UN= C, where each world in N satisfies ,A, and 
no A-world is strictly more normal than C. 

Proof By Proposition 5.12, there exists a cluster such that IIA I\ BIi ~ C and no A-world is strictly 
more normal than C. Since IIA I\ BIi :/= 0, the truth of A=> B ensures that ◊(A A □(A:> B)) 
holds. So for some w, M l=w A I\ □(A :> B) holds. But w cannot be strictly more normal 
than C, so C is accessible to w and we have for v E C, M Fv A :) B. 
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Proposition 5.14 A=> B,A > B f-oo ◊(A AB A a):::, (A A a=> B). 

Proof This follows immediately from Proposition 5.13. 

■ 

Proposition 5.15 Let A AB A a be propositionally satisfiable. Then 

A => B, A > B f-co. A A a => B 
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Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.14 and the fact that FOO• ◊a for any satisfi
able propositional a. 

■ 

Corollary 5.16 ZT is a CO*-model. 

Proof That the relation R of ZT is transitive and totally-connected is obvious given the range of 
the Z-ranking, the natural numbers. 

■ 

Corollary 5.17 ZT FOO• T. 
Proof A property of !-entailment is that ah /3 if a - /3 ET. Thus for each such rule in T, we 

have 

■ 

Z(a A /3) < Z(a A -i/3). 
So there is some w such that ZT Fw a A /3 and for no wRv is it the case that ZT Fw a A -i/3. 
Thus ZT FOO• T. 

Corollary 5.18 ZT FOO• a=> {3 iff ah /3 whenever a is satisfiable. 

Proof Suppose ah {3. Then we have 

Z(aA/3) < Z(aA-i/3). 

As in the proof of Proposition 5.17, this means Zr l=oo. a=> /3. 
Suppose ZT l=co. a=> /3. Then we have some world w such that ZT l=w a A /3 and for no 
wRv is it the case that ZT Fw a A -i/3. By the definition of R, clearly 

Z(a A /3) < Z(a A -i/3), 

and ah /3. 
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• 
Lemma 5.19 If M FOO• T, then ZT ~ M. 

Proof Let M = (W, R) be some model of the finite ruleset T, where T can be partitioned as 

T = To U • • • U Tn, It is easy to verify that for each rule r .E T there must be some world 
Wr E W which verifies rand for all w such that wrRw, w does not falsify r (this follows from 
the truth conditions of::;,., and the fact that no conditional in T can be satisfied "vacuously11 

since Tis e-consistent and Mis a CO*-model). For any set of worlds S, define 

• 

minS = {w ES: Vv E S,vRw}. 

For each k ~ n we define mink ::::: min{wr : r E T,1o}. In other words, mink is the subset of 
verifying worlds for rules of rank k which is "minimal" ( or most normal) in R. (That we have 
some latitude in choosing Wr for each r is of no consequence.) Somewhat loosely, we will use 
mink to refer to some arbitrary element of that set. Notice that if mink Rw then w satisfies 
all rules r of rank k. 

Lemma B.7 Foreachj ~ n, min{mink: n ~ k ~ j}::::: minj, In other words, mink+l Rmink 
and not mink Rmink+l for all k < n. 

Proof Suppose min,~ min{mink: k 2: j}, for some I> j. Then mink Rm.in, for aJl k ~ j. 

• 

By definition of mink, mini falsifies no rules r of rank greater than j. Since mini verifies 
some rule of ra.nk l, it must be that it falsifies some rule of rank / -1. That is min1 falsifies 
some rule of rank~ j. This contradiction implies that minj ::::: min{mink: k 2: j} . 

As a corollary to this lemma, we have that Z(min;) ::::: j, since for all k ~ j, mink Rmin; 
( which means that min; falsifies no rules of rank 2: j), and it falsifies some rule of rank j - 1. 

Now let w E Wand suppose that {v: wRv} i {v: wRzv}. Then there exists av E W such 
that such that wRv, but not wRzvi hence, Z(v) > Z(w) = k. So v falsifies some ruler such 
that Z(r) ::::: k' ~ k. So clearly vRmink' and not min,1;, Rv, which entails vRmin1,; and not 
mink Rv (by the above lemma). This means wRmin,1; and not min1,; Rw. By the corollary 
and the definition of Zr, wRzmink and min1,;Rzw, so N(w,Rz,R). Hence, ZT ~ M . 

Lemma 5.20 If M FOO• T and M ~ ZT, then M::::: ZT, 

Proof As · an auxiliary lemma consider 

Lemma B.8 If there is some w E W such that Z(w)::::: k and not min1,;Rw 1 then M f; ZT. 

Proof We will show this by induction on k. Suppose k::::: 0, Clearly, not N(min1,;, R, Rz) as 
min1,; Rw implies Z( w.) ::::: O, a.nd min,1; Rzw and wRz mink, But if there is some Z( w) ::::: 0 
and not rnin1,; Rw then { w : min,1; Rw} i { w :-min,1; Rz }. So M 1:. ZT, 
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Assume this holds for all n $ k '...... 1. Suppose there is some Z( w) = k and not mink Rw. 
Then {w: minkRw} i {w: minkRzw}. If N(mink,R,Rz) then there is some v such 
that Z(v) = j < k and vRmink. But if M $ ZT, by the inductive hypothesis, for some 
j < k, minj Rv and thus min; R mink, contradicting a previous auxiliary lemma. So not 
N(mink,R,Rz) and hence Mi ZT, 

Let M = (W,R) such that M l=co. T. Suppose M $ ZT and M f; ZT. If not N(w,R,Rz) 
for all w E W, then by definition of $, M = ZT, So assume there exists some w E W 
such that N(w,R,Rz) holds. Then for some v, vRw, wRv and not vRzw, which implies 
j = Z(v) < Z(w) = k. Now v ¢ min; (with respect to M) since vRw and Z(w) > j (see 
Lemma 5.19). So not min; Rv and, by the above lemma, M i ZT, 

Theorem 5.21 TI=~ a=> /3 iff a 1-1 /3 with respect to T. 

Proof By Lemmas 5.19 and 5.20, the unique $-minimal model of Tis ZT (modulo a given set of 
possible worlds). Clearly, T I==< er => {3 iff /3 is true a.t the "minimal" a-worlda in ZT, But 
clearly, this is the same criterion for evaluating the truth of a, 1-1 /3. (Here we assume that a 
is a consistent propositional formula. ff not, we can define ah {) to be "trivially" true.) 

■ 

Lemma 5.22 Clos(T) is consistent iff T is, and is "categorical" in the sense that there is a unique 
CO*-model which satisfies it, namely ZT. 1 

Proof We will show that any model of Clos(T) must be equivalent to ZT (modulo some fixed 
set of possible worlds). It is easy to verify that in fact ZT satisfies Clos(T) and hence that 
C los(T) is consistent iff T is. We proceed by induction on the rank of possible worlds to show 
that if M = (W,R) satisfies Clos(T), then vRw iff Z(v) 2: Z(w). 

Let Z( w) = 0. Suppose Z( v) = 0. By the sentence ,R~1 > R~ it must be the case that all 
worlds which falsify no rule are mutually accessible (i.e. all worlds of rank 0). Hence vRw. 
Suppose Z(v) > 0. Then v falsifies some rule Z(r) 2: 0. If wRv then for every u such that 
Z(u) = O, uRv. As v· falsifies some rule, M cannot satisfy T (nor Clos(T)). So it must be 
that not wRv. Since R must be totally-connected, vRw. 

Let this property hold for alls E W such that Z(s) < i. That is Z(t) 2: Z(s) iff tRs, and 
Z(t) > Z(s) iff not sRt. Let Z(w) = i. Since ,Rf_1 > Rf is in Clos(T), M must be such 
that all worlds of rank i a.re mutually accessible. So if Z(v) = i then vRw. Suppose Z(v) > i. 
We must proceed by induction again to show that not wRv. For the case of Z(v) = i + 1, it 
must be that v falsifies some rule Z(r) = i. But in order for M to satisfy r there must be 

1 Again, it categorical if we ignore "duplicate" worlds (associated with the same valuation), which contribute 
nothing to the truth or falsity of formulae in ZT, 
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some world of ra.nk i which verifies r and sees no world which falsifies r. If wRv, then uRv 
for all worlds of rank i (by the original inductive hypothesis), and M cannot satisfy r. So it 
can't be the case that wRv. Now assume this is true for all worlds x such that j > Z(x) > i, 
and that Z(v) = j. v must falsify some rule Z(r) = j - 1. In order for M to satjsfy r there 
must be some world of rank j - 1 which verifies r and sees .now world which falsifies r. If 
wRv, then by the inductive hypothesis, uRv for all Z(u) = j ...:..1 (since uRw), and M cannot 
satis,fy R. So it can't be that wRv. Since R is totally-connected, vRw . 

Theorem 5,23 Cl(T) FOO• a: * {J iff T F:5 a: * (3. 

Proof By Lemma 5.22, Clos(T) l=co. a:* /3 iff ZT l=co. a:* (3. But this is precisely the same 
condition for evaluating T F:5 a:* (3 • 

• 
Theorem 5,27 Let M be a CO*-model. The c-relevance relation determined by M satisfies {10), 
{11), {19), {LI) and (15). 

Proof We let M = (W, R, <p) be a CO*-model, with worlds w, v, etc. 

(IO) Suppose I- e :) (p = q). Then I- (p A e) = (q A e); and 

• 

I-co. (pA e => r) = (q A e => r), 

I-co. (p A e => ,r) = (q A e => ,r) 

both hold. So p'ller iff q'ller, 

(11) p'ller iff not pier holds by definition of 'Ile and Ie, 

(13) A simple derivation in CO* shows that e * r is equivalent toe AT => r. So Tier. 

(14) If MI= e * r then MI= ,r A e ':fo- r (since r is contingent one). If MI= e ':for (since r 
is contingent one) then M Fr A e * r. In either case, there is some q such that q'ller. 

(15) If p'ller and V ,(pAqAe) then, by the definition ofrelevance, (pAq)'ller, since I- pl\q:) p . 

Proposition 5.28 C-relevance is nontrivial, in general. That is, there are CO*-models M and 
sentences p and r, both contingent one and pairwise contingent, such that pier where Ie is deter
mined by M. 

Proof This is simple to verify by considering any CO*-model with a most normal set of e-worlds, 
each satisfying r, and having at leallt one p-world in th.is set of normal e-worlds. Then e => r 
holds in this model, and for any sentence q implied by p, q A e => r holds as well . 

• 
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Proposition 5.29 Let M be a CO*-model and Ie and Re the c-relevance relation determined by 
M. If MF e > r and M Fe=> r then pi er /01· all p such that If -i(p I\ e I\ r). 

Proof This follows at once from Proposition 5.15 . 

• 



Appendix C 

Proofs of Theorems: Chapter 6 

In this appendix we present proofs of various propositions, lemmas, theorems and corollaries found 
in Chapter 6. 

Theorem 6.1 Let K be finitely specified by KB and M = (W, R, c,o} be a CT4O-model such that 
for some v, w E W, M l=w O(KB) and M j= 11 E1◊KB. Then M is a preorder revision model for 
K. 

Proof Let w E W be a KB-world and W' be the connected fragment of M containing w; that is, 

■ 

W' = {v E W: wRv or vRw}. 

Since M satisfies O(KB), we have M l=w □KB. T..his means M !=11 J(B for each v such that 
wRv. Thus, every minimal world in W' satisfies KB. Furthermore, M l=w □-,KB, so no 
KB-world can be inaccessible tow. Hence, every KB-world is in W' and is minimal in W. 

Since M satisfies CJ◊ KB, for every world v we have M Fv ◊ KB. This means vRw for each 
v E W so that W = W'. Hence all and only KB-worlds are mi.nimal in M and M is a preorder 
revision model. 

Theorem 6.2 Let K be finitely specified by KB and M = (W, R, c,o) be a CO-model such that for 
some v,w E W, M l=w O(KB) and M !=11 f3◊KB. Then Mis a total order revision model for K. 

Proof The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 6.1. 

■ 

Corollary 6.3 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a CO-model such that M Fw O(KB) for some w E W. Then 
M is a total order revision model for K. 

Proof The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 6.1, except that the condition D◊ KB is 
not required to show that W = W', since this is true of any CO-model ( which must be totally 
connected). 
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Proposition 6.4 M FOO a,A V ◊(A A □(A:::> B)) iff 
M FCO 6(□,A V ◊(A A □(A:::> B))). 
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Proof Let M = {W, R, cp} be a CO-model. Suppose M F □(□,Av ◊(A A □(A:> B))). Then at 
every v E W 

■ 

M F11 □,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B)). 

(a) If for every such v it is the case that M Fv □,A, then M F D,A. 
(b) If for some such v it is the case that 

So 

and 

M Fv ◊(A A □(A:> B)), 

then MF ◊(A A □(A:> B)). 

MF □,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B)), 

I-co □(□,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B))) :> □,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B)). 

Suppose MF a.AV ◊(A A □(A:> B)). 

(a) If MF D,A then M F □□,A. 

(b) Suppose MF ◊(AA □(A:> B)). Then for some u E W we have 

M Fu A A D(A :> B). 

For each v E W either vRu or uRv, as R is connected. If vRu then clearly 

M F11 ◊(A f\ □(A:) B)). 

If uRv then either M l=v □,A or (since M Fu □(A:> B)) 

M !=11 ◊(A A □(A:> B)). 

Thus for each v E W, we have 

M F11 □,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B)); 

thus 
~ I= B(□,A V ◊(A A □(A:, B))). 

Hence 
I-co B,A V ◊(A A □(A:> B)) :> □(□,AV ◊(A A □(A:> B))). 
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Proposition C.1 Let M be a CT,1O-model. Then M Fw A~ B for some w iff MF A~ B. 

Proof This is a simple consequence of the definition of~ and the truth conditions for a and~

■ 

Proposition 6.5 The following are derived theorems and inference rules in CT40 (assuming as 
a premise O(KB) wherever KB is mentioned). 

RCM From B :::> C infer (A~ B) ::>(A~ C) 

And (A~ B) /\(A~ C) ::> (A~ B /\ C) 

ID A~A 

KC (A~ B) ::> (KB/\ A:::> B) 

CK ~(KB/\ A):::> (a(KB /\A:::> B) :::>(A~ B)) 

Cons a-.A =(A~ J.) 

LLE From A= B infer (A~ C) ::> (B ~ C) 

KCI (A/\ B ~ C) :::>(A~ (B :::> C)) 

Proof We demonstrate the derivability of these sentences with semantic arguments and appeal to 
the characterization result Theorem 5.9. We assume M = (W, R, cp) is a CT40-model with 
various elements v, w, etc. in W. We freely use Proposition C.1. 

RCM: Suppose B:) C is valid and MF A KB B. By definition of~, at every world □-.A 
holds or·◊(A /\ □(A :) B) holds. At any world where the latter holds (since l- cT40 B :) C) 
it must be that ◊(A/\ □ (A::> C) holds as well. Thus MF A~ C. 

And: Suppose MF (A~ B)/\(A ~ C). Then at every world □-.A holds, or ◊(A/\□(A ::> 
B) and ◊(AAD(A:) C) hold. At any world v in the latter case, there must be some accessible 
vRu such that M Fu A/\ Band M Fu □(A:) B). By the fact that M ~u □-.A, we have 
M Fu ◊(A/\ □(A :) C). This means 

MF~ ◊(AA □(A:::> B AC), 

which implies 
M F11 ◊(A A □(A :::> B /\ C). 

L- KB Thus Mr- A--+ B /\ C. 

ID: That A~ A is valid follows from the validity of □(A:> A) and □,AV ◊A (using e.g. 
Nee and the definition of◊). 

KC: Assume MI= O(KB) and MI= A~ B. Suppose M l=w KB/\ A. Since MI= O(KB), 
by definition of O(KB) every world in M can see w. If M ~w B then at no world can 
◊(A A □(A :::> B) hold. Since □-.A is false at all worlds, the fact that M F A ~ B is 
contradicted. Thus M Fw B. 
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CK: Assume M p O(KB), M p ◊(KB t\ A) and M p c1(KB t\ A :) B). Then there exists 
an 1(13 t\ A-world w such that all worlds see w. Furthermore, any A-world v whlch. w sees is 
a KB t\ A-world since M p O(KB); and, since M p f:J(KB t\ A :) B), for any such v we have 
M Pv B. Thus every world sees a world (namely w) such that M Pw ◊(At\ □(A :) B). 
Hence Mp A~ B. 

Cons: That cl,A =(A~ .L) is valid follows immediately from the definition of~

LLE: Assume A= Bis valid, and suppose Mp A~ C. If □-.A holds at some world w, 
□-.B also holds ~t w. If ◊(A A □(A:::> C) holds at some w, then so does ◊(BA □(B :) C). 

KCI: Suppose Mp A AB~ C. Then, at any world w, either □-.(A AB) holds or 

◊((A AB) A □(A AB :) C)) 

holds. In the first case either (a) □-.A holds; or (b) □(A:) -.B) holds, which means □ (A:::> 
(B:) C)) does as well. In the second case, there is an accessible wRv such that M Fv A AB 
and M Pv □(A AB:) C). This means M Pv A aii.d M Pv □(A:) (B:) C). So 

M Pw ◊(A A □(A :J (B :JC)). 

Thus Mp A~ (B :) C). 

Proposition 6.6 CKI is derivable in CO. 

CKI -.(A~ -.B) :) ((A~ (B:) C)):) (A AB~ C)) 

Proof The proof is demonstrated by semantic means, using the characterization result Theo
rem 5.4. Let M == (W, R, <p) be a CO-model with w E W. Suppose 

• 

Mp -.(A~ -.B) and M p A~ (B :::> C). 

By the first condition, using the simple definition of:::} (see Proposition 6.4), we have M ~ 

◊(A A □(A:> B)). Thus Mp f3(-.A V ◊(A AB)). By the second condition, 

Mp □-.Av O(A A □(A:::> (B :::> C))). 

If □-.(A AB) holds, A AB~ C holds trivially. If not, then 

M Pw A A □(A :J (B ::> C)) 

for some w E W. But by the first condition, M Fw ◊(A AB). This means at some world v, 
where wRv, 

M Pv A AB A □(A AB::> C). 

Thus MF ◊(A AB A □(At\ B :JC)); that is, At\ B ~ C . 
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Theorem 6, 7 Let M be a full revision model and *M the revision function determined by M. Then 
*M satisfies postulates (RJ) through (RB). 

Proof This follows almost immediately from Propositions 6.5 and 6.6. 

■ 

Theorem 6,8 Let* be a revision function satisfying postulates (R1) through (RB). Then for any 
theory K there exists a full revision model M such that KA = KAM for all A. 

Proof The proof of the theorem will be similar to the proof of the representation result given by 
Grove (1988), and uses the observation that a system of spheres can be considered to be a 
totally preordered relation on possible worlds. 

Let * be an AGM revision operator. We use several well-known facts about such operators 
(see (Gardenfors 1988)). 

We will construct a full revision model M = (W, R, <.p) which corresponds to * for any given 
consistent K. M is given by: 

1. W = { w: w is a maximal consistent set of LcpL}. We use w to also denote the obvious 
propostional valuation associated with the set of formulae ( so w F a iff a E w; and 
w E IISII iff S ~ w for any set of sentences S). 

2. vRw iff there exists a sentence A E w n v such that KA ~ w, or there is no consistent A 
such that KA ~ v. We define w $ v iff vRw, and w < v iff vRw and not wRv. 

3. <.p( w, A)= 1 iff A E <.p for any atomic A. 

We will show M is a. K-revision model by demonstrating each of the necessary properties. 

(a) R is reflexive: That w $ w for all w E W follows easily in either the case where 
w E IIKA.11 or not, for some consistent A. 

(b) R is totally-ordered: Suppose w iv and vi w. Then for some consistent A and B, 
v E IIJ(~dl and w E IIK811, So AV B E v n w, and (by (R7) and (RS)) we have KAvB = K.4 
or KAvB = KB or KAvB = KA n KB. Thus one of v or w is in KAvB, contradicting the fact 
that neither v $ w or w $ v. 

(c) R is transitive: Suppose u $ v and v $ w. Assume there are consistent B,C such 
that B E w and V E IIKBII, C E V and u E IIKcll (otherwise u $ w holds trivially). 
Now ,C ¢ K8, so by (R7) and (R8) we have ,C ¢ Ki,vo· This means (by (R8)) that 
IctBvG)/\0 = (KBvo)t, In ·other words, Kc = (Ktvo)t, Hence, !!Ke ll ~ lll(svoll and 
u E IIKBvcll• But B V CE w nu, sou$ w. 

{d) All K-worlds are minimal: Suppose w E IIKII, For any world v there exists some 
A E w n v such that KU {A} is consistent (e.g. if A is a taU:tology). By (R3) and (R4), 
K.4 = K1. Since w E IIK111, we have w E IIKAII, Then by definition of~, w ~ v. 

(e) Only K-worlds are minimal: Suppose w E IIKII, while v ¢ IIKII, Choose some 
A Ev n w (such an A exists, for example, any tautology). Since A E w, we have KU {A} is 
consistent, and by (R3) and (R4), l(_A = K1. But v </. IIKII so v </. IIK111- Hence v </. IIKAII 
and vi w. v E IIKAII, 

{f) All truth valuations are in W: This is obvious given the definition of M. 
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Thus M is a K-revision model. It remains to be shown that the revision function determined 
by Mis *· For inconsistent A this is clear, since KA = Cn(.l) in both cases (for* and *M). 
So assume A is consistent. We must show 

BE KA iff there is some w E W, M Fw A A □(A:) B). 

Lemma C.2 If v $ w, w E IIKAII, and v FA, then w $ v. 

Proof Since A E w n v, w E IIK.AII- The definition of$ ensures v $ v. 

■ 

Lemma C.3 w E IIKAII iff w E min(A), where 
min( A) = { v E W : v F A and if u < v then u ~ A}. 

Proof Suppose w E III(AII and v E IIAII, By Lemma C.2 w $ v, hence w E min(A). (Thus 
the existence of min(A) is demonstrated.) 

Suppose w E min(A) and w ¢ IIK.AII• Since A is consistent, there is some v E IIKA.11· By 
supposition, w $ v, since v FA. This means there is a BE w n v such that w E IIK.BII• 
But then we, have 

we ll(K.B)111 = IIK.AABII = IIKBAAII = ll(K.A)tll ~ IIKAII• 

Thus IIK.AII = min(A). 

■ 
Suppose BE KA. Then for all w E IIK.AII, w F Band (by Lemma C.3) for all w E min(A), 
w F B. By definition of min(A), -

M Fw A A □(A :) B). 

SoMFA~B. 

Suppose M F A ~ B. Then there is a v such that 

By definition of min(A), vRw for all w E min(A). So for w E IIK.AII we have w F A ::> B; 
and then BE KA. 
Thus, KA = K~t. 

Proposition 6.9 The following theorems are derivable in CO. 

And (A~ B) A (A~ C) ::>(A~ BA C) 

Or (A ~ C) A (B ~ C) ::> (AV B ~ C) 
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RT (A~ B) ::> ((A/\B ~ C) ::>(A~ C)) 

CM (A~ B) I\ (A~ C) ::>(AI\ B ~ C) 

RM (A ~ C) I\ -,(A I\ B ~ C) ::> A ~ -,B 

CV -,(A~ B) ::>((A~ C) ::>(AI\ -,B ~ C)) 

Proof The proofs of these theorems are almost identical to those given for the analogous theorems 
in CT4D. We refer to the the proofs of Propositions 4.4 and 4.9. 

■ 

Theorem 6.13 Let M be a revision model for K with weak integrity constraints C. Then x;t I= C 
for all A consistent with C. 

Proof Let M = (W, R, cp} be as specified, with M I= D ( C ::> DC). Since A is consistent with C, 
there exists some A I\ C-world w E W. Since M l=w □C, we have M l=w A I\ □(A ::> C). 
Thus M I= A ~ C . 

• 
Corollary 6,14 Let M be a revision model for K with weak integrity constraints C. Then K I= C. 

Proof Since C is satisfiable, there is some C-world w E W, and M l=w □C. Since all K-worlds 
are minimal in M, wRv for any K-world v, and M l=t1 C. Thus KI= C. 

■ 

Corollary 6.15 If KB li= C then { O(KB)} U W IC is CO*-inconsistent. 

Proof This is immediate given Corollaries 6.3 and 6.14. 

■ 

Theorem 6.16 Let M be a revision model for K with strong integrity constraints C. Let S be the 
collection of maximal subsets s. s; C such that S, is consistent with A. For some S s; S, it is the 
case that 1( ;t I= V S. 

Proof Let Si s; C be a maximal subset of constraints consistent with A. Using, as usual, s. to 
denote the conjunction of its members, there must be some world w satisfying A I\ S,. Now 
MI== IC so 

MI== □((S, I\ S,) ::> □(S, ::> S,)). 

Since S, is maximal M l=w S, I\ S,, so M l=w □(S; :::> S,). This implies M I= A~ Si:) Si 
for each S, E S. However, since S is the set of maximal constraint sets consistent with A, it 
must be that 
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Thus 
Ml=A~V{SiES}; 

and, in particular, this holds for some subset of S C S. 

■ 

Corollary 6.17 Let M be a revision model for K with strong integrity constraints C. Then KI= 
C. 

Proof One member of IC is □( C :::> DC). Thus, this result follows immediately from Corollary 
6.14. 

■ 

Corollary 6,18 If KB~ C then {O(KB)} U IC is CO*-inconsistent. 

Proof This is immediate given Corollaries 6.3 and 6.17. 

■ 

Theorem 6.19 Let M be a revision model for K with prioritized integrity constraints C1 , • • •, Cn, 
Then Kt I= Ci whenever A is consistent with the conjunction of all co,1straints C3, j $ i. 

Proof Let M = (W, R, tp) be as specified. Since A is consistent with Pi, there exists some A I\ Pi-
world w E W. Since M p ICP, we have M l=w_□Pi, Thus M l=w A I\ □(A :::> Pi), Thus 

I= KB M A---+ Pi, 

■ 

Corollary 6.20 Let M be a revision model for K with prioritized integrity constraints C. Then 
Kl=C, 

Proof One member of IC P is □( C :::> DC). Thus, this result follows immediately from Corollary 
6.14. 

■ 

Corollary 6.21 If KB~ C then {O(KB)} U ICP is CO*-inconsistent. 

Proof This is immediate given Corollaries 6.3 and 6.20. 

■ 

Corollary 6.22 B $EM A iff M I= □(-,A :::> ◊-iB). 
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Proof Let M be a CO*-model determining the entrenchment orderi~ $EM and plausibility or
dering $PM• By definition, B $EM A iff ,B '5PM ,A iff MI= □(,A:> ◊,B) . 

• 
Theorem 6.23 Let M be a CO*-model. Then $PM satisfies the Grove postulates {G1)-(G5). 

Proof We take M = (W, R, cp} to be a CO*-model with worlds w, v, etc. 

• 

(Gl) Assume A and B are satisfiable (if not, A $PM B .or B $PM A). Suppose A !:.PM B. 
Then for some w, M l=w BI\ -.◊A, so for all wRv, M l=v -.A. This means, for any A-world 
u, uRv and M Fu ◊B. Hence, B $PM A. 

(G2) Suppose A $PM Band B ~PM C. Then M satsifies both □(B :> ◊A) and □(C :> ◊B); 
thus, □(C :> ◊A) holds as well. 

(G3) If 1-- A:> B V C then □(A:> B V C) and, hence, □(A:> ◊(B V C)) are both CO*-valid. 
This implies fj(A :> ◊B) or □(A:> ◊C). Thus B $PM A or C ~PM A. 

(G4) Suppose A is consistent with K. Since all K-worlds are minimal in M, there is some 
A-world minimal in Mand lj(B :> ◊A) for all B.-Hence, B ~PM A for all B. 

(G5) If 1-- ,A the IJ-.A is CO*-valid. Hence, !J(A :> ◊B) and B $PM A for all B . 

Theorem 6.24 Let ~G be a Grove ordering satisfying (G1)-(G5). Then there exists a CO*-model 
M such that the plausibility ordering ~PM determined by M is $a. 

Proof The proof uses the technique of Grove (1988), which shows that $a can model a revision 
function. For the ordering $a, let a cut C be any set of sentences satisfying the following 
closure property: 

HAE C and A $a B, then BE C. 

Thus if we think of $a as assigning a. degree of plausibility to sentences, a cut contains all 
sentences with at most a specified degree of plausibility (recall A ~G B means A is more 
plausible). 

It is easy to verify that cuts are totally ordered under set inclusion. Let C and V be two cuts 
with A E C and B E V. For any pa.ir of sentences A, B we have A $a B or B $a A, so either 
A E V or B E C. So C ~ V or V ~ C. 

Now we define a model M = (W, R, cp} where Wis (as usual) the set of all maximal consistent 
sets of propositional sentences, cp is given by set membership of atoms, and R is defined as: 

wRv iff for every cut C, 11 n C ¥- 0 implies w n C ¥- 0. 

Since cuts are nested, it is easy to see R is reflexive, transitive and totally connected. 

If Bis unsatisfiable, by (G5), A $a B for all A, and in CO* we have that tl(B :::> ◊A) is 
valid. So assume Bis satisfiable, A ~GB, and M Fw B. Let the set of ~uts intersecting w 
be 

S = {C: C n w # 0}. 
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Then C = ns is clearly a cut, and C n w :/; 0 (since cuts are nested). 

Consider the set {-,D : D E C}. If this set is consistent with A, it can be extended to a 
maximal set t1 which includes A. Clearly, C n v = 0. As C n w :/; 0, any cut which intersects 
v contains C, and intersects was well. Hence, wRv. (Moreover, not vRw.) 

Suppose { -,D : D E C} is inconsistent with A. Then for some .D1, ... Dn E C, 

I- D1 A ... A Dn :) -,A. 

In other words, 
I- A :> D1 V ••• V Dn. 

Using (G3), we see that D1 $a A or .. . Dn $a A. This means A EC. Now let 1) be any cut 
smaller than C, i.e., any 1) CC. Now consider the set {-,D: DE 1J}. As shown above, if this 
set is consistent with A, it can be extended maximally to include A, determining a world v 
such that 1) n v = 0. If it is inconsistent with A, as discussed above, it must be that A EV. 
But since A $a B, this implies BE 1), contradicting the fact that 1) CC. Hence, there exists 
a world v satisfying A such that whenever 1) CC it must be that 1) n v = 0. Thus wRv. 

From this, we conclude that, for any B-world w E W, there exists an A-world v such that 
wRv. Hence, Mp □(B :> ◊A). 

Corollary 6.25 Let M be a CO*-model. Then $EM satisfies the entrenchment postulates (E1}
(E5) of (Garden/ors 1988). 

Proof Theorem 6.23, together with the definition of $EM and the identity of B $a A with 
-,B $E -,A, ensures this result. 

■ 

Corollary 6.26 Let $E be an entrenchment ordering satisfying (E1)-(E5). Then there exists a 
CO*-model M such that the entrenchment ordering $EM determined by M is $E, 

Proof Theorem 6.24, together with the definition of $EM and the identity of B $a A with 
-,B $E -,A, ensures this result. 

■ 

Proposition 6.30 Let M be a preorder revision model for propositional theory K. Then M p 181a 
iff K Fa for any propositional a. 

Proof Let M = (W, R, t.p) be a CT40 model with worlds w, v, u. Suppose M F 181a. Then at every 
world w, M Fw ◊□a, and at some world v, M Fv □a. Since all K-worlds are minimal in 
M, vRu for each K-world u, and hence each K-world satisfies a. 

Suppose K pa. Since all and only K-worlds are minimal in M, we have for any K-world v 
that M Fv □a. Since each world w can see each such v, we have M Fw ◊□a for all w E W. 
Thus M F 1810:. 
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■ 

Proposition 6.:u Let M be a preorder revision model for K such that M I= A ~ B. Then 
M I= 181(A A-, 181-.B :> B). 

Proof Let M l=w A for some K-world win M. Since M I= A ~ B, we have M l=w ◊(A A 
□(A :> B)). Hence M l=w B, and M Ft1 A A-, 181 -.B :> B holds at any K-world v and 
M I= r8l(A A-, 181 -.B ::> B). 

■ 

Theorem 6.32_ Let M = (W, R, <p) be a CO-model. Then M I= o+(KB) iff W =AU I where A 
and I are clusters such that I sees A, and I consists of -,KB-worlds while A consists of KB-worlds. 

Proof Suppose MI= o+(KB). We will show two facts: 

■ 

(a) If M l=w KB then vRw for all v E W. 

(b) If M l=w -.KB then for all v E W, vRw if M Ft1 -.KB, and not vRw if M Ft1 KB. 

To show (a), suppose M l=w KB and for some v, not vRw. Since R is connected, wRv. If 
M Ft1 KB then M ~t1 5-.KB, and M ~ o+(KB). If M l=v -.KB then M ~w □KB, and 
M ~ o+(KB). 

To show (b ), suppose M l=w -.KB. If M Ft1 KB and vRw for some v, then M ~ti □KB, 
and M ~ o+(KB). If M Ft1 -.KB and not vRw for some v, then M ~ti D.l, (since w is 
inaccessible) and M ~ o+(KB). 

Proposition 6.33 I-co o+(T) = o+(.1) . 

Proof 

o+(.1) _ (.l ::> (□ .l A OT)) A (.l ::> OT) 

- T :> D.l 
- (T :> (OT A D.l)) A (T :> D.l) 
- o+(T) 

■ 

Proposition 6.35 Let M be a K-revision model. M I= 181a iff M l=w a for each w E A. 

Proof Let M = (W, R, cp) be a K-revision model with worlds w, v, u. MI= 181a iff, at every world 
u E W, M Fu ◊Da, iff at some world v, M Ft1 □a. Since A forms the set of worlds minimal 
in M, vRw for each w E A, Thus, this holds iff M l=w a for each w E A. · 
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Proposition 6.S6 Let M be a !(-revision model. MF 181a if/ M Fw a for each w EI. 

+-

Proof Let M = (W, R, 1.p) be a K-belief model with worlds w, v, u. M F 181a iff, at some world 

• 

u E W, M Fu □□a. Since uRv for any R-minimal world v, this holds exactly when M Fv □a 
for each v E A. For any v E A and w E I, vRw is false, so this holds iff M Fw a for all 
wEI . 

Proposition 6.37 I-co O(l.). 

Proof 

O(l.) _ Cl(l. ::> (□ l. I\ □T)) 

- CJT 
- T 

■ 

We will now present several auxiliary lemmas from which the proof of Theorem 6.38 will follow 
immediately, demonstrating the subsumption of OL by CO*. 

Lemma C.4 Let KB~ LoL be such that KBTr is a nontrivial belief set. If 1-oL 0KB ::> Ba then 
I-co. O(KBTr) ::> 181aTr. 

Proof Let M = (W, R, 1.p) be a nontrivial CO*-model of O(KBTr), where W =AU I, as specified 
in Chapter 6. We will construct an OL-model M which verifies the "same" sentences as M. 
Let M be the OL-model (A,I) where 

A= { w+: w EA} and I - { w+: w EI}, 

ta.king W* to be the valuation associated with world win M. We recall that Levesque's (1990) 
structu1·es take the valuations themselves to be possible worlds, thus eliminating the need for 
a valuation mapping. Clearly Mis a (maximal) O1-model, as every valuation is represented 
in W. Define the inverse image of a valuation w+ to be 

Lemma C.5 M Fw• a iff M l=v a.Tr for all v E /(w+). 

Proof We proceed by structural induction on o. ( and we take v to be an arbitrary member 
of f(w+)). We use Propositions 6.35 and 6.36 in parts (d) and (e). 
(a) For atomic a we have: M l=w• a iff o E w+ iff a E cp(v) iff M l=v o.. We assume 
now tha.t this property holds for a a.nd /3. 
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(b) For -,a we have: M Fw• -,a iff M pf=w• a iff M pf=v a iff M Fv -,a, 
( c) For a :) /3 we have: M Fw• a :) /3 iff M pf=w• a or M f=w• /3 iff M pf=v a or M l=v /3 
iff M Fv a :) {3. 
(d) For Ba we have: M Fw• Ba iff M Fu• a for all U* EA iff M Fu a for all u EA iff 
M l=v 181a for any v E W. . 
(e) For Na we have: M Fw• Na iff M Fu• a for all U* EI iff M Fu a for all u EI iff - -M I= 181a iff M l=v 181a for all v E W . 

Since we have MF O(KBTr), by the lemma above, M Fw• KB iff W* EA. So M p= O(KB). 
Furthermore, by the lemma above, if M F Ba, then M F 181a. 

Now suppose 1-oL Oa :::, 8/3. For any CO*-model M, where MI= O(KBTr), we can construct 
an OL-model M as above satisfying O(KB). Furthermore, by supposition and the complete
ness of OL, M l= Ba and, by the lemma, M I= 181a. By the completeness theorem for CO*, 
I-co. O(KBTr) :::, 181aTr • 

Lemma C.6 Let KB~ LoL be such that KBTr is a nontrivial belief set. If I-co. O(KBTr):::, 181aTr 
then 1-oL 0KB :::> Ba. 

Proof Let M = (A,I) be an OL-model satisfying O(KB). We will construct a CO*-model which 
satisfies the "same" sentences. Let M = (W, R, If)) be a CO*-model such that 

1. W=AUI 
2. ip(A) = {w E W: w p= A} 

3. R = {(v,w): v,w EA} U {(v,w): v,w EI} U {(v,w): v E I,w EA} 

Clearly M is a CO*-model and W can be partitioned as AU I in the usual sense. Recall that 
OL-structures take the valuations themselves to be possible worlds. 

- Tr Lemma C. 7 M Fw a iff M Fv a . 

Proof We proceed by structural induction on a. We use Propositions 6.35 and 6.36 in parts 
(d) and (e). 
(a) For atomic a we have: M Fw a iff a E w i1f w E 'P(a) iff M l=w a. We assume now 
that this property holds for a and /J. 
(b) For -,o: we have: M l=w -ia iff M ~w a: i:ff M V=w Cl iff M l=w -,a, 

(c) For a: :::> {J we have: M l=w a:::> {J i:ff M V=w a or M l=w {Jiff M V=w a or M l=w {J 
iff M l=w a :::> /3. 
(d) For Ba we have: M l=w Ba iff M l=u a for all u EA iff M l=u a for all u EA iff 
M l=v @a for any v E W. 
(e) For Na we have: M l=w Na iff M l=u a for all U* EI iff M l=u a for all u EI iff 

+-
M Fv 181a for all v E W. 
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Since we have MI= O(KB), by the lemma above, M l=w KBTr iff w EA. So MI= O(KBTr). 
Furthermore, if MI= 181aTr then MI= Ba. 

Now suppose I-co. O(KBTr) .::> @aTr. For any 01-model M satisfying O(I<B), we can con
strnct a CO*-model M a.s above satisfying O(KBTr). By assumption and the completeness of 
CO*, MI= 181aTr-, and by construction, it must be that MI= Ba. Hence, by the completeness 
of 01, 1-oi O(KB) :::> Ba. 

Theorem 6.38 1--oL 0KB :::> Ba iff 1--co. o+(KBTr) :::> 181aTr. 

Proof This follows immediately from Lemmas C.4 and C.6. 

■ 

Theorem 6.39 Let M be a CT4O*-model such that M l=cT4o. o+(KB). Then Mis a CO*-model 
such that M l=co. o+(KB). 

Proof This is obvious given the fa.ct that a CT40*-model satisfying o+(KB) must be totally 
connected. 

■ 

Corollary 6.40 l--cT40• Q+(KB) :::> 181a iff 1--co. Q+(K!J) :> 181a. 

Proof Immediate given Theorem 6.39. 

■ 



Appendix D 

Proofs of Theorems: Chapter 7 

In this appendix we present proofs of various propositions, lemmas, theorems and corollaries found 
in Chapter 7. 

Theorem 7.1 Let Poss be a possibility measure. Then there exists a CO*-model M such that 5:.PM 

is the plausibility ordering determined by M and A 5:.PM B iff Poss(A) ~ Poss(B). 

Proof Let Poss be a possibility measure. We construct a CO*-model M such that 5:.PM respects 
Poss. We let M = {W, R, <p) be ( as usual) determined by the set W of maximal consistent 
propositional sentences. We define the rank of w E W to be 

■ 

r(w) = min{Poss(A): A E w}. 

We let wRv iff r(w) $ r(v). 

It is easy to verify that M is a CO*-model. We can also show using the technique found in 
the proof of Theorem 6.24 (i.e. using cuts on the possibilty ordering) that every B-world in 
W sees some A-world in W whenever Poss(B) $ Poss(A). 

Theorem 7.2 Let 5:.PM be the plausibility ordering determined by some CO*-model M. Then 
there exists a possibility measure such that Poss(A) ~- PJss(B) iff A 5:.PM B. . 

Proof Let M = {W, R, <p) be a CO*-model. Since W consists of a set of totally ordered clusters, 
we can assign a rank r(w) to each world w from the interval [O, 1) such that r(w) $ r(v) iff 
wRv. If W has a set of minimal elements in R, we can ensure that these get rank 1. 

Now define the possibilty of A to be 

Poss(A) = sup{r(w): M l=w A}. 

If no sentence gets assigned possibilty 1 under this scheme, W has no minimal elements. In 
this case, we alter this definition somewhat: 

Poss(A) = { s
1
up{r(w): M l=w A} if M ~ 181A 

otherwise 
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We let Poss(A) = 0 for any falsehood. It is easy_t~ verify that Poss is a possibilty measure. 

Suppose that Poss(A) ~ Poss(B). In the case where A= Tor B = .Lit is easy to see that 
this holds iff A -5,pM B. For both □(B ::> ◊T) and Ei(.L ::> ◊A) are CO*-valid for any A, B .. 
Suppose both sentences are contingent. Then this holds iff, for every B-world, there exists an 
A-world which has rank at least as great as that B-world. Thus, for each B-world w, there 
exists an A-world v such that wRv. Hence, th.is is true iff A 5PM B . 
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